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Again a marvelous companion 
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

In 2016 we proudly celebrate 30 years of 
Games Companion! Since the start of our work 
on the handbook in 1988 many changes did 
happen, most especially its international im-
portance, given it by more than 150 publisher 
participating with more than 80 games from 
all over the world who present their games 
every year. You will find no other such publica-
tion on the market!
For the 8th time our Games Companion / 
handbook is published at SPIEL in Essen, this 
time – adapted to modern times – as a free 
PDF edition for worldwide free download for 
all. This year will also have a limited print edi-
tion at SPIEL.
Make use of our handbook and recommend it 
to your family, your friends and your acquain-
tances who are interest in games. If you like 
games, you need our handbook because it is 
not a list of new releases, but a compilation of 
descriptions of game mechanisms and game 
flow and evaluation of those mechanisms. 
With our GABIS you can easily find similar 
games that could interest you.
We are sure that amaong all those games you 
will find YOUR game or your games, use the 
information that you can find on the follow-
ing pages, it is really unique in this for. We are 
happy to do this job every year.
The Austrian Games Museum - Das Öster-
reichische Spiele Museum (e.V.) – has produced 
the card game Potions Brew by Andreas Prior, 
winner of the Austrian Game Designer Com-
petition 2016. 
We also provide information on games on the 
internet, where you can consult the database 
of the Games Museum at any time to find text 
and image for the games.
Infos: http://www.spieledatenbank.at.
We do more than a handbook and a games 
magazine: we are
Gesellschaft „spielen.at“ zur Förderung der 
Spielekultur in Österreich (e.V.). Please visit 
our websites, Infos: http://www.spielen.at.

LUDORIUM - gamesdatabase.at
How to use our data base LUDORIUM to find more games! 
The navigation menu is available in German, English, 
French, Italian and Czech.

All data in the database are based on copies in the archive 
of the Austrian Games Museum. All facts have been taken 
directly from the game and were checked again. All these 
games are physically existing and available from the archi-
ve of the Games Museum. 

We would like to assist you to find the right game for you 
and your group and have therefore linked several para-
meters to the games. Up to now not all games have been 
linked to all parameters, we are permanently working on 
updating older games.

Currently our database offers more than 28.000 texts and 
over 20.000 images. The majority of those come from 
the articles in our monthly publication WIN The Games 
Journal. 

Our menu system currently is available in 5 languages: 
German, English, French, Italian and Czech. The texts are 
currently mostly in German and English, we are working on 
offering them in additional languages, too. 

Besides letters many languages contain special characters. 
In case your keyboard cannot print them, here’s the 
solution: 

For „Österreich“ type in only „sterreich“ or „_sterreich 
For Gygés“ type in only „Gyg“ oder „Gyg_s“!
Parts of any term are valid search entries, too! 
„_“ replaces any special character!

SEARCHING: Already with SEARCH you have many options 
to find the game of your choice: 

SEARCH FOR A GAME OR AUTHOR (There you can enter 
the complete term or only part of it, which will yield more 
results):
TITLE OF THE GAME
PUBLISHER
PERSON (Author, Artist, Editor)

SEARCH ON RECOMMENDATIONS (this information has 
only been entered for some of the latest years)
GROUP – ALL, KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS, 
MANY PLAYERS
PREFERENCES – ALL, RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY, 
CREATIVE, KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION, 
INTERACTION, DEXTERITY, ACTION

FOR PLAYERS (more criteria for your selection)
NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ABOVE AGE
RULE LANGUAGE
CATEGORY (our classic classification)

PUBLISHED OR AWARD WINNER IN THE YEAR
YEAR – ALL or 2001 to 1979
HONORS – Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spielepreis, Spiel des 
Jahres (Note the year)
PUBLISHED – Nuremberg or Essen (Note the year)

LAYOUT
SHORT INFO – WITH, WITHOUT (WITH means the short info 
is shown instantly) 

SORTING  (In case of marking year current games are 
shown before older ones)
„Game title“, „Publisher + game title“, „Year + publisher + 
game title“, „publisher + year + game title“, „recently added 
to the Museum“

ALTERNATE LISTING OF PUBLISHERS
This enables you to access a game directly without 
searching.

Please note, especially when entering criteria: The more 
you enter the fewer results the system will yield, please 
remember when making your selection.

When you have made your entries, simply press the 
SEARCH button!

RESULT OF THE SEARCH

    Back to SEARCH
    Last page
    One game forward
    One game back
    Next page

BOXES ACTIVE AND VALID FOR ENTERING A NEW SEARCH:
GROUP – KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
(Lists only games for the chosen target group within the 
selected year)

PUBLISHED – ESSEN, NUREMBERG
(Lists only games from Essen or Nuremberg within the 
selected year)

AWARD WINNER - Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spiele Preis, 
Spiel des Jahes
 (Lists only games with such an award in the selected year)

SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS, 
MANY PLAYERS
 (Lists the games with the chosen group size within the 
selected year)

PREFERENCES – RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY, CREATIVE, 
KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION, INTERACTION, 
DEXTERITY, ACTION
(Lists all games fitting the chosen preference within the 
selected year)

TEXTS
(Lists texts – short – middle – long- extra – in the language 
stated)
LINKS
(Lists active links to a publisher or other internet sites)

IMAGES
(Shows additional images of the game)

We hope that you will find your game within our system.
Please help us to improve and let us know your comments 
or suggestions at: office@spielen.at
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can help you to find the game 
that best suits your tastes. The color accompanying each game title represents the 
User Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number of players.  
The Bar in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 10 Features of a game.

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the head line)

Children: Games for children an educational games. Adults can play in a guiding 
function.
Families: Children and parents play together, all have the same chance to win and 
have fun.
Friends: Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts: Games with special demands on rules and playing time. Especially for 
game geeks

Please note for the user groups Children, Families and Friends: Children who love 
to play can be ahead of their peers! Please note that our target group “families” does 
not imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, our user groups can 
overlap. The choice of suitable games always depends on your playing partners and 
your fun with games!

Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of 
players are marked with an icon.

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. We have listed 
10 features players note when deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in a game he will enjoy the game. 
The color code marks the dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted preference.
No colored boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present 
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential

 Chance: The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of random generator
 Tactics: Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on one move
 Strategy: Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several moves
 Creativity: The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other creative efforts   
 Knowledge: Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
 Memory: Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
 Communication: Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
 Interaction: Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
 Dexterity: Motor skills
 Action: Body movement, balance and reaction

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or are included in the game, often even more translations can be found 
on the web
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-dependent components that cannot be played without translation or knowl-
edge of the language

IMPRESSUM 
Game by Game 2017 * Games Companion * ISBN 978-3-950739-13-3
englische Ausgabe des Spiel für Spiel 2017 * Spiele Handbuch
Erscheint jährlich seit 1988,. Die deutsche Ausgabe erscheint zur SPIEL 
`16 in Essen  am 13. Oktober 2016.

Verkaufspreis: weltweiter kostenloser PDF-Download  
Limited gedruckte Ausgabe nur in Essen erhältlich
Anfragen zum Spielehandbuch richten Sie bitte per Email an: 
office@spielen.at, mehr Spiele: http://www.spieledatenbank.at

Druck: Gröbner Druck GesmbH, A-7400 Obertwart

Medieninhaber: Verein Österreichisches Spiele Museum (e.V.) 
Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,  
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielemuseum.at.  
Das Österreichische Spiele Museum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein, der 
sich zur Aufgabe gesetzt hat, das zeitgenössische Spiel zu dokumentie-
ren und zu kommunizieren. (Archivstand: mehr als 30.000 Spiele)

Hersteller und Verleger: Verein Spielezentrum (e.V.) 
Obmann Mag. Ferdinand de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,  
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielezentrum.at. 
Das Spielezentrum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein mit der Aufgabe, die 
Verbreitung der Idee des Spielens im Familienkreis durch Veranstaltun-
gen und Publikationen zu fördern.

Redaktion: Alle Texte von Chefredakteur Dagmar de Cassan.  
Kontrollredaktion: Maria Schranz.  Titelgrafik und Layout: Andreas 
Resch. Bildbearbeitung: Walter Schranz. Satz und Endredaktion: 
Ferdinand de Cassan und Bernhard Czermak.  
Koordination der Arbeiten: Gesellschaft „spielen.at (e.V.)“ 
(tätig durch viele ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter), http://www.spielen.at

Copyright: Dieses Buch enthält urheberrechtlich geschützte Teile, ohne 
schriftliche Bewilligung aller Inhaber dieser Rechte ist die Vervielfälti-
gung, Mikroverfilmung und die Einspeicherung und Verarbeitung in 
elektronischen Medien sowie jede Art von Verwertung verboten. Das 
Bildmaterial wurde uns von den Spieleverlagen zur Verfügung gestellt. 

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

You begin with two elephants on a starting tile of one color. In 
a round tiles = number of players are drawn. You choose one of 
them and put it into your display, next to or on top of another 
tile, always adjacent to the location of one of the elephands, 
which is then moved to the new tile. You try to get only one area 
of each color, can have two of your own color and should also 
achieve one area for each color. When all tiles have been placed, 
you score penalty points for surplus areas and score points for 
elephant images on tiles as well as bonuses for correctly placed 
color segments on tiles and elephant figures still standing.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kerala
Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Kosmos

Our Austrian Games Award 2016
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Icon explanation

Solo Play Two Players Large Groups Recommended Minimum Age

GABIS explanation on page 3

Educational traffic game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Leon and Laura on their way to the kindergarden with their 
Dad – which road is the safest one? You roll the die and choose 
a path: The one including the zebra crossings with 40 steps; you 
stop at crossings and move on next round. Or the road including 
traffic lights with 35 steps, at a light you stop and roll the color 
die – for green you can continue, for yellow you roll again and 
for red you wait until your next turn. The third option is the risky 
road with 19 steps; red spots are danger stops, if your turn ends 
there, you are sent back to start. The kindergarden must be 
reached with an exact roll, the first one there wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

1, 2, 3 ... stop!

Publisher: Beleduc

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

The stack of cards is prepared, the top card is set aside and two 
cards are laid out. You draw three cards, look at one and put 
all down face-down. You have two actions per turn; options 
are Peek – you look at a card of another player or at one in the 
middle; Switch – you swap one of your cards for any other; 
Shuffle – you shuffle your three cards and look at one of them. 
Declare End Game – not in the first three rounds; all reveal their 
cards and lose, if they do not have one each of Superpower, Gift 
and World Harmony. If you have all three, you score according to 
the cards and potential special rules.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: no

3 Wishes
Designer: Chris Castagnetto
Publisher: Strawberry Studio

Placement game for 2 players, ages 6+

The classic game that keeps changing again and again - in 2014 
the game returned under its old name „4 gewinnt“ and shows 
the old familiar colors of red, yellow and blue. You have a set 
of pieces in your color - red or yellow - and alternate with your 
opponent to place one piece into the 6x7 vertical wall, which is 
blue in this edition. If you are first to place four of your pieces in 
a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row, you win. This is again the 
simple original version, no pushing out of pieces, no simultane-
ous playing but only clever inserting of pieces!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

4 gewinnt

Publisher: Hasbro

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 6+

A classic, beloved topic from the peak times of Arcade games, 
combined with the classic game in the genre of abstract place-
ment games. You have a set of pieces in your color – red or 
yellow, in Pac-Man design – and take turns to put a piece into 
the perforated vertical wall, which is also yellow in this edition. If 
you are first to place four of your pieces in a horizontal, vertical 
or diagonal row, you win. This version is played with two chip-
blockers, which you can use to block a row for your opponent, 
otherwise the original rules apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

4 gewinnt Pac-Man

Publisher: Winning Moves

Memo and set collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 5+

24 animals are hiding in the jungle; players need to find out 
where they are hiding. Each player secretly draws between 4 and 
8 animals and places them behind his screen; then all players 
draw two cards. When you now already have one or two groups 
of animals fitting your card(s) you show both animals and card, 
lay down the card, keep the animals and draw a new card. In 
your turn you ask another player for an animal you need – if he 
has it you get it and have another turn. If not, your turn passes to 
your left neighbor. If you can complete a card you show animals 
and cards, as before. When all cards are taken you win with most 
cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

4 zu mir!
Designer: Heike Baum
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Expansion for 7 Wonders Duel for 2 players, ages 10+

This is the first expansion for 7 Wonders Duel and features gods 
from various civilizations – Greece, Egypt, Middle east and 
others – with special abilities for each god. In Era I you collect 
mythology markers and can determine which god will enter 
the Pantheon, and sacrifice markers for favor from those Gods. 
In Eras II and II you can activate gods in the Pantheon instead 
of taking cards from the pyramid, paid for with sacrifices as de-
manded by the gods. The expansion comes with two wonders:  
Sanctuary for changing the turn order and Göttliches Theater for 
points and easier access to the gods.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it pl * In-game text: yes

7 Wonders Duel Pantheon
Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Repos Productions

Card game on sums for 3-6 players, ages 8+

You want to get as near as you can to 8 or 28. You draw a card 
and set it down hidden. The active dealer prepares a gem - first 
blue, later red - and offers one hidden card to each player to 
view. If you accept, you display it openly. If your open cards pass 
28, you are out of the round. In turn all are active dealer until no-
body takes a card. Then half of the gems is taken by whoever is 
nearest to 8, the other half goes to whoever is nearest to 28. 1/11 
can count for 1 or 1. If you manage 8 and 28 exactly, you take all 
gems. When there are no red gems left, each blue gem is worth 
1 point, each red one 2 and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

8 * 28
Designers: David L. Hoyt, Colin Morgan, Mike Hirtle
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

1899 London is shaken by heinous crimes – each player is a 
detective and is assigned a case and must identify the clues for 
his case. You are dealt five cards according to a given procedure 
and choose one person, one weapon and a location and hand 
those cards, in a holder, to your neighbor. He must not see the 
card, all other players must be able to see them. Then you spend 
magnifying glasses for actions, in any order and also one action 
several times: Question witness on the number of cards seen in 
one category – man/woman, outside/inside, up close/ranged 
weapon – card color – or contact a secret informer or make an 
accusation.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

13 Clues
Designer: Andrés J. Voicu
Publisher: dV Giochi

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

30 years after the United States have been destroyed a 51st state 
is in the making to. Four Factions - New York, The Appalachian 
Federation as Feudalistic Mining Union, The Merchants’ Guild 
and the Mutants’ Union - fight for dominance over the new state. 
A round comprises the phases cards, production, actions – build 
or plunder a location, make a deal, activate card action and/
or faction action, use opposing open production, take or play 
a contact card or pass – and clean-up, storing goods or return 
those not stored. If you reach or top 25 points, you stop the 
game and win with most points after scoring of locations in the 
state.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

51st State Master Set
Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Portal Games
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Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

GABIS explanation on page 3Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
For families

With friends 
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Tactics

Strategy
Creativity

Knowledge
Memory

Abstract tactic game for 2 players, ages 10+

Think around corners ... on an 8x8 board each player arranges 6 
marbles and the winning marble of his color at right angles in 
opposite corners, the winning marble in the corner slot, the oth-
ers vertically and horizontally next to it. A marble can move as 
many steps as there are marbles in total in its row, but moves 90 
degrees rotated – 3 steps vertically for 3 marbles in a horizontal 
row, other marbles – your own and opposing ones – are shunted 
along. Marbles rolling off the board are out of play. You win if 
your winning marble is in the center spot at the end of a turn or 
if you push the opponent’s winning marble off the board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

90 Grad
Designer: Gunnar Kuhlencord
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

18xx version for 3-7 players, ages 12+

1844 – Railways in Switzerland. Regional Companies only own 
H-Engines of restricted range, no long-distance connections; 
Historical Companies – 10 shares, 1-5 stations, up to four 
engines, minimum one in case of a useable track. Vor-SBB: 2 
stations and 2 engines, mandatory fusion into SBB. 
1854 – Railways in Austria. Mountain Rails – Private companies 
with only one share, no track parts, no engines. Local Companies 
– owned by one player, run on St. Pölten/Steyr Board, work like 
AGs in Operation rounds, always 150 operation capital, owning 
an engine is not mandatory.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

1844 / 1854
Designers: Helmut Ohley, Lonny Orgler
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Players are asked to catch animals for a zoo, each player starts 
with six penguins and 10$. You take the number of dice for the 
round and roll them; then you can either 1) cash them in for 
money and tokens or 2) spend a penguin to roll a spare dice and 
add it to your roll or 3) spend the dice showing penguins and 
take more penguins. Steps 2) and 3) can be repeated as often 
as you want. The final result earns you penguins and money de-
pending on your final combinations of animals. After three such 
rounds with 4, 5 and 6 starting dice to win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

A Fistful of Penguins
Designer: Jonathan Franklin
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Deck building game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

The 3rd and last part of the so-called deck-building trilogy 
including A Few Acres of Snow and Mythotopia. You start on six 
worlds on the board, three habitable ones and three inhabitable 
ones and have a deck of cards for each type. One habitable plan-
et becomes your home world, another needs to be colonized. In 
a turn you have two actions and play cards with icons or addi-
tional actions. You can build, move, colonize, choose a Tech Card, 
do card actions, fight and administrate our cards. If you have to 
shuffle your discard pile, you advance the marker on the Shuffle 
Track. If it reaches the number of players, the game ends.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

A Handful of Stars
Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Treefrog Games

Expansion for Abenteuerland for 2-4 players, ages 10+

King Agamis of Abenteuerland calls adventurers against the 
Fog Creatures. In three scenarios you must fight Fog Creatures 
- with Strength 1 from the adventurer and additional power 
from sword, companions, herbs and/or gold you must equal the 
strength of a Fog Creature to defeat it. Each scenario calculates 
victory points differently and also uses different final scorings. 
The expansion offers three new adventures involving King and 
Princess - Befreiung der Prinzessin, Aufstand der Nebelwe-
sen and Die Befreiung des Königs. Again you must fight Fog 
Creatures and resolve tasks to master an adventure. All new 
adventures need the core game to play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Abenteuerland König & Prinzessin
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Haba

Creative communication game for 4-10 players, ages 12+

A special edition of Activity - 550 cards come with four terms 
each, which are marked with a symbol for the method of 
explanation - drawing, explaining with words or pantomime 
- and with a point value. You draw a card and try to explain as 
many of the four terms as you can within a minute so that the 
others guess them correctly. When a term is guessed, you tilt 
the timer - end of different colors facilitate the correct re-setting 
- and explaining player and guesser move their markers. When 
someone crosses the finish line, you win at the end of the round 
if you are in front. As an alternative you can use two run-times of 
the timer for a turn.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Activity Champion
Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Creative communication game for 3-10 players, ages 8+

In this version of Activity you only draw, but on a board that sits 
on your head! The active player puts the board in front of his 
forehead, draws a card and tries to draw the first term on the 
card within the runtime of the timer, of course without using 
numbers or letters and also without speaking or making a 
noise – you can only nod if the term was guessed correctly. In 
this case artist and guesser score two chips; if you need a second 
round for the term to be guessed, you get only one chip. After 
four terms you note your score and the turn passes to the next 
player. When all were active artist once or twice, you win with 
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Activity Krazy Kritzel
Designers: P. J. Free, G. J. Donner, M. S. Steer
Publisher: Piatnik

Communication game on definitions for 3-16 players, ages 4+

The elephants „Lila“ and „Grün“ are on their way to the lake. 
The variable board allows a short or a long game. Children play 
in two teams following the usual rules of Activity. When the 
term is guessed correctly the elephant goes to the next color 
square corresponding to the one shown on the card. Terms are 
illustrated with pictures. Activity My First is a very well working 
version for small children, which is also suitable for children in 
their first years of school.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Activity My First
Designers: Hablit, Eberl, Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

Egoshooter for 3-5 players, ages 12+

In a destroyed world conflicts are resolved as a virtual Adrenaline 
Tournament. You have two actions of options Run, Move + 
Pickup and Attack. Run – maximum three steps, through doors 
and across open cases, only orthogonally. Move + Pickup – you 
move one step and pick up weapon cards or ammunition. 
Attack – you play a weapon on the table and hit corresponding 
targets in line-of-sight. Then you can reload ammunition. Three 
and six damage give improved actions. If you die, all involved 
in the kill score. The final damage markers Overkill and Killshot 
Marker are relocated and you return to the game.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en pl * In-game text: no

Adrenaline
Designer: Filip Neduk
Publisher: Czech Games Edition
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GABIS explanation on page 3

Expansion for Age of Conan for 2-4 players, ages 12+

This expansion concentrates on the role of Conan. He evolves 
from Warrior and Thief to Mercenary, General and King, his 
abilities grow accordingly. This is documented on the Conan 
Reference Board, with abilities of Strengths, Agility and Cunning, 
which are all of importance when a story card is resolved. The 
Mood Wheel represents the influence of Conan’s temper, he 
becomes wiser as he grows in experience. If the end of the 
experience track is reached, the game ends with a scoring of 
majorities in adventure markers. In dice decision a new die is 
added for each change of stature. Lots more details.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria
Designers: R. Di Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Party and deduction game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

For 25 locations there is a pack of seven location cards + a secret 
agent card, the location is not visible. For a round the starting 
player chooses a deck and deals the cards – reduced to the 
number of players – to all players. You are now either the agent 
or have a special role at the location. Now players ask questions 
of each other: the agent tries to find out where he is and the 
others try to unmask the agent. After an agreed amount of time 
all utter a suspicion and points are scored, but you can also stop 
the game at any point before for a suspicion. After an agreed 
number of rounds you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de hu + many others * In-game text: no

Agent Undercover
Designer: Alexander Ushan
Publisher: Piatnik

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Agricola is one of the most successful games in recent years. 
You develop your farm, build and renovate your dwelling, farm 
acres, found a family and look after your cattle. This new edition 
has been revised and updated. The rules for this edition also 
come with a family version and a solitaire version. The biggest 
change as regards to the original version is in the cards, they 
are a mix of cards from the original game and from various 
expansions. Those cards have also been revised and updated, 
they are marked with E, I and K for beginners, interactive and 
complex cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Agricola
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Expansion for Agricola for 1-6 players, ages 12+

This expansion lets you play Agricola with five and six players, 
with special features for the action cases: Choice cases are 
six cases fifth a farmer symbol and a stone wall; if you place a 
worker there, the other side is blocked, but is not considered to 
be occupied. The eight major improvements are placed beneath 
those of the core game and have different acquisition costs. You 
need first to take the core game improvements before taking 
those from the expansion; you can one the same improvement 
several times. There are also action cases only for a game of six 
players only.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Agricola 5 und 6
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

A small farm with a farmer and his wife in two rooms must be 
developed. In the preparation phase of a round you replenish 
cases on the board. In the work time phase you place a person 
on a free action case – for building materials, family planning 
and building, direct supplies, agriculture, husbandry and im-
provements. Actions without persons are Use Improvement and 
Eat. In the Homecoming Time you take back your people and a 
new action case becomes available. In Harvest Time after rounds 
4, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 14 you harvest, feed people and breed animals. 
After 14 rounds you score persons, grain, animals, improvements 
and farm tiles.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Agricola Familienspiel
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

A small farm with a farmer and his wife in two rooms must be 
developed. In the preparation phase of a round you replenish 
cases on the board. In the work time phase you place a person 
on a free action case – for building materials, family planning 
and building, direct supplies, agriculture, husbandry and im-
provements. Actions without persons are Use Improvement and 
Eat. In the Homecoming Time you take back your people and a 
new action case becomes available. In Harvest Time after rounds 
4, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 14 you harvest, feed people and breed animals. 
After 14 rounds you score persons, grain, animals, improvements 
and farm tiles.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Agricola Family Edition
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Deck building game for 1 player, ages 10+

Eagles at Normandy – Paratroops of the 101st Airborne Division 
at D-Day. Units land and try to complete the mission; you build 
your deck with new troops and must cope with the ever-present 
chaos threat from Disorganized Cards. Aim of the game is to 
work your way through all cards in the Allied or mission deck 
and score maximum possible points. You score for destroyed 
enemy units and conquest of key targets, Disorganized Cards in 
your deck deduct points. If you have to draw the last Disorga-
nized Card or there are four Static Defenses in the Battlefield at 
the of your turn, you have lost the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Airborne Commander
Designer: Aaron Lauster
Publisher: Stratamax Games

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Aviation booms in the late 50ties. You are head of an airline and 
score for passenger transport in three rounds. In phase I of a 
round you place passengers in relation to number of players 
onto the globe, next to the airport of the same color. In Phase 
two you pass and and draw cards until the draw pile is empty. Or 
you paly a card from your hand, implement the corresponding 
action and, before the first card, rotate the globe according to 
instructions on the card. Actions are Income, Load or Unload 
passengers or buy part of an airplane. As an alternative you can 
use the Main Airline Action. After three rounds you score for 
completed Task cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Airlines
Designer: Elad Goldsteen
Publisher: Golden Egg Games

Fairy tale game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

You need to find the lamp with the Genie in the cave and can 
plunder treasure chests. In three phases of a turn all play simulta-
neously. You secretly choose a dice value for the chest you want 
to plunder. All reveal the die and players with the same number 
touch the Lamp deck; the first to touch it summons the Genie 
and has three wishes, that is, cards from the Lamp deck. If he 
accepts a card, the other wishes are forfeit. Then one player per 
treasure chest draws cards; If you draw scorpions, their number 
must be lower than the die value or all cards are lost. When the 
sorcerer cards appears, you win with most points. Series: Tales 
& Games
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Aladdin & The Magic Lamp
Designer: Tiago Damey
Publisher: iello
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Logic puzzle for 1 or more players, ages 10+

Make Iron from Clay and Gold from Iron! In four rounds you roll 
one or two dice each for Clay, Iron and Gold and set them out. 
Five cards each for “change die result”, “turn one die into two” or 
“remove die” are laid out. Then, in your mind, you try to use the 
cards on display to change the Clay dice results to the Iron dice 
results and then the Iron dice results to the Gold dice results and 
name the costs for the cards you want to use – each card only 
once – or announce “not possible”. Who names the first and who 
names the lowest cost, demonstrates the procedure with two 
white dice and scores for a correct process.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Alchemidus
Designer: Shimpei Sato
Publisher: conception / Japon Brand

Expansion for Alchemists for 2-4 players, ages 13+

King’s Golem, the first expansion for Alchemists, poses a new 
task: Can you animate a Golem? Can you convince the king that 
you are making progress? All in all, the expansion offers four 
modules: Startup Funding allows players to adapt the starting 
resources in the laboratory according to demands. Busy Days 
changes every round due to the offer of new rewards, but 
also costs, on the Order areas. The Royal Encyclopedia is a new 
possibility to publish research results, and the The Golem Project 
demands to animate a creature made from clay and magic.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Alchemists: King’s Golem
Designer: Matúš Kotry
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Set collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Mahjong with one suit only and without special symbols. You 
hold four cards, one card is displayed, the card of the next higher 
value is called a Dora Card. You draw a card and set down a card. 
Then you can end the round with a Pair + Trio, using this card or 
the card set out by your predecessor, and score. If you ended the 
round with Tsumo = a card from the stack, the score is divided 
by the number of players and the result is paid to the winner 
by all players. If you end the round with Ron = card of another 
player you are paid the full score by this player. Dora cards in 
your display score bonus points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

All Green
Designer: Takahiro Shinozaki
Publisher: Shinojo / Japon Brand

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

You assist Max and Emmi to sort out the chaos on a farm. 7 
theme cards are displayed, one farm card each is – after a short 
time to memorize it – placed face down underneath the theme 
card of the same color. Then a card from the stack is turned up. If 
you are first to name the item that is hidden under the farm card 
next to theme card of the same color as the card you just turned 
up, you get the card. The card you just turned up is placed 
face-down next to theme card, again after a few moments to 
memorize it. When all cards are given out, you win with most 
cards in your stack.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Alles Tomate!
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Expansion for Alte Dunkle Dinge for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Das verschollene Kapitel is an expansion for the core game of Alte 
Dunkle Dinge and at the same time also a compact travel edition 
of the core game, because the expansion features the six Fateful 
locations from the core game, the River Boat, the Trade Post and 
the Travel Track in the form of cards. The component parts are 
5 Obsessions, individually targeted to the respective character, 
those obsessions must be lifted. There are also 15 new encoun-
ters with three new types of encounters – Achievement, Swags 
and Feat, achievement cards, equipment cards, action cards as 
well as a character board and disc for a fifth player.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Alte Dunkle Dinge Ein neues Kapitel
Designer: Simon McGregor
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Card game for 2 players, ages 14 and up

A Living Card Game, set in the Android universe – Runner versus 
Corporation. Both have their own deck of cards and goals. The 
Corporation can spend three Clicks per turn for actions; to install 
server protection or to trace the runner. The Runner can spend 
four Clicks; for instance for a Run – a hacker attack on Corpora-
tion with different targets; when he manages to get into a server 
he might find something valuable or just destroy the Corpora-
tion project. If you collect seven points, you win. Core Set, with 
deluxe expansions like “Daten und Bestimmung” and Data Packs, 
z.B. „Mumbad Zyklus. “
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

Android: Netrunner
Designers: Richard Garfield, Lukas Litzsinger
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

SciFi game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

As a representative of an Alien race you explore the relic of an 
ancient space ship and try to acquire its technology for yourself. 
This is done via Domination Points that you acquire for majori-
ties in rooms and completing mandates. Each round comprises 
the phases of 1. Assigning orders via dice symbols and offers 
compiled with them, 2. Player turns with a. Contaminations, b. 
Actions – Training, Support, Improvise, Move, Use Technology as 
well as Exploring Rooms or Room Actions, c. Check Missions; 3. 
Check DP, 4. Clean-Up. You win after seven rounds with most DP 
or earlier with the necessary number of DPs.
Version: en * Rules: de en pl * In-game Text: Yes

Andromeda
Designer: Jan Zalewski
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

You want to gather many animals for your ark, but Noah issued a 
ban on pairs. More than two animals of the same kind are a herd, 
allowed and worth more! In a round a number of animals in 
relation to player numbers is on display, one of them face-down. 
In your turn you have an action: split a group of animals and 
acquire a food box or pick up a group of animals for the same 
number of food boxes and quit for the round. If someone has 
ten or more animal tiles, the game ends at the end of the round. 
You remove all pairs and score: Their value for single animals, 
and five points each for animals in a herd, plus one point for 
each remaining food box.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Animals on Board
Designers: Ralf zur Linde, Wolfgang Sentker
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

At night the Pharao Queen leaves her sarcophagus and mum-
mies are out of their bandages with excitement - for the best 
gifts to the queen and with her favor they might have a chance 
to become alive again. A Papyrus card displays the Queen’s wish 
list; all other cards are shuffled and all are dealt four cards. You 
play either a mummy card on the table or a papyrus card onto 
the stack to change the wish list. When someone has the num-
ber of mummies according to the wish list, scoring is triggered 
and all note the points for their mummies; some score positive, 
some are ignored and some bring penalty points. You win with 
50 or more points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Ankh
Designer: Dave Grigger
Publisher: Huch! & friends
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Bet/risk game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Who will risk another card? You draw a card and set it down 
openly. Then in turn you can draw another card and set it out 
face-down and reveal the previous card. Or you can pass and 
not draw a card. When all have passed, the last card is revealed 
– if you have 5 or fewer points with most cards and on more 
cards than the dealer, you win the round and score. If you have 
more than 5, you score penalty points. Action cards in the row 
are points; but if you have 5 or less points, you can keep them 
for the next round and use them to influence your result. If you 
achieve 20 points, you win; if your score is -20, you drop out of 
the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Are you Chicken?
Designer: Tsuyoshi Hashiguchi
Publisher: Gallery Ouchi / Japon Brand

Development game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Area 51 – A secret military base in the Nevada desert stores 
evidence for the existence of Aliens. This demands the most 
modern bunkers, that are expanded continually, and you need 
lorries and trains to relocate artifacts to other areas. In your turn 
you choose one of three options: Get new artifact, play artifact 
for bunker construction or improvement, spend artifacts for 
movement or adding of train or lorry, pick up artifact and store it 
for points. When two areas are without security tokens you score 
bunkers of the three top security levels in areas.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Area 51: Top Secret
Designer: Stefan Alexander
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

SciFi conflict for 2-4 players, ages 9+

You lead teams of astronauts, need to find life pods and rescue 
as many astronauts as you can. Aliens are player-controlled, 
you score for rescued astronauts of your own and killed ones of 
other players. Aliens score whenever Humans die. A player turn 
comprises the phases Alien – Movement and killing astronauts; 
Building – add tile and maybe place Alien; Action and activa-
tion – two actions to move astronauts or activate module for 
teleport, laboratory, control center, jump room, laser, infirmary, 
time machine, warehouse or life pod.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Argo
Designers: Bruno Faidutti, Serge Laget
Publisher: Flatlined Games

SciFi conflict for 2-4 players, ages 9+

You lead teams of astronauts, need to find life pods and rescue 
as many astronauts as you can. Aliens are player-controlled, 
you score for rescued astronauts of your own and killed ones of 
other players. Aliens score whenever Humans die. A player turn 
comprises the phases Alien – Movement and killing astronauts; 
Building – add tile and maybe place Alien; Action and activa-
tion – two actions to move astronauts or activate module for 
teleport, laboratory, control center, jump room, laser, infirmary, 
time machine, warehouse or life pod.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Argo
Designers: Bruno Faidutti, Serge Laget
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Living Card Game for 1-2 players, ages 14+

A game somewhere between role playing game and card game, 
about cooperative investigation. Card decks are used by players 
embodying investigators; every one has his own individual 
personality as a prerequisite for deck building. The game adopts 
the core mechanisms of all LCF games, albeit with a focus on 
the campaign mode, not on the adventure mode. There for the 
three adventures that come with the game are pooled in the 
campaign Die Nacht des Zeloten, including the adventures Die 
Zusammenkunft, Mitternächtliche Masken and Der Verschlinger 
im Untergrund.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Arkham Horror Das Kartenspiel
Designers: Nate French, Matthew Newman
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

On planets deserted by Gigas remaining races fight for weapon 
relics. Each race holds 10 cards, 1 and 9 are unique and all others 
are the same for all races. Four cards are displayed as abilities. 
Three relics are turned up. You play a card and do an action – 
use ability, awakening or rearranging; then card strengths are 
compared, identical values cancel each other, highest value 
wins a relic. If you win with a card equal to the value of a red relic 
card – a skirmish – you win all relics of a color. After 10 rounds 
or when all relics are taken, you win with most points from relics 
and bonuses for majorities.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: yes

Arma
Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Worker placement game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Having survived Armageddon, you want to re-establish civiliza-
tion, found a town and utilize survivors. In six rounds, after copi-
ous preparations, you make exactly one bid, using survivors, for 
equipment cards, erecting buildings and town actions. Buildings 
that you acquire in this way are instantly built. As a town action 
you use survivors for expansion, repairs and special actions, 
especially for fighting plunderers. Then you check for sufficient 
defense against plunderers – if insufficient, there is damage – 
and for sufficient shelter – if not available, you discard survivors. 
In an interim scoring after round 3 and the final scoring you 
score public scoring tiles and one private one.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Armageddon
Designers: Chris Marling, David Thomson
Publisher: Queen Games

New edition of Hase & Igel for 2-6 players, ages 19+

You want to be first to return to London, albeit without a Rumor 
card and with less than 10 £. You begin with three Rumor cards 
and 80 £. In your turn you can move forward or backwards. If 
you move forward you go to a free spot, but not a Layover case, 
and pay travel costs according to the journal. If you move back, 
you go to the nearest Layover and receive 10 £ for each case that 
you crossed. Special cases provide instant events or characters 
for later use or money for correlation between case number and 
position; on a police case you pass a turn and discard a Rumor 
card. On a £ you can receive 10 £ or discard 10 £.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Around the World in 80 Days
Designer: David Parlett
Publisher: Purple Brain / Iello

Fantasy conflict for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Mighty Phoenixborns fight each other as the power source 
supporting them suddenly unification by changing into ash. 
You have your own deck, place magicians into the arsenal and 
units into the battle arena. To prepare a round you roll exhausted 
dice and discard cards and draw cards; then in turn you have 
one main action – use for costs, attack a Phoenixborn, attack a 
unit or pass – and a side action use for cost, meditate, active dice 
effect and use it. If a Phoenixborn has as many wound markers 
as he has life points, he is eliminated; the last one in play wins; 
additional Phoenixborn decks are available.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Ashes Aufstieg der Phönixmagier
Designer: Isaac Vega
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

The small village in Gaul needs supplies and we wander with 
Asterix and Obelix around Gaul to acquire them. Five dice 
provide one action each: Idefix lets you re-roll so far unused 
dice; other options are visiting towns, the Roman camp or the 
village (without dice). In the towns you first whack Romans 
and can then – if you were successful – buy goods for money. 
In the Roman camp you whack centurios, they can be used for 
goods when you visit the village. In the village you replenish 
your magic potion, deliver goods and swap cards or replenish 
your hand. After eight rounds you score Romans, pirates, unused 
goods, money and centurios.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Asterix & Obelix Das große Abenteuer
Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Card and memory game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

You play an animal card from your hand and then turn over a 
chicken run card to find the image from the animal card on the 
chicken run card. When the images correspond, you may set 
aside your animal card and play another one. You can go on 
playing cards and turning up chicken run cards until you either 
run out of cards or you turn up a wrong card. The chicken run 
cards are turned back face down at the end of the turn. If you 
turn up chicken muck, you must either turn up a shovel imme-
diately or draw 2 cards from another player and take back your 
own card. You win, if you can set aside all your cards first.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Au Backe!
Designer: Frank Nestel
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Development and worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

As one of the companions of Marco Polo you plan your route 
through lucrative cities to score points with them and with 
completing orders, and you also try to meet targets for the final 
scoring. Completed tasks give you advantages; in cities you can 
use privileges. In each round you roll and place dice on action 
cases and implement the action - take money, visit the market, 
camels, Khan’s favor, taking orders, use city cards or travel. Before 
or after an action you can do additional actions. After five rounds 
you score completed target cards, trade posts in Beijing and, 
with it, goods as well as the majority of completed orders.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo
Designers: Daniele Tascini, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Crime puzzle with cards for 2 players, ages 14+

Both players simultaneously investigate a case - you are investi-
gator and culprit in turn. You construct a case for your opponent 
from location and escape vehicle cards; crime scene and arrest 
scene are visible, with four locations and five vehicles face-down 
in-between. In turn you ask three questions; answers are “yes” 
or “no”. Then you can play an investigation card, which your 
opponent can answer with a defense card, or swap a card. When 
five location cards and four escape vehicle cards of your case are 
turned up and you name the locations of accomplice and loot in 
your case correctly, you win; if not, your opponent wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Auf der Flucht
Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner-Verlag

Educational game on calculations for 2-5 players, ages 6+

On 44 tiles you find 11 different images, always in different 
numbers. Those tiles are shuffled face-down and laid out, the 
wooden discs are placed, numbers showing, between the tiles. 
In your turn you reveal 2 tiles - when they show different images 
you turn them back over. If the image is the same, all players add 
the number of images quickly and grab the disc with the corre-
sponding number. Whoever grabs the correct disc first, gets the 
pair of tiles. When all are taken, you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de es it nl * In-game text: no

Auf Zack!
Designers: Kirsten Becker, Jens-Peter Schliemann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Tactical placement game for 2 players, ages 5+

In a double-sided disc sit 28 mice, that is, marbles, in six rows 
with 3-5-6-6-5-3 marbles. Players alternate their turns and press 
down any number of mice in one row of their choice. You are al-
lowed to press down all mice in a row. With your turns you try to 
force your opponent into having to press down the last mouse 
and thus lose the game. When all mice are down, you turn over 
the disc for a new round. Whoever wins three such rounds wins 
the game. In the expert rule you may only press down mice in a 
row that already shows gaps when the mice you want to press 
down are adjacent to each other.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Aus die Maus

Publisher: FoxMind / Carletto

Memo and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Each player sits in front of a row of hen images, and those hens 
are also depicted on tiles that are spread face-down in the 
middle of the board. You also place five columns there and 
put one wooden hen on each of the columns. Then all players 
simultaneously search for suitable hen images for their row, 
using one hand only. Hens that you cannot use or already have, 
are put back face-down. If you push a hen off her column while 
searching, all other players – not you! – may try to grab it; who 
manages to grab it can put it in his row for a joker. If you have 
gathered al hens and found the fox, you call “Ausgefuchst” and 
win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Ausgefuchst!
Designer: Thilo Hutzler
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Fantasy adventure for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Conflicts in the world of Aventuria, players must continually face 
new challenges. For a character you choose Sorceress, Dwar, 
Halfelf or Elf and can concentrate strength and use if or more 
powerful weapons later or use less powerful ones instantly. You 
can play in a duel mode and pitch hero against hero to reduce 
life points of an opponent to zero or to set out as a group in 
the cooperative adventure mode and prove yourself valid. In 
a round you draw action cards that improve abilities. The ad-
ventures in the core box are available in four levels of difficulty. 
Expansion: Der Wald ohne Wiederkehr.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Aventuria Das Kartenspiel
Designers: Lukas Zach, Michael Palm
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses Spiele

Cooperative placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Aya, Goddess of Water - in her world we cooperate for images 
of landscapes and animals. In the placement phase you place 
domino pieces, tiles and animal-image markers according to 
stringent rules within a double run of the sand timer. This results 
in an upright chain of Dominos with landscape tiles in-between 
and the dominos and animal-image markers on top of them. 
You start the chain and all dominos topple. Then all score 
animal-images and landscape according to their positions in 
relation to each other and to the domino chain. The points you 
score are meant to show your achievement in a ranking and 
should be topped next time.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Aya
Designers: Olivier Grégoire & Thibaut Quintens
Publisher: Blackrock Editions
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Cooperative placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Aya, Goddess of Water - in her world we cooperate for images 
of landscapes and animals. In the placement phase you place 
domino pieces, tiles and animal-image markers according to 
stringent rules within a double run of the sand timer. This results 
in an upright chain of Dominos with landscape tiles in-between 
and the dominos and animal-image markers on top of them. 
You start the chain and all dominos topple. Then all score 
animal-images and landscape according to their positions in 
relation to each other and to the domino chain. The points you 
score are meant to show your achievement in a ranking and 
should be topped next time.
Version: de* Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Aya
Designers: Olivier Grégoire & Thibaut Quintens
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Dice and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Bakerstreet’s hobby detectives try to catch criminals in order 
to help LeStrade. Three deduction dice for features show three 
colors, three symbols for the type and three numbers for the 
number of persons. For each possible combination there are two 
corresponding cards. The active player rolls three dice one after 
the other in a sequence of his choice. After each die all players 
try to discard a card with the correct number of features. The 
fastest player may leave his card on the table. When nobody can 
discard a suitable card, you ignore previous results in the next 
toll(s) of this turn. Whoever is first to be out of cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bakerspeed
Designer: Marko Jelen
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Balance puzzle for 1 player, ages 5+

Solve equation on a seesaw by balancing the seesaw! 40 task 
cards show the position of red balance beans on a seesaw, they 
are placed at the start on the seesaw – and the number and 
color of the beans that must be added to the seesaw to solve the 
task, that is, to balance the seesaw. Multiple beans can be placed 
horizontally or vertically; red balance beans cannot be moved 
after their initial placement. Solutions are given on the back of 
the cards and there can be more than one way to balance the 
seesaw. If the seesaw is balanced, the puzzle is solved!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Balance Beans
Designers: Vesa Timonen, Timo Jokitalo
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Game of balance for 2-7 players, ages 6+

The one and only mechanism in Bamboleo is balance! The 
difference and beauty of the game lies in the unusual, unusually 
pretty and challenging realization of the game. On a wooden 
base vaguely shaped like an abstract tree trunk sits a wooden 
disc on a cork ball. Before you balance the disc on the ball you 
set all 30 wooden shapes on the disc. And yes, balancing the 
full disc on the ball on top of the base. If you manage to balance 
the disc, it is your task to remove one piece in your turn without 
disturbing the balance and let the disc tumble! When it tumbles, 
the pieces you collected up to this moment are scored.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr gr nl no * In-game text: no

Bamboleo
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Word placement game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

11 to 21 letters are your starting stock, all reveal them and try 
to form as many words as possible. If you have used all letters, 
you say take -> all take a letter and use it, rearranging is allowed. 
If you want to swap, you say garbage, discard a letter and take 
three new ones. When there are fewer letters in stock than there 
are players and you have used up all your letters, you call harvest 
and win with a correct grid; if not, you must quit and return all 
letters to stock. If nobody was able to use all letters, you win with 
the smallest rest and a call of Banana, if stock is empty. Variants 
are stated.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bananagrams
Designers: Abe and Rena Nathanson
Publisher: Game Factory

Word placement game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

10 years of Bananagrams – time to celebrate. You start with 11 
to 21 face-down letters, turn them over and try to form as many 
words as possible in crossword formation. The rules for using 
letters, take new ones etc. and to win are the same as in the core 
game. If you draw a party tile when swapping you must use it 
instantly; some actions are instant actions, some remain valid for 
the rest of the game; you always choose – except for Thief and 
Gifts – another player who must put the action into effect. When 
an action has been completed, the party tile is taken out of play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bananagrams Party
Designers: Abe and Rena Nathanson
Publisher: Game Factory

Wild-west card game for 4-7 players, ages 8+

On location at a wild-west genre film! Each player secretly choos-
es a role – sheriff, deputy, outlaw or renegade – and a character 
with special abilities, but only the sheriff is known to the other 
players. You draw two cards and use them to assist yourself, 
maybe to acquire a horse or a weapon, or you attack another 
character within your range. “Bang” is used to shoot; your target 
may use “Missed” to defend himself. If you lose all life points, you 
drop out of the game. You win if you eliminate your opponents: 
The sheriff the outlaws, the outlaws the sheriff and the renegade 
should be the last one standing.
Version: de * Rules: cn de fr fi gr hu it kr pl se * In-game text: yes

Bang!
Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Dice game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Shootout with dice in the Wild West! As sheriff, outlaw, deputy 
or renegade you have the same goals as in the card game 
and roll five dice, maximum three times. You can set aside and 
reroll dice. Dice show symbols with different effects, which are 
implemented in the order of Arrow, Dynamite, Bull’s Eye 1 and 
2, Beer and Gatling - for yourself, your neighbor or all players. 
For arrow, bull’s eye, dynamite or Gatling you lose a life, for 
beer you win one. Dynamite cannot be rerolled and arrows are 
implemented after each roll. When you lose your last life, you are 
out of the game.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Bang! The Dice Game
Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi

Expansion for Bang! The Dice Game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Five modules for the dice shoot-out! Loudmouth and the 
Coward: Two Saloon dice, for choosing instead of core game 
dice; symbols are Broken Arrow, Bullet and double Beer, Bull’s 
Eyes 1 and 2 and Gatling, the order of resolving is adjusted - Ar-
row of the Indian Chief can be taken instead of a normal arrow 
and loses you two lives in an attack unless you hold most arrows 
alone - A Posse of New Characters, some are only for use with 
the new modules - The Ghost, for use with five or more players 
only, the first eliminated player turns ghost and can still win with 
his faction, there is a Ghost card for the Renegade.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Bang! The Dice Game Old Saloon
Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi
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Card game for 2 players, ages 8+

Finally a game for two! Showdown in Wild West with 24 new 
characters and a total of 80 cards with new symbols and abilities. 
Each player controls a gang of gunslingers, either siding with 
the law or siding with the outlaws. There are always two of them 
actively engaged, the one at the front, the other as a rear guard. 
When one is eliminated from the game, you replace him with 
another. You have your own, individual deck and discard cards 
to a joint pile, so you can use opponent’s cards later in the game; 
in general the mechanisms from Bang! apply. You win, if you 
eliminate all opposing characters first.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Bang! The Duel
Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

In order to win you need to defeat all opposing pieces or hinder 
them to move by moving your own pieces and placing of 
Barragoons. A Barragoon carries six different symbols and can 
be crossed in direction of its arrow on top. Pieces move their 
value or value minus 1, orthogonally and can change direction 
once in a move by 90°.; they cannot be crossed or you cannot 
defeat one of your own pieces. When a piece moves onto a 
square with an opposing piece or a Barragoon, the piece or 
Barragon is defeated, a Barragoon is placed again immediately. 
For a defeated piece each player places one new Barragoon, the 
defeated player goes first.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr es it nl * In-game text: no

Barragoon
Designers: Robert Witter, Frank Warneke
Publisher: WiWa Spiele

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Ants are building up their hills, players help to collect building 
materials. The ant track on the board is filled with material tiles 
according to specification, the remaining tiles are placed in the 
container. The active player rolls two dice and can use an individ-
ual result or the sum of both results to move his wheelbarrow. 
A tile on the case you reached is taken or ignored, on special 
cases you must take tiles or give some back, other wheelbarrows 
are pushed along. When you are back at the starting case, you 
empty your wheelbarrow and place tiles on your ant hill. If you 
are first to fill your ant hill, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bauboom
Designer: Arpad Fritsche
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Discussion and negotiation game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Free areas need to be re-dedicated, interest groups in the 
neighborhood have their own ideas – agriculture wants farms, 
environmental protection wants conservation sites, industry 
wants industrial estates and jobs, housing development wants 
living quarters and politicians want the best for the home coun-
try and population; so you negotiate, come to agreements and 
find compromises. You can play in several variants, each team or 
each player represents one interest group and everything goes, 
you can lie, betray, make deals, tell the truth. But in the end only 
the result of the voting counts.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Baumland
Designers: Samira Bouslama, Till Meyer
Publisher: Spieltrieb

Game of creative building for 2-6 players, ages 8+

A bag full of unusual building blocks – you find a mushroom, 
an egg cup, a pyramid, or a Christmas tree. Players build towers 
according to their rule of choice: A joint tower built by all. Or 
an individual tower, you 1) bid for blocks to place or 2) bid for 
placing a block and also for refusing a block, if you cannot bid to 
refuse you quit the game or 3) have a base and build your own 
tower, but at the start all players have chosen blocks and placed 
them in a row; then you build and can take blocks from other 
rows. Or 4) you win with three red blocks in your tower, blocks 
are auctioned and placed in any tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Bausack
Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Party at the Beasty Bar, your animals want to attend. You place 
one of four animals in hand at the end of the queue and apply 
its action, followed by “permanent animal actions in the queue 
and, finally, the entrance check at Heaven’s Gate: When five ani-
mals are in the queue the two foremost ones can enter and the 
last animal is thrown out. You end your turn with drawing a card. 
When all animals are played you win with most animals in the 
bar. New Bests in Town introduces new animals and correspond-
ing rule changes; it can be combined with Beasty Bar, in this case 
you choose 12 animals of value 1-12 for your deck.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Beasty Bar and New Beasts in Town
Designers: Stefan Kloß, Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Move, roll and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Magic Raven „Schnabelgrün“ hat created Giant Berries, which we 
want to pick, and from time to time we must pull the raven out 
of the swamp. Schnabelgrün starts on any bush. You turn up a 
card and resolve it: For a number Schnabelgrün moves along the 
bushes; if he ends up on berries, you take them. If he ends up 
on an empty bush you turn the bush to the swamp side. When 
Schnabelgrün ends up on an empty swamp you put two berries 
on it to save him. If the card shows raven + berry you can take 
a berry from another player. If you cannot place 2 berries on a 
swamp when necessary, the player with most berries discards 
to and wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Beeren klau‘n
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Secret organizations fight for control of the Old Kingdom. The 
game features 9x9 cards and an end-of-game card which begins 
the discard pile. In your turn you reveal a maximum of five cards 
and can stop earlier to take the cards and stack them, not more 
than a total of five kinds of cards. If you do not stop and reveal 
a card that is higher than the previous one and are unable to 
reduce its value with an ability, you lose your turn and get noth-
ing. Other abilities let you destroy cards, swap cards or influence 
them in other ways. When the discard pile has been shuffled 
for a new draw pile and the end-of-game card is turned up, you 
score stacks with more than one card.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es it pl * In-game text: no

Behind the Throne
Designers: Oleksandr Nevskiy, Oleg Sidorenko
Publisher: Ares Games

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

40 Bellz -little bells in four colors, 20 small ones, 12 medium ones 
and 8 big ones - are shuffled on the playing surface, which is the 
spread-out inside of the cloth package. The active player takes 
the magnetic wand, decides on the big end with the strong 
magnet or the thin end with the weak magnet and collects Bellz 
in his color with it. He cannot switch the ends and his turn ends 
if he picks up more than one color of if a Bellz falls off the wand. 
In this case he puts back all Bellz collected so far. If you are happy 
with the number of Bellz you collected you take them off the 
wand and set them aside. Whoever collects his 10 Bellz first, wins 
the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Bellz
Designer: Don Reid
Publisher: Game Factory
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Building blocks for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Bioblo - short for Biological Blocks - are new innovative build-
ing blocks: Flat, longish oblongs with a comb structure. They 
come in different colors, are light and easy to use, even when 
you place them vertically in your construct. They are also an 
egolocical novelty - they are made from 60% wood shavings 
and a biological synthetic component on plant basis (mainly 
sugar cane) and thus are made from 100% renewable resources. 
Another advantage: You can clean them in a dishwasher or 
washing mashine. The Bioblo Classic Box offers 202 blocks and 
a cotton bag for those who do not want to re-align the blocks 
in the box.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Bioblo Classic Box

Publisher: Bioblo

Placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Buffalos thunder across the plains directly at an Indian village; 
the chief and his four dogs try to stop them or even catch the 
buffalos. One player embodies the buffalos and tries to cross 
both rivers, the other player tries to catch or stop the buffalos. All 
three types of pieces move differently and only the Indian Chief 
can attack by moving onto a square with a bison and thus catch 
the buffalo and take it out of play. When one buffalo crosses 
the second river or all buffalos are stopped by dogs or caught, 
players switch roles and you win if you did win one round as the 
Buffalo player and one round as the Indian player.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Bison
Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Piatnik

Movement game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 8+

As a team you want to get eight pieces to the finish area as fast 
as you can. Black Dog is placed on the turntable in the middle of 
the board. You move pieces with cards, always for the full value. 
Team partners swap a face-down card in each round. If you can-
not move a marker, is out of the game for the round, the cards 
are forfeit. You jump over pieces and defeat pieces on occupied 
target spots or by overtaking them with a Seven. If you move 
to a paw case, you rotate the turntable. Red cards have special 
effects; for black cards the value is determined, they move piece 
and Black Dog who chases away pieces that it passes or reaches 
to the start.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it  * In-game text: no

Black Dog
Designer: Johannes Schmidauer-König
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Trick-taking card game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Data hacking is the topic - cards are the same on both sides, so 
you know your opponents cards. You play one or several cards 
or the same value; the others follow with a card or the same 
number of cards of another value. The same number of cards of 
higher value take the trick and you move your own marker or an 
opposing marker. When Blackhat is played, the lowest combina-
tion wins and the winner of the trick can pick up cards from the 
trick. When someone is out of cards, you score the round and 
play another one. When a marker is on the critical asset slot or 
cannot move you score the game and the game ends, you win 
with the lowest score.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Black Hat
Designer: Timo Multamäki
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

The story teller is called the Arbiter, he reads the story on the 
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose 
any questions, but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can 
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate 
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the 
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This 
edition tells 50 black stories as always, in this Edition #13 without 
connecting topic for the individual stories.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Black Stories 13
Designer: Holger Bösch
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12

The story teller is called the Arbiter; he reads the story on the 
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose 
any questions, but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can 
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate 
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the 
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This 
edition tells 50 black stories about UFO landings, astronauts on 
alien planets, of extraterrestrials and Aliens, journeys into other 
universes and machines that take over control, a cross section 
from SciFi films and series.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Black Stories Science Fiction Edition
Designer: Elke Vogel
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Bid and bluff game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

You try to win chickens of maximum value in auctions and to 
land the Blind Hens with your fellow players. Three cards are 
drawn by the auctioneer and auctioned as a package - the 
auctioneer offers 1 or 2 of them openly, he alone knows all cards. 
You make a bid; the highest bidder takes the package and pays 
the auctioneer with cards already in his hand. When the auction-
eer is the highest bidder, he pays one card in turn to all players, 
they choose the card. When the end-of-game card is drawn, you 
score color majorities and card values in three colors as well as 
Blind Hens and golden grains.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Blindes Huhn
Designer: Heike Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

Placement game with dice for 2-5 players, ages 8+

New residents move to villages and bring wealth and riches. 
Bohemian villages are displayed, as are various goods tiles. In 
your turn you roll four dice and make up sums with 2, 3 or 4 dice; 
remaining single ones are ignored. For each sum you can place 
a resident on a building of this value; in some situation you can 
oust a resident already in place. Some buildings give revenue 
instantly, when you claim them, some do so in a scoring, when 
all buildings are claimed. A double roll gives you the bishop and 
revenues from churches. If someone does not have a marker to 
place, you again score city halls, shops, church majorities, flour 
and glass and win with most coins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Böhmische Dörfer
Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Make money with beans! You have bean fields and beans in 
hand and must never change their sequence! The first card from 
your hand you must play, the second one you may play. Then 
you can take, trade or give away cards turned up from the stack, 
hand cards can be included in a deal. Then beans received or 
left over must be planted. If necessary you must harvest before 
planting. The Bohnometer of the variety determines the revenue 
for the number of cards harvested; harvested beans are flipped 
for money accordingly. When the draw pile has been emptied 
three times, you win with most money. Relaunch 2016.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bohnanza
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo Spiele
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Variant of Bohnanza for 2 players, ages 12+

Bean economy for two! You begin with three talers, five cards 
and three Bohnus cards. On three fields you plant a bean card of 
the same sort or the next-higher value than the previous card. 
In Phase II you turn up three beans; you must give away one 
of them and push its gift card to your opponent; he accepts or 
denies and must in this case offer a gift himself, and so on until 
one player accepts a gift. You may bluff in offering a gift, but 
must pay a taler if the gift of a non-available card is accepted. 
Bohnus cards can be met anytime with suitable fields and you 
can discard one at the end of your turn, draw one and maybe 
meet immediately.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bohnanza Das Duell
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Expansion for Bohnanza for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Bohnedikt introduces special bean fields on the new fields 
boards, offering cards and the variety Bohnedikt with heavenly 
commands. Bohnedikts have no Bohnometer, but edicts, they 
can only be planted in the Klostergarten as joker for the variety 
planted there. Their edict effects are triggered when Bohnedikts 
are revealed at the start of the trading phase, they can be 
traded and given away like any other variety. Offering cards let 
you plant two bean cards on the Gottesacker field, indepen-
dent of the variety already planted there, the field need not 
be harvested. For harvesting the Bohnometer of the last card 
planted is valid.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Bohnedikt
Designers: Jochen Balzer, Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Futuristic, cool, hip, fun! The game unit randomly names actions 
which you must act out very fast using different parts of the unit. 
The feature “scream” can be shut down. If you react correctly you 
hear a specific sound and a new order. If your reaction is wrong, 
the run ends or - in the multiplayer variant - you quit the game. 
If you have managed to score 100 points at the beginner’s level, 
the unit accesses the Master Level, and after that the Profes-
sional Level. In those levels spoken orders are mixed with sound 
orders. You can play alone or hand on the unit to other players or 
play in party mode.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Bop it!

Publisher: Hasbro

Reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Bop it! Moves – Yet another version of the fast reaction game. Be-
sides the basic commands – Twist, Pull and Push – there are ten 
new commands – Knock, Approach, Comb, Weigh, Drink, Golf, 
Hammer, Selfie, Sing or Whip. You do not need any items, only 
concentration, quick reactions and full body control to enact 
the correct movement at the correct time. The game unit uses 
special technology to recognize the correct movement. You can 
play alone or hand on the unit - on its order - to the next player 
in a multi-player version. Game modes are Action, Classic and 
Beat Bop which gives the commands with a sound effect.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Bop it! Moves

Publisher: Hasbro

Dungeon-Crawl with cards for 2-4 players, ages 10+

The next level for the nasty card game in the style of a retro 8-bit 
video game. You want to entice heroes into the dungeon, elimi-
nate them and win their souls; heroes who survive that, cause 
wounds – at the end of a round you win with ten or more souls 
and lose with five or more wounds. With room cards you expand 
the dungeon, Heroes and Epic Heroes are opponents and you 
use spells and act as Boss Monster. In this new edition you 
can play a dragon, use new mechanisms like Dark Heroes and 
Hybrid Heroes and use all of it as expansion for Boss Monster or 
as a stand-alone game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Boss Monster 2 The Next Level
Designers: Johnny and Chris O‘Neal
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Creative word combining game for 2-10 players, ages 12+

Think out of the box! Nine image cards out of 120 are on display. 
All play simultaneously and try to find a connection between 
two cards. There is no limit to your creativity, you can make 
composite nouns, use expressions, emotions, characteristics, 
film titles or whatever else – a head and a chili pepper can be 
sharp thinking, the plane and the woman a stewardess and the 
plane and the clock the flight plan, and so on. If you think up a 
combination you name it and point out the cards. When your 
fellow players agree, you take the pair and replace it from the 
stack. When all cards are taken, you win with most.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Brain Storm
Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Memo and quiz game for 1 or more players, ages 10+

You answer questions, receive category cards for correct answers 
and win, if you are first to get back to the start area with a card 
from each of the eight categories. You roll a die and move, can 
change direction in a turn, but not across the same case twice. 
You draw a card of the category, look at it for the runtime of the 
timer, roll a die and hand the card to your neighbor. He asks you 
a question about the card, in relation to the dice result. If you 
answer correctly, you receive the card. For cases with a question 
mark, Flip-Flop cases and White cases you apply special rules. 
As an alternative you can play for the most won cards within a 
time limit.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr * In-game text: yes

BrainBox Das große Quiz
Designer: Gary Wyatt
Publisher: The Green Board Game/Carletto

Educational memo fame for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Aim of the game is, to win a maximum of cards within 10 min-
utes. You draw a card, look at it for the runtime of the timer, roll 
a die and hand the card to your neighbor. He poses a question 
in relation to the dice result. When the answer is correct you 
receive the card and the turn passes to the next player. You need 
to look at the pictures very closely, because all answers can be 
found in the picture. Reading ability or adult assistance is neces-
sary. Various theme sets, here „Auf dem Bauernhof“.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr * In-game text: yes

BrainBox Auf dem Bauernhof
Designer: Gary Wyatt
Publisher: The Green Board Game / Carletto

Educational memo fame for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Aim of the game is, to win a maximum of cards within 10 min-
utes. You draw a card, look at it for the runtime of the timer, roll 
a die and hand the card to your neighbor. He poses a question 
in relation to the dice result. When the answer is correct you 
receive the card and the turn passes to the next player. You need 
to look at the pictures very closely, because all answers can be 
found in the picture. Various theme sets, here „Erfindungen“.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr * In-game text: yes

BrainBox Erfindungen
Designer: Gary Wyatt
Publisher: The Green Board Game/Carletto
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Educational memo fame for 1 or more players, ages 5+

Aim of the game is, to win a maximum of cards within 10 min-
utes. You draw a card, look at it for the runtime of the timer, roll 
a die and hand the card to your neighbor. He poses a question 
in relation to the dice result. When the answer is correct you 
receive the card and the turn passes to the next player. You need 
to look at the pictures very closely, because all answers can be 
found in the picture. Reading ability or adult assistance is neces-
sary. Various theme sets, here „Auf dem Bauernhof“.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr * In-game text: yes

BrainBox Kleine Forscher
Designer: Gary Wyatt
Publisher: The Green Board Game/Carletto

Educational memo fame for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Aim of the game is, to win a maximum of cards within 10 min-
utes. You draw a card, look at it for the runtime of the timer, roll 
a die and hand the card to your neighbor. He poses a question 
in relation to the dice result. When the answer is correct you 
receive the card and the turn passes to the next player. You need 
to look at the pictures very closely, because all answers can be 
found in the picture. Various theme sets, here „Städte der Welt“.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr * In-game text: yes

BrainBox Städte der Welt
Designer: Gary Wyatt
Publisher: The Green Board Game/Carletto

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Smiles are in demand, and also in this logic puzzle. At the start, 
each of the 50 puzzle boards only shows one smiley and differ-
ent numbers of blue, sad and red, neutral faces. You choose one 
of the puzzles in five levels of difficulty and take the number of 
pieces indicated in the yellow icon. Then you put the first piece 
on any free spot and check if you encounter a Smiley or a yellow 
piece in each of the possible directions. If yes, you change the 
blue faces on the line to Smiley, and the red faces into blue faces. 
When all pieces have been placed and there are only smileys on 
the board, you have solved the puzzle.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Brains Make Me Smile
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

In this version wie go treasure hunting. You chose one of 50 
puzzles, they come in five levels of difficulty, and take all eight 
treasure card tiles. Then you put all eight tiles on the board, in 
any orientation, so that all specifications marked at the end 
of the paths are met. A path must cross the lake following the 
direction of the arrow or pass the treasure chest or arrive at a 
red cross or cross the exact number of huts or the given number 
of tiles or must connect pairs of identical symbols. The solution 
booklet fives you the orientation and position of one tile in the 
puzzle as a first clue.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Brains Schatzkarte
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

A compilation of expansions for 24 games

The roaring success of 2015 is given a repeat run in 2016. Behind 
each of the 24 doors of the Advent Calendar, one expansion for 
one of 24 games is hidden; games for 2016 are: Arcadia Quest, 
Arkwright, Broom Service, Böhmische Dörfer, Cacao Chocolatl, 
Camel Up Cards, Crisis, Das Orakel von Delphi, Die Portale von 
Molthar, Gold West, Guilds of London, Hansa Teutonica, Imhotep, 
Istanbul, Karuba, King of Tokyo / King of New York, Mysterium, 
Panic Lab, Quadropolis, Robinson Crusoe, Saboteur, Tallinn, West 
of Africa and Zooloretto. The 2016 edition comes in two different 
releases: The ottractive big box with doors and a compact edi-
tion for easier transport.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Brettspiel Adventskalender 2016
Designer: diverse
Publisher: Frosted Games

Role selecting and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

As a collector, witch or druid you try to produce lucrative potions 
and to deliver them via broom service for income. In each of 
the seven laps you choose four out of ten roles. As the active 
player you choose a role and then choose either its courageous 
more risky or its cowardly action - the cowardly one is resolved 
instantly. Then, if other players hold the same role, the must play 
the card in turn and also decide on courageous or cowardly, 
implementing cowardly and taking over with courageous from 
the previous player who chose courageous. Collector roles bring 
resources, witches move pawns and deliver potions and druids 
deliver potions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Broom Service
Designers: Andreas Pelikan, Alexander Pfister
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Potions are delivered by Broom Service. Order cards in relation 
to the number of players are prepared and Witch cards are 
distributed. In four turns you play between three and nine 
rounds. You choose three cards and play a witch card in either 
courageous or craven mode; the next player must, if possible, 
play the same card and again decide on courageous or craven; 
if he chooses courageous, the previous courageous witch is 
turned over. At the end of the turn you can meet orders with 
successfully set-down witches and gain them for victory points. 
The same order can be met by more than one wizard, but 
removes another order from the display.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Broom Service Das Kartenspiel
Designers: Andreas Pelikan, Alexander Pfister
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Merchants in Bruges strive for influence with those in power, 
rival among each other and guard against outside events. One 
round comprises: Phase One – draw cards; Phase Two – roll 
dice and distribute threat markers, Phase Three – play cards for 
actions; Phase 4 – check majorities and change of starting player. 
In Phase Three you place four cards one by one and use it for 
one of six actions – take 2 minions, take 1-6 guilders, discard 
one threat marker, build 1 canal tile, build 1 house or display 
1 person. You score for persons, houses, advantages, majority 
markers, canal tiles and advancement when one draw pile is 
empty.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Brügge
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Brügge for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Four independent modules as expansions for Brügge, to be 
used individually or in combination. Module 1: Neue Bürger - 
Additional cards, that is, two new cards for each of the eleven 
groups from the core game. Module 2: 5. Spieler - Board and 
components for a 5th player; the board is based below the main 
board and shows two new canal segments on its left; there 
are no rule changes as regards a game of four. Module 3: Das 
Zwin - Additional action for canal construction; you place a ship 
in the color of those dice that show 3 or 4, you can use ships on 
anchor places. Module 4: Die Börse  - In each round one of the six 
possible actions is improved.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Brügge Die Stadt am Zwin
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Hans im Glück
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Alignment game for 1-2 players, ages 8+

Bubblees float in the sky above planets; each player has such 
a planet for up to 20 Bubblees. In each round two adjacent 
Bubblees of his choice fall on a player’s planet. When this causes 
an arrangement of three or more Bubblees of the same color in 
a horizontal or vertical row, you take all of them off and transfer 
them to the scoring zone for one point each. Removing such a 
row triggers a special ability, in relation to the color of the Bub-
blees, that you can use – e.g. swap Bubblees or send Bubblees 
to the opponent’s planet. Bubblees above removed Bubblees 
slide down. When the sky cannot be replenished, you win with 
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Bubblee Pop!
Designer: Grégory Oliver
Publisher: Bankiiiz Editions/Blackrock Games

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Six ships for each player sail on six routes between harbor and 
islands, with the one goal to capture treasures - they are pirate 
ships, after all! You roll dice, can re-roll once and can move a 
ship towards the harbor for two identical results. Three identical 
dice take you from harbor to island or back. When your ships are 
already on an island, you have special abilities from them in your 
turn, in relation to dice results. In case of a failed roll you may 
mark a treasure belonging to a richer pirate and steal in your 
next turn with a triple result. If you steal your third treasure, the 
game ends and you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Buccaneer Bones
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Word game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Discard cards with words. The game features topic cards, each 
showing three topics in ascending levels of difficulty, in English 
on the left side and in German on the right side. 51 letter 
cards are shuffled, you are dealt six cards and one topic card is 
revealed and a topic is selected. In your turn you must play a let-
ter card or change the topic. If you play a letter you must name 
a word that starts with the letter on the card, suits the current 
topic and has not yet been named. If you change the topic, you 
reveal a new card and name the topic. If you are first to be out of 
cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Bücherwurm
Designers: Lukas Zach, Michael Palm
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Dexterity and race game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

The castle with courtyard and wall with steps and trophy high 
up on top is set up, catapult and bats are set ready. The player 
markers are at start for the race to the trophy. The active player 
puts a bat into the catapult and shoots her towards the castle. 
Depending on her flight and landing point, you may move up to 
three steps. If the bat falls into one of the castle moats, you draw 
a ghost tile for help. If you miss the castle altogether, you lose a 
turn. Whoever reaches the trophy on top of the castle wins. In a 
version there is also Pesky Ghost and tiles for him to hinder your 
progress and make catapulting bats more difficult.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Burg Flatterstein
Designer: Guido Hoffmann
Publisher: Drei Magier Spiele

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Buttons for Stars! You win with five stars in a row or twelve stars 
on the board. Button next to button or button on star is not 
allowed. You can roll dice or pass. If you roll, others can make use 
of the dice with golden pips only. The active player uses all dice 
and puts a button at a crossing of black and white dice results. If 
you cannot place something, you remove all buttons and a black 
dice for the round. IF you pass, you also set aside a die. When 
each player has set a die aside, those you passed, receive a star 
for each triple of symbols covered and one star for a covered 
triple of the symbol on their own button card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Buttons
Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Expansion for Cacao for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cacao Chocolatl introduces four modules to expand Cacao 
individually or in any combination. Map Tableau: two jungle 
tiles; you pay for their use with Map tiles. Watering Module: 
Three tiles Watering, per activated worker the water carrier can 
go back one case and allows you store four cacao fruits from 
stock in your village. Chocolate Module: Cacao fruit, activated 
worker and Chocolate Kitchen give you a bar of chocolate; 
Cacao fruit and chocolate bars can be sold on the Chocolate 
Market. Hut Module: build hut for gold at end of turn; at the end 
of the game, building costs are scored like gold, some huts give 
you a bonus.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cacao Chocolatl
Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Race and betting game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Camel race in the desert - camels move along the race track and 
players bet on stage results and final results. A player turn com-
prises exactly one out of four options: Take a stage tile to bet on 
a camel - place your desert tile on the track - take a pyramid tile, 
use the pyramid to toss dice and move the camel in the color 
of the die ejected by the pyramid - bet on final winner or loser. 
When all camels have been moved once, a stage ends and is 
scored. When a camel unit crosses the finish line, you win - after 
a stage scoring and the final scoring - with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Camel Up
Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Race and betting game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Once again camels race in the desert. The race track is laid out in 
relation to number of players and the racing stack is prepared. In 
your turn you do a track action – place Fox or Palm on an empty 
case or reveal the top race card or play a race card from your 
hand and move the camel of this color, adhering to special rules 
for Fox and Palm. Then you can place a bet and take an available 
lap or final bet card. When all race cards have been used, the lap 
is scored for income from bets. When a camel unit crosses the 
finish line, you win with most money after the last lap scoring 
and a final scoring.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Camel Up Cards
Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Expansion for Camel Up for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Supercup provides four additional modules for the camel race in 
the desert; you can use them individually or in any combina-
tion with the core game. Components for a game with nine 
and ten players are also provided, in this case you should use 
all modules. Module 1 comprises an extended track and dice 
for galloping, a camel can now move up to two times in a lap. 
Module 2 introduces a photographer - you now can choose 
the action option to take the photographer tile and position 
the camera which will take pictures of camel units on this spot, 
against payment. Module 3 offers bets on position and Module 
4 betting partnerships in a game of six or more players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Camel Up Supercup
Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele
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Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

A modern classic in a new outfit - for this new editions the 
graphics of the game have been redesigned. Cover and tiles 
have been changed and the rules have been revised for even 
easier access to the game: Otherwise the game is the same: You 
place landscape tiles for a landscape of cities, roads, meadows 
and monasteries next to each other, adjacent card edges must 
correspond. Seven meeples are placed on newly placed tiles and 
are scored when the landscape type is completed. Meadows are 
scored at the end of the game and the winner is the player with 
the highest score. Two mini expansions - The Abbot and The 
River - round off this edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Edition II
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

The starting board is placed near to the edge of the table, you 
have four meeples and two camps and all boats are placed at 
the source of the Amazon. You draw and place a tile as usual and 
can then place meeple or camp on it, or move your boat on the 
Amazon and score the tile if necessary. Tributaries and villages 
are scored as usual, camps at the end of the game. You can 
only add tiles behind the front edge of the Amazon. A meeple 
on boat symbols moves the boat. An Amazon tile expands the 
Amazon, then boats in first and second position score points 
for piranhas and caimans on the new tile. Series: Carcassonne 
Around the World
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Amazonas
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

The series Carcassonne Around the World takes us to the Wild 
West with this edition - tiles are placed as usual and you place 
cowboys on railway tracks, mountains, prairies and roads. Newly 
placed mountains are equipped with mining tiles. Instead 
of placing a cowboy you may place or relocate your tent or 
take a mining tile from the mountain on which your tent is 
currently located, independent of other cowboys or majorities 
on the mountain. Scorings for mountains and railways feature 
additional details, e.g. double points for only one engine on the 
track and mining permits on mountains, both in interim scorings 
and the final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Goldrausch
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Placement and position game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Landscape tiles are laid out to form a South Seas island archi-
pelago. Runways connect islands and yield shells, the islands 
yield bananas and fish come from the ocean. Four ships are 
on display. In your turn you draw a landscape tile and place it 
next to at least one already in place, landscape features must 
correspond! Then you can place an islander on it or take back an 
islander. Completed runways, islands, ocean regions or markets 
are scored and you get the goods. Finally, you can deliver goods 
to a ship for points. When the last tile is placed or the last ship 
taken you win with most points after a final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Südsee
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Tiles show fields with or without harvest symbol, lanes, 
meadows and animals. Harvest chips show six different harvest 
symbols. You begin with four meeples and 2 stables. You draw 
and place a tile at a suitable place in the display. Then you can 
put a meeple on lane or field or place a stable on a meadow, 
provided the landscape types are still free. Then you score, if 
applicable, and can then, if you extended a lane, move your 
meeple along the lane for one 1 per tile. Harvest symbols on 
completed fields get you chips. When all tiles are placed you 
score points for lanes, open fields, harvest chips and animals on 
8 tiles around a stable.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Über Stock und Stein
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Winter-themed edition of Carcassonne featuring twelve ad-
ditional terrain cards. You place tiles with correlating landscape 
features edge to edge to form a landscape with cities, roads, 
meadows and monasteries. You have seven meeples at your 
disposal, which you place as knights, farmers, monks or thieves 
on an available landscape on a newly placed tile. Those meeples 
earn you points when the landscape is complete and can then 
be placed again. Cities and meadows can merge during the 
game and then the points are scored according to majorities. 
When all landscape tiles have been placed, meadows are scored 
and you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text:no

Carcassonne Winter-Edition
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Fifth expansion with 6 estates, wagons, mayors and abbeys 
each. An abbey closes a gap and completes all adjacent tiles for 
a scoring and is scored like a monastery when a monk is present. 
The Mayor is placed in cities and scores the coats of arms in a 
city. An estate is placed at the crossing point of four tiles with 
a meadow and the meadow is instantly scored. The wagon is 
placed on road, city or monastery and scored like a meeple; 
and a wagon can also be relocated instead of being taken back 
after a scoring. The new landscape tiles feature cities with two 
separate boroughs, roads with three meadows and roads with 
roundabouts. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Abtei und Bürgermeister
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

The 8th expansion contains 12 new landscape tiles with bridge 
markers, 12 bridges and 12 castle parts. When a bazaar is turned 
up, the tile is placed and a bazaar takes place. You turn up one 
tile per player and the tiles can be bought with victory points. 
A bridge continues a road and is built on the tile just placed or 
a tile adjacent to this tile. The ends of bridges must be placed 
on meadows. A small town of two tiles can be expanded to a 
castle and scores the points of the first building that is scored in 
the vicinity.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Brücken, Burgen und Basare
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

In the 3rd expansion the land around Carcassonne is plagued by 
a Dragon. The Dragon moves when a volcano is placed or when 
a card with the Dragon is placed: Each player must move the 
Dragon one tile horizontally or vertically until the Dragon has 
moved over six tiles or is stopped by a cul-de-sac. The Lady re-
moves an opponent’s knight if she is placed next to an occupied 
town, the placing player may not place a pawn anywhere in this 
move. The Fairy can be moved when no pawn is placed. Tunnel 
and Monastery are new features within a town. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Burgfräulein und Drache
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück
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Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The 4th expansion brings 18 landscape tiles with tower icon, 
30 wooden tower parts and a tower for tile storage. Depending 
on the number of players you receive 5-10 tower parts. In your 
turn you draw and place a tile as usual. Then you can place one 
of your men, or place a tower part on a tower location, or add 
a tower part to an already existing tower, or put a meeple on 
a tower to complete the tower. Placing a tower part entitles a 
player to capture one meeple of another player; equal numbers 
of prisoners between players are exchanged; you can also buy 
back a prisoner for 3 points from the score track and place him 
immediately. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Der Turm
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne, for 2-6 players, ages 8+

6th expansion with one new expansion and three mini-expan-
sions, previously published. Graf von Carcassonne: City cards 
are laid out for Carcassonne and begin the game, The Count 
is placed into the city. If you trigger a scoring and do not score 
yourself, you may put a meeple into Carcassonne. König und 
Raubritter: The King goes to whoever owns the biggest city, for 
one point at the end of the game. The Robber Baron goes to the 
owner of the longest road fr one point per completed road. Der 
Fluss II is placed at the start and you can place a meeple there 
already then. Kultstätten steal points from monks.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Graf, König und Konsorten
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

2nd expansion for Carcassonne featuring 24 new landscape 
tiles, 20 of them with commodities. There are also commodity 
tokens and one pig and one builder for each player. When a 
player completes a city with commodity symbols, he receives 
one commodity token per symbol. If you own most of a type 
of commodity at the end of the game you score ten points. Pig 
and builder are treated like normal meeples - the pig raises the 
value of cities for farmers and may only be placed with your 
own farmer. The builder allows double turns in cities or on roads 
when they are extended or completed. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Händler & Baumeister
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

9th expansion with 18 landscape tiles, showing hills or vine-
yards, 18 sheep and wolf chips and 6 shepherds. Shepherds are 
placed on meadows and you draw a chip: A sheep is placed, a 
wolf removes sheep and shepherd. If you expand a meadow 
with shepherd you can expand the flock - again by drawing a 
chip and placing the sheep, a wolf would again chases away 
sheep and shepherd - or score the flock for 1 point per sheep, 
sheep and shepherd are then removed. Sheep on merged 
meadows count for all players; at the end of the game sheep 
have no value. Hills decide ties for their owner, vineyards next to 
monasteries score 3 points each.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Schafe und Hügel
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

First expansion for Carcassonne, featuring 18 new landscape 
tiles. Some of them show inns which score two points for the 
highway robber for the completed road segment. When the tiles 
with inn symbol are part of an unfinished road, the road is not 
scored! Cathedrals score three points for each tile in a completed 
city; if a city with cathedral is not complete, the city does not 
score points. Other new components are point tiles for scoring 
and one big meeple for each player, which is equal to two stan-
dard meeples. One set of meeples for a 6th player completes the 
expansion. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Carcassonne Wirtshäuser und Kathedralen
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Building blocks, but only seemingly! In the elegant box of 
abstract design you find a number of squares made out of high-
quality wood and coming in four colors: white, light grey, dark 
grey and burgundy red. These blocks demand that you to think 
around corners! In turn you place a square for a high score and 
consider carefully, because space is scarce and not every combi-
nation of colors is allowed. And of course, the other players, too, 
have a piece to place!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Caro
Designer: Annedore Krebs
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Cooperative placement game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Rabbits must collect carrots to feed the burrow; time is short, 
paths are long and birds of prey circle overhead. All players first 
assemble a labyrinth with tiles according to a template before 
the timer runs out, put birds and carrots on it and then move 
the rabbit across the labyrinth in maximum 10 steps and collect 
carrots on the way. For birds in the labyrinth you roll die for 
movement, they influence carrots and rabbits when meeting 
them. Round 2 and 3 are the same, but labyrinths and numbers 
of maximum steps are bigger. When players have 20/25 carrots 
at the end, they win together.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Carrotia
Designer: Malte Kühle
Publisher: Mage Company

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Castro offers a combination of the mechanisms from Yatzy and 
“Four in a Row”. Squares on a game board are marked with 
results of dice rolls, each player has 15 pagoda roofs. You roll five 
dice and have five rolls to achieve a useable result, which you 
need not announce before rolling. You may set dice aside and 
re-roll them later. The dice result determines – within certain 
restrictions for when the result was achieved - where on the 
board you can place one of your pagoda roofs and if you can 
cover another payer’s roof with one of your own. If you cannot 
place a roof, you lose a roof. Whoever achieves four roofs in a 
row first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Castro
Designer: Jürgen P. K. Grunau
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Development game with app for 3-4 players, ages 10+

20 years of The Settlers of Catan - a relaunch for Spiel des Jahres 
1995, it is now called Catan. In the Play it smart mode the new 
Robber piece activates an app when a 7 was rolled or a settle-
ment or city was build. Placement of the Robber on the cor-
responding spot triggers an event which demands decisions or 
reacts to the current game situation. Some events are part of a 
treasure hunt with which you can find treasures and acquire the 
special victory point “Biggest Treasure”. Otherwise, standard rules 
apply and to win you need, as usual, 10 victory points from cities, 
settlements, development cards and special victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Catan Play it smart
Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos
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Card game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

In teams of two you play cards as a trainer to instruct cats 
playing Volleyball. You have three cards in hand, the rest of the 
team cards is stacked. The ball is served, the team nearer to the 
ball begins and plays a card to hit the ball; if it is played within 
the team, the other team draws cards. If the ball reaches the 
opposing side with three contacts, a special attack is triggered 
– you draw a card from the opposing team for a ball action 
and draw three cards; if not, the opposing team scores. When a 
team scores, one of its cats goes to sleep and the next round is 
prepared.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Cattack! No. 1
Designer: Azumi Date
Publisher: GoccoGames / Japon Brand

New edition of the card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

In Gulliver’s footsteps we search for celestial cities and their 
treasures and win with the most valuable collection. The captain 
of the round steers the aircraft. As captain you roll for the events 
of the stage according to the number of dice for the next target. 
Each passenger decides to stay or to travel on. If you stay, you 
draw the top treasure card. The captain copes with events by 
discarding equipment cards, moves the aircraft and hands the 
aircraft to the next player. If he cannot accomplish this, the air-
craft crashes, nobody takes treasures and a new journey begins. 
The new edition comes with a beginner’s game, short rules and 
new summary cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Celestia
Designer: Aaron Weissblum
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Expansion for Celestia for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The first expansion for Celestia introduces 13 equipment cards 
„A Little Help“, 8 cards „Upgraded Equipment“ and 4 cards „Pow-
er“. All new cards are shuffled with those from the core game; 
you randomly choose a pawn and receive the corresponding 
character with a special ability that you can use once in the 
game. “A Little Help” cards are played when the flying machine 
is in danger to crash, but only if you are not the captain. Each of 
those cards in hand at the end of the game deducts two points 
from your score. “Upgraded Equipment” cards allow you to cope 
with two identical events = two dice with the same symbol by 
using with only one card.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Celestia A Little Help
Designer: Aaron Weissblum
Publisher: Blam! Éditions / Blackrock Games

Race game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Chariot Race in the arena, you want to be first to have mastered 
the track twice before your vehicle falls apart. You accelerate, 
brake, overtake, change lanes, and, if necessary, you collide with 
another chariot or throw a spear at it or drop caltrops in its way. 
In a round you have turns in order of positions on the track. In 
your turn you can repair by discarding Fortuna’s favor, adapt 
your starting position to the damage level and take dice accord-
ingly, roll dice with re-roll option, receive favor, move the chariot 
– modified by dice roll – and you can attack.
Version: multi * Rules: de en it nl pl * In-game text: no

Chariot Race
Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Dice and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Chef Alfredo makes the best soups, but unfortunately he has 
forgotten which one is in which pot. Four pots with recipe tiles 
are on the stove. You roll a die: For Chef Alfredo you switch two 
pots. An ingredient result is put into a pot, you put it in and 
check, but do not announce a mistake. Your left neighbor takes 
the die without changing it and can accept your choice of pot 
and roll again, you receive a Chef tile. If he doubts your choice, 
he compares the die and the recipe tile in the pot. Whoever 
is correct, takes a Chef tile and all ingredients from the pot go 
back to stock. When all Chef tiles are taken, you win with most 
of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Chef Alfredo
Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Queen Games

Dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 6+

Hens are fleeing to the spoon catapult to escape the cooking 
pot. Depending on the chosen board you need to hit rings 
on the bull’s eye or different images on the farm. For the farm 
version egg tiles mark your throwing distance; each player has 
three throws and, in case of success, takes the tile for the target 
he hit. If necessary you then implement the action marked on 
the backside of the tile. When someone later hits this target 
again, you hand over the tile. Combos of different tiles score 
bonus points and are safe from other players. After each round 
you turn over an egg tile. When all are turned up, you win with 
most points from your tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Chicken Wings
Designers: Manfred Reindl, Silke Briedl
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Over three years magicians compete in four tournaments per 
year for the chimera that fits the demands best. Each year a Main 
Contest Tile and a Secondary Contest Tile determine the charac-
teristics, for instance Beauty and Aggression. Simultaneously, all 
draw animal tiles from any of the stacks and place them on their 
own season boards or on those of others. When all boards are 
filled, you can rearrange tiles between your boards; the parts of a 
Chimera – Head, Body and Tail – must come from three different 
animals. Then Chimeras of a season are compared and score in 
relation to meeting the demand. If you finished first, you take a 
Queen’s Award.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Chimere
Designers: Roméo Hennion, Clément Leclercq
Publisher: Game Flow / Blackrock Games

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Electricity and circuits as tasks in puzzles. A starting piece with 
batteries and a finish piece with contacts at three sides are 
connected by wire; there are lamp pieces in three colors and 
connecting pieces with different arrangements of the con-
necting metal strips as well as one blocker piece. 60 task cards 
show a task area with symbols for lamps that need to light up or 
remain dark, the grid with given pieces that must be arranged 
there at the start and the component area showing all the pieces 
that you must include in the circuit to solve the task. When the 
correct lamps light up, you have solved the puzzle.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Circuit Maze

Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Dice and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

1855 in the Wild West - players are gold diggers which claim 
their territories and defend them against take-over. You roll 
three dice and place your white marker and can then either roll 
again or replace the white markers with markers of your own 
color. You must assign one die to a row, the other to a column 
and the third die to a white or black marker. Depending on the 
situation on an area there are different rules for what markers 
you can place. If you have claimed the necessary number of ar-
eas there is one last round and then the player with the biggest 
area of connected squares wins.
Version: en * Rules: en es fr * In-game text: no

Claim it!
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag
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Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dwarves mine treasures in an ancient mine. Treasure cards form 
mining shafts and you hold one open and one secret task. A 
turn comprises: Fill Mine Cart – place treasure cards from the 
gallery into the cart; Unearth Treasure – place treasure cards into 
your gallery, in color or type equal to the previous card, maybe 
one card into another player’s gallery; Sift Rubble – bonuses 
for empty gallery cases, draw cards and replenish mine shafts. 
Kablooey cards destroy the top treasure in a shaft. When the 
monster awakes, you add coins from treasure, Kablooey cards 
and completed tasks and lose coins, if you collected most 
monster eyes on your cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Clonk!
Designer: Michael Xuereb
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

You want to assemble the best inventors team of all times. 
Your team is made up from inventors of one era and you have 
cube markers. In your turn you send out an inventor to get to 
work by placing your cubes onto free spots on an invention, in 
relation to the inventor’s knowledge in that field. Or you get all 
inventors ready again. When all spots in an invention are filled, 
the invention is complete. Whoever has contributed most to 
it, chooses his reward first – the invention itself for a patent or 
one of the reward tiles. After three eras you score patents, rows 
of symbols in inventions, victory point tiles and completely 
upgraded inventors.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Club der Erfinder
Designer: Frédéric Henry
Publisher: Bombyx Studio

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Yet another new edition of the classic game, set in a new, 
modern environment, this time in a classy mansion including a 
swimming pool, á la Hollywood Movie Star! Cluedo as we know 
it and yet is different! This version of the detective game intro-
duces new characters and a new background story together 
with a new graphic design. Again murder has been done, we 
use character conspiracy cards and are also confronted with a 
time limit. When the time card is drawn, playing time has run out 
for the affected player: he is out of the game and can no longer 
solve the case by deducing weapon, location and culprit.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Cluedo

Publisher: Hasbro

Detection and deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 18+

On a double-sided board you solve two murder mysteries 
with their own locations and suspects: The Commander of the 
Golden Company was found murdered on Roter Bergfried, 
which powerful and ambitious nobleman is the culprit? – In 
Meereen a Grand Master was murdered and peace is in danger 
after Daenarys conquered the city, an Unknown siding with the 
Harpyie wants to cause chaos. You roll dice, move your marker 
and question other players at a location. Information received 
is marked and you can accuse someone if you believe that you 
know the culprit. You win if your accusation is correct or are out 
of the game, if your accusation was wrong.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cluedo Game of Thrones Collector’s Edition

Publisher: Winning Moves

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Somebody has eaten the cake all by himself and the little hobby 
detectives search for the owner of the sweet tooth. As in Cluedo 
the case is randomly assembled at the start - maybe Gloria at 
5 with cocoa? Each case features clues in the guise of pictures 
underneath playing pieces, players need not be able to read. 
Those clue pictures are also on the notepads of players, so that 
you can cross them off. Connecting Cluedo junior to Cluedo are 
the familiar characters, albeit in a comic-book design: Baronin 
von Porz, Oberst von Gatow, Professor Bloom, Fräulein Gloria, 
Frau Weiß and Reverend Grün.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cluedo junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Your avatar must collect crystals. 10 maps show six levels each, 
it is recommended that you play the same level on all maps 
and then go to the next level. You place avatar, portal, crystals 
and maybe trolls for obstacles on the indicated spots on the 
map and use action markers on the Guide Scroll to program 
the avatar path. On the Scroll all spots must be filled and the 
color of the markers indicates whether the avatar runs, slides or 
jumps, that is, uses the path in the corresponding color on the 
map. From the Intermediate level on you must find correct spots 
for Conditional Tokens and then use them to determine your 
further path for condition met or condition not met.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Code Master
Designer: Mark Engelberg
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Word guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Two teams elect a Master Spy. 25 random codenames are laid 
out. Both Master Spies agree on a random code key and insert 
it into the holder. The code determines agents for each team, 
neutral persons and the Assassin in the display of codenames. 
Master Spies alternate to give a clue of word + number, indicat-
ing the number of codenames the clue is relating to. When a 
team touches a code name and is correct, it can keep guessing 
and the card is covered with the team color. Touching of neutral 
agents or agents of the other team terminates your turn, they 
are also covered in appropriate colors. If you touch the Assassin 
you lose the game for your team.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Codenames
Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Word guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Variant of Codenames. The rules of Codenames apply – but 
there are 5 x 4 images laid out in a grid. The master spies of both 
teams alternate to give clues made up from a word and a num-
ber; the number indicates the number of images to which the 
clue relates. If a team touches a code picture and is correct, it can 
keep guessing and the image is covered with the team’s color. 
If you touch neutral agents or one of another color terminates 
your move, the images are covered accordingly. If you touch the 
assassin, you and your team lose the game instantly. Variants for 
giving clues and end of the game are given.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Codenames Pictures
Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Resources management with dice for 1-4 players, ages 13+

80 years after Nanocalypse civilization must be rebuilt. Dice 
numbers represent different resources, white dice are stable and 
can be stored, grey ones are instable and for immediate use. You 
put dice from your warehouse into your play area, add dice from 
supply, roll them and put one into your play area; others choose 
and the die into their warehouse. Then you can activate cards for 
effects and build new cards/buildings with them, or else receive 
CHIPIs, for which you can get instable resources. Discarding a 
card gives you dice for the warehouse. At the end of your turn 
you put resources into storage and deactivate cards and receive 
victory points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Colony
Designers: T. Alspach, T. Hojo, Y. Nakatsu
Publisher: Bezier Games
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Card action game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

The Union Pacific Express is robbed - who will be the richest 
bandit of the gang? Bandits are placed according to templates 
into the carriages and you draw 6 caqrds from your deck. In 
five rounds you have one move in turn in the Planning phase 
and play one action card into the middle, corresponding to the 
conditions stated on the round card; then those action cards 
are resolved in the order they were played - move, change level 
train/roof, fire, robbery, hit or marshal. After this action phase 
you - maybe - resolve an event indicated on the round card, 
for instance angry marshal, braking or taking the conductor 
hostage. Spiel des Jahres 2015.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Colt Express
Designer: Christophe Raimbault
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

Expansion for Colt Express for 3-8 players, ages 10+

In this expansion you can be Marshal with special action cards 
and ammunition cards and win, if you complete four out of five 
target cards. The richest bandit will win only if the Marshal fails! 
New features are: Gefangenenwaggon with rules for free and 
imprisoned bandits. Brillante Idee changes the rules for drawing 
cards, Gefangene are henchmen of a bandit – each bandit can 
only have one, he provides advantages or abilities depending on 
affiliation. Mei is the perfect bandit and an acrobat, moves also 
diagonally and can also be used in the core game. The events for 
the Marshal from the core game have been adapted.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Colt Express Marshal & Gefangene
Designer: Christophe Raimbault
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

Set collecting game for 1-8 players, ages 10+

The village must not be depopulated - to win together you must 
survive 24 book-closings with minimum one resident in the 
village. You are dealt cards according to number of players and 
level of difficulty, plus three cards Land Shark. Two Book-Closing 
cards are on display, the village begins with 20 residents. All 
players put down a development card and choose the starting 
player together. In three rounds there are two phases each – in 
Phase 1 you place cards from your hand as workers or remove a 
Land Shark or hire a worker or score a book-closing by owning 
of the necessary symbols. In Phase 2, completed development 
cards score bonuses.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Come to Fishing Village
Designer: Kiroaki Fujiwara
Publisher: Tohoku Wisteria / Japon Brand

New scenarios for Concordia, for 2-5 players, ages 12+

The second expansion for Concordia comes with two new 
boards and new strategic challenges. In the Gallia scenario you 
begin with only one land colonist and must have settled in a 
harbor town, before you can use your sea colonist. In the Korsika 
scenario you use the tightest Concordia published map so far, 
the board features only 20 towns in eight provinces. Both boards 
can be played with any number of players, but Korsika has been 
especially designed for two or three players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Concordia Gallia / Corsica
Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Sun, pool and competition for the sun loungers! At the start you 
place empty towels; then you roll dice and set aside at least one 
die per roll; re-rolls and repeating a roll – for water ball chips – is 
possible. Pool attendants are set aside and the pawn is moved 
accordingly; its location blocks a section of loungers. With a suit-
able result of color + quantity you can conquer or re-conquer 
your own loungers or occupy and later conquer other players’ 
loungers or claim a value 5 lounger.  When only four loungers 
are available, you win at the end of the round with most points 
from your loungers, your sunbathers on other towels and water 
ball chips.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cool am Pool
Designer: Hartwig Jakubik
Publisher: Piatnik

Expansion for Cosmic Encounter for 3-8 players, ages 12+

As one of 50 unique Alien races you want to conquer planetary 
systems and attack planets of other races. In this revised new 
edition we encounter races from earlier editions and also new 
ones. They are accompanied by new technology cards, flares 
etc. to optimize the well-considered deployment of forces and 
the selection of allies. You win if you are the first to set up five 
colonies on planets outside your own home system. To achieve 
this you need a well-balanced combination of aggression and 
negotiation abilities. Kosmische Allianz is the latest expansion 
featuring 20 new Aliens and components for seven and eight 
players.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cosmic Encounter
Designers: J. Kittredge, B. Eberle, P. Olotka, B. Norton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Placement and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Search for exotic animals in the rain forest. One explorer per 
player begins at the corners of the hexagon tile display. In your 
turn you select a group with your explorer, turn over an adjacent 
tile and decide to pass or to take the tile; if you pass, all others in 
turn decide to take or to pass. When all pass, you turn over the 
next tile. Whoever decides to take, removes his explorer from 
the group and takes all revealed tiles. If you turn up the second 
danger tile, you must take. When all tiles are taken or all explor-
ers removed, you score animals for quantity per type, a complete 
set scores a bonus of 20 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Costa Rica
Designers: Matthew Dunstan, Brett J. Gilbert
Publisher: Lookout Spiele / Mayfair Games

Bluff game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 13+

Political revolution and fights for power! For each role there 
are three cards. One action is automatically successful if not 
deflected or contested. As regards to the ownership information 
on cards you can lie, bluff or tell the truth. Negotiations are 
possible, but arrangements are not binding. Face-down cards in 
front of players represent influence; in case of loss of influence 
due to a lost challenge you must reveal a card of your choice. 
When both cards are revealed you are out of the game. The last 
one in play wins. Coup Reformation is an expansion with 15 new 
characters, you are Loyalist or Resistance (Catholic or Protestant) 
and can only attack the other faction, but change your affiliation.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Coup
Designer: Rikki Tahta
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

A King for Monkey Mountain is needed - each player holds a 
catapult behind the red line on his board. If you manage to 
shoot a coconut into a cup you take the cup, even from an 
opponent, and puts it on a free space on his personal board. 
When all places in the bottom row are taken you build the next 
level of the pyramid, etc. If you take a red cup, you have another 
turn. With two “magical” cards you can influence the result of a 
shot or change the rules for the duration of a turn. If someone 
completes his pyramid or when all coconuts are in cups, you win 
with a complete pyramid or with most coconuts in your cups.
Version: de * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

Crazy Coconuts
Designer: Walter Schneider
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
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Deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 14+

Scene of Crime: Metropolis. 25 cases await their solution. One 
player is Crime Master, detectives decide on team work or indi-
vidual investigations. One player draws a case and lists all facts 
on the card and the details that need to be found out. The Crime 
Maser takes the card “Solution of the Case”. Investigators I turn 
pose questions that must be answered with yes or no. Everyone 
can keep asking until he gets a “no”. When you name correct 
details you score a points. When the investigators can think of 
no questions anymore or 12 points have been awarded, you win 
with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Crime Master
Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Economics game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Axia must be lead out of recession and crisis. In a round you 
deal with phases Event, Loan Interest, Planning, Actions and 
Evaluation. If you cannot pay interest, you take penalty tiles. 
To plan, you set managers on available action slots. Then you 
resolve slots with at least one manager, resulting in win or loss of 
SP, actions are, for instance, Shady Business, Subsidies, Export or 
Production, etc. Then you compare the amount of victory points 
with the target sum of the round and adapt the finances of Axia 
accordingly. When they are in the black after seven rounds, Axia 
has survived the crises, you can pay pack loans and calculate 
your victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: en gr * In-game text: yes

Crisis
Designers: Pantelis Bouboulis, Sotirios Tsantilas
Publisher: LudiCreations

Dexterity game for 2 or 4 players, ages 8+

One versus one or in teams you snip your discs for points and 
win with 100 points. In case of two players each one has 12 discs, 
in a team six discs. You choose a quadrant on the board and 
snip a disc that touches the outer ring. When opposing discs 
are in play, you try to hit the,. A disc in the center hole scores 20 
points, one in the circle of pegs 15 points, one outside the circle 
10 points and one in the outer ring 5 points. After each snip you 
remove all discs hitting the outer ring. Copious rules for valid 
and invalid moves and removal of discs.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Crokinole

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

The little ant wants to take home supplies, but lots of other ants 
leave confusing tracks. A card is laid out, you add one of your 
five cards to one already on display, at right angles to it. One half 
of the new card must cover one half of a card already in place 
and the value of the new card’s half must be one lower or one 
higher than the half it covers. If you cannot place a card, you 
draw a card. To cover two halves of two cards touching each 
other is called Flotter Duft and your left neighbor draws a card. 
If you cover two halves of two adjacent cards, you have caused 
Flinker Stinker and all other players draw a card. Whoever is out of 
cards, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Cross Roads
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Game Factory

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Variant of Boules, featuring soft balls, playable in any surround-
ing. The small target boule is called ”Jack”; if you throw it, you 
determine how everybody throws their boules, “left hand only” 
or “roll them” etc. You try to get your own boules as close as you 
can to Jack. You can play “Dog eat Dog” or in teams. First you 
throw Jack; then each player in turn throws one of his boules. 
When all are thrown, you score for lowest distance to Jack and 
for combos that are formed by one or more of your boules 
touching Jack. With 13 points you win a set, with two sets you 
win the match. Two-Player Sets in many color versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Crossboule C3
Designer: Mark Calin Caliman
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Asymmetrical area control for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Three alien species have simultaneously discovered an 
unexplored planet whose rich resources are guarded by the 
indigenous Trogs. In a game of two and three players, Trogs 
are not actively played, but are obstacles for the invaders. As a 
faction you win with most victory points, mainly from control-
ling crystal-producing regions then a scoring is triggered. You 
can also score victory points for territories under your control, 
prisoners, eliminated enemy units and for making use of certain 
tactics and abilities. In five rounds you play events, draw cards, 
have actions, fight, make prisoners and score.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Cry Havoc
Designers: Grant Rodiek, Michał Oracz, Michał Walczak
Publisher: Portal Games

Placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Stormy seas, the kitchen wobbles and the lobsters escape. The 
kitchen must be straightened so that you reach the lobsters and 
not bones. Each player has a board and a set of tiles; one player 
shuffles and stacks his tales face-down. Then he reveals a tile 
in turn, the others find this tile in their stock and all place the 
tile on a free square on their board, never overlapping. You can 
rotate the tile, paths need not continue. When 16 tiles have been 
placed you score one point for each lobster that you can reach 
from the entry, and two penalty points for each bone.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cucina curiosa
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Worm-burrowing party in neighbor’s garden! You pick a worm 
head and let it disappear into your worm’s tunnel. Then you roll 
the die and push a worm section of this color into your worm’s 
tunnel. When the first worm head appears at the other end, the 
round is finished. You win, if the head of your worm is furthest 
ahead. In the version for older children you can place your daisy 
tile and your strawberry tile next to the corresponding slit in the 
tunnel of the worm which you believe will become visible first. 
If you picked the right slit, you can feed the tile to your worm by 
pushing it into your own tunnel.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Da ist der Wurm drin
Designer: Carmen Kleinert
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Der Große Kaiserkanal – The Great Imperial Channel is important 
to develop Beiping into Beijing, the capital. You draft an action 
card, reveal it and resolve some or all of the options offered by 
the card, followed by a rather complex move of the Great Coor-
dinator with many consequences and the resolving of this move. 
When a revolt is triggered it is scored immediately and then the 
round is passed to the next player. There are 10 actions from 
Tea Break to Intrigue, Building, Removing Unrest to Destroying 
Channel, and so on. During the game and at its end you win or 
lose prestige due to the various actions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Da Yunhe
Designer: Björn Müller-Mätzig
Publisher: Müller-Mätzig Spiele
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Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The five colored sets of 12 cards each represent one element of 
the Five Element Philosophy. True to the name of the game – 
path – you choose either the sure path of taking one card from 
the display of three cards, at the beginning. Or you draw a card 
and add it to the display. When then the value of the display is 
higher than 12, you take all cards in the display, but only if the 
new card does not have the same value as the card next to it. 
Cards you take are placed face-down, you may look at them. 
When the draw pile is empty you sort your cards by color, score 
one card for points and deduct one point each for every other 
of your cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dao
Designer: Andy Hopwood
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Card game with a fairy tale topic for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Stories in the Land of Dark Tales do not always have a Happy 
End! With randomly selected Setting Cards A and B you choose 
the Story. In your turn you draw a card, play - optional - an item 
and resolve the effects according to the valid card A and then 
you play a card. You score the icons of the card for victory points, 
placement location and effects. Items that you receive are laid 
out. The interactions between cards and items are the key to 
the game, the effects of the items change with the background 
stories, the Setting cards. If someone cannot move, you resolve 
card B and win with most victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Dark Tales
Designer: Pierlucca Zizzi
Publisher: dV Giochi

Expansion for Dark Tales for 2-4 player, ages 14+

Cinderella, too, does not always live happily ever after in Dark 
Tales: You place a Day and a Night card from the core game and 
shuffle the expansion cards with those of the core game. From 
the core game setting cards + new cards A4 and B4 you ran-
domly select two and add the setting cards A- and B-Cinderella 
for the scoring of “Ball at the Palace”. Cinderella tiles are stacked 
separately. New symbols are “Cinderella tiles” for taking or turn-
ing over those tiles or “Musical Notes” for scoring points. “Ball” for 
a scoring of tiles, Dancing Couples and single dancing cards is 
triggered by three cards discarded to “Ball at the Palace”.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Dark Tales Cinderella
Designer: Pierluca Zizzi
Publisher: dV Giochi

Magnetic memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

The little Ghost plays cannon ball bowling all night long, but 
has forgotten where he hit the balls. The eight balls are put into 
the chests, chests are shown one by one to players, closed and 
put into a room, players remember the colors. You choose one 
of your search cards and move the ghost to a chest with the 
magnetic staff. When the correct ball is in the chest, you put it 
back openly and search for the next one, and so on; open chests 
are closed and relocated. When you have completed a card, you 
set it aside and your turn ends. When you don’t find the ball, the 
turn passes to the next player. If you have completed all your 
cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Das kleine Gespenst Spuk auf Burg Eulenstein
Designers: Kai Haferkamp, Markus Nikisch
Publisher: Haba

Cooperative memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

The little Ghost is exploring the town by daylight, turns black 
because of the sun and wants to get back to the castle fast, 
chased by town residents. The ghost begins on the well tile with 
the first clue, the Eulenbergers on their starting case. The active 
player reveals a card; is it a location, you compare the building 
in the big circle with the small circle on the previous card. If they 
are identical, you move the ghost there and have a new hint; 
otherwise you turn over the card again. For an Eulenberger card 
you move their marker one step. If it is the 7th card before Castle 
Eulenstein is revealed, all have lost the game together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Das kleine Gespenst Wettlauf zur Burg Eulenstein
Designers: Kai Haferkamp, Markus Nikisch
Publisher: Haba

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Zeus invites mortals up to Olympus and wants to be entertained 
with a competition in 12 tasks: To earn rewards you need to 
construct three cult sites, erect statues, offer sacrifices and fight 
monsters. You access islands and use three oracle dice. In your 
turn you check wound cards, have actions in relation to the 
oracle dice and from maximum one oracle card and from special 
actions of gods in their topmost track. Then you roll again and all 
adjust the positions of their gods on the track. At the and Titan 
attacks each player individually and causes wounds. Whoever 
reaches Zeus first, wins at the end of the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + nl * In-game text: no

Das Orakel von Delphi
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

A new edition in a new design for the game that has amused 
generations! At the start players must decide between a 
fast-track career and the longer track via a university degree. 
Then you roll the die and move along the paths, at crossroads 
you must choose the long way. You follow the instructions of 
the squares on which you end your moves and you buy life 
insurance if you want to and can afford it. You can take out loans. 
You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the 
customs bridge to reach your feudal mansion or your retirement 
home. When the last player reaches one of these destinations 
the richest player wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Das Spiel des Lebens

Publisher: Hasbro

Move & roll game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

At the start players must decide between a fast-track career and 
the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and 
move along the paths, at crossroads you must choose the long 
way. You follow the instructions of the squares reached with 
your moves and buy life insurance if you want to and can afford 
it. You can take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire sta-
tus symbols, and cross the customs bridge to reach your feudal 
mansion or your retirement home. When the last player reaches 
one of these destinations the richest player wins the game. New 
edition with bank cards instead of cash and a card reader!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Das Spiel des Lebens Banking

Publisher: Hasbro

Roll & move game topic for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Minions in their factory have only one goal in life - the want to 
become the favorite Minion of super evil Gru, but for this they 
need five Banana Hands. You choose one of the four collect-
ible character miniatures and can then collect bananas from 
the plantation, steal them from other players, buy them for 
“Bananentacken” from the bank or use action cards. SuperDreh 
can also help to acquire a banana hand, you choose a number 
and then turn the wheel. Action cards that you draw at the band 
conveyor bring surprises and if a Minion should still be bored it 
can change its profession.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Das Spiel des Lebens Ich einfach … unverbesserlich

Publisher: Hasbro
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Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

The junior version offers a fabulous day at the Fun Fair to all 
players. You dash across the board in your cute little car, of 
course according to the value indicated on the famous number 
wheel. You visit attractions, for instance Water Park, Chocolate 
Factory or the Zoo. The Fun Train takes you to the other side 
of the board, very fast! Action cards are drawn on the way and 
invite players to act, sing or tell stories. With these activities you 
win stars for your adventure card or some pocket money to pay 
entrance fees at the attractions. Whoever is first to collects ten 
stars, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Das Spiel des Lebens junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Roll & move game with a license topic for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Fans on the search for Yo-kais, represented by medallions. You 
play one of the characters – Nathan, Katie, Freddy or Bernhard 
– and explore the town, re-charge your energy cards, collect 
Yo-kais at the beach, in school, in the woods or in the park 
or maybe even pinch them from other players. The Spinning 
Wheel determines your range and direction of movement and 
can mess up your plans to collect a certain Yo-kai. Action cards, 
bonus cards, Super Spin markers and Teleportation Portals keep 
changing the flow of the game. Whoever manages first to bring 
home three Yo-kais safely, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Das Spiel des Lebens Yo-kai Watch

Publisher: Hasbro

Path building game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

A combination of “Das verrückte Labyrinth” and “Kakerlakak”. 
As in the “Das verrückte Labyrinth” we look for magical beings 
and valuable treasures, but not by sliding along parts of the 
board, but by rotating hedges and moving your marker, in any 
order. Magic cards can assist you, you can use them in addition 
to rotation and movement, even more than one card in a turn. 
Hecken-Schlupfloch allows you to pass a hedge without rotating 
it, Waldfee-Flug gives you movement from one Waldfee case 
directly to another Waldfee case. Whoever completes all his task 
cards first and gets back to his gate to the magic garden, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Das verdrehte Labyrinth
Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: Ravensburger

Sliding and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

The 30 Years Anniversary Edition comes with two ways to play – 
standard or „Glow in the Dark Labyrinth”. For this version players 
are dealt day treasures and open-faced night treasures, coins are 
set down. First you play a standard game in the day phase, the 
components are charging. When someone has found all his day 
treasures, you turn off the light and continue the game with the 
now glowing components. If you are first to find all your night 
treasures, the game ends and you take a face-down coin. A day 
treasure scores 1 point, a night treasure 2 points and you win 
with most points from treasures and the end-of-game coin.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Das verrückte Labyrinth Jubiläumsedition
Designer: Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Quiz and Party game for 3-7 players, ages 10+

107 double sided cards pose questions or set tasks for which 
you need speed and knowledge to master them. For correct 
answers you receive the card. If you own seven cards, you 
win. A Punch card is laid out, 9 pieces in three sizes, colors and 
shapes are set out. The game master rolls the die and reads 
out the corresponding task or question; all others try to solve it 
first – e.g. “Who of you is oldest?” or “how many tentacles in an 
octopus?” or “Whoever grabs most blue pieces, wins the card”. 
For questions you hit the Punch card to answer, for DAWAK 
questions you do not need to hit the card, but try to solve the 
task immediately.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: yes

Dawak
Designer: Alexandre Droit
Publisher: Ravensburger

Card combat game for 1-2 players, ages 10+

As a Shu strategist you defend your country against Wei and Wu. 
Location cards are on display, enemy cards are stacked and you 
have three pre-set and two randomly drawn allies in hand. In 
a round you play phases: Enemy – you draw and display three 
enemies; Placement – you play allies; Movement of characters 
to locations; Combat at all locations with enemies, with strength 
comparison of enemy and ally cards at the location; End with 
discarding/drawing cards in hand. When enemy cards are left, 
another round begins, if not, you win. When your National 
Power drops to 0 at any time, you lose. In a game of two one 
plays allies, the other enemies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Defense Three Kingdoms
Designer: Yoshiyuki Arai
Publisher: Kakinotane Firm / Japon Brand

Card game with a fantasy topic for 1-2 players, ages 13+

In the cooperative Living Card Game players, in a fellowship of 
heroes, master dangerous adventures in Middle Earth. The Core 
Set features 226 cards in four starter decks, which can be used 
immediately for an introductory game. This is amended by sce-
narios and 84 Encounter cards which you can master. The cards 
used are hero cards, player cards, encounter cards and adven-
ture cards. If at least one player survives until the last part of the 
adventure deck has been dealt with, the players win together. 
Adventure Packs, deluxe expansions and Saga expansions, the 
latest one is “Der Sand von Harad / The Sands of Harad”.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Der Herr der Ringe Das Kartenspiel
Designer: Nate French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Fantasy strategy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Rivalry for dominance in Midgaard! Four Earth scientists of 
long-gone brilliance, wanted to explore Midgaard, but now they 
want to control it and to master this world’s magical powers. You 
use influence and units in the conflict for regions and in trying 
to complete your own asymmetrical winning condition. Rounds 
comprise the Phases Initiative, Planning with action markers, 
Resolving Actions including combat and visit from Vuko as well 
as Dominance with abilities of units, collecting resources events 
and scoring. The game ends when too much magic was used, 
with an asymmetric win of a player or with a win of the player 
with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

Der Herr des Eisgartens Zweite Edition
Designer: Krzysztof Wolicki
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Reaction game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Cards show Kleiner Rabe Socke and his friends, on most of the 
cards laughingly, but sometimes also sad, when Kleiner Rabe 
Socke has lost his socks. All cards are dealt evenly to all players. 
At a signal all turn up their top card. If you spot two identical 
laughing friends, you must hit the bell quickly - if you are fastest 
you get all face-up cards. But take care! When the same char-
acter is visible once with a sad face and once with a laughing 
face you must not ring the bell or you lose cards! With you are 
out cards you must quit the game, after a last correct round you 
win with most cards. Anniversary edition with story book and 
audio stream.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Der Kleine Rabe Socke Halli Galli Junior
Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele
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Magnetic move and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

The legendary jewel is safe and now dwarfs must escape the 
Forest Troll. All tiles are placed black side down into the board 
and you lay out your puzzle, number side up. You can only visit 
number cases of your own color and must keep to the number 
sequence; if you reach such a case you can turn over the cor-
responding puzzle part. In a turn you can move one step in any 
orthogonal direction. If you step on a magnetic tile, you check 
it – a black one is a trap, but if it shows an item of your color, 
remember the location! When all your puzzle parts are turned 
over and you are first to have found your magic item and gone 
to it, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Der magische Zwergenwald
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Hasbro

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

The King wants a wall around his palace and will reward who-
ever completes it first. Each player begins with a starting tower 
of #1, 45 cards, numbered from 2 to 46, are laid out face-down 
in a grid. In turn you reveal one card and can add it to your 
wall at the right-most position, the card must have the highest 
number in the row. If you cannot or do not want to take the card, 
you leave it in the grid and turn it back over. If you place the 
ninth card and have an ascending row of 10 cards, you win. In a 
variant you win with most points; cards with special effects earn 
additional points or cause actions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Der Wettkampf der Burgbaumeister
Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Fantasy adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

The 2nd edition of Descent is based on the 1st edition and 
introduces a revised character and combat systems for playing 
epic campaigns or individual adventures. Up to four heroes pitch 
themselves again the Overlord and cooperate to defeat him by 
an extremely astute approach. The goals for each adventure are 
different and you win or lose as a group. New in this edition are 
defense dice, simplified rules for “line of sight” and a new mecha-
nism for control of the Overlord Powers as well as the possibility 
to develop your hero with experience and strength. The latest 
expansion is “Nebel von Bilehall”.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es pl * In-game text: yes

Descent 2. Edition Reise ins Dunkel
Designers: K. Wilson, D. Clark, C. Konieczka, A. Sadler
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Urban development game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

As mayor you develop your town and want to play as many 
cards as you can to buy buildings or to upgrade them in the 
discard pile. In the Play phase you play cards one by one from 
the deck, resolve them and decide if you keep playing. If you 
have 3x Upset in the display your turn ends without result. If 
you stop, a building phase follows and you can buy cards from 
the central display with the money that you earned, or upgrade 
cards in your own discard pile or develop which means buying 
and simultaneously upgrading a card. You win with eight victory 
points or when you have supermarket card(s) on display or have 
played 18 or more cards.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en pt * In-game text: no

Design Town
Designer: Chih-Fan Chen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Expansion for Deus for 2-4 players, ages 14+

You lead and develop an ancient civilization and keep on the right 
side of the gods. In each turn you choose building or sacrifice to 
a god. You build by placing a building card and placing the build-
ing. The card is placed in the column of the same color and you 
profit from all abilities of all cards in this column. For a sacrifice 
you discard cards and get help from one of the gods. Egypt, the 
first expansion for Deus, introduces Ancient Egypt, with six new 
building card decks of 16 cards each for every area of develop-
ment, with new rules and strategies. You can replace all cards 
from the basic game or only swap individual groups of 16 cards. 
Expansion for Deus for 2-4 players, ages 1+
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Deus Egypt
Designer: Sébastian Dujardin
Publisher: Pearl Games / Asmodee

Collection of expansions for four games.

With this box, Frosted Games adapts the idea of its Brettspiel 
Adventkalender and uses it for one of the important Games 
Awards in German speaking countries. The Goody Box comes 
with four expansions for four of the top 10 Games, among them 
one for the Winner and one for the runner-up. The four games 
are Mombasa, Codenames, Isle of Skye and T.I.M.E. Stories.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Deutscher Spielepreis 2016 Goodie Box
Designer: diverse
Publisher: Frosted Games

Bluff and collecting game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Five caves are explored by turning up tiles. For Gem tiles the 
gems are distributed evenly to all, a rest stays on the tile; relics 
stay in place for the time being. Danger cards are harmless while 
only one of a kind has been revealed. When a second card of a 
danger type is revealed, all explorers flee the cave without trea-
sures. After each tile, explorers decide if they continue exploring 
or leave early. If you leave, you also take your share of gems on 
tiles; if you leave alone, you take all gems and also all relic cards 
for diamonds and secure all treasures in your chest. After five 
caves the explorer with most gems wins. New edition.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Diamant
Designers: Alan R. Moon, Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: iello

Race game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 10+

A race among 30 dice! Players need to meet a secret specifica-
tion in four stages. All dice are rolled and sit in the middle. You 
play a card, draw a card and move all dice as stated on the card, 
turn them, swap them - e.g., if you played “All red ahead” then 
you take, beginning with the first group, all red dice in a group 
and move them one position ahead. When a stage card appears, 
it triggers a scoring - 1 point for each color and number in the 
first group that corresponds to your specification - and you get 
new specifications. Whoever has the highest score after four 
stages, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice Run
Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

The Colosseum is built with the help of the Consul. The active 
player moves him one step for free, more steps against payment 
of movement points which you can buy for prestige points. Then 
you perform one action, depending on the location of the Con-
sul: Expand Camp – Expand landscape and produce resource, 
then scoring with receiving resource of the landscape, for all – 
build Colosseum section with resources cards for prestige points 
– choosing a landscape for scoring; stables yield movement 
points. When the Colosseum is complete, you score prestige 
points for majorities in stables, camp and the four landscape and 
win with most prestige points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Die Baumeister des Colosseum
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele
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Resources management game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Players are princes in 15th century Burgundy and acquire 
victory points from trade, animal husbandry, city development 
and knowledge extension in five turns with five rounds each. 
For each turn a display of function-hex-tiles and trade tiles is 
prepared. In each round you roll your dice for two actions, in any 
order and also the same one twice. Workers are used to change 
dice values. Actions are: Take or place hex tiles, sell goods or take 
workers. At the end of a round you get coins from mines owned 
and results from knowledge tiles. After 5 turns you score for 
unsold goods, coins, workers and your own yellow tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Die Burgen von Burgund
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Princes in the valley of the Loire develop their principality. Five 
turns comprise six rounds each: You have two action cards in 
hand, choose one for the dice value and display it. Then you 
resolve an action according to the dice value – take card from 
a row, put a card from Projects into the Principality and resolve 
the effect, sell good from store for silver, increase workers, take 
silver or change workers/silver for victory points. With workers 
you can change values of cards on display and use silver to buy 
three action cards before, during and after the action. At the end 
you score card triplets, bonus and victory point cards as well as 
sets of animals.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Die Burgen von Burgund Das Kartenspiel
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

A game of memory in which you put the pairs that you collected 
to further use later in the game. The game features a board with 
terrain squares, the pairs of memory tiles show their images on 
backgrounds which assign the pair of images to a terrain color. 
In your turn you can either reveal tiles as usual to find a pair or 
put tiles back on the board. If you do this, you put 1 to 4 tiles 
adjacent to each other on terrain cases that fit their background 
color and receive tree trunk parts accordingly. When all pairs are 
taken from the board, all can place tiles one last time and then 
you win if you have the highest tree.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Die Entdecker: Memory Das Brettspiel
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Ravensburger

Reaction and concentration game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Seven nasty crooks play cards, whisper, talk on the phone or are 
silent. 110 cards are dealt evenly to all, a surplus is discarded. 
In turn you reveal the top card from your stack in hand – for a 
gangster card you name the current gangster number – from 
1 to 7 and back to 1 again and so on. For a mobile phone card 
you clear you throat, for a pistol you are silent and for a double 
card you correctly count two gangster and the next player has 
to pass; the same goes for a double mobile phone card. All 
exceptions are counted for gangster numbers! For a mistake or 
hesitating too long you take all cards on the table. If you are out 
of cards you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Die fiesen 7
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Trolls have robbed the Kaskarians of their ancestors‘ treasure 
and the powerful tribal amulet, so heroes set out for the crater of 
the volcano to bring back treasure and amulet. Each player com-
mands scaled griffin and a cliff runner for a mount and has five 
cards in hand, three cards are on display. As the active player you 
can draw a card from pile or display or play cards of the same 
color and move a mount, take gold or draw a card, depending 
on the symbol on the card. When a mount reaches the amulet, 
the turn is resolved completely and then all get gold in relation 
to the positions of their mounts. The hero with most gold wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Die Helden von Kaskaria
Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Haba

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

As steward you develop a village to accommodate new farmers, 
craftsmen and burghers. Aim of the game is full employment, 
so you create new jobs, provide education of citizens and build 
living room. The problem of how to store necessary resources 
must be solved and buildings must be upgraded. In summer 
and winter rounds you move the steward for actions on tiles 
and cards or for tiles across the display; buildings usually need 
the presence of colonists, their relocation follows stringent rules. 
After summer and winter, you resolve end of the year with add-
ing of new locations and production of goods.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Die Kolonisten
Designer: Tim Puls
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

A memo game of a different kind - as usual there are pairs of 
cards that must be matched and found using the standard 
mechanisms for memo games - you turn over two tiles of your 
choice, one after the other; if they match, you keep them. If they 
do not match, you put both of them back, face-down. The pairs 
themselves are the surprise and fun in the game - one card for 
instance shows a nicely arranged bunch of flowers, the others 
rows of painstakingly ordered parts of it - stems, leaves and blos-
soms ordered by color and size. Or a heap or Smarties, which are 
sorted by colors and placed in columns that are reminding one 
of an abacus.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Die Kunst, aufzuräumen

Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Heroes protect the realm of Andor from evil creatures, which 
advance to the King’s Castle, and heroes lose when too many 
creatures invade the Castle. In five legends we must defend the 
Castle and complete Legend Objectives. A narrator moves along 
a letter track; when there is a legend card for a letter, it is read 
out - it tells the story, introduces creatures and resources, and 
names legend objectives and additional rules. Each hero has 10 
hours per turn; the narrator moves when a creature is defeated 
and when all heroes have used up their turn time. When the 
narrator reaches the end of his track, legend objectives must be 
complete.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr ru * In-game text: yes

Die Legenden von Andor
Designer: Michael Menzel
Publisher: Kosmos

Part III of the Andor Trilogy for 2-4 players, ages 10+

With new abilities and the power of four magical shields the 
heroes of Andor – Warrior Thorn, Archeress Chada, Sorceress 
Eeara and Dwarf Kram – fight in seven legends against the 
Krahder to free the enslaved Andori from captivity. This expan-
sion is an independent stand-alone expansion, you do not need 
components from the core game. As usual there is an instruction 
for quick and easy access to the game and the fight against 
Wargors, Bergskrale and Skeleton Armies. The course of the 
game follows the mechanisms and topics familiar from the core 
game and “Die Reise in den Norden”.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Die Legenden von Andor Die letzte Hoffnung
Designer: Michael Menzel
Publisher: Kosmos
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Cooperative game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

In the book of the same name by Mira Lobe Andi has no granny 
and then suddenly he has two; one for adventures up in the 
apple tree and one next door, who he tells things and then does 
chores for her. In the game players have the adventures, tell Frau 
Fink about them, assist her and then tell Mama; but you must 
react quickly, memorize everything and tell wonderful stories. 
You take an apple token, get a card and play the Omama side 
or Frau Fink side for 30 seconds. For Omama you roll dice for 
combinations on cards and then tell a story with the card terms. 
For Frau Fink you construct dice combinations and must then 
name card terms correctly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Die Omama im Apfelbaum
Designers: Andrea Kattnig, Klemens Franz
Publisher: Piatnik

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Emperor Heinrich VI. The Staufer traveled tirelessly through 
his lands and reigned from his horse. As princes we travel with 
him and want to gain influence. This is achieved by occupying 
administration venues in the region, offering advantages and 
victory points. In your turn you place the action marker on the 
supply track for Ambassadors or Nobles on the Deployment 
track to place Ambassadors and Nobles into a free administra-
tion venue. Those moves are done in order of action markers, 
followed by a regional scoring and a cleanup-phase including 
movement of the King. In the 5th round you do a final scoring 
for task cards and treasure chests instead of the cleanup phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Die Staufer
Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Card shedding game for 2-5 players, ages 6-12

... wie die Mücke zum Elefanten wurde. 66 cards show ten de-
velopment stages of a gnat into an elephant and a fly swapper 
for a joker. All players are dealt 10 cards, the rest is draw pile, one 
card begins the discard pile. You play a card of equal or higher 
value than the current top one on the discard pile, maximum 
two times the same card; you can play any card on a fly swapper 
and a flay swapper can be played at any time. If you cannot play 
a card, you draw one. If you play the elephant and your neighbor 
does not have one, you turn over and discard the top card to 
continue play., If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Die unglaubliche Geschichte ...
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Sparrows want to get grain from the straw bales, Magic Raven 
Schnabelgrün helps them. You roll two dice and may hide grain 
chips in the bales. Then Schnabelgrün flies to the bale deter-
mined by the color die and you take the chips from this bale. 
Whoever is first to collect six grains, wins. Two blue bales and 
choice of color if Schnabelgrün already sits on the color rolled 
allow for some tactics. In variants Scarecrow and rotten grains 
are introduced. The Scarecrow chases Schnabelgrün away and if 
rotten grain is in the bale you cannot take any grain, unless you 
spend on magic star.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Die verrückte Vogelscheuche
Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Cooperative card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Investigators use items in color symbols on police cards to arrest 
13 body guards and the Godfather, who are on display in forma-
tion. The card backsides show number and color symbol of the 
necessary cards for the arrest. Police cards are dealt evenly, four 
are laid out. An attackable body guard (two free edges in the 
display) is turned over and players in turn play police cards with 
the necessary symbols in given order or pass, if necessary. Any 
two cards can replace any symbol. As a bonus for making an 
arrest players get back one card. Players can confer about the 
order of arrests.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Die Villa des Paten
Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

To lose face, to be poor as church mice, to bite the dust – we all 
know such proverbs and adages, but rarely know where they 
originate from. This memo now offers the chance to learn about 
44 such adages and proverbs, albeit in German. Pairs of text and 
image present the proverb and the booklet gives the explana-
tions. You play with standard memory rules, instead of two 
identical pictures you must find text and corresponding image.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Die Wände haben Ohren

Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Majorities game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

You place liverymen in newly placed guilds and use your 
influence also in overseas plantations. In 12 to 15 rounds you 
have one turn each; after each round guild tiles are resolved. 
After every 3-4 rounds there is a growth phase – you score the 
plantation and new tiles appear. In your turn you play cards for 
actions – hire liveryman or move or use ability of the card. Tiles 
are resolved in order – you negotiate about liverymen present 
on a tile; then majorities give you control of the guild; having 
control of a guild gives you victory points and additional actions. 
The plantation is resolved in the same way.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Die Zünfte von London
Designer: Tony Boydell
Publisher: Frosted Games

Expansion for Die Zwerge for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Das Geborgene Land is threatened again. Side to side with 
Gandogar Silberbart you fight mighty dragons, look for magical 
diamonds and fend off enemies. The rules of the basic game 
apply, they are modified with rules for Saga and Threat cards. 
Resolved Saga cards are set aside and for each completed card 
you draw a new one, they are resolved in alphabetical order. 
Threat cards are not shuffled, you draw new ones all the time 
and display one of them. For each of the three scenarios – on 
Book 2, 3 and 4 – you need additional components and special 
rules apply, for instance for Dragon, Leader or Diamonds.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Die Zwerge Die Saga-Erweiterung
Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

The game comprises 25 double-sided, easy cards featuring – Ice 
cream trolley, Lake, Halloween party or Animal Acrobats. You 
choose an image, place one of the cards openly on the table for 
a reference and deal the rest face-down evenly to all players. All 
play simultaneously: You turn over your top card and try to spot 
the two differences between your card and the reference card. 
If you spot them, you say “Difference” and point them out. If you 
are correct, your card becomes the new reference card. Each 
card has one difference in common with the previously placed 
card. Whoever is out of cards first, wins. Variants are listed.
Version: multi * Rules: en + 21 languages * In-game text: no

Difference Junior
Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Publisher: Gigamic
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Worker Placement with dice for 2-4 players, ages 14+

During their expedition Lewis & Clark fill their travel diaries with 
descriptions of newly discovered varieties or plants and animals 
and draw maps of areas they crossed. You, as the leader of an 
expedition, collect geographical, biological and ethnological 
information from tribal and discovery cards. To achieve this you 
use your own, opponent’s and neutral dice according to detailed 
placement rules, partially preparing dice-related actions over 
several rounds. When no-one can place a new card into the 
exploration area, you win at the end of the round with most 
discovery points from three areas of knowledge.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: no

Discoveries
Designer: Cédrick Chaboussit
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

Knocking game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Players have fun on the frozen lake together with Anna and 
Olaf. First, the lake is assembled within the frame with blocks. 
Then you put Anna and Olaf on a big ice block and place them 
anywhere on the lake. Now players in turn use the little mallet 
to knock an ice block out of the lake without breaking up the 
ice and having Anna and Olaf falling into the lake. If they do fall 
in, the player who caused it is out the game and the lake is reas-
sembled. Whoever is the last one in play, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Disney Die Eiskönigin Der gefrorene See

Publisher: Hasbro

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Doctor Bibber has changed - he has entered the realm of 
Arendelle and comes in the guise of characters from the license 
topic of Disney Die Eiskönigin. It is Anna’s Birthday and the party 
is meant to be unforgettable, but unfortunately Elsa’s ice-cold 
powers intervene in the guise of little snow-men. The topic is 
taken from the short film of the same name and the purpose 
of the game is to re-introduce harmony to Anna’s Party by 
removing all the little snow men. And of course there are light 
and sound effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Disney Die Eiskönigin Doktor Bibber Partyfieber

Publisher: Hasbro

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Jenga in the world of Arendelle. The bottom wall of the palace 
is set up and the balcony put on top. Players pull ice blocks out 
of the palace wall and put them on top. You cannot choose the 
block yourself, but must take the block of the color  determined 
by dice roll. You also cannot pull out the block with your hand, 
but must use the Snowflake Staff to push the block out. If you 
roll Olaf, you pass your turn; if you roll a Snow Flake, you can 
choose the block. If you manage to set up a tower of 10 blocks 
and place Elsa on the balcony on top, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Disney Die Eiskönigin Elsa’s Eisturm

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly variant for 2-3 players, ages 5+

Another junior edition of the classic game, based on the Disney 
Film: Players embody Anna, Elsa or Olaf and travel through the 
winter wonderland in the kingdom of Arendelle. The characters 
have been given an „icy“ appearance to correspond to the topic. 
You buy lots as usual, those, too, have of course been adapted to 
the topic. As in all other Monopoly games you pay rent in Aren-
delle, too, when you enter a lot owned by another player. All the 
other mechanisms of Monopoly are in the game too, from event 
cards to START and and jail. When one player has run out of 
money, all other add their assets and the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Disney Die Eiskönigin Monopoly Junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Olaf is completely out of shape and his parts are strewn all over 
Arendelle, players come to his assistance. You choose Elsa, Sven, 
Kristoff or Anna and place a marker at the start. In your turn you 
press the Snowball: For 2, 3, 4 and 5 you move forward accord-
ingly. For a six you may place a marker at the start or move six 
steps; you roll again in both cases. If you reach a taken square 
you move the marker there back to its house. When your marker 
has moved around the course once you move it onto the back-
most free finish spot. If all your markers are at the finish, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Disney Die Eiskönigin Olaf aus dem Häuschen

Publisher: Hasbro

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Mein magisches Wettlaufspiel – Dorie is swimming in the ocean 
with her friends. The board is set out and the path tiles are 
inserted randomly. All Dorie markers start at the coral reef. In 
turn you use the spinner and either move to the next case of 
the resulting color or you take a path tile, turn it over and put it 
back and turn the spinner again. Or you switch two path tiles 
and use the spinner again or you move forward to the next shell 
case and follow the current in direction of the arrow, forwards or 
backwards. If you are first to reach the Seaweed Forest, you win – 
you may enter it with any color result or the shell symbol.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Disney Pixar Findet Dorie

Publisher: Ravensburger

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of Monopoly, now under the aegis of 
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been 
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her 
capital. Following the well-known rules players, in the guise of 
tourists, move through the Austrian mountains and want to 
make big money with mountain huts and hotels. In this version, 
amendments to the traditional rules - roll & move, buying lots 
and paying rent or building houses and hotels - demand body 
action, you must “wedeln” or moo! Summer and winter tourisms 
demand different activities and tourist attractions, after all!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT Alpen

Publisher: Piatnik

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of Monopoly, has been re-launched 
unchanged by Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of 
games. You roll the die and move your marker. If you end on a 
free lot, you can buy it. If you do not want to buy, the lot is NOT 
auctioned. If you end up on owned lots, you pay rent to the 
owner. On lots you own you can build houses and hotels. If the 
bank has not enough houses to satisfy the demand, houses are 
auctioned. Event squares must be observed. You may only be 
indebted to the bank. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game and 
your assets are auctioned. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT Classic

Publisher: Piatnik
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Economics game with dice, for 3-6 players, ages 8+

This version features 21 European countries, and the special 
squares, too, have been adapted to the topic. The rules cor-
respond to those of the standard edition. You roll the die, move 
and buy lots of land. Land that is not bought is not auctioned. 
On lots owned by other players you pay rent. On your own lots 
you build houses and hotels. If the bank has not enough houses 
to satisfy demand, houses are auctioned. Event squares must 
be observed. You cannot run up debts. If you go bankrupt, you 
quit and your assets are auctioned. The last in play or the richest 
player after an agreed amount of time of play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT Europa

Publisher: Piatnik

Economics game with money for 2-4 players, ages 5+

The junior version of the Austrian classic! Players spend their 
pocket money on acquiring fairground attractions and traffic 
in entrance tickets. When a player has collected 5 different 
entrance tickets, the game ends and the winner is the player 
with the highest amount of money. You roll the die, move your 
marker and can either buy an attraction or pay entrance fee for 
it. At the house you receive pocket money or pay the owner. 
The piggybank can be looted or you can pay money into the 
piggybank. Surprise cards are carried out. On the way to the 
playground you pause for a round and come back into the game 
via your own home.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

DKT junior

Publisher: Piatnik

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

There is now yet another version for DKT, Austria’s equivalent 
of Monopoly, now under the aegis of Austria’s traditional and 
oldest producer of games. Following the well-known rules 
of the core game players invest in the most favored holiday 
destinations. You buy hotels, cruise ship companies, restaurants 
or boarding houses in Austria, Italy, Croatia, Spain, USA, Turkey 
or Egypt. In addition to the standard rules – roll & move, buy real 
estate lots, build boarding houses and hotels on them and pay 
or collect rent – you can use train or plane to reach your destina-
tion more quickly. Souvenirs let you make additional money.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT Urlaub

Publisher: Piatnik

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis of 
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been 
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her 
capital. Following the well-known rules you visit Hofburg or 
Donauturm or even the sewers in Vienna’s „Underworld“, evok-
ing a flavor of „The Third Man“. You build hotels and typical Vien-
nese cafés, hoping for customers, and instead of going to jail you 
take a Fiaker and visit a Heuriger in Grinzing. And if money runs 
scarce, there is always a therapy on the couch of a fellow player!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT Wien

Publisher: Piatnik

Reaction game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

In Dobble there are 50 different symbols on 55 round cards that 
can be used for five different little games, all using mechanisms 
of watching, observing and speed. An example: All have cards 
stacked before themselves on the table and one is displayed in 
the middle. All turn up a card at the same time. If you are the first 
to spot a symbol both on your card and the card in the middle, 
you name the symbol and set your own card aside. A new round 
starts and the first to discard all cards wins the game. Each card 
is unique and has only one symbol in common with all other 
cards in the deck. Available in various theme sets.
Version: de * Rules: many languages * In-game text: no

Dobble
Designer: Denis Blanchot
Publisher: Asmodee

Cooperative real-time game for 2-9 players, ages 8+

As a team of maximum three doctors players save and treat 
patients in the emergency room, with app or soundtrack for a 
game master. One head physician per team takes one card for 
each treatment type, the chosen level of difficulty determines 
the patient card. All teams and players act simultaneously 
and treat patients, Heart Failure and Call from the Director are 
interrupting events. For all to win together, all teams must suc-
cessfully complete all treatments within the time limit – there 
are Control Checks, Prescription, Instruments, X-Ray, Stitching, 
Scanning, Electrodes and injections. Teams can help each other.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Doctor Panic
Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Repos Productions

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The game features five different animals, 20 x each, plus five 
crocodiles. You hold your cards face-down in hand, place one 
card on one of the three discard piles and quickly make an an-
nouncement: When color or animal type correspond with a ma-
jority, you name color or animal; when both features correspond 
you name the prevalent one; for correlation without majority 
you say “Dodelido” and if nothing corresponds you say “Nix!”. A 
crocodile must be hit, for each turtle on the table you have to 
begin your announce with one „Öhhhhhh“. For each mistake or 
if you hesitate too long you take all cards on the table in hand. If 
you are out of cards you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dodelido
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele / Drei Magier

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dokmus has been rediscovered; as a tribal warrior you ask for 
help from the God. Then you draft one Guardian card per round, 
which is revealed in turn and players can place three pieces 
per round – in numerical order of the cards – and implement 
the Guardian action. Terrain types chosen for a piece influence 
positions of pieces already present. Guardian actions are Take 
Talisman, Move tile or piece, Rotate tile or and of Guardian 
actions #2 to #4. After eight rounds you score ruins, discovered 
temples and majorities in sacrificed pieces.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi se * In-game text: no

Dokmus
Designer: Mikko Punakallio
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Patient Paul lies on the table in the operating theatre and players 
try in turn to heal poor Paul. In order to do so they use the pin-
cers to extract bones and other things, here called “Autschi”, from 
Paul’s belly. But take care! Don’t touch anything but the things 
that need to be taken out. Don’t jolt anything or scrape along 
the edges of the wounds! If you do, Paul will start to scream from 
pain and his nose will gleam red and your turn ends. In this re-
launch of the game there are 12 Doctor cards; you draw one and 
it tells you which Autschi to remove and names the fee for the 
operation. After all cards are taken, you win with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Doktor Bibber

Publisher: Hasbro
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Betting and race game for 2-5 players, ages 9+

Donkey race – you try to bet as early as possible on the three 
donkey first at the finish The earlier you bet the more points you 
get. All donkeys race and betting rounds alternate with donkey 
movement. In a betting round you can put a marker in the top 
empty slot of a donkey and you can make several bets on the 
same donkey. The starting player rolls the dice 5x and moves 
one donkey of his choice after each roll. A betting round follows 
and then the next player moves all donkeys. When the first 
donkey is home, you cannot bet anymore. When three donkeys 
are home, you score bets and win with most points. New edition 
of Favoriten.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr kr nl * In-game text: no

Donkey Derby
Designer: Walter Müller
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

Shunting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Molecule marbles in test tubes must be rearranged. You have 
three test tubes with two marbles of one color each – purple, 
green and blue. A task card is revealed and you try to achieve 
the depicted arrangement by rearranging the marbles. For each 
move you pick up two glasses and shift marbles from one glass 
into the other. You may not touch a marble and none must fall 
out, and there is a maximum of four marbles to a test tube. If you 
are done, you call “Eureka” and receive the task card for a correct 
arrangement. If you make a mistake you are out of the round; 
whoever is first to collect five cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it fr pl pt ru * In-game text: no

Dr. Eureka
Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Cooperative memo and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Uproar in Fairytale Land, the princess is imprisoned in the 
Dragon Tower. The Prince and his companions build a tower to 
rescue her before the dragon wakes up. You turn over a con-
struction tile and can either place a companion or begin a new 
tower level, when the current one is filled, or move the dragon 
backwards. When the tower is complete, the dragon is activated 
and the princess pushed towards her coach. If she falls off, she 
is put back to where she fell. If she reaches the coach before the 
dragon awakes and topples the tower, all players win together. 
With chicanes and a version for experienced players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Drachenturm
Designers: Carlo A. Rossi, Alfredo Berni
Publisher: Haba

Movement and pattern forming game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

As a tour guide in the Dream Islands Archipelago you meet 
guest wishes quickly and well. In your turn you have three ac-
tions: Move your men according to shell placements, but never 
off the middle island. If you then complete a wish – x men on an 
island or one man on x consecutive islands or a majority of men 
on an island – you set down the respective card. Men on the 
middle island are victory points and cannot complete wishes. 
If you complete your last wish or six men on the middle island, 
the game ends and you win at the end of the round with most 
points from wishes, men on the middle island and a bonus if you 
met all wishes.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dream Islands
Designer: Lorenz Kutschke
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Gods place stars for the True Vision to unmask the Mortal among 
them, who in turn tries to figure out the True Vision. Dream cards 
are on display, God token stacks are prepared and one of them 
is distributed to give each player a role and to the gods also the 
number of the True Vision dream. Then all in turn place stars for 
main points of the dream image. When all stars are placed, gods 
bet on the player color number of the Mortal and he bets on the 
number of the True Vision dream. You score for correct bets and 
for not being unmasked. When someone has a score of 16, you 
win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dreams
Designer: Olivier Grégoire
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

All players – virtual ones in case of less than 6 – each are dealt a 
culprit and a crime card as well a time table of the main crime. 
You question a player – from round 2 even a virtual one. He must 
answer with yes or no, can lie, and places one of his 3 truth cards 
or his 1 lie card. A virtual player answers by special rules. With 
the “threat” card you can check a card placed. If a player wants to 
solve or if all have been questioned 4 times, all must name their 
suspicions for all players. You score for correct suspicions and 
lose points for wrong ones. You win if you achieve the highest 
score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dreck am Stecken
Designer: Stefan Breuer
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

The burghers of Schilda build a new, obviously completely crazy 
town. City walls and roads have been left out, the river runs right 
through midtown. You are assigned a group of buildings and 
defend them against demolition. Wall, river and road tiles are 
placed, hopefully without covering your buildings, and nobody 
should notice which buildings you are protecting. You can also 
demand a vote on outhouses, as they are obstacles and cannot 
be built over easily. When no further tile can be placed, you turn 
over your building cards and add the points on non-covered 
buildings. You win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Drunter & Drüber
Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Memo and sliding game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Jungle animals are partying and hide under bridges and planks, 
players need to find as many of them as possible on their way to 
the JungleToadKing to advance quickly and reach him first. At 
the start eight animal tiles are inserted according to instructions 
and all choose an animal for a friend. You roll the die – for the 
snake the piece(s) in first place are set back one case. Another 
animal rolled must be searched for: you slide a tile from any 
stack into any of the rivers, count all animals of the rolled kind 
and advance your marker accordingly. If you begin or end next 
to your animal friend, you take an extra step.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dschungelbande
Designers: Stefan Dorra, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Kosmos

Adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 10+

New dungeons, new adventures, new magic items and rather 
horrible monsters, and again we go and confront them. But 
in this dungeon our abilities determine the abilities of our 
character. Can you hit the target when throwing the dice from 
under your legs with closed eyes? And make it bounce once? 
When the die is not completely in one target zone you must 
count its corners to determine the zone. Need you ask why the 
monsters sometimes win, even in a dungeon we designed? The 
four element editions are “Feuer Frei!” with Fire as central topic, 
“Die große Welle” for Water, “Abgefahrene Winde” for Air and 
Rock ’n’ Roll for Earth.
Version: it * Rules: de it * In-game text: yes

Dungeon Fighter
Designers: A. Buonfino, L. Silva, S. T. Sorrentino
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Collecting and card comparison game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Heroes race across three dungeon levels to oust the dragon 
lord and his dragon and to collect most coins. You have two 
heroes on display. In a round you reveal monster cards and you 
quickly place your right and left hand – for the respective hero 
position – on one of the monsters to attack it, our both hands 
on the same monster. The fastest player at a monster fights, the 
skirmish is resolved with ability comparison hero/monster. If the 
hero wins, he gets the ability trophy and coins at the end. If you 
lose, it costs you a coin at the end. After nine rounds each player 
on his own may try to attack Lord or Dragon for bonus coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr fi se * In-game text: no

Dungeon Rush
Designers: Rustan & Eli Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Fantasy adventure for 1-5 players, ages 14+

As a Hero or evil Overlord you plunge into the dungeon; heroes 
and monsters have individual miniatures, abilities are marked 
on hero and necromancer sheets. Skirmishes are resolved with 
dice, the result can be influenced by cards and abilities. There 
are rules for quick access to the game, the rather short scenarios 
can be joint into campaigns with continuously rising degrees 
of difficulty. The deluxe version comes with the first adventurer 
expansions plus a handbook on how to create your own 
heroes, opponents and Dungeons and also game modes for 
solitaire and cooperative game and with a randomly generated 
dungeon.
Version: de * Rules: de en it pl pt * In-game text: yes

Dungeon Saga Deluxe
Designer: Jake Thornton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Development game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

As the representative of a European Principality you want to ex-
ercise influence in Europe with diplomacy, marriages and trade. 
The active player plays one of his action cards and uses one of 
the three options on the card, all in all there are five options: 
Trade, place Prince, place Duchess, make use of a personage 
or Special Action. When all have passed, the round ends with a 
scoring of unmarried princes and duchesses on the board and 
the playing of scoring cards. After the third round you play again 
scoring cards and then score family members on the board for 
majorities in countries and for presence in Crown Cities.
Version: de* Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dynasties
Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Complex development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Despite all efforts to keep peace, the tensions and missunder-
standings among the seven main races and in the Galactic 
Council become more frequent. You control one of those 
interstellar civilizations, build battle ships, intensify research 
and technology and explore new star systems. In the complex 
strategy game you can try many strategies to win, adapted to 
strengths and weaknesses of your own civilization. After nine 
rounds you win with most victory points from controlling galac-
tic sectors, battles, diplomatic alliances, researched technologies, 
discoveries and monoliths under your control.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en it fi fr pl * In-game text: yes

Eclipse
Designer: Touko Tahkikallio
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Who shows his claws and clobbers his fellow players without 
accruing too many penalty points? The game comprises 81 
cards of values 1-9, you are dealt five face-down cards, the rest 
is draw pile. For a turn you discard one of your cards and do the 
corresponding action: Other players draw cards from various 
sources, take penalty cards – card #5, which goes to a player and 
not to the discard pile – or you discard a card yourself and draw 
a card, or draw one from another player. If someone is out of 
cards, the round ends and cards are scored. If then someone has 
99 or more penalty points, you win with fewest.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Ed, the Cat
Designer: Florian Redl
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Move and collect game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Planet Arridis has been completely grazed, so sheep set out for 
the legendary Planet Edenia. The rim of the Galaxy is laid out; 
in a turn you move a sheep or pass and take a Turbo Clover. A 
sheep moves from a planet onto a path or advances on a path; 
when a path ends at the edge of a planet, you turn up one new 
tile per turn; the type of tile triggers events or give you Turbo 
Clover or points from flags and artefacts etc. If you discard a 
Turbo Clover, you can leapfrog over another sheep. You win 
with three sheep on Edenia or a score of 42 points or with most 
points when the last Trifolium token has been removed from 
Edenia.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Edenia
Designer: Matthieu Lanvin
Publisher: Blam! Éditions / Blackrock Games

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

64 hard-boiled characters – This game was a one-only in insider 
circles and is now available from MeterMorphosen: People, 
types and characters, drawn by Norbert Kessler and sorted into 
amusing categories – a memo game that presents the most 
amazing of his creations: Genscher and Gorbatschow represent 
the German change, Bach and Mozart are the composers with 
the most beautiful wigs. All characters feature their widely 
known attributes that make them unique and recognizable 
even as an egghead. You collect pairs, but if you find all four tiles 
in a category, you are rewarded with an extra tile enlarging your 
scoring stack.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Eierköppe

Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Worker placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+

A board game inspired by a saga that mirrors the life of Vikings. 
Normally, in a round, you place your Vikings on slots of the 
action board, only one Viking per slot. A round comprises 12 
phases, aim of the game is to cover the slots of your own home 
board with green and blue commodities tiles, gaps can be filled 
with gold and silver. Commodities are acquired by plundering 
or by swapping for other goods. After six or seven rounds you 
score for ships, houses, exploration boards and goods and must 
have be occupying certain slots on home and exploration board 
to avoid penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Ein Fest für Odin
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Memo game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

El Capitan, the pirate captain, needs a successor and tests his 
crew for quick reactions and for memory. A row of pirate cards 
is on display. Each cards shows an image and you memorize 
the position of the card. Then the cards are turned over. In your 
turn you draw a card from stack and now each player must 
remember where in his row this image is positioned. He puts his 
boat on it and blocks the draw pile with his hand. All that answer 
correctly split gold coins in order of their hands on the draw pile. 
There are special rules for special cards, and the richest pirate 
wins and becomes El Capitan.
Version: multi * Rules: 19 languages * In-game text: no

El Capitan
Designer: Charlotte Fillonneau
Publisher: Gigamic
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New edition of El Grande for 2-5 players, ages 12+

As a Spanish Grande you use 30 Caballeros to acquire majorities 
in regions and to increase your influence at court. In a round you 
choose a power card for turn order and Caballero movement 
from stock to court. An action card determines further action 
options and movement of caballeros from court into regions. 
After each three rounds, the game is scored. New edition for the 
20 Years Anniversary including all expansions - Großinquisitor 
& Kolonien, König & Intrigant, König & Intrigant 2 (the former 
Players Edition), König & Intrigant 3 (the former Unverkäufliche 
Sonderkarten), Grandissimo - plus a new Anniversary edition 
and new components.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl * In-game text: yes

El Grande Big Box
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Richard Ulrich
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Cooperative horror adventure for 1-8 players, ages 14+

As an investigator you solve mysteries in order to ban the Great 
Old One. A round begins with an action phase for traveling, 
resting, exchanging, preparing, looking for support and using 
„action“. In the encounter phase you fight monsters or resolve 
encounter cards and in the myth phase you resolve a myth card, 
including doom marker, revenge effects, appearance of gates, 
monsters and clues, displaying a rumor and myth markers and 
other events. When three mysteries and maybe the Last Mystery 
have been solved, investigators win, but there are several ways 
to lose the game. New expansion “Unter den Pyramiden / Under 
the Pyramids”.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr jp pl * In-game text: yes

Eldritch Horror
Designers: Corey Konieczka, Nikki Valens
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Dexterity and action game for 1-2 players, ages 3+

Elefun, the baby elephant, plays with butterflies and gently 
blows them high into the air with his trunk. In this version, three 
children are invited to play along in Elefun’s game with the but-
terflies and are supposed to catch the butterflies with their net. 
First, you have to try and catch those dancing in the air. At the 
end of a round you can take care of those butterflies that have 
sunk to the floor. The player who catches most of the butterflies 
wins the game. In this edition Elefun accompanies the emerging 
butterflies with a happy hooting and there is again a fast refill-
feature. Series: Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Elefun

Publisher: Hasbro

Card game for 2 players, ages 8+

Aim of the game is to undercut the limit on the table with a 
higher sum than your opponent. 16 cards show 2x Wood 1, 2x 
Fire 2, 3x Earth 3, 2x Metal 4, 2x Water 4 and 5x Yin/Yang 6. You 
have six cards, four are taken out of play unchecked. In your turn 
you choose to play a card – you lower your value and raise the 
limit – or to take a card to raise your value and lower the limit 
or to discard a 6 or to knock for end of the round or to cede. If 
you knock and have a lower sum than the table, but a higher 
sum than your opponent, you score 2 points. IF you cede, your 
opponent scores 1 point. You win with 6 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + jp * In-game text: no

Elements
Designer: Team Saien
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Picture puzzles for 1 or more players, ages 8+

60 cards offer puzzles in three levels of difficulty; each puzzle 
relates to a category and a level of difficulty, and each side of a 
card gives a clue for the puzzle on the other side. Categories are 
General, Home, Hobby, Culture, Nature & Science, Geography, 
Language & Quotes. The images for the puzzles are not really 
emojis, but pictures of items – a TV screen and a newspaper can 
be taken for a program magazine. If you want to play for points, 
you score three points for a solution achieved without clues and 
two points for a solution with clues.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Emoji
Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Bingo variant for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Everyone is familiar with emojis from social media, they are 
used to express various emotions or felicitation or agreement. 
In emoji Bingo there are 50 tiles with 50 different emojis. On 
the double-sided Bingo boards each of the 10 boards shows a 
colorful mixture of those emojis, each emoji is only represented 
once on any given side. Emoji tiles are spread out face-down 
and one is revealed. Whoever finds the currently revealed emoji 
on his board, covers it with a marker and the emoji is set aside. 
If you are first to have covered a horizontal, vertical or diagonal 
line with markers on your board, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

emoji Das Bingo-Spiel

Publisher: Huch! & friends

Memo version for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Everyone is familiar with emojis from social media, they are used 
to express various emotions or felicitation or agreement. Emoji 
Das Memo-Spiel is played with 72 tiles, that is, 36 pairs of emojis, 
and you use standard rules. As the active player you turn over 
two of the face-down tiles, laid out in a grid or any other way. If 
you find a pair you take it and have another turn with turning 
over two tiles. If not, you put both tiles back into place and the 
turn passes to the next player. When all pairs have been found, 
you win with most of them.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

emoji Das Memo-Spiel

Publisher: Huch! & friends

Mau-Mau version for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Everyone is familiar with emojis from social media, they are used 
to express various emotions or felicitation or agreement. Emoji 
Mau-Mau is played with 58 cards – emojis on backgrounds of 
different colors and special cards. You use standard rules and 
place a card corresponding in color or icon to the previously 
played card; black special cards can be played on any card. For 
BANG the next player draws two cards, for WHAT you pass your 
turn, for PENG all others draw a card. Black special cards cause 
choice of color, choice of color + drawing to cards or choice of 
color and card exchange. If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

emoji Mau-Mau

Publisher: Huch! & friends

Puzzle game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Puzzles must be solved; they come from one of four task catego-
ries using standard puzzle mechanisms - you stack 3D pieces, 
made up from three, four or five cubes, to form color patterns or 
place tangram patterns or connect pipes or balance out scales 
by placing of pieces. If you manage to solve a puzzle you turn 
over the corresponding tile and place it into the conduct system. 
Then you can place an Engineer on that tile on a part of a duct 
that is still free in total. When you close a duct with a card you 
score for Engineers in it and take back the Engineers. If someone 
collects 15 points or more, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Enigma
Designer: Touko Takokallio
Publisher: Zoch Verlag
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Card duel for 2-4 players, ages 12+

PvP denotes Player versus Player; in epic battles you combine 
Dwarves, Goblins, High Elves or Humans with Druids, Villains, 
Paladins or Trappers into unique combinations of abilities for 
tactics and strategy. Combatants are always confronted with the 
dilemma of drawing cards resulting in a reduction of number 
of cards that can be played or not drawing cards to be able to 
play more cards. Players alternate their turns, you lose if your life 
points are down to 0. A turn comprises the phases of increase 
aggression, draw cards, play actions, assign defense, defend, suf-
fer attack damage and end of turn. Team variant for four players.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Epic PvP Fantasy
Designers: Ryan Miller, Luke Peterschmitt
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Cooperative real-time adventure for 1-5 players, ages 8+

The magical gems in the temple chambers must be activated 
within 10 minutes in this real-time adventure, complete with 
soundtrack, to enable adventurers to flee the cursed temple. All 
roll their five dice simultaneously and as fast as they can to use 
them to discover new chambers, enter chambers, activate gems, 
flee or remove blockades from dice. During two countdowns 
you must get back to the starting chamber each time or lose 
a die. For same tasks you need to cooperate. During the third 
countdown all players must reach the exit. If only one of them is 
left behind, all lose the game together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Escape
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Expansion for Escape for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers 
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to 
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to un-
cover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee and 
remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary. 
With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound track 
all need to be out of the temple. If only one remains behand, all 
have lost. Expansion 1 Illusions introduces components for the 
6th player, an escape card, a treasure tile and modules Kammern 
der Illusionen and Spezialkammern with double chambers, 
treasure chamber and chalice.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Illusions
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Expansion for Escape for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers 
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to 
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to 
uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee 
and remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be neces-
sary. With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound 
track all need to be out of the temple. If only one adventurer re-
mains behind, all have lost. Expansion 2 Quest features two new 
modules, Questkammern and Charaktere - Characters provide 
special abilities for players. Quest needs the base game to play 
and can be combined with Illusions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Quest
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Logic puzzle game for 2-5 players, ages 16+

As in any Escape scenario you are „locked in“ and must solve 
tasks and riddles to „escape“. Each of the four adventures - Prison 
Break, Virus, Nuclear Countdown and Temple of the Aztec – has 
three parts; each part is completed by entering a code using 
four out of 16 keys; you place them into the decoder from left to 
right. If you enter all three codes correctly within 60 minutes, you 
have won. You open the envelope for the current adventure part 
and use all information to find and solve the tasks and puzzles. 
An App for background music and solution is available, you can 
also download component templates to play again.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Room Das Spiel

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Party puzzle for 3-8 players, ages 10+

Mystery at the Stargazer’s Manor. In this new type of party game 
all players are “imprisoned” in a room and need to escape – in 
this case from the planetarium and solve the riddle of the 
missing astronomer. In the course of the game scenario cards 
are read, envelopes with information and instructions may only 
be opened after solving a task. Images on those envelopes are 
always in play. Items that you find might be useful much later in 
the game. A Solution Wheel indicates if your solution is correct 
by making use of symbols in the solution and color rings. You 
can also get hints from the web and there are three different 
end-of-story scenarios.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Escape the Room
Designers: Nicholas Cravotta, Rebecca Bleau
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Expansion for Escape for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers 
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to 
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to 
uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee 
and remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be neces-
sary. With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound 
track all need to be out of the temple. Expansion 3 Traps includes 
two new modules, Fallenkammern and Zeitkammern, which in-
troduce an additional time element into the game, using a sand 
timer. Traps needs the base game to play and can be combined 
with Quest and Illusions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Traps
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Cooperative real-time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+

The game mechanics of Escape combined with a Zombie topic! 
Within 15 minutes players must reach the bus, starting from the 
church, in this real-time adventure and leave the town in order 
to escape the zombie hordes. The town is set up from modular 
pieces randomly. Then all roll their five dice simultaneously and 
as fast as they can to collect - in the first phase of the game - 
items, tools, medicine and stores, fight zombies and find the exit. 
Some zombies must be fought cooperatively, but for this you 
need to be at the same location. In phase Two you must leave 
town on time on the bus.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Zombie City
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Expansion for Escape Zombie City for 1-5 players, ages 8+

The game mechanisms of Escape with a Zombie topic! Within 
15 minutes players must reach the bus and leave town in this 
real-time adventure to escape from the Zombie hordes. The first 
expansion features two modules: Challenges and Characters. In 
Challenges so-called challenge rows are added and you must 
comply with those challenges before you can leave town; the 
more roads the more difficult. For Characters each player choses 
a character - Nerd, Grandma, Policeman, Shopping Queen, Ven-
dor or Construction Worker - with special abilities; you choose 
one for the game and can us it as often as you want.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Escape Zombie City The Survivor Chronicles
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games
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Trick-taking card game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

You make promises to plant trees and take tricks to plant trees 
on them. 42 cards of values 1-14 in three colors show promise 
values on their backs. In three rounds you hold cards. Cards 
under the trump tiles of their color determine trump for the 
current round via number of cards or card value in case of a tie in 
numbers. The starting player leads a card, the others follow suit 
or play a trump card or any card or make a promise by putting 
down a face-down card, take tree markers accordingly and put 
the card under its trump tile. After all tricks of the round you 
score for tricks = trees or more tricks than trees.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Eternity
Designers: Jim Dratwa, Cyril Blondel
Publisher: Blackrock Games

Mancala version for 2-3 players, ages 8+

32 dents are arranged like a star, four dents per line. With two 
players you start with four of your marbles on the inner most 
dents, with three players the starting player has 2 marbles and 
the others have three. In your turn you take a marble from your 
stock and put it in a line with at least one other marble and then 
take all marbles in that line and seed them, one marble per line 
in the free dent nearest to the center. Or you do not place a 
marble, but take a complete line and seed it. If you form a line of 
four marbles of your color or arrange four marbles at the same 
distance from the center in adjacent lines, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Etoile
Designer: Michael Palm
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Animals develop and food is scarce. You place food chips next to 
the watering hole, place one new card for a new species, popula-
tion size 1, and draw three cards in hand. Then you play cards 
openly as a new species or face down to increase a population 
or for an activated ability, maximum three per species. Finally, 
you feed animals with chips from the watering hole; 1 chip per 
card lacking a chip; carnivores eat other animals for two chips. 
Unfed animals of a population starve; species can become 
extinct in this way. Then you put chips on cards behind your 
screen. At the end you score food chips and your own cards in 
hand and on the table.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Evolution Der Einstieg
Designer: Dominic Crapuchettes
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Live Escape Game for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must 
get free within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving 
puzzles for keys or codes for number locks. Depending on the 
topic you need to solve additional tasks like finding a missing 
person, defuse a bomb or find an antidote formula. You have a 
decoder disc, a book and an image of a room with items with 
symbols. In the course of the game you might have to fold, paint 
or destroy components of the game, so each copy can only be 
played once. In „Das geheime Labor“ players participate in a 
medical project and find themselves in the locked laboratory 
after being drugged by vapours.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

EXIT - Das Spiel Das geheime Labor
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

Live Escape Game for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must 
get free within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving 
puzzles for keys or codes for number locks. Depending on the 
topic you need to solve additional tasks like finding a missing 
person, defuse a bomb or find an antidote formula. You have a 
decoder disc, a book and an image of a room with items with 
symbols. In the course of the game you might have to fold, 
paint or destroy components of the game, so each copy can 
only be played once. In „Grabkammer des Pharao“ players are 
tourists and find themselves imprisoned in a burial chamber in 
Tutankhamun’s tomb.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

EXIT - Das Spiel Die Grabkammer des Pharao
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

Live Escape Game for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must 
get free within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving 
puzzles for keys or codes for number locks. Depending on the 
topic you need to solve additional tasks like finding a missing 
person, defuse a bomb or find an antidote formula. You have a 
decoder disc, a book and an image of a room with items with 
symbols. In the course of the game you might have to fold, 
paint or destroy components of the game, so each copy can 
only be played once. In „Die verlassene Hütte“ players, after a 
car problem, find shelter in a deserted hut in the forest and find 
themselves locked in the morning.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

EXIT - Das Spiel Die verlassene Hütte
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

Travel game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

As a sponsor in an era of important discoveries you want to 
visit as many locations as you can. You mark 5 locations out of 
8 or 12 cards. Expeditions belong to all and you want to guide 
them so that they touch locations on your cards so that you can 
put down the card and take the marker. In a turn you can draw 
a travel ticket or add an arrow to an expedition and use up to 
two travel tickets to add or remove an arrow or to swap a card 
or to put down a card for a location touched by an arrow. When 
someone puts down his last card, you score points for cards and 
markers on the table, cards in hand and markers on the board 
deduct points. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Expedition
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Forest fruits for fabulous juices in a fable game! A fable game is 
a game in which actions change in the course of the game, but 
not permanently. We move our animal to a location card and 
use the card action to collect fruits; with enough fruits in hand 
you can buy a location card for juice. You win, depending on 
the number of players, with 3, 4 or 5 juices. Location cards are 
stacked sorted by numbers and provide actions with increasing 
complexity and additional components. After each game you 
remove cards used and play the next game with the consecutive 
cards. For new players you can easily reset the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Fabelsaft
Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Forest fruits for fabulous juices in a fable game! A fable game is 
a game in which actions change in the course of the game, but 
not permanently. We move our animal to a location card and 
use the card action to collect fruits; with enough fruits in hand 
you can buy a location card for juice. You win, depending on 
the number of players, with 3, 4 or 5 juices. Location cards are 
stacked sorted by numbers and provide actions with increasing 
complexity and additional components. After each game you 
remove cards used and play the next game with the consecutive 
cards. For new players you can easily reset the game.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Fabled Fruit
Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games
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Spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Butterfly researchers try to spot butterflies in the meadow. Each 
player has a butterfly board showing eight butterflies. The board 
corners can be folded over to create new butterflies in different 
color combinations. 13 butterfly cards are randomly prepared 
and you play either with the side showing one butterfly or the 
side with two or three of them. Butterflies marked with a flower 
can be found several times on your board. A card is turned up 
and all search their board for this or these butterflies; a mirror 
image is not correct! Whoever succeeds first, gets the card. If you 
are wrong, you lose a card you already won.
Version: multi * Rules: de dk en es fr hu nl se * In-game text: no

Family Flutter-By
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Card duel for 2 players, ages 10+

Duel for dominance between the gods for Rich and Poor in one 
village! House cards are laid out and you draw six cards from 
your follower deck of Spirit Objects and Kid Ghosts. Objects 
have fixed values, values of Kid Ghosts vary with special abilities 
triggers by arrangements of other spirits in the same house. As 
active player you put a follower into a house and move your 
incarnation to that house. When five followers are in a house, 
you sum the spiritual power of each faction including ability 
bonuses – whoever has the majority places a possession marker. 
If you can place all of them, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Fan & Mallet
Designer: Katsumusa Tomioka
Publisher: Table Cross / Japon Brand

Role Playing System for 2-6 players, ages 12+

The role-playing system Fantasy Age is an adaptation of Dragon 
Age – AGE = Adventure Game Engine - and can be used for 
creation of your own or for campaigns of your choice. You create 
your character by choosing a nation – Elf, Gnome, Halfling, Hu-
man, Orc or Dwarf – as well as a background and a class – War-
rior, Mage or Villain – and then define the character by his nine 
characteristics of Dexterity, Intelligence, Fight, Communication, 
Constitution, Precision, Strength, Perception and Willpower. The 
system uses a “Stunt” System with a special dice, the rules feature 
20 levels and a new system for magic.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Fantasy Age
Designer: Chris Pramas
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Card combat for 2 players, ages 12+

Fight for Olympus with heroes, soldiers and equipment. In your 
turn you play any number of cards next to your side of the board 
and pay the costs by discarding more cards or color markers; 
effects are implemented. Then you attack with all your cards in 
turn and damage cards opposite to your card. When a card has 
more damage markers than defense value, it is defeated. When 
there is no opposing card you score the bonus of the combat 
area – card, color marker or a step for the marker on the track; 
when the marker reaches 7, you win. Or else when you have 
cards in all six slot on your side of the board at the start or the 
turn.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es * In-game text: no

Fight for Olympus
Designer: Matthias Kramer
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Card game for 2 players, ages 15+

Trading card game, set in the universe of the Final Fantasy video 
game. Each player has his own deck of 50 character cards and 
plays characters, making use of so-called crystal points, CPs. 
There are three kinds of character cards: Front cards for attackers, 
blockers and characters with various abilities – Support charac-
ters to produce CP, also with varying abilities – Summoned crea-
tures with a one-shot ability. If you discard a card, you produce 1 
C. Attacks are blocked with Front cards or you suffer damage. If 
you have taken 7 damage, your opponent wins.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Final Fantasy
Designer: Mr. Kageyama
Publisher: Square Enix / Asmodee

Card game for 1-5 players, ages 3+

Playing cards are shaped like a hand, each finger shows at its 
tip a character in typical dress – cook, nurse, clown, witch, and 
many more – or funny animals – lion, dog, frog, penguin and 
also many more.  You use those cards in three game versions: 
Spaßmacher and Hals über Kopf – you must find pairs, search-
ing either alone or all search simultaneously, using cards on the 
table and cards from your stack and be first to discard all you 
cards, and Wer ist wo? – you need to reveal all five characters 
on your card in sequence in a face-down display of nine cards 
on the table.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Finger Tips

Publisher: Game Factory

SciFi adventure for 1-5 players, ages 13+

A story card must be chosen by a player and resolved success-
fully in order to win. You have a choice from four action and can 
choose two of them in a turn and interact with other players. 
Actions are Flying, Buy Equipment and Hire Crew, Make Deals 
and Finish Jobs. Quite a few actions are illegal and can have 
consequences. In case of Movement from planet to planet you 
must draw and resolve a “Full Speed” card for each step. When 
the story card gives you several goals, you must complete them 
in the given order to win. The expansion “Piraten & Kopfgeld-
jäger / Pirates & Bounty Hunters” again introduces new Job and 
Supply cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Firefly
Designers: Aaron Dill, John Kovaleski, Sean Sweigart
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Each game is played with two out of five modules - Die Aufträge, 
Berühmtheiten und Postkarten, Wer ist der Mörder?, Passagiere und 
Gepäck oder Weichen und Mechaniker – and the core game. In 
six rounds 18 cards are displayed. In a round you take one action 
card from the display in turn and perform the action – take car 
or upgrade car, move conductor or engine, expand track, take 
orders or end-of-game cards or starting player marker, etc. After 
two rounds you score bonuses for track and points for trains 
and after a scoring of coins and end-of-game card you win with 
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

First Class
Designer: Helmut Ohley
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Searching game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 8+

You are a Geocacher and play on your own or in a team on a 
landscape grid with hidden cache – traditional, multiple or 
mystery, depending on the intended level of difficulty. In your 
turn you can move your pawn and/or reveal a landscape tile, 
according to detailed rules for movement of paths and in the 
rough and with placement of newly revealed tiles in relation 
to your starting tile. Letters N and E that you reveal determine 
rows and columns in the display and are used in different ways 
– depending on the level of difficulty – in combination with dice 
to find the cache. For the Mystery Cache version the board is 
renewed several times.
Version: multi * Rules: de en et ru * In-game text: no

First to Find
Designers: Aigar and Inga Alaveer
Publisher: 2D6.ee
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Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Out of the gold fish bowl, doesn’t matter how! Cards with a hole 
have blue back sides showing five different kinds of fish and a 
rubber duck and one of three different front sides showing one 
of five fish or a crab or a shark. To sink a fish, you must put one 
card on top of another, congruent, one front side up on one 
backside up, so that you see a fish from the backside through 
the hole in front. The top card on the discard pile tells you the 
combination: You must see the fish in the hole or you must find 
the previous combination again for the crab or put two holes on 
top of each other for the shark.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fische versenken!
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Expansion for Five Tribes for 2-4 players, ages 13+

This expansion introduces six thieves and a new Jinn, Morgiane. 
In case you are able to buy a Jinn, you can now instead also 
buy the thief on display for the same price and use him later for 
a clan action of the same color. Unused thieves score victory 
points at the end of the game. Thieves actions are: All other 
players discard tow resources, you take two; all others discard a 
Vizier, you take one; all others take back a camel; All others take 
back palace or palm tree, you put one of them on a tile of your 
own; all others discard a valuable or magical item, you take one. 
Morgiane protects you from thieves.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Five Tribes Die Diebe von Naqala
Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: Asmodee / Days of Wonder

Bluff game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Bank robbery! Police want to catch the thieves and concentrate 
on the one with the biggest share of the loot. Each player is dealt 
three cards, then the escape vehicles are shuffled into the draw 
pile. As active player you draw card(s) – a vehicle is laid out - and 
then you play one of the four cards: Money card face-down for 
you or openly to another player, police car into the middle – four 
hats on them trigger a scoring and you loose all booty if you 
hold most of it. Action cards relate to displaying/removing police 
cars or relocating money or drawing + playing two cards. When 
seven escape vehicles are on the table, you win with most booty.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Fladeranti
Designer: Richard de Rijk
Publisher: Piatnik

Bicycle race for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cycle race in Paris, you control a Rouleur and a Sprinteur and 
want to get one of them across the finish line first. The race takes 
place over rounds of three phases: In the Energy phase all draw 
four cards simultaneously and play one card each face-down 
for first and second cyclist. In the Movement phase you reveal 
cards and move cyclists. In the Final phase you remove played 
cards and resolve slipstream effects – advance by one additional 
square – and exhaustion – a driver behind a free square receives 
an exhaustion card as an energy card of value 2. Rules for alter-
nate track building, handicap and mountain races.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr + dk fi no se * In-game text: no

Flamme Rouge
Designer: Asger Harding Granerud
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Cooperative dice game for 1-6 players, ages 10+

Fire alarm – all players cooperate to save victims from buildings 
on fire. Each player must spend four action points in his turn to 
move, fight the fire, demolish walls, roll for fire progress – when 
smoke is placed on smoke, it turns to fire – and refill information 
markers. When fire reaches a spot that is already on fire, there 
is an explosion. If you save seven victims before the building 
crashes, all win together. Two variants for a family game and a 
game for experienced players, featuring random set up, vehicles 
and vehicle actions. Several expansions are available, most cur-
rent are “Extreme Gefahr” and ”Feuer an Bord”.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Flash Point Flammendes Inferno
Designer: Kevin Lanzing
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Snipping game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Shootout in Wild West! You choose a playing area and a scenario 
from the booklet and form two teams. One round in the game 
equals one hour on the Town Hall Clock, with one turn per play-
er. Scenarios determine details, teams 1 and 2 alternate to play. 
If you play a cowboy, you have two actions and can choose from 
three options - Movement, Shooting or Take/Leave/Exchange. 
Movement and Shooting is done by snipping, according to 
detailed rules for entering and leaving buildings and shooting 
with one or two weapons. In buildings you can acquire, drop or 
swap items. The game ends at 12 or when a winning condition 
in a scenario is achieved.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Flick ’em Up!
Designers: J.-Y. Monpertuis, G. Beaujannot
Publisher: Pretzel Games

Expansion for Flick’em Up! For 2-10 players, ages 8+

Shootout in Wild West in two teams! You choose A playing area 
and a scenario from the booklet and form two teams. If you play 
a cowboy, you have tow actions - Movement, Shooting or Take/
Leave/Exchange. Movement and Shooting is done by snipping, 
according to detailed rules for entering and leaving buildings 
and shooting with one or two weapons. In buildings you can 
acquire, drop or swap items. The game ends at 12 or when a 
winning condition in a scenario is achieved. Red Red Tomahawk 
comes with conflicts between Cooper Clan and Native Ameri-
cans, carrying bow and arrows and tomahawk, the Cooper 
Gang, however, has a Gatling Gun!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Flick ’em Up! Red Rock Tomahawk
Designers: J.-Y. Monpertuis, G. Beaujannot
Publisher: Pretzel Games

Expansion for Flick ʻem Up! for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Shootout in Wild West! You choose a playing area and a scenario 
from the booklet and form two teams. If you play a cowboy, you 
have tow actions and can choose from three options - Move-
ment, Shooting or Take/Leave/Exchange. Movement and Shoot-
ing is done by snipping, according to detailed rules for entering 
and leaving buildings and shooting with one or two weapons. In 
buildings you can acquire, drop or swap items. The game ends at 
12 or when a winning condition in a scenario is achieved. Stallion 
Canyon introduces horses, stables, hideout and two cowgirls for 
the new scenarios.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Flick ’em Up! Stallion Canyon
Designers: J.-Y. Monpertuis, G. Beaujannot
Publisher: Pretzel Games

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Bird cards and special cards are stacked face down, each player 
has two cards. The active player draws the top card from the 
stack and places one of his cards. When the top card on the draw 
pile shows a closed cage, you place the card face down; if the 
card shows an open cage, you place it face up. If you believe that 
there are more birds in the row than the allowed maximum in 
relation to the number of players - you play your red Tip card; 
your left neighbor must then place his green Tip card, the others 
place theirs according to their opinion. All that made the right 
shice split the cards in they row between them. When the draw 
pile is empty, you score your birds.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Flip a Bird
Designers: Arno Steinwender, Wilfried Lepuschitz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum
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Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Flippi Flatter, the moody bat, is hungry and wants to be fed, the 
only question is, how often? You roll the die and move – in one 
of the dining rooms you must feed Flippi: you decide on 1x, 2x 
or 3x and press her tongue down accordingly. If Flippi is happy, 
you are rewarded with one gem of the room color for each feed-
ing. But if Flippi flaps, you must discard a gem and calm Flippi 
down by resetting her. In the Treasure Chamber you get a gem 
instantly and with the Magic Whirl you move to another room. 
Whoever collects two gems of each color, wins. Includes a more 
simple version for younger players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Flippi Flatter

Publisher: Ravensburger

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Caterpillars eat and get longer and more colorful. You begin with 
a head and three caterpillar parts in different colors. In front of 
each caterpillar three more parts – leaf side up – are laid out in 
regular distances – the bigger the distances the longer the game 
takes. You roll three dice and may re-roll twice to roll colors of 
your own caterpillar. If you rolled the color of the last part, you 
may put it in front behind the head; if you also rolled the color 
that is now last, you may put it in front, too, and so on. Then 
other players may use your dice results. If you reach a leaf, you 
eat it and elongate your caterpillar. Whoever eats the last piece 
first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Flori Vielfraß
Designer: Bernhard Weber
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

45 cards show combinations of five types of flowers. You 
are a guest at the Flower Dance of a countess and assemble 
bouquets, as big as possible, for sympathy points. You take cards 
from the market of five cards or from the personal display of oth-
er players and put them into your display or take them in hand. 
A bouquet must have at least five flowers, either flowers of one 
kind or the same number of flowers of each kind you used or at 
least three types in different, ascending amounts. A complete 
bouquet uses all cards in your hand and is set down. Unsuitable 
cards are discarded to Garbage and cost you sympathy points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Floris
Designer: Andrea Boennen
Publisher: Qango Spieleverlag

Deduction and placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

You place your ships on your own board and must guess the 
opponent’s ship positions correctly to sink his ships. In the classic 
version one admiral names a coordinate, the other admiral 
states hit or a miss. Both results are marked accordingly. In the 
game with missions you draw the top card from your deck and 
execute it; in the expert game with missions you start with 5 
cards in hand and can in your turn either draw two cards or play 
one or two cards and execute them. If you are first to sink the 
opposing fleet you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Flottenmanöver

Publisher: Hasbro

Movement and search game for 1-6 players, ages 4-8

Flotti Karotti has invited the bunny friends to find the fruit 
and vegetable friends. The hill with Karotti sits on the floor, 
the boards are laid out meadow side up, hiding 12 fruit and 
vegetable friends and 4 funny animals. Karotti gives commands 
for movement and then names a friend. The boards are turned 
over; whoever finds the friend, is rewarded with a carrot chip. 
All others kneel down to try and catch Karotti, the finder presses 
the button and Karotti jumps. If you catch him, you get a carrot 
chip. When Karotti announces the end of the game, you win 
with most chips. Includes a solo version.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Flotti Karotti

Publisher: Ravensburger

City development game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Colorado County around 1900. A card driven strategy game set 
in the industrial revolution where players must use cards for 
points to build the city or activate powerful card events. Players 
construct the city together, but are always in fierce competition. 
Players set Headlines which effect the development (and rules) 
of the game over the course of 3 Era’s, which each have unique 
cards. The paths to success are many, whether you wrest control 
of municipal development, commercial, mining, industrial, or 
some combination: the choice is up to you. Command your 
prominent local family and manipulate grand historical themes.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Forged in Steel
Designer: Wade Broadhead
Publisher: Knight Work Games

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

108 cards have background color, circle color and number for 
characteristics. You begin with three cards in hand, three cards 
are laid out to begin three rows. In your turn you must place 
cards, can take rows and must draw cards. You add 1-3 cards to 
rows on the table – one characteristics of a new card must cor-
respond to one of the previous card – or you begin a new row, 
when the card does not fit any row. When there are four cards 
with an identical characteristics in a row – not necessarily next to 
each other – you take the row. If someone cannot refill his hand 
correctly, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Freaky
Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

You play one of your cards on one of three Bad Luck stacks – 
Black Cat, Broken Mirror or Standing Ladder. Red „Friday 13th“ 
cards can be played on all cards. When the sum of cards on a 
stack is higher than 13, you take the cards and must not look at 
them again. The card with which 13 was topped, stays in place. 
When all cards have been played all cards that you had to take 
score one Bad Luck point each, all Friday 13th cards score two 
Bad Luck points. Cards of a type in which you have the majority 
are not scored, but Friday 13th cards are always scored. When 
all players have been dealer once, you win with fewest Bad Luck 
points.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr jp nl pl * In-game text: no

Freitag der 13.
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

As a squirrel you collect acorns for winter. All acorns are placed 
on the tree in the box, each player receives a tree log. The active 
player turns the spinner. When it points to a color you use 
the squirrel to pick up an acorn of this color and put it in the 
corresponding hole in your tree log. For an acorn symbol you 
can collect one or two acorns of any color for your log. For the 
Sneaky Squirrel you can steal an acorn from another player, and 
for the Sad Squirrel you must pass your turn to the next player. 
For the Squirrel Storm symbol you must put back all your acorns 
from the log to the tree. If you are first to completely fill your log 
you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Fritz Stibitz

Publisher: Game Factory
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Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Birdphant, Catmouse or Frogdog are some of the imaginary 
animals that are created in this game. You place an animal card 
on each of six color cards, the color is visible, a draw pile with 
animals is set out. You roll two color dice and form an imaginary 
animal with the animals depicted on the respective cards; the 
big die determines the first animal, the small one the second. 
If you roll the same color twice or both cards show the same 
animal, you imitate the noise of the animal. If you are first to 
react correctly, you take both cards. If a color card cannot be 
filled anymore, you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl  * In-game text: no

FrogDog
Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Beleduc

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Storks stalk through the swamps searching for their favorite 
food, frogs. You place your stork on his starting case and one 
frog on the white water lily. At any time there is only one frog in 
the water, moving from water lily to waterlily, whereas a stork 
can enter any dot and any water lily. You roll the dice - for pips 
you move your stork accordingly. For the frog you roll the color 
die and move your stork to the water lily of this color. For the risk 
symbol you either move your stork one step or turn over a stork 
tile and implement the action. When stork and frog meet, the 
frog is captured. Whoever is first to capture three frogs, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Fröschlein, aufgepasst!
Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Harvest in the orchard - you collect apples, cherries, plums and 
lemons; but take care, the raccoon steals fruits. You have also to 
decide if you 1) keep fruits to enter them in special competition 
or 2) send them to an exhibition immediately to win medals 
and ribbons. You play rounds of five phases: 1) assign workers, 
2) raccoon, 3) harvest and planting, 4) go to exhibition and 5) 
assign special tiles for turn order, migrant workers, raccoon and 
lorry. When the necessary number of rounds I played, you sum 
the points on all awards and fruits that you own and you win 
with most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Fruit Fair
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

48 cards differ in fruit type, plate shape and tablecloth. Five cards 
are on display, the others are distributed and stacked face-down, 
a rest is taken out of play. You have 15 seconds to memorize the 
cards in the middle, then they are turned over. The active player 
reveals his top card, puts it next to a card in the middle and turns 
it up: When both cards are different in all criteria, you put your 
card down and the other one out of play. When there are cor-
relations, you put your card down and the other one underneath 
your stack. If someone is out of cards, you win at the end of the 
round if you hold no cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fruit Mix
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Game Factory

Set collecting game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

You collect fruits for points and use 120 cards featuring 20 x 
Apple, Apricot, Pear, Strawberry, Plum and Grapes, with 4 cards 
of values 1-5 for each kind. At the start you randomly remove a 
number of cards, then you stack the cards face-down and lay out 
as many cards as there are players for discard piles. You draw a 
card from stack or any discard pile and start a new set – only one 
per type of fruit – or add it to a row or discard it. Rows can have 
up to five cards and each value only once, in any order. When 
the draw pile is empty you score for numbers of cards in row, 
without gaps, a row without “1” scores zero points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

Fruit Mix
Designer: Peter Szollosi
Publisher: Piatnik

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

The fox wants to steal sleeping chickens, but is so clumsy that 
he drops his pants at some point. The fix and all hens are set out, 
each player has a coop. In your turn you roll the day and put this 
number of hens into the pockets of the fox and then press the 
fox head down. If nothing happens the turn passes to the next 
player. When the pants drop, however, you collect hens as fast as 
you can, using one hand only, for your coop. If you have saved 
five hens in your coop, you call “Fuchs-Alarm” and win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fuchs Alarm!

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Assessment and memory game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Ferdinand Fuchs is having a party and you should take the ani-
mals to it quickly by means of discarding all your animal cards. 
One card is displayed and you must give a guess or assessment 
if the next animal you turn up will be bigger, smaller than or as 
tall as the animal displayed. If you guess correctly, you can guess 
again. If you make a mistake, your turn ends and you put all 
animals back under your card stack. If you stop, you can discard 
all turned-up animals to the table. The animal used as reference 
for guessing changes after each card you turn up. If you are first 
to discard all cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Fuchs & Fertig
Designer: Bernhard Weber
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Card shedding game for 3-8 players, ages 7+

In your turn you play one of your cards in hand – there are values 
2-20, in different amounts – on the table. This card beats all cards 
of lower values with other players, they are discarded and their 
owners draw a card in hand. When your card is still on the table 
in your next turn, it „made it“ and you discard it without drawing 
a replacement. If you play a card equal to that of another player, 
the numbers are added and the total beats all other cards of 
lower value. If that card makes it, all players discard that card 
without replacement. If you are out of cards you win.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es fr jp * In-game text: no

Fuji Flush
Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Based on the board game, you run power stations and produce 
electricity. In Phase I of a round you buy maximum one power 
station in an auction – you can only own three – and can decide 
not to buy from round 2 on. In Phase II you only buy those 
resources that you need to run your power stations and deal 
in Phase III with production of electricity for income by using 
raw materials and establishing the new turn order; then you 
replenish the resources market and revise the power station 
market. Two players play “Gegen den großen Konzern” with a 
conglomerate for an opponent and cards for the “Abrissunterne-
hmen” version can be used in the board game.
Version: de * Rules: cn de dk en fi fr jp nl no se * In-game text: no

Funkenschlag Das Kartenspiel
Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele
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Development game for 3-6 players, ages 13+

Italy in 1470, at the time of the Condottieri. You control a family 
with special abilities and interests in Milano, Venice, Florence, 
Rome and Naples. The game covers three decades comprising 
different amounts of rounds. In your turn you have one of four 
actions: Buy a troop or treachery card - Auction a city, event or 
pope tile - Start a war -  Pass. A decade ends when the last event 
has been auctions; now players receive gold and influence; 
after three decades you score cities, events, the pope, most and 
second most golds and most influence for victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Fürsten der Renaissance
Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card shedding game for 3-8 players, ages 7+

In your turn you play one of your cards in hand – there are values 
2-20, in different amounts – on the table. This card beats all cards 
of lower values with other players, they are discarded and their 
owners draw a card in hand. When your card is still on the table 
in your next turn, it „made it“ and you discard it without drawing 
a replacement. If you play a card equal to that of another player, 
the numbers are added and the total beats all other cards of 
lower value. If that card makes it, all players discard that card 
without replacement. If you are out of cards you win.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr jp * In-game text: no

Futschikato
Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

An old Western town, famous for the first bank robbery in Mis-
souri. Based on the game of Old Town, you reconstruct Gads Hill. 
How did it look more than 140 years ago? Where was the hotel 
of the Pinkerton detectives? Where did the duels happen? You 
receive info cards with information on the locations of buildings, 
possible locations are marked. When there is only one possible 
location left, the building is placed. Players score points for con-
tributing information on the locations of buildings; in the end 
you win if you contributed most to the reconstruction.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Gads Hill 1874
Designer: Stephan Riedel
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele

Complex SciFi conflict simulation for 1-5 players, ages 12+

As a secret agent you fight enemy aliens together in a team of 
up to five agents. You command unique abilities to defend your 
planet, based on the mechanisms of conflict simulation. The 
game controls the aliens; each mission can end several ways - 
successfully, party successfully and in failure - and the success 
of a mission influences the flow of the story. Experience gained 
develops your agent’s abilities. The rounds of a mission comprise 
Refresh, Strategy with choice of leader, Battle - including Move-
ment, Combat and Action - and Event, implemented according 
to enormously detailed and very complex and copious rules.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Galaxy Defenders
Designers: Simone Romano, Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

Quiz game with a license topic, for 2 or more players, ages 18+

With their knowledge about the series Game of Thrones by HBO, 
players and teams fight for control over locations in the Seven 
Kingdoms of Westeros. In this game knowledge is a mighty 
weapon. The more questions you answer in a turn the more 
control you have over a location. In the advanced game you can 
collect resources – one for each question you answer and win fa-
vor from characters for rule modifications or enter alliances and 
break them again. There are more than 1200 questions, sorted 
by Seasons 1-4, and there are also questions about images. If 
you hold the majority in most locations, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Game of Thrones Das Trivia-Spiel
Designer: Jonathan Ying
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Living Card Game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Based on novels and board game, you represent one of the six 
great houses of Westeros, assisted by other familiar characters, in 
military, intrigue and fights for power. The Core Game holds all 
that is necessary for a game of four players, and features ready-
to-play decks for Lannister, Stark, Targaryen, and Baratheon; 
you start with seven cards in hand. A round comprises topic = 
plot, then draw, assemble, challenges, dominance, status and 
taxes. If you are first to collect 15 power points, you win. Many 
expansions are already available for the 2nd edition, the latest is 
„Löwen von Casterlystein“.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron Das Kartenspiel
Designers: E. M. Lang, C. T. Petersen, N. French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The Iron Throne is your goal and you secure the support of 
courtiers at the Court of King’s Landing. In as many rounds as 
there are players you are dealt character cards featuring houses 
Stark, Lannister, Baratheon and Targaryen. According to strin-
gent rules you play a card in a row or above other cards, in case 
there is a house showing one of that house’s characters directly 
beneath. The bottom row cannot exceed eight cards. If you 
cannot play you are out of the game, the last one in play wins 
the round a card “Iron Throne” which cancels penalty points, all 
others score penalty points for remaining cards in hand. You win 
with fewest penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Game of Thrones Die Intrigen von Westeros
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card shunting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Each player has a train engine and seven numbered cards, ar-
ranged in descending order, and wants to be first to have seven 
cards arranged in ascending order. In your turn you draw a card 
or use a card effect. If you draw a card you insert it into your row 
and set aside the replaced one for use for effects. To use a card 
you choose one of the set-aside cards and discard it after using 
it. Effects are: Swapping two cards next to each other or to the 
left and right of one card; relocate a card by two positions to the 
right or left; protect a card or remove the leftmost, middle or 
rightmost card in the row.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Game of Trains
Designer: Trehgrannik
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Collecting and reaction game for 4 or 6 players, ages 8+

Each team of two players agrees on a secret sign. You hold four 
cards, four cards are on the table. All swap a card from hand for 
one from the table. If you have assembled a quartet, you send 
the secret signal – when your partner notices it, he announces 
it with “Gämsh”, maybe even a quartet for himself and you with 
“Double-Gämsh”. When an opponent notices the sign first, he 
calls “Counter-Gämsh”. With “Outgämshed” you announce the 
sign of a team before it was given. Correct announcements score 
points. Föhn cards are special cards on the table for additional 
points. When a team has 9 points, the game ends and the team 
with most points wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Gämsh Alpin
Designer: Daniel Fehr
Publisher: Zoch Verlag
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Card game for 3-6 players, ages 9+

The Garden Gnomes factions are going to war again, this time 
in order to take control of the park where they all live. In the 
conflicts in the asymmetrical area control system they have vary-
ing goals: Gather food, take hostages and worship gods at their 
altars. You move your units into the garden area of your choice 
and resolve resulting conflicts, in which units of different fac-
tions are present. The winners of conflicts receive the resources 
that are available in this park area. If you are first to meet all your 
goals you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Garden Gnomes: Violent Vendetta
Designer: Morten Nørgaard
Publisher: Borzag Games

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

War among Garden Gnomes, fought with a modified Rock-
Paper-Scissors system using five different attack spells: Fire, 
Water, Earth, Plants and Insects. Each player has a special ability 
and a set of one spell card for each element. You secretly choose 
one element versus each neighbor and then the choices are re-
solved simultaneously: Each Element defeats two others: Insects 
vs. Plants and Earth, Earth vs. Water and Fire, Water vs. Fire and 
Insects, Plants vs. Earth and Water and Fire vs. Plants and Insects. 
The winner scores one point, the loser takes one damage and 
another damage if the special ability was used.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Garden Gnomes: Wizard Warfare
Designer: Morten Nørgaard
Publisher: Borzag Games

Dice placement game for 1 player, ages 10+

A forest needs to be protected from invaders. Boss cards for 
the difficulty level are laid out and three black enemy dice are 
placed. White dice are rolled and placed, groups of identical 
values are upgraded; adjacent enemy dice are thereby damaged 
or defeated, a new black enemy die appears. A die of value 6 
is upgraded to a tree and a boss appears and attacks. Chain 
reactions in upgrading are possible. You win with six trees on 
the board and can, if you want, determine a score. If you are out 
of white dice to roll while there are black ones or if you cannot 
place an enemy die, you have lost. Tree effects can be used at 
any time.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Garden of Minions
Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Hideouts of crooks are deduced one by one. For six sets of cards 
A-F in six colors one die shows colors, the other the letters. You 
receive cards in relation to player numbers, the rest is set aside 
unseen. Then you roll both dice, sum all your cards of this color 
and letter and note the result in the grid. Then the active player 
rolls the dice, sums the cards, notes the total and then can ask a 
player for a card. If this player has the card, it is set down and you 
can ask again, otherwise his turn ends. Always make all neces-
sary notations on your sheet! When someone sets down his last 
card, you win with most guessed cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl  * In-game text: no

Gauner raus!
Designer: René Puttin
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Quiz race for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Game based on the TV show: In round 1 you answer the most 
amount of questions you can within a minute; each correct 
answer gives you € 500. In round 2 you play without timer; you 
decide on one sum on your coin from round 1 and the resulting 
position on the board, in relation to the Jäger piece. Now ques-
tions are answered; depending on the answer of the candidate, 
the – virtual – Jäger or candidate move. If the Jäger catches the 
candidate, the candidate is out of the game. In round 3, the can-
didate with most money from round 2 plays in the final against 
another player embodying the Jäger. When the candidate is not 
caught within two rounds, he wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Gefragt Gejagt

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Deductive card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Spies are meeting their criminal contacts according to a strict, 
but variable weekly schedule. You are dealt two informant cards 
in each of the five colors plus two cards from the mixed stack. 
You see the weekly plans of all other and must deduce your 
own. In each round all play a card face-up and then in turn name 
the player with the latest and earliest date. If you think you know 
your schedule you take the lowest available agent card (1-5) 
and keep playing, but you cannot alter your notes. When all are 
done or 12 cards are played, you win with a correctly deduced 
schedule and the lowest agent card number.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Geheimsache
Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Magnetic cooperative game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Junior ghost Spooky needs to master his entry exam, assisted by 
all players. The castle is set up and the timer set at 20 min. One 
player is Spooky, dons the mask and moves the ghostly wand 
around the castle blindfold. The other players give him instruc-
tions as to directions. When a player has collected two items 
corresponding to a task card and brought them to an entry spot, 
the role of Spooky passes to the next player. If you catch another 
ghost or several tiles at once, you bring everything to an entry/
exit and turn over a ghost tile there. When all tasks have been 
mastered within the time limit, players win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + pl * In-game text: no

Geisterburg
Designers: Janet Kneisel, Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Queen Games

Reaction game and variants, for 2-8 players, ages 8+

In Spooky Doo, the latest version of Geistesblitz, ghost Balduin 
searches for items under a hat. One piece is under the hat, the 
others sit in a circle. You try to grab the correct piece for the card: 
The piece itself for the image in correct color; the missing piece 
in missing color when all pieces show the wrong color, and the 
hat for the missing piece; for the hat itself you name the hidden 
piece. A mistake costs you a previously won card. Other versions 
that can be combined any way are Geistesblitz 2.0 with new 
items, color of a towel and using several languages as well as 
Geistesblitz 5 vor 12 introducing naming the time and mirror 
images.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr gr it nl * In-game text: no

Geistesblitz
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Card game with a crime topic for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Jewelry Exposition - an opportunity for thieves, security person-
nel and visitors. On six exposition days you adopt one role to 
use your own cards in an optimum way and win with most 
points. You hold cards in hand and put 2 markers on one or two 
role cards that correspond to your hand. One player leads, the 
others follow suit as demanded by the rules. When the first 7+ 
Choice Deal card is played, all place three markers on role cards; 
whoever then plays 3+ Deal, determines the loot of the round. 
After the second 7+ Choice card each player chooses his role 
according to the majority of markers. When all tricks have been 
played, you score points according to role cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Gelegenheit macht Diebe
Designer: Daniel Badraun
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag
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Memo game and word play for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Gemischtes Doppel 3 is the exceedingly funny continuation 
of the successful series of games, named after and based 
on the column of the same name in the SZ-Magazin. Again 
you must combine twisted pairs of words and pictures that 
look somewhat similar on the pictures – the game is entirely 
language-dependant! One pair that can be given as an example 
is flowerpop and powerflop. The pairs do not necessarily have 
to make sense. Having fun is all that is required! If you want it to, 
it could improve your vocabulary trying to figure out what the 
picture on the card could represent!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Gemischtes Doppel 3
Designer: Christian Gottwalt
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Assessment game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Assessment game on specifications for mountains, rivers and 
lakes; the game features 40 cards for each of those card types, 
and there are category cards for each type of card. You choose 
a type, roll a die for a category and set the card down. Then, in 
turn, you play one of your three cards into the display and sort 
it into the row where you believe it belongs, for instance length 
of a river in ascending order. For evaluation the cards are turned 
over and you have to remember which card you placed, because 
for a wrong guess and placement you lose chips. You can also 
use several types of jokers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

Geo Facts
Designer: Simon Haas
Publisher: Haas Games

Search and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Players are looking for the five treasures of the Gnomo family, but 
must take care not to be caught and bewitched by Gigi Gnomo. 
You roll all three dice: For foot prints you move forward and pull 
a tree from the box to find the treasure depicted on the case you 
reached. If it is the correct treasure, you take the corresponding 
tile and put back the tree in another slot. For each Dust Cloud that 
you rolled you rotate the disc by one spike. Pieces that did fall into 
a hole have been caught by Gigi and are bewitched – their own-
ers draw a card and must implement the effect from now on, the 
piece goes back to the next clearing. You can get free of the spell 
by discarding a treasure. If you hold all treasures you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Gigi Gnomo
Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 13+

Gipf is the first, name-giving game of the Gipf project series of 
abstract games. You begin by placing three out of 15 pieces as 
shown in the rules. In your turn you place one piece from stock 
on a starting point and slide it forward by one position; a piece 
on the target spot and eventually adjacent ones are moved, 
too. If you manage four pieces in a row you take them back into 
stock, all other pieces adjacent in a straight line are taken, too, 
opposing pieces go out of play! You win if your opponent is 
out of pieces in stock. The standard version uses double pieces. 
Other games in the project provide “Potentials” for use in Gipf 
variants.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Gipf
Designer: Kris Burm
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Card collecting and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Glastonbury, the magic town, shopping paradise for potion 
ingredients. You collect them for your cauldron. The marker 
moves the number of steps indicated by the top card in your 
cauldron and you take a card from the row you reached, but 
not at corners. Some cards give you an action related to taking 
cards or movement; they are not in the cauldron, but laid out 
and are turned by 90 degrees when used. The free spot in the 
grid is filled from the draw pile. When one row is empty you 
score negative for single ingredients and positive for three or 
more of the same kind and win with most points. New edition 
of Kupferkessel.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Glastonbury
Designer: Günther Burkhardt
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

Worker Placement with cards for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Coal mining in the 19th century, around Essen! In each round, 
you send workers from your hand to an action card or to a stack, 
always one more than was sent there previously, and perform 
the action – take card for trolley, car, engine, order, share, in-
novation or business plan - or use an action card: Extract – load 
trolleys into cars, crests need to correspond, or Deliver – discard 
train with engine and order card corresponding to the load, or 
Free Selection – draw cards. When all have passed, a shift marker 
is handed over. You win with most victory points after the last 
shift and a final scoring.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Glück auf Das große Kartenspiel
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Place Light Tiles in rooms for sums! To place a tile, you count 
out the number of pips on one of your tiles already in place, in a 
straight line over empty cases, and put your tile down in the tar-
get case, any side up. When the target case is occupied by ONE 
of your own or an opposing tile, you cover it with yours; a third 
tile on a case is not possible. You can cover your own starting 
tile once, too, but not those of other players. If you cannot place 
a tile, you are out of play until scoring. When nobody can move 
anymore, rooms are scored one by one, the highest and second-
highest sum of pips in a room scores 4 and 2 points, respectively.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Glüx
Designer: Jakob Andrusch
Publisher: Queen Games

Placement game for 2 players, ages 5+

Junior version of Gobblet using six Gobblets for each player. 
Gobblets of one color come in three sizes, and they can be 
nested to form a stack. Aim of the game is to arrange three of 
your own Gobblets – regardless of their sizes – in a row, horizon-
tally, vertically or diagonally. At the start of the game you have 
two complete Gobblets, stacked, and in your turn you either 
place a Gobblet from a stack on the board or move a Gobblet 
on the board. Stacked Gobblets must be played from top to 
bottom, you can only move the top Gobblet and you can put a 
bigger Gobblet over a smaller one, which can be your own or 
that of an opponent.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl pl pt * In-game text: no

Gobblet Mampfers
Designer: Thierry Denoual 
Publisher: Blue Orange / Asmodee

Logic puzzle for 1 or 2 players, ages 6+

Sequel game to Aus die Maus! You press paws down in order to 
achieve a result; based on Chess, a solo variant is 6 Königinnen 
– you need to place six queens, that is press spots, so that the 
do not hinder each other; then there is Springer – you move 
in the Knight’s Move and count remaining paws. In GoBong 
Solitäre you begin in any spot and jump over one or two paws 
and count remaining paws. In the Duell-Variante you want to 
be last to press a paw and press any number of them in a turn, in 
orthogonal arrangement. In the GoBong Logik-Duell you need 
to force your opponent to press the last GoBong paw.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

GoBong!

Publisher: FoxMind / Carletto
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Collecting and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Animals must be sorted into their pens, but only one male 
with minimum one female for a valid pen. You have three pens, 
reveal cards from your stack and grab revealed cards. Grabbed 
standard animals must be placed into a pen or can be discarded; 
double males cannot be discarded, they render a pen invalid. 
Insane cows and crazy horses are placed into pens of other 
players, all animals there must be discarded. Elephants block an 
empty pen of another player. With a transporter you can relocate 
or discard any animal from your pens. If someone has three valid 
pens or most points when all cards were revealed, he wins the 
round.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Gockola
Designers: C. van den Bulk, K. Kleijer, K. Vergeer
Publisher: Piatnik

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

As a Venetian trader you sail from Venice via Mordone to 
Constantinople and back. In your turn you can play pirate cards 
to rob a ship on the high seas and you must move one of your 
ships. In the starting harbors you can load all commodities of 
one color on your ship; when the ship reaches the other end you 
unload the commodities to your store and draw cards; en route 
you can play wind cards for additional ship movement. A ship 
cannot change direction unless is is empty after a pirate’s attack. 
At the end you score commodities in storage and sets of 4, 5 or 
6 different commodities; one commodity can only be scored 
for one set.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Golden Horn
Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

Expansion for Golden Horn for 2-4 players, ages 8+

As a Venetian trader you sail between Venice and Constanti-
nople. In your turn you can rob ships with pirate cards and must 
then move one of your ships. In the starting harbors you load 
all commodities of one color; in the other harbor you store your 
commodities and draw wind cards; en route you can play wind 
cards for additional ship movement. At the end you score com-
modities and sets of commodities in storage. Dominio da Mar 
introduces five dominions. In a harbor you can load conquerors 
instead of commodities, their ships cannot be raided. If you have 
enough conquerors in store you can conquer a dominion by 
returning the conquerors to stock.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

Golden Horn Dominio da Mar
Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

Conflict with cards for 4 players, ages 8+

Conflict between East and West Goths, due to communication 
problems! Each team comprises King and War Chief, each of 
them with their own cards, communication between team 
members is forbidden. The King with initiate chooses a charac-
ter, the other king does so, too; then the War Chiefs try to guess 
their choices and to activate them. Correlation means successful 
communication. Each clan who manages it, performs actions 
- Surveillance, Catapult sabotage, Troop recruitment, Load 
weapon, Fire, Barricade, Advance army, Throw axe, Let loose rats 
– and takes back the cards. If you free the Queen or destroy the 
opposing army, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Goths Save the Queen
Designer: Vincent Bonnard
Publisher: SitDown Games

Memo and reaction game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

A simple aim of the game - collect cards! Collect 10-8-6 cards 
in case of 5-4-3 players. All cards are spread out, number side 
up, not overlapping. You roll both dice for a combination of 
color and number and all try as fast as they can to cover the 
corresponding card with their hand. The fastest player takes the 
card and sets it aside face-down. When the wanted card is no 
longer visible you can name the player of whom you think that 
he does have is. If you are correct you take the card, if not, you 
discard a card. You can also call your own name to protect your 
card in case you have it.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Grabolo
Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Game Factory

Memo and reaction game for 3-5 players, ages 4+

A simple aim of the game - collect cards! Collect 10-8-6 cards in 
case of 3-4-5 players. All cards are spread out, animal side up, 
not overlapping. You roll both dice for a combination of animal 
and color and all players try as fast as they can to cover the 
corresponding card with their hand. The fastest player takes the 
card and stacks face-down. When the wanted card is no longer 
visible you can name the player of whom you think that he is 
holding it. If you are correct you take the card, if not, you discard 
a card. You can also call your own name to protect your card in 
case you have it.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Grabolo junior
Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Game Factory

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

In your hotel you meet customer wishes! All guests but tourists 
demand rooms in their color. Dice are rolled and placed on 
action cases. Then you have a turn of taking customer (optional) 
and taking dice for actions: Place Cake, Strudel, Wine or Coffee 
with customers in the coffee shop, prepare a room, advance on 
the Emperor or Money track, use personnel and pay for it, pay 1 
crown and make an action. Additional actions bring customers 
to rooms for victory points or rewards, or food and drinks from 
the kitchen or a politics card or use of personnel. After seven 
rounds with three Emperor scorings and one final scoring you 
win with most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en  * In-game text: no

Grand Austria Hotel
Designers: Simone Luciani, Virginio Gigli
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

You herd cattle to Kansas City and load it into trains. You have a 
starting herd, neutral buildings are on the board and you have 
three steps per turn. On your own and on neutral buildings you 
can do the action(s) – buy cows, build, swap cows for money, 
upgrade trains, etc. - or do an Auxiliary action; on opposing 
buildings or danger tiles you can do only an auxiliary action. In 
Kansas City you replenish the tile display, sell your herd – the 
more colors in it, the more it is worth – mark a city crest for the 
delivery and begin a new trail with a new herd. Cowboys, work-
ers and engineers improve building performance. Extensive 
final scoring.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Great Western Trail
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

You herd cattle to Kansas City and load it into trains. You have a 
starting herd, neutral buildings are on the board and you have 
three steps per turn. On your own and on neutral buildings you 
can do the action(s) – buy cows, build, swap cows for money, 
upgrade trains, etc. - or do an Auxiliary action; on opposing 
buildings or danger tiles you can do only an auxiliary action. In 
Kansas City you replenish the tile display, sell your herd – the 
more colors in it, the more it is worth – mark a city crest for the 
delivery and begin a new trail with a new herd. Cowboys, work-
ers and engineers improve building performance. Extensive 
final scoring.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Great Western Trail
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Stronghold Games
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Game of facial expressions for 2-4 players, ages 4+

In the Grimassimix School of Clowns the main subject is making 
faces including putting out you tongue, blowing out your 
cheeks and performing lip acrobatics. The grimaces are placed 
on the board. The top grimace card is turned up and you try to 
imitate the face shown as exactly as possible. The other players 
look for this special face on the board. The fastest player sets his 
balloon on this face and earns the grimace card. The first player 
to collect 5 cards wins. A game with lots of fun and logopedic 
functions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Grimassimix
Designers: Draxler, Poteranski, Strehl, Trausmuth
Publisher: Piatnik

Placement and auction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

After the war of the Seven Kingdoms, Anderis is expanding. 
Guilds spring up, recruit members and build guild headquarters. 
There is a central board for the Central square and player boards 
for headquarter building sites. A round in the game equals one 
week, comprising the phases 1. Start with income and revealing 
characters and rooms, 2. Auctioning of characters, 3. Money – 
including getting silver, change silver to gold and buy room with 
gold, 4. End of the week with discarding of silver and allocation 
of cards, tiles and starting player tile. When a site is complete 
or at the end of the week, you score for characters, rooms and 
completed goals.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Guilds
Designer: Christian Giove
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

The Shark is prepared and filled with ocean animals. In your 
turn you roll the die and then use the rod to pull the number of 
ocean animals, indicated by the die, out of the shark’s mouth; it 
is not important which animal you take. But when an animal is 
hooked, you must take it and pull the rod until your catch is out 
of the Shark’s mouth. If nothing happens you catch your next 
creature or pass the turn to the next player, if you caught all your 
animals. When the shark snaps, the active player comes away 
empty-handed, the game ends and you win, if you could catch 
most animals.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Hai schnappen

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

A wooden circle with inner barriers is set up vertically and a little 
pyramid is based at the bottom spot. You have seven different 
wooden parts and place them in the tiers; if you are out of parts, 
you win. The first players leaves the tier to the left of the pyramid 
empty and places a part into the next tier, the other players must 
keep to this direction. In your turn you can a part that is not 
there into the same tier but higher up, where your predecessor 
placed a part, or you can put it into the next free tier or the next 
one after that; parts that fall off in your turn you must take! New 
graphic design.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Hamsterrolle
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Deck building game for 2 players, ages 13+

First Punic War between Rome and Carthage, the action is 
mostly centered in and around Sicily and Sardinia or Corsica. 
Inspired by A Few Acres of Snow, this game features several new 
elements, including naval battles, cavalry superiority, mercenar-
ies, field battles, sieges, strategy cards, random events, turn 
based scoring, and bribery, used in a deck-building game. Each 
uses their deck of cards to perform actions, which range from 
battle, colonization, and naval movement. At the end of each 
turn, players resolve random events, collect income and score 
victory points. The game has several paths to victory. 
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Hands in the Sea
Designer: Daniel Berger
Publisher: Knight Work Games

Economics game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

A year with pigs! You buy, feed, breed or sell them! The top 
season card is turned up and you select an action card for one 
of those four actions and then all reveal them simultaneously. 
The number of actions on the season card is divided among all 
players with the same choice of actions, for instance 8 x feeding 
among 2 players. Then all implement their action or swap one 
for 1$. Then the event of the season is implemented and, if 
applicable, change of season with loss of all unvaccinated pigs. 
When all seasons have been played, you lose unvaccinated pigs 
one last time and sell all vaccinated ones. Then you win if you are 
the richest player.
Version: en * Rules: cn en fr * In-game text: yes

Happy Pigs
Designer: Kuraki Mura
Publisher: iello

Expansion for Happy Pigs for 2-6 players, ages 10+

A year with pigs! You buy, feed, breed or sell them! You reveal 
the top season cards, select an action card appropriate for the 
season, all reveal the cards simultaneously. 
The number of actions on the season card is divided among all 
players for this choice of action. Then all implement their action 
or swap one for 1$. Then the event of the season is implemented 
and, if applicable, change of season with loss of all unvaccinated 
pigs. When all seasons have been played, you lose unvaccinated 
pigs one last time and sell all vaccinated ones. Then you win if 
you are the richest player. Farm Friends introduces cows, sheep 
and chicken.
Version: en * Rules: cn en fr * In-game text: yes

Happy Pigs Farm Friends
Designer: Kuraki Mura
Publisher: iello

Kubb variant for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Two grasshopper teams go for grass blades, which are set up 
according to the template in two circles. You direct your own 
grasshopper at the next obstacle, obstacles must be toppled 
in sequence. You press the wings down and let go - when your 
own blade or both blades topple, you take your own blade 
and set up the opposing one again. If only the opposing blade 
topples, you put it upright again. When nothing topples, noth-
ing happens. The grasshopper cannot be relocated after his first 
hop, but he can be rotated. You win, if your team is first to topple 
the red blade.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Harry Hopper
Designer: Florian Nadler
Publisher: Kosmos

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

First wind in spring - nature is wakening up in the Emperor’s 
Garden. You are meant to form geometrical shapes with flowers 
of water lilies. Both choose a flower and turn it over. The lower 
one is automatically put on the dark lily, the higher one is put 
- by the thus designed Senior Gardener of the round - on any 
other lily. A frog is put on an empty lily. The Junior Gardener 
can then shift a lily or a group of lilies by one square. The Senior 
Gardener then turns over a random lily to be the new dark one. 
After eight rounds or when someone achieved a scoring forma-
tion, the round ends and the form is scored; if you reach a score 
of five, you win.
Version: multi* Rules:en fr * In-game text: no

Haru Ichiban
Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: Blackrock Games
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Dice game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Helpings of fried worms numbered 21 to 36 are laid out. You roll 
8 dice, choose a value and set aside all such dice. You repeat this 
until you would have to choose a value again - this is a failed 
roll and will lose you a helping- or stop. You add all dice values, 
5 for each worm, and take a helping for the correct value and a 
minimum of one worm, maybe even from another player. When 
all portions are taken you win with most worms. Heckmeck 
Extrawurm introduces helpings 11 and 13, five specialists and a 
Golden Die. Those are placed on portions as stated; if you own 
one you can use its effect, e.g. discard the Hen if you would lose 
a helping.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl and others * In-game text: no

Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck mit Extrawurm
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Fried worm portions of values 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are available. 
You roll all 6 dice, choose an ingredient and set aside all dice 
showing this ingredient. You can reroll the other dice but must 
choose another symbol to set aside. When you stop, the values 
of the ingredients are added, buns count double. If you have a 
minimum of one worm in your result, you get the portion from 
the grill or from a fellow member. If you do not achieve a valid 
result, you must turn over the top value portion on the grill. If 
nothing is available from the grill anymore, you win if you have 
most worms on your portion.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Heckmeck Junior
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Players wear a head band with a character card. These “char-
acters” can be an animal, a kind of food or an item. You ask all 
players in turn a question about the card on your head; the 
other players must answer truthfully. You can ask while the timer 
runs. You cannot ask „What am I?“, but you can ask „Am I ...?“. 
Assistance cards suggest possible questions. If you did not guess 
the card when time has run out, you take a chip and get a new 
card. If you guess what you are, you discard a chip, get a new 
card and go on guessing while the time runs. If you are first to 
discard all chips, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Hedbanz

Publisher: Spin Master

Placement and collecting game for 2 players, ages 7+

Vortigern is indebted to the Saxons for their wages and they 
plunder the coast of England. The active player does actions 
first and then draws cards. You have one action per pawn: Free 
of charge to the beach or back to the boat; get back a lost pawn 
by an exploration card; move a pawn with a landscape card; 
play landscape cards for a possible path; check tile at the goal 
and loot the treasure - you must play all necessary cards at the 
same time! - look at a path tile with an exploration card. When an 
exploration card is played, the boat moves one bay ahead; that 
might introduce a new bay board to the game. After 12 cards 
treasures are scored.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hengist
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Miniatures for Mistfall for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Mistfall is a cooperative fantasy adventure featuring the usual 
conflicts of heroes with monsters and enemies, players need to 
achieve a special quest encounter and master it and then resolve 
the final quest before the mist claims another part of Valskyrr. 
The German edition is called Nebel über Valskyrr, ethere is an ex-
pansion called Mistfall: Heart of the Mists and a stand-alone game 
in the same setting called Shadowscape. Heroes of Mistfall is a 
pack on miniatures for use with all of those games.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Heroes of Mistfall

Publisher: NSKN Games

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 9+

Hexagonal tiles are divided into triangles in white, red, yellow 
or blue; one color can be on a tile up to three times and thus 
one color can be missing, too. You have a stock of 13-15 tiles 
and must add them to the display on the table. A new tile must 
touch at least two tiles already there, with corresponding edge 
colors. If you manage to connect to three tiles, you can hand on 
two tiles from your stock to other players. If you manage four or 
five connections, you hand on four or six tiles. If someone is out 
of tiles, you score penalty points for remaining tiles and you win 
after ten rounds with fewest points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Hexx & Hopp
Designer: René Brons
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Four hippos are hungry and want to gobble up as many marbles 
as they can. Each player chooses a Hippo and places five marbles 
into the corresponding shaft. One player presses the starter 
and sends a marble into the playing board. All players press the 
tail of their hippo as quickly as they can to swallow the marble. 
When a Hippo has swallowed the marble, the next player starts a 
new marble. When all marbles have been swallowed, the player 
with most marbles in his tray wins. In a game variant all marbles 
are started at the same time. There is also a variant in which you 
compete for the golden marble. New Edition 2016, series Elefun 
& friends.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hippo Flipp

Publisher: Hasbro

Zombie game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

A trip on the famous Route 66, but the fun is marred by zombies. 
A deck of 64 cards is prepared and must not be shuffled! In a 
round you lay out 4 pairs of cards for paths. You make bids for 
those paths, pay with resources and the turn order is adapted 
according to height of bits. For the highest bid you take the least 
dangerous path, all others choose another one. Now the path 
cards are resolved, with plunder, event or skirmish. If you lose all 
your survivors, you are out of the game; this changes the rules 
for the path. If you have survivors left after eight rounds, you 
score for completed cards and for epilogue cards from resources 
majorities.
Version: en * Rules: en fr pl * In-game text: yes

Hit Z Road
Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Asmodee / Space Cowboys

Bluff game for 3-6 players, ages 14+

The legacy of millionaire Hoax must be distributed, each of the 
potential heirs wants to unmask all others for frauds. Identities 
are secret and you must pretend to be someone else than who 
you are. In rounds you have three actions: 1. Statement – you 
must name a character and use his ability and can be accused 
of lying; a vote is taken. 2. Investigation - by discarding a 
resource token of each kind, you see four suspicion cards of a 
player, among them his true identity; 3. Accuse – you hand a 
suspicion card to someone; if he answers yes without naming 
the character, you have identified and eliminated him; if not, you 
are eliminated yourself.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Hoax
Designers: Eberle, Horn, Kittredge, Olotka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

As a guest at a banquet you hold wine, poison and antidote 
tokens to poison your victim. You yourself want to stay alive! You 
have a special ability and two actions in turn – check your gob-
let, rotate goblets to the left or to the right, swap goblets, add 
wine, poison or antidote secretly to your goblet. When someone 
calls a toast, all players have one more action and then drink 
from their goblet – when there is more poison than antidote in 
the goblet, you die. If you manage to kill your openly assigned 
victim, you score; if you stay alive, you score; if you do both, you 
score a bonus. After three rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en it jp * In-game text: yes

Hoch die Becher!
Designer: Tim Page
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Placement and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Theater festival at Court. A Season consists of rounds: You travel 
to a city to recruit actors, have encounters and display new en-
counters for opportunities. Encounters are resolved, depending 
on the number of players in town, actors influence the mood of 
the king. When the encounter stack is empty, the Season ends. 
All players receive 1 Ecu for each actor who shares the mood of 
the king, and 3 Ecus, if the mood of the king is the dominant one 
among your actors; if the difference of moods is biggest in your 
troop, you score double. Then you can play a Secret Request and 
score for a completed condition. After two Seasons the richest 
player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Hoftheater
Designers: Bruno Cathala, Christian Martinez
Publisher: Bombyx Studio

Cooperative game based on the TV series, for 3-6 players, ages 14+

Agents against terrorists. In the terrorist turn you hand on the 
marker, you analyze and neutralize Immediate Threats or risk 
losses. Then you upgrade Threats or reveal them. In a player turn 
you must claim a case as the Leading Investigator and place two 
info cards; facultative actions are contact, recruit or deploy sol-
diers or agents or swap an info card for a marker. Then the terror-
ist track is filled, the terrorist mole wins. When the government 
track is full, you accuse. If someone names the mole, this player 
has lost and the government players tally their victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Homeland Das Spiel
Designers: Sean Sweigart, Aaron Dill
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

A diligent bee has collected honey and hidden it the honey 
combs and is very carefully guarding her 13 honey combs. 
Players take turns to try to pinch one of the honey combs. If you 
are not agile and clever enough you cause the honey combs 
to vibrate and the bee might even jump out at you and chase 
away the impertinent thief, you are out of the game. The bee is 
pushed back into her guardian position in the game unit. The 
other players can now continue to try their hand in pinching 
a honey comb. If you are the last one in play, you win. Series: 
Elefun & friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Honigklau im Bienenbau

Publisher: Hasbro

Trick-taking and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

In feudal Japan, land is explored and developed. A round com-
prises a Trick Taking phase and a Map phase. In turn order you 
play a Map card openly on the table and can place a resource on 
it, it raises the card value by 60. When all have played a map card 
and maybe placed a resource, identical to first one of the round, 
the turn order is adjusted according to the total card values and 
all players choose a Map card. In the card phase the map card 
is added to your realm, you must cover any one section of the 
old or of the new card, with the exception of lakes; resources 
are laced on production spots. After 12 rounds you score visible 
factories, forests, lakes and cities.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr fi se * In-game text: no

Honshu
Designer: Kalle Malmioja
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

As little bunny Hoppy Floppy you collect the first carrots in 
the meadow in the box for your pretty basket. The active 
player turns the spinner. When it points to a color, you put a 
corresponding carrot with the Bunny Squeezer into your basket. 
For the wave symbol you take any carrot. For the Thieving Bunny 
you steal a carrot from another player’s basket; for the Moody 
Rabbit you hand on the Bunny Squeezer to the next player and 
miss your turn; when the arrow points to the tumbled basket 
you must put back all your carrots into the meadow. For the 
spiral you can spin again. If you are first to collect one carrot of 
each color, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Hoppy Floppy‘s Möhrchen Jagd
Designer: Nancy Balter
Publisher: Game Factory

Dice game for 2-3 players, ages 12+

As a cult you want to call for Cthulhu to enlarge your power. 
Success is symbolized by dice on display. By shouting „IÄÄ!“, 
„Cthulhu“, „Ph’nglui“ or „Fhtagn“ you indicate if and how you 
want to use dice. A complete Call to Cthulhu is made up of one 
symbol each for IÄÄ!, Tentacle and Elder Sign. The combination 
of number of IÄÄ! (sound volume of the call) and number of 
tentacles (Intensity of Cthulhu’s appearance) decide the success 
of the call and the number of power points scored. A call must 
be completed with an Elder Sign or Cthulhu’s power will turn 
against the cult and cause loss of power points. Cults among 
each other will steal dice!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

IÄÄ! Cthulhu! Fhtagn!
Designer: Henning Poehl
Publisher: Sphinx Spieleverlag

Snipping and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Rooms are set out and doors are equipped with fishes, you take 
penguin and ID card of your color. In each round one player 
is Catcher, the others are Runners. In turn first all runners and 
then the catcher snip their penguin. When your runner moves 
completely through a door with his fish on top, you take the 
fish and a fish card for victory points. When the catcher touches 
a runner or vice versa, the catcher receives the ID of the runner. 
Two revealed fish cards give you an additional turn. When a run-
ner has all fish or the catcher has all IDs, you score one point per 
ID you hold. When each player was catcher once, you win with 
most victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: en et lt lv ru + de es * In-game text: no

Ice Cool
Designer: Brian Gomez
Publisher: Brain Games

Abstract movement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Playing pieces must be taken out of the cold by using symbols 
on dice which are not rolled but tilted. You always use all pieces, 
and the dice are placed in the fundament with the quarter 
circles forming a circle on top. In your turn you take two cubes 
and tilt them together by 90 degrees and repeat this with the 
same two cubes or two different ones. Then you move pieces 
according to the colors on top, in the direction where the arrows 
are pointing, one step per arrow. Pieces can be stacked and car-
ried along by other pieces. Purple circles are jokers. If you are first 
to move all five of your pieces off the paths you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Ice Cult
Designer: Joe Wetherell
Publisher: Zoch Verlag
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Snipping and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Rooms are set out and doors are equipped with fishes, you take 
penguin and ID card of your color. In each round one player 
is Catcher, the others are Runners. In turn first all runners and 
then the catcher snip their penguin. When your runner moves 
completely through a door with his fish on top, you take the 
fish and a fish card for victory points. When the catcher touches 
a runner or vice versa, the catcher receives the ID of the runner. 
Two revealed fish cards give you an additional turn. When a run-
ner has all fish or the catcher has all IDs, you score one point per 
ID you hold. When each player was catcher once, you win with 
most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es et lt lv ru * In-game text: no

Icecool
Designer: Brian Gomez
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Natto is a soy bean dish and you want the perfect one. You are 
dealt two Taste cards and want to have the corresponding top-
pings at the end; additional Taste cards are laid out and Stirring 
and Topping cards are dealt. You can either play a Stirring or a 
Topping card from your hand – Stirring cards are placed next to 
a Taste card, Toppings are placed on top of a taste card. If you 
think that a Taste card has a suitable number of Stirring cards 
and the ideal Topping cards, you can “eat” and take the stack. 
When all have eaten, you score toppings, but score zero points, 
when the sum of Stirring card values is too big or too small.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Ideal Natto
Designer: Kengo Otsuka
Publisher: KUA / Japon Brand

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

A family of dragons lives hidden in Dragon Valley, only some 
magicians are aware of this. When the dragon babies visit the 
little magician’s apprentices to play dragon ball, Mage Razandar 
is annoyed and you need to get the little dragons back to their 
valley quickly. You roll the die – in case if a dragon baby all play-
ers holding a card in the color of the dragon baby pulled out of 
the bag use their wands to lift and carry the baby to the valley. 
If this magic fails, the black Razandar die is rolled and the Mage 
moves toward his tower. When all dragon babies are in the valley 
before Razandar reaches his tower, all players win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Im Tal der Drachen
Designers: Johannes Berger, Julien Gupta
Publisher: Queen Games

Explanation and guessing game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

Transparent cards with pictograms are laid out in a circle, term 
cards are stacked. The neighbor of the active player determines 
a term on a term card by naming a number between 1 and 8 
and the active player names the category for the term. Then he 
chooses any number of transparent cards, puts them into the 
playing area and can stack them, move them, spread them and 
so on to make the other players guess the term. You can also 
cover part of a card with your fingers, but cannot talk nor make 
noises nor give signs. When the term is guessed, guesser and 
active player score one point. When all players have been active 
twice, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Imagine
Designers: Shingo Fujita, Motoyuki Ohki, Hiromi Oikawa
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Building and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Stones must be delivered for building pyramids, as a builder you 
try to achieve an optimum score with those deliveries. In your 
turn you can either acquire stones – 3 stones from the quarry for 
your stock, place a stone on a boat – on any free spot on a boat 
still at anchor; move a boat – it must be loaded with the mini-
mum amount and the target location must be free, stones are 
then unloaded in order of their placement on the boat; or play 
a market card. When all boats have been moved and unloaded, 
you score temples for stones visible from the top. After six such 
rounds you score burial chamber, obelisks and market cards and 
win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl pl * In-game text: yes

Imhotep
Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Kosmos

Expansion for Imperial Settlers for 1-4 players, ages 10+

67 new cards – 10 cards each for Atlanteans, Barbarians, 
Japanese, Romans and Egyptians, 13 general cards and 2 people 
cards for the neutral player in the solo version – can be shuffled 
into the core deck or used to assemble your own people deck. 
In this theme set colors have been assigned to goods. Sets 
comprise three locations of a color, and you can also make up 
sets of up to three colors. Locations in set can be production, 
ability or action locations. One location can be part of several 
sets. Some ability locations give you a bonus for new sets that 
are assembled after the location was played.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Imperial Settlers: Die magische 3
Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Collecting game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 13+

The old Jarl needs a successor; whoever accrues most fame will 
reign. In your turn you use symbols on action cards, buildings 
and so on to build in the village, recruit famous Vikings for your 
heroes and to buy Longships for raids and to go on raids. Each 
raid has special demands and earns you fame points. You need 
a hero, a Longship of suitable range, enough Vikings and the 
necessary action symbols. After the last raid the game ends and 
you score fame from buildings, Longships, and sets of three 
identical or three different Viking figurines.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

In the Name of Odin
Designer: Krzysztof Zięba
Publisher: NSKN Games

Social board game with App for 2 or more players, ages 14+

Interaction is the first board game that interacts with social 
networks, among them Facebook, for instance. A special Social 
Engine was developed to integrate the game with the social 
networks used by individual players and uses contend to gener-
ate funny games and individual questions. Connections happen 
via smart devices and you can play locally or with friends all over 
the world.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Interaction
Designers: Manfred Lamplmair, Reinhard Kern
Publisher: rudy Games

Placement and auction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Clan Chieftains rival for the crown; if you manage your land best 
you will be crowned king with most victory points. A round 
starts with income from castle and whisky. Then you draw three 
tiles, mark one for discarding and assign gold to the others, 
both behind your screen before setting the screen aside. Now 
each player can buy one tile from any other player for the sum 
assigned to the tile, or pass; tiles that were not sold are kept 
by their owners. Then you add your tiles of the round to your 
land and score them according to the active scoring tiles of the 
round. After six rounds you score scrolls in your land.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Isle of Skye
Designers: Alexander Pfister, Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Lookout Spiele
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Worker Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Merchants and their assistants buy, transport and deliver goods 
in the Bazaar and buy rubies for their profits. In your turn you 
execute four phases: 1) Movement, 1 or 2 steps plus placing or 
collecting assistant; 2) Encounter with other merchants, pay 
Lira; 3) Action for Merchant with assistant: Take goods, expand 
wheelbarrow, change Mail indicator, bonus cards, collect as-
sistants, ge money, sell goods, free family member, deliver to 
Sultan, take Mosque tile, buy ruby; 4) Encounter with opposing 
family members, Governor or Smuggler for money, bonus cards 
or goods. If somebody has five rubies you win at the end of the 
round with most rubies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Istanbul
Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Expansion for Istanbul for 2-5 players ages 10+

A sideline for the merchants: Deliver messages and learn secrets 
which you can trade for rubies in the Secret Society. Support for 
the daily business comes from a partner. New locations are Em-
bassy, Kiosk, Auction House, Secret Society and Catacombs; new 
turn options are use partner instead of merchant, he moves one 
location, vertically or horizontally, and works alone. Bonuses or 
tiles meant for the merchant do not apply to the partner. Letters 
at locations with your own pieces are turned over, they are de-
livered and yield seals. A courier delivers a letter for 2 Lira or for a 
letter. Letters with a total of 3 or 4 seals give you a bonus turn.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Istanbul Brief & Siegel
Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

The well-known game mechanisms of memory are here used for 
a game featuring Jan & Henry images. 48 cards form 24 pairs and 
show images from the series. You decide on the layout for the 
cards - random or in a grid - and you play according to standard 
memory rules: In your turn you reveal two tiles. IF you have 
found a pair, you keep it and can turn up another pair of cards. 
If you have turned up different images, you turn both tiles over 
again and the turn passes to the next player. When all pairs have 
been found and taken you win with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Jan & Henry Das Memo-Spiel

Publisher: Huch! & friends

Sound Guessing game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Meerkats Jan & Henry hear noises. You need to guess them 
and the bed must be assembled and Jan and Henry need to be 
put to bed. The top sound card is drawn and the active player 
imitates the sound or does a pantomime for it with the finger 
puppet. If you guess the sound, you take a part of the bed. 
When all parts have been taken, all players together assemble 
the bed, put Jan and Henry in it and pull up the covers. Children 
capable of telling a story can roll the die and according to the 
result either imitate the sound or describe. In the winner variant 
you receive the card if you guessed the sound, and win with 
most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Jan & Henry Das Geräuschespiel
Designer: Nicola Schäfer
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

This is the currently available edition of the classic game with 
rectangular blocks, this time again made from wood and attrac-
tively packed. The blocks are now housed in an oblong box that 
comes with a packing aid that enables you to store the blocks 
quickly at the end of your game. The rules and the mechanics of 
the game are of course unchanged. All blocks are stacked, 3 in a 
level, each level rotated 90° against the one below. You pull out 
a block with one hand and place it on top of the stack. If you can 
place the last block before the stack tumbles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Jenga Classic

Publisher: Hasbro

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

From wooden blocks to gold ingots – In this version of Jenga the 
familiar blocks represent gold ingots which must be removed 
from the tower and replaced on top of the tower. Before you re-
place a block, you need to check if you found a real gold ingot or 
only a block of fool’s gold. If you found a real gold ingot, you can 
keep it, a block of fool’s gold is placed on the tower. When the 
tower tumbles, all search simultaneously for the remaining gold 
ingots and at the end of the gold rush you win, if you collected 
most of them. But if there is fool’s gold among your ingots, you 
are out of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Jenga Gold

Publisher: Hasbro

Position game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place 
planes on those links. In Phase 1 of a turn you replenish Flight 
Cards and can pay to lay out additional card. In Phase 2 you have 
a choice of one of five actions, all relating to links, planes, Flight 
Cards, expenditures or income. When two vacation cards have 
been revealed, you only use Final Cards from hand or cards on 
display. If you Play Final Flight, you visit cities in order and can 
then only put planes on the Final Flight Card. All Final Flight 
Cards played, end the game und you score Flight Cards, Final 
Flight Cards and planes on Final Flight Cards.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Jet Set
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place 
planes. A turn comprises 1) replenishing Flight Cards and 2) one 
of five action options for links, planes, Flight Cards or income. 
Final Flight Cards trigger the end of the game and you score 
Flight Cards, Final Flight Cards and planes. Distant Lands com-
prises four expansions and cards for Jet Set. Distant Lands - long 
distance flights; Investor - Investor cards for money; Business 
Cards - Received for Long Distance links; to be used for money, 
according to text or for business offers. Hub - you choose a city 
and get money or bonuses for flight including the hub.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Jet Set Distant Lands

Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Five new modules for Jet Set: 1. Jumbo Jets are used in links, 
other planes in the link are removed and they block the links 
for further planes. 2. Charter Flight – an additional board and 
the action option charter flight, you need to own all links from 
start to destination for such a flight. 3. Hotels – You begin with 
two hotels, have hotel building as action option and, when you 
acquire a flight card and have a hotel in a city on the card, you 
receive money. 4. City Bonus – the first player with a flight from 
or into a city receives a bonus. 5. Final Flight Cards – three op-
tions for incorporating them into the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Jet Set Jumbo Jets
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag
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Singing and spotting game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

A sing-and-search game with wonderful graphics! The game 
features 40 picture and 40 text cards. You take all but five of the 
picture cards and spread them on the table. All players have 
their hands beneath the table. The text cards feature complete 
lyrics of songs. You shuffle them and then the game master 
hums or sings the starting verses of the song. All search for the 
corresponding picture and can sing along. Whoever spots the 
picture first, takes the text card. For control purposes there is 
the same picture on both text and picture cards. If you make a 
mistake, you must give back one of your text cards. Whoever 
collects three cards first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Jetzt fahrn wir übern See …
Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Card game for 4-10 players, ages 12+

This moment a new captain has been elected. He now chooses 
a new quartermaster and a target - fort, trade ship or settlement 
for booty, a pirate harbor for crew cards and a treasure island as 
a hide-out to secure booty. Players debate actions; the quarter-
master plays the first card and then all play cards as they like. The 
goal cards names the prerequisites for success. When there is 
booty, the captain has first choice, the rest is handed out by the 
quartermaster. Then the captain can suggest a crew member 
for punishment, the quartermaster chooses the crew man. Each 
player can start a mutiny after each decision the Captain takes.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Jolly Roger
Designer: Frédéric Moyersoen
Publisher: Ares Games

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

You settled in Northern England with your tribe of Vikings and 
want to influence trade in and around Jórvik. You choose the 
easy Karl/Farmer or more complex Jarl/Nobleman variant and 
play the phases of Supply, Demand, Acquisition and Loading. 
Cards are laid out – with special rules for ship cards and attack-
of-the-Picts cards – and, if you are interested, you place a marker 
in the Demand row or – in the Jarl variant – reserve a card. If 
you are in first place you have first access to buy the card. Then 
you take coins, shift all cards from the loading area into your 
personal display and assign goods from ship cards to display or 
player board.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Jórvik
Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Dice game for 1-8 players, ages 5+

Modernized version of a dice game from the Edo era. Theme 
of the game is the Buddhist tradition of reincarnation; players 
embody human souls wandering through various hells until 
they achieve enlightenment by training and meditation. You 
have a playing avatar, roll and move according to die result and 
instruction on the case. When the case you reach does not give 
an instruction for the die result, you stay in place. If you must en-
ter the case Yo-chin, you drop out of the game. The Buddha case 
is the finish; the game ends, when a player reaches this case.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Joudo Sugoroku

Publisher: Plenluno / Japon Brand

Movement and memo game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Okapi, Tiger, Hippo, Elephant, Orang-Utan and Lion are calling 
us into the jungle. In the memo version the animal mats and 
two cards are on display. You remember the order of cards and 
animals on them and jump accordingly from animal to animal. 
Interim steps and glances at the card are not allowed. When all 
was correct, you add another card to the row, in case of a mis-
take you are out of the game. In the Speed version you distribute 
the mats all over the flat or the house. Each player has his stack 
of animals und you run from the table to the corresponding mat 
with the top animal in the stack. If you are first place all cards 
correctly, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it sk * In-game text: no

Jungolino
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Construction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

As an up and coming young artist you have become famous 
for your Junk Art, but fans and artists for that new style are 
increasing in numbers. For a work of art those rules apply: Active 
pieces cannot touch the table, you can move other pieces with 
the active piece; pieces that drop off are set aside; the latest 
moment for the game to end is after the last card is played. City 
cards for a world tour are laid out, there are special rules for 
individual cities that modify the basic rules and provide fans in 
relation to the goal of the city, for instance three fans for each 
player still in the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Junk Art
Designers: Jay Cormier, Sen-Foong Lim
Publisher: Pretzel Games

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Banana republic as usual, a hotspot of intrigues and a help-
yourself opportunity for your own pocket. In rounds you play 
phases: Receive Development Aid, the president; – Budget Plan; 
by the president, based on money received, he can lie; - Vote on 
Budget; play a politics card twice or draw a card; - Coup, if the 
budget was voted down; whoever cast most votes against it 
becomes Rebel leader; then you play cards for the battle of Presi-
dent vs Rebel factions; valid for battle are influence and building 
cards, others can be played to bluff – Draw politics cards. When 
the president cannot draw enough money cards in Phase 1, you 
win with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Junta Las Cartas
Designers: Johannes Krenner, Christoph Reiser, Sebastian Resl
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Dice game for 1-4 player, ages 10+

Together with other heroes in the Justice league you fight vil-
lains alone, or you play in teams with friends, who use their own 
sets. Heroes, towns and villains are prepared and all play simul-
taneously, you can play hero cards at any time. For an attack on a 
villain card you roll dice. Then you apply villain and hero abilities 
to the roll and hand out damage markers. A villain with damage 
higher than his threat value is defeated. After a last round you 
score the thon for villains and hero teams. Different hero sets are 
available, for instance Batman and Superman.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Justice League Hero Dice
Designer: Andreas Schmidt
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Word and association game for 2-12 players, ages 10+

First letters and objects - sounds familiar, but in this game each 
player has one of 10 images in the table, slightly surrealistic, 
with different topics from circus to pirate’s island. Those pictures 
are choc-a-bloc full of details, partly very much alienated and 
drawn in a very uncommon style. For each picture you turn the 
spinner for a letter and all write down what they can find on 
the picture that begins with this letter. All that you really see is 
valid, euphemisms and synonyms are wanted and welcome, 
and when in doubt really convincing arguments can help. New 
edition with new graphics.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Kaleidos
Designers: Spartaco Albertarelli, Angelo Zucca
Publisher: Kaleidos Games
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Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Ali Baba travels across the desert and must load his camel called 
Kamela. We help him and make Kamela sit down and then help 
Ali Baba into the saddle. Then you reveal the top cards - is it an 
item, you place it on the saddle. If Kamela does not buck, you 
keep the card for victory points. Premium cards are kept. Passing 
costs you a turn. When you push off items or Ali Baba when plac-
ing a new item, you must first replace the fallen items and then 
place your own item. When Kamela bucks you lose all points and 
among the other players the winner is whoever has most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Kamela zick nicht!

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Card game for 3-5 players,  ages 8+

You are an export merchant, load goods on ships and export 
them for profit, but the number of ships is limited and there are 
only two harbors. You draw two ship cards and place them next 
to the harbors; then you choose face-down goods cards from 
your set and also draw a face-down harbor selection card. This 
selection card is revealed and then you reveal your goods and 
load them on the ship in the harbor assigned to you. When the 
ship can carry the total weight, you score victory points for the 
goods cards. If not, the ship sinks. In a variant you play one card 
per round, identical goods cancel each other out.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Kamozza
Designers: Katsuya Kitano, Kensuke & Yusuke Ota
Publisher: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand

Card combat for 2 players, ages 12+

Fight for Olympus with heroes, soldiers and equipment. In your 
turn you play any number of cards next to your side of the board 
and pay the costs by discarding more cards or color markers; 
effects are implemented. Then you attack with all your cards in 
turn and damage cards opposite to your card. When a card has 
more damage markers than defense value, it is defeated. When 
there is no opposing card you score the bonus of the combat 
area – card, color marker or a step for the marker on the track; 
when the marker reaches 7, you win. Or else when you have 
cards in all six slot on your side of the board at the start or the 
turn.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es * In-game text: no

Kampf um den Olymp
Designer: Matthias Kramer
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

You are a disciple of Master Hokusai. Lections are laid out. Then, 
in turn, you choose if you wait or leave school. To quit school, 
you choose a column of the school display, take the lections 
there and put them in your studio or on your canvas or both. In 
the studio to take a brush and the assistant marker. If you choose 
canvas, you must have in your studio the combinations of brush 
and landscape depicted on the card and will maybe receive a 
diploma. When the deck is empty or someone has 11 cards on 
his canvas, you score lection on the canvas, rows of seasons, 
victory points on lectures and diplomas and ownership of the 
Master piece.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Kanagawa
Designers: Bruno Cathala, Charles Chevallier
Publisher: iello

Construction game for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Kapla planks are building blocks made from pine wood. The 
planks are exactly 12 centimeters long and are fashioned in 
proportions adhering to the Golden Ratio: The width of the 
plank is three times the thickness of the plank and the length of 
the plank is five times its width. The planks are not interlocked 
or fixed in any other way; you just place them onto each other 
and create beautiful, daring and breathtaking constructions. The 
planks are available in several colors, too. This package contains 
200 planks and a booklet with 40 models that fire your imagina-
tion for your own ideas.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kapla 200
Designer: Tom van der Bruggen
Publisher: Piatnik

Educational game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

During your journey across the desert you complete tasks to 
reach the oasis first. You roll a die: 1 – Scorpion, you go to the 
end of the line. 2 – Fata Morgana or Water – you must sort out 
animal shapes or differences in animal tracks. 3 – Market, you 
must roll as many coins as there are items on the card. 4 – Spot 
the word that was named twice or listen closely if a camel was 
called once or twice. 5 – Sandstorm – you need to feel for the 
right shape. 6 – you pass your turn. For a correctly completed 
task you move your camel to the start of the line, the camels that 
were behind you in line advance by one step to close the gap.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Karawanix
Designers: Draxler, Strehl, Trausmuth, Bayer
Publisher: Piatnik

Card collecting game for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Teams are chosen with team cards. Then cards are dealt and 
displayed openly in relation to the number of players. All simul-
taneously swap a card from their hand for a card from the table. 
If you have collected a family, you signal this to your partner – in-
volving a different part of your body for each animal. On seeing 
the signal your partner takes the Giga pawn and puts on the disc 
of the animal he thinks you collected. If he is unsure he puts Giga 
on the “all animals” disc – this scores fewer points, but avoids los-
ing all points for the round because another player acts on your 
signal. Whenever you have collected nine points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de + 15 languages * In-game text: no

Karibou Camp
Designers: Lionel Borg, Jérémie Caplanne
Publisher: Gigamic

Spotting and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

As a nice monster with a preference for desserts you can only eat 
dessert in each course of the meal once. Three cards are placed 
in a row, the rest is stacked, six pieces representing dessert are 
set out. You roll the die - the result determines the dessert at the 
start of the row on the card next to the draw pile. Then you fol-
low the Liquorice line to the dessert at its other end, look for this 
dessert on the next card, and so on, until you arrive at the final 
dessert on the third card. Whoever snatches this piece up first, 
wins the round and takes the third card; a new one in inserted 
next to the stack. If you eat your fifth dessert, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Keksäää!
Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Le Scorpion Masque / Asmodee

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

You begin with two elephants on a starting tile of one color. In 
a round tiles = number of players are drawn. You choose one of 
them and put it into your display, next to or on top of another 
tile, always adjacent to the location of one of the elephands, 
which is then moved to the new tile. You try to get only one area 
of each color, can have two of your own color and should also 
achieve one area for each color. When all tiles have been placed, 
you score penalty points for surplus areas and score points for 
elephant images on tiles as well as bonuses for correctly placed 
color segments on tiles and elephant figures still standing.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kerala
Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Kosmos
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City development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Each player develops his own borough of London with location 
cards that yield victory points and produce connectors and 
skill tiles for resources that can be used for additional victory 
points and more productivity. You play four eras with different 
locations and buildings and in era 3 and 4 with only buildings. 
In a turn you have one of five actions – place workers for bids for 
locations, use location to produce resources or upgrade location, 
pass and play again in the era or stop playing for the era and sail 
down the Themse with your boat. When in era 4 all players have 
set sails, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl pt * In-game text: no

Key to the City London
Designers: Sebastian Bleasdale, Richard Breese
Publisher: Huch! & friends / R&D Games

City development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Each player develops his own borough of London with location 
cards that yield victory points and produce connectors and 
skill tiles for resources that can be used for additional victory 
points and more productivity. You play four eras with different 
locations and buildings and in era 3 and 4 with only buildings. 
In a turn you have one of five actions – place workers for bids for 
locations, use location to produce resources or upgrade location, 
pass and play again in the era or stop playing for the era and sail 
down the Themse with your boat. When in era 4 all players have 
set sails, you win with most points. Master Print #18.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Key to the City London
Designers: Sebastian Bleasdale, Richard Breese
Publisher: Quined Games

Combat game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Conflict about a strategically important hill. You choose one of 
three battle cards, all reveal it and resolve it in order of increasing 
initiative: For Reinforcement you draw units from your Reserve 
and add them to your army. Then you must use Combat points 
to defeat enemy units, you can split them among several armies. 
If you destroy all units in an army, you win points; if one of your 
opponents does not cheer you, he loses points (optional). At the 
end of the round you score Domination points for the number 
of destroyed units and win – at the end of the round when the 
last Battle card is drawn – with most Domination points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Kharnage
Designers: Yann and Clem
Publisher: Devil Pig / Asmodee

Murder game for 2-8 players, ages 12+

All guests want to kill Doctor Lucky to win the game. Player 
turns comprise phases of Movement and Action. Movement 
is one step into an adjacent room, corridors and stairs are not 
considered to be rooms; you can play movement cards for 
additional steps. In the action phase you can draw a card or try 
to kill Doctor Lucky if you are not in his line of sight. For such an 
attack you play weapons and motive to boost the basic strength 
of your character; other players can counter with cards featuring 
Luck symbols; more Luck than Strength deflects the attack. After 
each player turn Doctor Lucky moves to another room in order 
of room numbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Kill Doktor Lucky deluxe
Designer: Mario Truant
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Clan McKilt fights over castle construction. First you replace one 
of the building cards – not necessarily a top one or your own 
color – according to rules for the new position; a resulting gap 
triggers money for building areas after building. Then all players 
whose colors are on the relocated card build at its new position: 
One level for free on the first empty square in the row or one 
level on top of a tower with payment for all levels to the previous 
owner of the top level. When two players build at the same 
tower in a turn, a neutral roof is placed. If you build your last 
level, all score 1 coin per tower owned and visible coat-of-arms.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Kilt Castle
Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Collecting game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Pieces of clothing with suitable patterns are on demand. You 
have a Koala bear card, 20 clothes cards are spread out; there are 
top/bottom combinations, tops, bottoms and underwear. You 
roll both dice and search for the corresponding piece. For a star 
you can choose any card. If you roll underwear, you must give 
back all cards. For a variant you play Clothes Memo: You roll the 
pattern die and turn over a card – if the pattern corresponds to 
the die, you take the card; for the star you take any card. When all 
clothes cards are taken, you win with most of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Kimi Koala
Designer: Kim Vandenbrouke
Publisher: Game Factory

Resources management for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Six steps from cocoa to chocolate. You look after one of those 
steps at a time, so you cooperate to keep chocolate flowing, but 
the sole winner is the player with most money. You place a tile 
and use three action points for the options Place Worker and 
populate region (2AP), place tile (1AP) and move worker (1AP). 
You place tiles next to each other. If possible the same colors 
touching, so that you form regions. Production happens with 
movement of cocoa markers from one stage to another - Pod, 
bean, roasting, Grinding, Liquor, Chocolate - and you earn 
money if you move cocoa out of a region.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

King Chocolate
Designer: Stefan Alexander
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Expansion for King of .... for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Even monsters evolve! This expansion features development 
cards for the monsters from King of New York and also cards for 
the monsters from King of Tokyo as well as a Mega Shark mon-
ster board. You have eight Evolution cards for a monster, draw 
two and choose one of them for the starting evolution. Always 
when you roll at least three green hearts for a monster, you draw 
two evolution cards for a bonus and take one in hand. Some 
evolutions can even be played in your opponent’s turn, thee 
some that have a time limit and are discarded when used, and 
there are permanent ones. In a variant you draft evolutions.
Version: en * Rules: en fr it * In-game text: yes

King of New York Power Up!

Publisher: iello

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 11+

Pirates want to rise to be king or queen of pirates and can 
only manage this when they have accrued 10.000 doubloons 
of booty. To achieve this you hire crew and attack cities. The 
resulting skirmishes are resolved by rolling dice and you use 
action cards with which you can improve your combat values, 
or improve strength of cities attacked by opposing pirates. You 
can also use them to influence the options of your opponents, 
for instance by reducing their range or by reducing their combat 
strength. You can also decide to dig for buried treasures or to 
attack opposing pirates.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

King of Pirates
Designer: Morten Nørgaard
Publisher: Borzag Games
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Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

You guide a monster and win if you either reach or top 20 victory 
points or are the last one standing and alive. You roll 6 dice up 
to three times: +1 Energy crystal for each Flash symbol, +1 Life 
point for each Heart symbol and for each talon 1 Damage, that 
is, -1 life point, off each monster not on the same location with 
you.  When a monster loses life points in Tokyo, it leaves Tokyo. 
A monster with zero life points quits the game. Energy crystals 
buy you cards; these can either be used once immediately or 
are active in each of your turns. Cards modify damage, healing 
or victory points. In Tokyo you can only use power cards to heal. 
New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr and others * In-game text: yes

King of Tokyo
Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: iello

Placement and development game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Each player creates his own kingdom by building settlements 
to earn most gold at the end of the game. In a game you use 3 
out of 10 kingdom builder cards; they state the conditions for 
earning gold. Four of eight landscape boards are laid out and 
equipped with location overview tiles. In your turn you discard a 
landscape card and set up settlements in this landscape accord-
ing to exact building rules; if they are next to location spots you 
receive location tiles and can use their special actions once per 
turn either before or after building. For each castle spot next to 
your settlements you always receive 3 gold.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl se * In-game text: no

Kingdom Builder
Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Expansion #1 for Kingdom Builder for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Players create kingdoms by building settlements, to earn most 
gold at the end. You place a terrain tile and set up settlements 
according to exact rules. The first expansion Kingdom Builder 
Nomads introduce components for a fifth player, four new quad-
rants (boards) with the terrain variety Nomad Terrain that cannot 
be settled, and four new locations. 15 Nomad tiles offer special 
actions and new Kingdom Builder cards bring gold during the 
game. Worker and Merchants from the core game are replaced 
with new cards of the same names. 25 walls from the terrain 
type Quarry block terrain hexes.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Kinddom Builder Nomads
Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Expansion #2 for Kingdom Builder for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Players create kingdoms by building settlements, to earn most 
gold at the end. You place a terrain tile and set up settlements 
according to exact rules. The second expansion Kingdom Builder 
Crossroads introduces four new quadrant boards with two 
different location hexes and one fortress hex, as well as six task 
cards for additional gold at the end of the game. 16 location tiles 
introduce special actions, among them Garrison with warriors 
to block adjacent terrain hexes; wagons for wagon movement, 
Lighthouse for ships to move across water and Town Hall for city 
tiles to replace seven settlements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Kinddom Builder Crossroads
Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

You sort four randomly drawn domino tiles with one or two 
landscapes in numerical order, turn them over and assign them 
randomly to players. Then you lay out a second row and sort 
it. Then in turn each player takes his pawn, puts him on a tile 
in the new row and puts the now empty tile next to the castle. 
When all have placed their tile, you add a new row, all choose 
and place again, and so on. You can now place a tile next to 
another one with at least one landscape in common, maximum 
grid size is 5x5. When all tiles are placed you score squares in 
each landscape times crowns in the landscape; regions without 
crowns are worthless.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it l pt ru * In-game text: no

Kingdomino
Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 13+

Cults and cultists in the universe of H.P. Lovecraft – in this card 
version of Kingsport Festival you side with the evil ones and 
play nine rounds. First you hand on the time marker and receive 
1 sanity. All cultists have a turn: You take a grey domain dice, 
roll it and play Elder God cards one by one, play the costs and 
resolve effects. Then you can spend the domains of grey dice to 
summon an Elder God. When there is a raid, cultists in turn play 
Elder Gods on it. After nine rounds you add the cult points of all 
your Elder God cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp * In-game text: yes

Kingsport Festival The Card Game
Designer: Gianluca Santopietro
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

Collecting game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 3+

20 costume cards are on display, picture side up, and each 
player takes a Raccoon card. The active player rolls both dice and 
chooses a card that suits both dice and then places it on his Rac-
coon card. For a roll like „red“ and „top or bottoms“ you can even 
take two cards, one with a red top and one with a red bottom. 
When there is no corresponding card, you pass your turn. If your 
roll „rainbow“, you can take any card. If you roll „underwear“, your 
Raccoon must undress and you lose all cards. Whoever is first to 
collect five cards, wins. The game includes a memo version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Klamotten Klamauk

Publisher: Game Factory

Communications game for 3-10 players, ages 16+

You give quick-witted answers to important questions in life 
and do not want to be muzzled too often! You have a card with 
four answers – each can be used only once - and a „Klappe!“ card 
together with a cover card. The game master of the round makes 
a statement from a card; his left neighbor answers with one of 
the answers on his card in the appropriate tone of voice. This is 
repeated for each player. Then the game master tells one player 
to shut up, that is, “Klappe!” and this player slides the cover card 
down the Klappe! card by one position. If someone reaches the 
bottom, you win if you got “Klappe!” the fewest number times.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Klappe!
Designers: Yves Hirschfeld, Fabien Bleuze
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Party game for 4-5 players, ages 16+

One player is speaking in plain language, but, alas, only seem-
ingly so, because he wears a lockjaw and his sentences come 
out blurred and contorted. You form two teams and set down 
200 double-sided cards with sentences. The first player of a team 
takes a lockjaw, draws the top card and reads it out, of course as 
clear as he can despite the lockjaw – even if the sentence is „Eine 
Pinzette ist keine Pipette“. He can accompany the sentence with 
gestures. When his team members guess the sentence verbatim, 
they win the card, and so on until the timer has run out for the 
team. When each player was active twice, the team with most 
cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Klartext

Publisher: Hasbro
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Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 8+

A game board carries two magnetic pawns, for each pawn 
their is a directing magnet underneath the board, magnetically 
connected to the pawn. Three white magnets are arranged in 
the middle of the board; the ball starts in any corner. Now both 
players simultaneously try to move the ball into the opponent’s 
goal to score a point. The pawn on top of the board is moved by 
moving the directing magnet underneath the board. You also 
score when the opposing pawn has attracted white magnets or 
if your opponent moves into his own goal or if he loses control 
of his pawn. If you managed to collect six points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Klask
Designer: Mikkel Bertelsen
Publisher: Competo / Carletto

Memo and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

The game features 64 picture tiles, that is, 32 pairs of tiles, featur-
ing images from the children‘s book “Schnabelgrün – Band 1 Das 
Schwein im Fass” (“Horngreen Volume I The Pig in the Barrel”) 
and the aim of the game is to have most tiles at the end of the 
game. In turn you reveal one tile and leave it face-up; when two 
identical images are visible you can clap your hands quickly onto 
those two tiles. If you touch a tile alone or your hand is lowest in 
the stack or covers the bigger part of the tile you get the tile. To 
conquer two tiles you must have used both hands. When all tiles 
are claimed you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Klatsch-Memo

Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Cooperative quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 16+

Quizzing in pubs; the game provides 750 questions in the 
categories of General Knowledge, Literature, Science, Sport, 
Film, History and Useless Information. You play in teams against 
the game with four opponents and choose one of three levels 
of difficulty. In a round the team answers five questions in 
writing, you can rearrange value tiles for the questions. After five 
minutes you check – for correct answers the team owl moves 
one step, then you move owl and opponents according to 
value tiles, red number for wrong and green number for correct 
answers. When the owl is in front of the bottles after five rounds, 
all players win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Kneipenquiz Das Original
Designers: Marco Teubner, Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Mental training for 3-5 adult players

Fitness training for your brain in ten game chapters for a 
maximum mental training effect. You are urged to play all ten 
chapters in one go, the order of chapters is randomly deter-
mined with cards. For a shorter game you use either the cards 
with a yellow or with a red backside. The chapters are scored 
with colored pegs from cold to hot - blue to yellow - which you 
place into your victory points head. You win if your head is the 
“hottest” at the end. Topics of chapters are Words - forming, rear-
ranging, sorting, associating, filling in; Memo - crowded pictures, 
symbols; numbers and calculations; Knowledge, Assessment.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Kopfit
Designer: Fritz Gruber
Publisher: Piatnik

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Fame and Glory on the Seven Seas; if you collect 10 Glory points 
including those from your secret Gold stash, you will win. Glory 
points can be acquired from defeating a player or Non-Playing 
Character, from a sale of three or more Cargo cards in a harbor 
with corresponding demand, a booty of twelve or more gold 
from a Merchant Raid, completing a mission, proving a rumor or 
buying a Frigate or Galleon (only once per Captain). A game turn 
comprises drawing of an event card and one turn per player, 
which gives you a choice from three actions, move, scout or 
harbor for a total of three action points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl pl pt * In-game text: yes

Korsaren der Karibik
Designers: Christian Marcussen, Kasper Aagaard
Publisher: F2Z / Asmodee

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 16+

As a start-up company you work at car production and technol-
ogy. You research new technologies, improve engines and 
chassis, win money and prestige in Grand Prix races and meet 
customer demands cheaply. In a round you play preparation, 
actions and scoring. The currently last worker on the action track 
determines the active player: He takes an action tile, resolves it 
and can then put a car on the market. Action options are: Hire 
worker, Research, Chassis; Engine, Customer and Race. When the 
sixth car is in the market, you score race and customers. After 
three rounds you win with most points and bonuses.
Version: en* Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Kraftwagen V6 Edition
Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Creative word game for 3-7 players, ages 10+

Creative word creations and their meanings! You hold a board, 
tip cards and a task card plus 6 consonants and 3 vowels. You 
form a word that does not exist, but fits your task as closely as 
possible. The starting player shuffles the face-down task cards 
with additional ones from the stack and then places them 
openly on number cards. You put the tip card with the number 
of your task under your board and then place a tip card to each 
of the boards, linking the word to a task card. Then tips are 
revealed and you score 1 point for each correct number at your 
board, the correct guessers scores 1 point each. After six rounds 
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Krazy Wordz Family Edition
Designers: D. Baumann, A. Odenthal, M. Schmidt
Publisher: Ravensburger / fishtank

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 12+

A crime has been planned and players must find out which 
crime, and also the crime scene, the probable culprit and the 
means of the crime. Both players investigate at the same time, 
the questioning lasts 12 mutual questions at the most. In each 
question an assumption is stated on the four details by using 
case cards, and the witness names the number of correct as-
sumptions. Further details can be learned from using an investi-
gation card; the opponent can fend off such a card with another 
card. When after 12 rounds none of the player has solved the 
case, it is set aside unsolved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Kreuzverhör
Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

One of six scoring sheets sets the tasks that must be met by 
rolling six Kribbel dice. All players complete the first row of the 
sheet, then the second, and so on. In your turn you have three 
rolls to complete the current task by rolling the exact color com-
bination of the highest possible value. If you manage this, you 
add all dice values and mark the total in the case on the sheet. 
If not, you put an “x” into the task case and can mark the total in 
the “Kribbel” case – the values there must be ascending – and 
can try to complete the task again. When a row is complete, you 
score it in relation to the number of players and values entered.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kribbeln
Designer: Thomas Sing
Publisher: Ravensburger
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Action and chance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

The frog-green crocodile is still going strong, and still suffers 
from terrible tooth-ache. It opens its mouth very wide to look 
for help. In this version of the game the principle of the travel 
edition is used, the teeth are not pulled out but pressed down 
to find the aching one. If you are unlucky and find the aching 
tooth, Crocodile in his pain closes his mouth rather fast and you 
must be quick to pull your hand out. If you touch the aching 
tooth, you lose this round of Crocodile Dentist! And due to the 
very good chance mechanism it will be another tooth that hurts 
next time! New edition in the series Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Kroko Doc

Publisher: Hasbro

Fantasy adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Revised new edition in a new design, featuring new miniatures, 
components and boards. Arena 2.0 comes with eight exclusive 
miniatures – Julith, Jahash, Khan Karkass, Marline, Bakara, Lilotte 
plus alternate versions of Maunzopi and Joriswhich are only 
available in this set. The rules provide the currently valid rules 
which have been revised and evolved as regards to the previous 
edition. You still need to take out opposing miniatures and win, 
if you are the only one still owning Gewinngroschen or are the 
only one with Krosmasters in the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Krosmaster Arena 2.0
Designers: Nicolas Degouy, Édouard Guiton
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Auction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Based on the card game, you auction animals in two variants – 
Cattle Market or Fun Fair – and use different given or self-chosen 
combinations of auction methods. You roll a die, move your 
farmer and resolve the action of the case you reach. Actions 
are auctioning of animals for money value or number of notes. 
When nobody makes a bid, the auctioneer gets the animal for 
free. On the Kuhhandel case animals on pastures of involved 
players are auctioned with secret bids; Market case, Lottery 
Ticket booth and Piggy Bank are additional special cases. When 
all animals have been auctioned or all tickets have been sold, all 
score animal value x number of animals plus remaining money.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kuhhandel
Designer: Max Kirps
Publisher: Ravensburger

Card shedding game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Cows need to go to pasture, but Kuhno the Dung Fly drives 
them crazy, only by placing their spots correctly can the cows 
graze in peace. Cards are stacked cowpat + Kuhno side up and 
you try to be first to place all your seven cards correctly. You put 
one next to the pat, either on a free spot or another cow, in cor-
rect alignment and in relation to Kuhno’s position on the Pat. The 
type of cow you play influences the type and number of cows 
that need to be played next. If you are out of cards, all other 
score one dung point per cow spot in their hand. After as many 
rounds as there are players you win with fewest dung points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Kuhno
Designer: Thierry Chapeau
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Dexterity game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

The forest floor with trees is prepared and the Rolling Witch is 
placed on one of the items. Together with your left neighbor 
as a team you reveal one target card and put it down; then you 
guide the Rolling Witch together to this item, she must come to 
a stop on at least part of it. When the timer has not run out, you 
can reveal the next target. When the Witch gets stuck or loses 
her hat, the turn ends immediately. Then you can swap collected 
items for berry chips and store the berries in the cave of your 
own gnome on the board. At the end of your turn you place a 
star on one of the trees. When all stars have been placed, you 
win with most berries.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Kullerhexe
Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele / Drei Magier

Crime card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Players are thieves stealing paintings according to their orders. 
The paintings are marked with their museum of origin, the 
epoch, the value and chances to be sold easily. There is a cache 
for each player and three joint caches. You have a painting card 
and an order card, next to each cache there is another painting 
card. Actions are: take a new card, move a card, play a card or fill 
an order. There are basic rules for arranging the cards or capaci-
ties of the caches and limit for hand cards. “Large-scale raid” 
starts the last round. Then the player with the highest total from 
paintings sold wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Kunststück
Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Dice game based on La Granja for 1-4 players, ages 10+

You husband small farms, expand them and deliver goods. Nine 
dice show olives & grain, grapes, pig, donkey, hat and silver for 
revenue. You roll them; all choose one and mark the revenue, 
this is repeated with the remaining dice, the last die is rolled and 
provides one resource for all. In scoring you can enter revenues 
for the scoring sheet or the Siesta track; completed areas give 
you the area bonus, e.g. roof or helper. When someone reaches 
the last case on the Siesta track, there is a final scoring for roofs, 
helpers, long-distance trade, sets of harvest goods, sets of 
animals, completed barrows and markets.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

La Granja No Siesta!
Designer: Harald Odendahl
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Auction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Lady Richmond’s estate is auctioned. A card on the board is 
revealed; if you want to auction it, you take the auction piece, 
or else another card is turned up. If you auction, you make a 
starting bid for all open cards; all others raise or pass, the best 
bid takes all cards. When Auctioneer appears, nothing happens 
or he removes open cards or all cards or changes each player 
fortune to 10 coins or auctions off all cards. With Cheat tokens 
you can look at face-down cards, swap cards you won with 
cards on the board or borrow money. When all cards have been 
auctioned, you win with the highest sum on your cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Lady Richmond
Designer: Tim Rogesch
Publisher: Haba

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Each barkeeper gets all bottles of a kind and each player a card 
for each kind of drink plus one coaster. Cards are dealt to the 
barkeepers. If you want to move a bottle you call “order” and 
move the bottle of your choice from one bartender to the other, 
cards at both barkeepers are discarded. Four cards next to a 
barkeeper are discarded automatically. When a barkeeper has 
the right bottles for your drink, you play the card and must take 
an ice cube for each bottle not needed for your drink. If you are 
out of cards, you call „Last Call“ and quit the game, the others 
must finish their drinks. You win with fewest ice cubes.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Last Call
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag
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Horror adventure for 2-6 players, ages 13+

Camp Apache is supposed to be haunted by a Maniac; players as 
campers need to explore the mystery, survive the attacks and in 
the end eliminate the Maniac, who in turn needs to eliminate all 
campers to win. Four chapters - Arrival at the Camp, The Chase, 
The Massacre and The Final Chapter – have different rules, ac-
tions and goals and can be played individually or back to back. 
Each chapter has usually 15 rounds, the Maniac moves secretly, 
Campers openly; both factions have special movements. De-
pending on the chapter the Maniac must announce his current 
or previous location after a certain number of rounds.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Last Friday
Designers: Antonio Ferrara, Sebastiano Fiorillo
Publisher: Ares Games

Horror adventure for 2-6 players, ages 13+

Camp Apache is supposed to be haunted by a Maniac; players as 
campers need to explore the mystery, survive the attacks and in 
the end eliminate the Maniac, who in turn needs to eliminate all 
campers to win. Four chapters - Arrival at the Camp, The Chase, 
The Massacre and The Final Chapter – have different rules, ac-
tions and goals and can be played individually or back to back. 
Each chapter has usually 15 rounds, the Maniac moves secretly, 
Campers openly; both factions have special movements. De-
pending on the chapter the Maniac must announce his current 
or previous location after a certain number of rounds.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Last Friday
Designers: Antonio Ferrara, Sebastiano Fiorillo
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Conflict and development game for 2 or more players, ages 14+

Leaders is a Combined Game, a strategic conflict simulation and 
a hybrid of board game and App. In the era of the Cold War, up 
to six players try to take over world domination. You research 
new technologies, use diplomatic skills and enter formidable 
alliances. Spies bring you information and you join missions of 
the international collective of nations. Military strength is used 
as well, because you conquer new regions. The smart device 
enables use of an innovative battle system, hidden interaction 
among players and complex economic and research threads.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Leaders
Designers: Manfred Lamplmair, Reinhard Kern
Publisher: rudy Games

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Members in the Adventurer’s Club want to visit eight legendary 
locations within 75 weeks and collect information there. In your 
turn in order of your position on the time track you first move 
your adventurer and then you have an action – card action or 
book action. At the location you reach you take cards in different 
ways for the card action or discard cards and place one of your 
books for the book action. Both movement and actions cost 
time units. In four meetings = scorings your information, that is, 
the books at locations are scored for prestige, after the fourth 
scoring you win with most prestige.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Legends
Designers: Knut Happel, Christian Fiore
Publisher: Ravensburger

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Lion Leo needs get a haircut, but on the way he loses time in en-
counters. You play a path card and Leo advances as many steps 
on the path. The tile he reaches is turned over. Is it an animal tile 
of a different color than the card, Leo loses the amount of time 
stated on the card. When the color is the same or a road sign was 
revealed, Leo does not lose time. If he reaches the hairdresser 
before the hand of the clock arrives at 8 again, all win together; 
if not, another hair part is added to Leo’s head and a new round 
begins, the path tiles are turned back over again. Leo has five 
rounds to reach the hairdresser or all lose together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn it pl * In-game text: no

Leo muss zum Friseur
Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Creative association game for 4-16 players, ages 12+

The Activity cards on one side list terms and the method to ex-
plain them and on the other show the number of steps earned 
for a correctly mastered task. The Tick-Tack-Bumm cards state 
combinations of letters. You play a game of standard “Activity”, 
until a Tick-Tack-Bumm card turns up. Now you roll the die to 
determine the location of this letter combination in the word. If 
you name a correct term, you pass the bomb. When it explodes, 
the team with the last correct answer moves 4 steps, the one 
holding the bomb when it exploded goes 1 step back. Then you 
play “Activity” again. The first team over the finish line wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Let’s party!
Designers: Catty, Führer, Los Rodrigues
Publisher: Piatnik

Set collecting game with cards for 2-6 players, ages 8+

You must master eight levels with varying card combinations. 
You begin the game with ten cards and in your turn take a card 
from the draw pile or any player’s discard pile and then discard 
a card. If you can complete a level, you lay out the combination 
and adjust your level marker, the cards remain on the table. Then 
you can add more cards from your hand to cards already on 
the table, in your display and that of other players. You cannot 
complete a level in this way. If you could lay out all cards in hand, 
the round ends and you may adjust your level marker by two 
levels. Whoever completes all levels first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Level 8

Publisher: Ravensburger

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

The Lantern Festival is approaching and each player wants to 
position the most beautiful lantern combination on the lake. 
There are Lantern cards, Dedication tokens relating to three 
types of tasks and wooden boats, as well as 36 Lake tiles, with 
and without symbol and showing patterns in four colors each. 
You swap boats for lantern cards, discard lantern cards for 
dedications and add a lake tile to the display. This tile gives you 
bonuses and you and all other players receive new lantern cards. 
When all lake tiles have been placed, you count the points on 
your dedication tokens and win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr kr pl  * In-game text: no

Lichterfest
Designer: Christopher Chung
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Card collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

You swim for your life; if you are out of lives you are out of the 
game. You have five lives and 10 animals in hand; ten more 
animals are laid out in four rows, 1-2-3-4. The active player swaps 
cards or knocks. You swap one row for the same number of cards 
from your hand, both sets must differ in at least one card. If you 
knock, all others have one more turn and then you score animal 
majorities. If your total is the highest, you don’t lose a life; if it is 
the lowest, you lose two lives, all others lose one life. Should you 
hold four cats, five rabbits or five pigs, the round ends instantly 
and all others lose one life.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Life is Life
Designer: Lorenz Kutschke
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag
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Construction game for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Fast and exact construction, in teams with cranes connected by 
a hook, or alone. You build the construction shown on the card 
in the given time, by the method determined by your marker 
location - e.g. with the crane fastened to your head or following 
instructions of another player. You must always build with in 
the construction area and use the crane. When time has run out 
you move your marker one step for each correctly placed piece 
and by a bonus for finishing within the time frame. In a duel 
you score when you are done first. When a marker reaches the 
opposite start/finish case, you win at the end of the round, if you 
are in the lead.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Lift it!
Designer: Per Gauding
Publisher: Game Factory

Trade game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Merchants transport colors, trade, conquer and use diplomacy. 
Selection tiles and ship tiles are on display. You place a merchant, 
his locations determines tile selection and silver coins. Then 
you take tiles and coins, then a ship card and color cubes and 
upgrade selection tiles. Now ship movement is done and you 
can - depending on the location - place knights, load or unload 
color cubes or use diplomats. After eight rounds each player can 
move his ship one last time and then you score islands, selection 
tiles in harbor as well as points from ship cards, monks, knights 
and bishop’s orders as well as color sets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Liguria
Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Queen Games

Logic puzzles for 1 player, ages 6+/12+

Logic Cards 1, 2 and Magic Sticks provide 53 puzzles in five levels 
of technology, Logic Cards Kids 53 puzzles in three levels. The 
information is presented by images and symbols. Questions are 
also asked with a symbol: A question mark demands finding 
the missing element(s). Lines and arrows demand relocating as 
many sticks to achieve a given contour as often as the number in 
the contour demands -ä in Magic Sticks there is only this type of 
puzzles – and there is a symbol for correct equation and one that 
tells you to find the symbol that does not fit the given pattern. A 
free App is available for download for the solutions, they are also 
printed on the backside of the rules.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Logic Cards
Designer: Kristaps Auzãns
Publisher: Game Factory

Economics game for 3 or 4 players, ages 10 +

In Victorian London trade with exotic goods is booming. You 
hold goods cards in hand, an Offer card is on each market 
and Goods cards for Coffee, Soap, Silk and China are in those 
markets. Starting Goods bars of players are placed on markets. A 
Market card is revealed: You choose Merchant or Assistant for his 
action – Place Goods bar, Money for visible crates, take Goods 
Cards from the market for your own crates; then comes Goods 
Replenishing, auctions of all goods varieties for money and 
movement of markers. At the end you win with most money 
from cash and special cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

London Markets
Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Queen Games

Action and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Looping Louie in his Flying Machine careers in low-level-flight 
over the hen-coops! He is on the hunt for chicken chips that 
he wants to snatch away from the players. Each player has 3 of 
those chips in the side-bar of his catapult. With this catapult you 
can fend off Louie and make him fly loops, nose dives and steep 
ascends. You try to use Louie to steal chips from your fellow 
players and keep your own. If you are out of chips, you stay in 
the game. The last player to own a chip wins the game. Looks 
like a children’s game, but provides fun for all ages! One round is 
never enough!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Looping Louie

Publisher: Hasbro

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Florence at the time of the Medici – you head a noble family 
and collect prestige and fame for victory points. In three eras 
of two rounds each you collect resources and development 
cards or activate card effects. The value of family members is 
determined by dice roll at the start of the round. At the end 
of each period you check your relations to the Vatican, lack of 
praying is penalized. In a round you always have one action per 
turn, places family member at locations and perform the action 
in relation to the value of the person; you can enhance the value 
with personnel. In the advanced rules you use a personal bonus 
die and leader cards.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Lorenzo il Magnifico
Designers: V. Gigli, F. Brasini, S. Luciani
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

The tower is set up and each player chooses a color case for his 
target space. Then all players add their balcony pieces at their 
own choice. The timer is started and the first player takes a 
marble and drops into one of the holes at the top. Depending 
on the target space the marble reached you can then change 
the position of balcony pieces and start the timer again. This I 
continued until all marbles have been used. You score 2 points 
for each golden marble, 1 for each silver and -1 one for each 
black marble in your own target space. When the time runs out 
before you place your marble, the turn is lost; you pass.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Los Rollos

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Placement game for 1 player, ages 4+

The Matchbox games from Loquai have arrived at Edition #19; 
each year you can discover a new one at the International Toy 
Fair in Nuremberg. This year it was Lovario, a placement game, 
that is, more a toy than a game. With shapes similar to those 
of Tangram pieces you can copy the templates provided with 
the pieces, from donkey to loaded lorry. Or you can create your 
own images with this nice little game for your pocket to carry 
along and play everywhere. Helicopter or bulldozer from the 
templates are really amazing!
Version: - * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Lovario

Publisher: Loquai Holzkunst

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

The beautiful princess is waiting for her dream lover, but the 
king wants to marry her to a prince of his choice. The princess 
wants true love, not power and wealth, and only someone who 
touches her heart will win her hand – so we must get our love 
letters to the princess. We need helpers in the palace to ensure 
that our letters will reach her. The game is played in rounds: You 
draw a card, play a card open-faced and implement its effects; 
the cards remain visible. When all cards have been used, you win 
a heart if you hold the highest-ranking character of the palace. 
Whoever holds 3-5 hearts, depending on the number of players, 
wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

Love Letter
Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
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Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

A dice game using Roman numbers; you use four dice, each one 
showing L-X-X-V-I-I on its sides and want to be the first player to 
reach or top a score of 300 points. In your turn you roll all dice 
once and combine them into a valid Roman number which is 
also your score. You can note this score for the round and hand 
on the dice or you can roll again, make up a number, add the 
result to the previous score and again decide on continuing or 
stopping. You can go on rolling as long as you can form a valid 
Roman number with your result. If you cannot do this you lose 
all previous scores from this round.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it * In-game text: no

Ludix
Designer: Niek Neuwahl
Publisher: Piatnik

Card placement game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

All get four fuse cards and one water card. You add one fuse card 
or a water card to one of two rows which called burning lines, 
the value of the previous card is covered by the new card. With a 
water card you take all cards in the row but the water card out of 
play. Twice in the game you can play a fuse card explosion side 
up and take all cards from the burning line. When the final card 
is drawn or all bombs have been triggered, you sum all open 
cards in your bomb stacks minus cards in hand and win with the 
highest total. New edition, first edition Mücke Spiele 2014.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Lunte
Designer: Bruce Whitehill
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Travel in Luther’s footsteps! You choose provisions and take 
special card. An eventual red card is resolved and then you 
have any number of actions, each one only once, from: 1. Travel 
discard provisions, mark have the cost as experience and take 
portrait, if available. 2. Reveal part of the big Luther portrait 
with a blue special card, score open parts of the portrait. 3. 
Play a green special card for an advantage; 4. Discard blue and 
green cards for provisions. When Luther’s portrait is complete, 
you score – after another complete round – portraits and sets 
of portraits, majority on Luther portraits and remaining special 
cards and provisions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Luther Das Spiel
Designer: Martin Schlegel
Publisher: Kosmos

Economics game for 3-4 players, ages 14+

M.U.L.E. is based on a computer game from the eighties - colo-
nists settle the plane Irata on behalf of the Galactic Federation. 
M.U.L.E.s - Multiple Use Labor Elements - are used and produce 
commodities, which colonists then use, store and sell. Surplus or 
scarcity of commodities influence market prices, planning assists 
in adaption. You play the introductory game or the tournament 
game or with optional rules. Main elements of the game are 
acquisition of land, development and use of M.U.L.E.s for pro-
duction etc.; supplying colonists and M.U.L.E.s; Production with 
M.U.L.E.s, prices for products and marketing of products. Events 
only play a marginal role.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

M.U.L.E.
Designer: Heikki Harju
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Collecting game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Monsters cooperate in order to rob King Edgar of his gold in the 
castle. At the start of a round you place a monster at a free posi-
tion or oust a weaker monster, even your own, albeit by paying 
gold to the guardian, in relation to the guardian’s level. Then the 
first guardian is revealed; if he is weaker than the sum of mon-
sters next to him, he loses and all players involved in the fight 
get gold, then the next guardian is fought. As soon as monsters 
lose a fight, monsters are healed for gold, and monsters in hand 
and guardians are replenished. After 5 or 6 such rounds you win 
with most gold. Two versions are included.
Version: de * Rules: de en hu pl * In-game text: no

Mächtige Monster
Designer: Desnet Amane
Publisher: Queen Games

Image guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

You roll dice and take the corresponding peep hole covers 
off the Macroscope. After each cover you can try to guess the 
picture; if others want to guess they pay you two crystals – peep-
ing into the holes is free at any time. If nobody wants to guess, 
you hand on the Macroscope. If you want to guess, you set out 
crystals equal to the number of covers left; then all can swap 
covers they own for crystals and guess.  For guessing correctly, 
you receive the prepared crystals; if for guessing wrongly you 
lose that number of crystals. When all holes are open, all swap 
covers for crystals and change the card. After 11 rounds, you win 
with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Macroscope
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Game Factory

Fantasy duel for 2 players, ages 13+

Core game Tiermeister vs. Zauberer, alumni of various mage’s 
schools in duels. Mage War Academy is intended to be the 
introductory game for inexperienced players, there is no game 
board. Duels are placed in rounds of Starting Position, Upkeep 
and Action. Basic Position means change of initiative, activating 
creatures, maybe revealing tiles and receiving Mana. Upkeep in-
cludes resolving of all effects for that phase. In the action phase 
each creature / Mage has an actions from options Attack, Keep 
Guard or use Spell (Mage only). When a Mage takes damage 
equal to his life points, he is defeated.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Mage Wars Academy
Designer: Brian Pope
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

As planeswalkers players create the board - the Arena of the 
Planeswalkers - themselves. The combine six terrain tiles, 
depending on the number of players, and place Shandalar ruins 
and glyphs on the board. There are five miniatures for playing 
pieces: Gideon Jura, Fighter - Jace Beleren, Thought Magician - 
Liliana Vess - Planeswalker with Necromancy - Chandra Nalaa, 
Pyro Magician and Nissa Revane, Elements Magician. You use 
spell cards, army cards, dice and other components, and do 
not need any knowledge of Magic The Gathering Trading Card 
Game, and yet key elements of the board game are based on the 
Trading Card Game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Magic: The Gathering Arena of the Planeswalkers
Designers: James D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer, Craig Van Ness
Publisher: Hasbro

Expansion for the adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

The game board – the Arena of the Planeswalkers – is created 
from six landscape boards and equipped with Shandalar ruins 
and Glyphs; each player chooses a Planeswalker miniature. You 
use Spell cards, army cards, dice and other components and do 
not need any knowledge of Magic the Gathering, even though 
key elements of the game are based on the collectible card 
game. The expansion Kampf um Zendikar features the awaking 
of the Eldrazi on Zendikar and introduces more characters 
and pieces, among them the Eldrazi-Verschlinger or Kiora, the 
multi-colored Sea People Planeswalker, as well as spell cards and 
army cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Magic: The Gathering Arena - Kampf um Zendikar
Designers: James D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer, Craig Van Ness
Publisher: Hasbro
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Stand-Alone expansion for 2-4 players, ages 10+

The game board – the Arena of the Planeswalkers – is created 
from six landscape boards and equipped with Shandalar ruins 
and Glyphs; each player chooses a Planeswalker miniature. You 
use Spell cards, army cards, dice and other components and do 
not need any knowledge of Magic the Gathering, even though 
key elements of the game are based on the collectible card 
game. The expansion Shadows over Innistrad is a stand-alone 
game as well as an expansion for Arena of the Planeswalker, set 
into a land of powerful, twisted stones called Cryptoliths and 
introducing new characters, armies and spells.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Magic: The Gathering Arena – Shadows over Innistrad
Designers: James D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer, Craig Van Ness
Publisher: Hasbro

Move and collecting game for 2-7 players, ages 7+

Turtles place their eggs in the sands of Mahé! You roll three dice, 
one by one, and decide after each roll if you continue. When you 
exceed 7, you place the turtle on the raft. If you stay below seven 
you advance the turtle, can overtake other turtles and move 
twice or three times you roll if you could use two or three dice 
for it. At the beach the turtle lays the number of eggs indicated 
on the top nest card. When you reach another turtle you go on 
top and are carried along, in case of 7+ also onto the raft. After 
the last nest card one player can collect 7 eggs and then you win 
with most eggs.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Mahé
Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

Card game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Stray Cat – As a stray cat you wander around town looking for 
your home, at the start of the game you cannot remember 
what it looks like. In the course of the game you remember the 
characteristics – roof color, number of floors and item in the 
garden. The characteristics are given on face-down markers. 
In your turn you look for your house or for food. To look for the 
house you play a card, enter area tiles, turn them over and can 
move into a house. IF you do so, your neighbor checks the house 
markers and reveal one in case of correlation. To look for food 
you draw cards. If all your markers are revealed you found your 
house.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Maigo-Neko
Designer: Shigehiro Ariizumi
Publisher: Spring Games Club.temp / Japon Brand

Strategic placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

In the world of Android, the mainframe of a bank has been deac-
tivated; as a runner you have 23 seconds to retrieve Credits and 
data with the code included in the alert. You use generic and 
unique program cards and place partitions on paths and access 
points on nodes; generic programs can relocate or exchange 
open access points, relocate partitions without zones or place 
partitions randomly or according to instructions. Access points 
in partitions are zones; a zone with access points of only one 
runner is secure, access points are turned over. At the end you 
score hidden access points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mainframe
Designers: Jordi Gené, Gregorio Morales
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Shape forming game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Once again you need to imitate construct templates on cards, 
but this time not alone and not with building blocks, but all work 
at the same time with a folding rule. The rule has 10 segments 
in 10 colors and you begin a round with a completely opened 
rule. You form constructs with and without following the color 
scheme, rule segments that are not needed must be folded 
away. If you are done, you say “First” and turn over the timer, 
all others have the run-time to finish their construct. All who 
formed the correct shape score the points stated on the card, if 
you finished first and were correct, you score a bonus point.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Make ‚n’ Break Architect
Designers: D. Kirps, C. Kruchten, J.-C. Pellin
Publisher: Ravensburger

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

The tribe lives in harmony with nature, and must find a succes-
sor for the chief. So you collect amulets and build huts on the 
Stone Yard, the Pole Yard and the God Path. In your turn you first 
place bowls on ritual sites and thus choose actions. Then you 
move the boat and implement the action when it reaches your 
bowl - draw a card, collect amulets, set up a hut. Buildings are 
paid for with treasures or amulets and landscape cards. Then the 
next round is prepared. When someone builds his last hut, you 
score huts on Stone Yard, God Path and Pole Yard, at the end of 
the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Mangrovia
Designer: Eilif Svensson
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Manhattan stands in for all skyscraper towns of this world. In 
turn you play one building card which determines the building 
lot, place a building piece of your choice and draw a building 
card. The top piece in a tower determines the owner of the 
tower. You take over a tower if you have as many levels in it as 
the former owner, regardless of where in the tower. You can al-
ways place a piece on your own tower or on a free square. When 
all six pieces are placed, the round ends and is scored. After four 
such rounds the game ends; your highest own tower scores 
three points, the majority in a tower two points and a single level 
tower scores one point.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr fi * In-game text: no

Manhattan
Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Hans im Glück

3D folding and logic game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

A different kind of logic in the logicus series – no placement, 
no sliding, no shunting, but folding! 100 tasks are printed on a 
square piece of paper, which is printed with 8x8 squares in black 
and white and one additional color, the color varies for the level 
of difficulty. To solve the puzzle of a sheet you must fold the 
sheet so that the result is a 4x4 square with only black squares 
on one side and only white ones on the other side. You can fold 
horizontally, vertically and diagonally, the edges of the colored 
areas can orient you.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Manifold
Designer: Jérôme Morin-Drouin
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Economics game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

In several travels at see three ship approach the harbor by rolling 
dice. First, you auction the Harbor Master. He buys shares and 
decides on freight and starting advantages. Then you place 
accomplices for money: You can smuggle them on board or rent 
harbor and shipyard spots with them to earn money from repair 
work or as an insurance agent. Or you use your accomplices as 
pirate or pilot to influence the speed of your vessel. At the end of 
the trip there are rewards for successful accomplices. When the 
price of any good raises over 30, the game is won by the player 
with most wealth.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Manila
Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Publisher: Zoch Verlag
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Miniatures tabletop for 2 players, ages 12+

Based on a series of collectible pictures cards from Topps in 1962 
on the topic of „Aliens from Mars want to take over Earth“ you 
take the role of invaders or humans and fight for the fate of this 
planet With a strong comic touch and lots of humor you use 
simple mechanisms and activate your fabulous miniatures for 
movement, shooting or close-range combat, decided by roll of 
dice in order to react to events introduced by cards. Tactics come 
from deliberate use of figures to achieve goals or eliminate an 
opponent. You win with eight victory points or if your opponent 
is out of miniatures.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mars attacks
Designer: Jake Thornton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Communication game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

A pyramid was found in the desert, players cooperate to create 
a map for the labyrinth inside. An App is installed, started and 
you chose the level of difficulty. Then you put the phone into the 
Anubis mask and start the game. The current wearer of the mask 
gives information on the labyrinth with words and gestures, 
the others construct parts of the map. Then you discuss the 
outcome and the mask player changes. In the last discussion 
phase the labyrinth is assembled and the entry and exit points 
are chosen. Then the App gives instruction on checking the laby-
rinth – if dog Ludo reaches the King’s Chamber, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Mask of Anubis
Designers: Takashi Hamada, Kenji Shimojima
Publisher: Gift10Industry / Japon Brand

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 8+

In alternate games players are either Code Setter or Decoder. 
The Code Setter secretly sets a color code. The Decoder must 
deduce the code by setting out a color sequence as “question”. 
The Code setter answers with a red peg for „correct color in 
correct position“, or a white peg for “correct color in wrong 
position“. He does not place these red and white pegs in their 
corresponding places in the code. You then ask again with a new 
color sequence. This edition presents the mechanics in a modern 
design and for five players. The biggest changes are the sliders 
for information on correctly placed pegs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mastermind

Publisher: Hasbro

Placement game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Blocks feature two symbols on their long sides and one on the 
short side, you have five such blocks and prepare a chosen 
number of 60 pattern cards of five possible levels of difficulty. 
One pattern card is turned up; all players form the pattern as fast 
as they can with their blocks; the fastest one takes the card and 
keeps it when the pattern is correct. If you made a mistake, you 
put the card back and are out of the game for the round. When 
all prepared cards are placed, you win with most cards. In the 
Total Madness variant to complete a pattern quickly and score 
depending on the level of difficulty.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Match Madness
Designer: Jeppe Norsker
Publisher: FoxMind / Carletto

Construction and race game for 2 or 4 players, ages 8+

You build - on your own board, which is divided into quarters - a 
labyrinth, as fast as you can and as complex as you can make it. 
Two players or two teams of two players each decide on the start 
and finish quarters where start and finish blocks must be placed. 
There must be at least one path from start to finish. After a 
minute building time players exchange boards, place the marble 
in the start block and start a race, by tilting the board, from start 
to finish and back. In team play each player guides the marble 
for one lap of the race. The player or team that accomplishes this 
fastest, wins the round.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Maze Racers

Publisher: FoxMind / Carletto

Auction and development game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

At heaven’s door with Letters of Indulgence! You get them for 
donations of goods, for owning those you might have to sin. 
In a round you prepare market, helpers and brothel and then 
make a closed bid for Pope, Emperor, Merchant or Little Sinner 
for a helper and resolve his Prelude. Then you resolve helper 
action – buy goods or Letter, sell goods, donations, visit brothel 
– maybe with raising your tally. When a dome is complete, 
donations are evaluated. When the market is empty, the soul 
with the highest tally level goes towards Hell. When the second 
dome is complete, you move towards Heaven with your Letters 
of Indulgence.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mea Culpa
Designers: Rüdiger Kopf, Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Settlement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Meduris Mountain must be settled and cultivated. You roll a die 
and receive one good per worker on the respective tableland, 
hand back a good or receive any good. Then, for a Big Revenue, 
you can relocate workers for goods or build a hut or temple 
with goods, in both cases the Druid moves, a hut earns you a 
Rune Token. When the Druid reaches a hut, the owner(s) can 
make sacrifices for victory points. If the Druid crosses the river, 
you score victory points for Rune Tokens. When someone has 
built all his temples and huts, the Druid does one complete of 
his rounds, at the end of the round, and then you score temples 
and runes.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Meduris
Designers: Stefan Dorra, Ralf zur Linde
Publisher: Haba

Move & roll and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

With pocket money of 5€ you set out and want to collect the 
cards with the symbols according to your wish list. You roll the 
die, move accordingly counter-clockwise and implement the 
action of the square you reach: On or over tart you earn 5 €, on 
red and blue squares you must buy a card, if you have enough 
money. On the green bank squares you can buy a savings card, 
save money on it by advancing the savings marker or sell the 
card back to the bank for cash. On orange squares you earn 
money, at the flea market you can buy or sell, on “Money lost” 
you give half of your coins to the bank.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Mein Taschengeld
Designer: Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Bed-time game for 1-3 players, ages 2+

Players help the Night Watch Bear to put forest animals to bed. 
Animal houses for bear, hare, owl and mouse are set down in 
a square, within it a circle of garden tiles and within this some 
forest tiles. An adult reads part of the bed-time-story; then one 
player rolls the die and moves the bear, the bear’s light dims 
more with every step. At the hare’s house the next part of the 
story is read and the cozy cushion for the hare is searched for 
beneath the forest tiles. When it is found, the hare’s house is 
turned over and the cushion set aside. Those steps are repeated 
for the other houses, until the bear is in bed, too.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Meine ersten Spiele Nachtwächterbär
Designers: C. Hüpper, M. Koser, M. Nikisch
Publisher: Haba
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Games Compendium for 2-4 players, ages 3-6

On two double-sided game boards you can play a total of ten 
different games, first of all of course Obstgarten itself, and then 
there is Garten-Memo, or Achtung, Gärtnerin im Anmarsch – a 
cooperative dice game;  Ab ins Nest – another memo game; 
Obstbaum-Würfelpuzzle, Obstkuchen-Bäckerei – a grabbing 
and feeling game; Vorrat für den Winter – a first dice game; 
Einkaufen am Markttag – a tactical dice game using color dice; 
Obst-Rundlauf – a tactical race game, and, last but not least, 
Kunterbuntes Kuchenbuffet – a card shedding game. All games 
will need adult supervision.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Meine große Obstgarten Spielesammlung
Designers: A. Farkaschovsky, A. Hölscher
Publisher: Haba

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Who will have the most successful stable? Five stacks of cards 
are available, you start in the corner circle of your color. You roll 
and get horses or answer a question - for a correct answer you 
get a horse, for a wrong one you give one back - or you draw a 
“Bad Luck” card. The racing symbol triggers a race - all riders are 
at the start of a lane and then you roll dice and move in turn 
until one rider reaches the finish and wins the tournament card. 
On opposing corner circles you draw a tenant horse from this 
player. When all cards are taken you win with the best total of all 
positive and negative points on your cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Meine Pferde und ich
Designers: Heidemarie & Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

SciFi miniatures game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Complex cooperative game in the world of MERCS. As a member 
of the elite unite MERCS you gain access to buildings, inter-
rogate employees, secure mission goals and complete an order. 
You begin with a character and your profile and play four phases 
in a round: Draw an agent card, move agent marker and draw an 
event card, when the marker is in line-of-sight of a MERC. Then 
you activate OpFor = enemies, then MERCs according to turn 
order marker including drawing of an event card if the agent 
is in line-of-sight, and adjusting of alert level. Then you adjust 
priority, replenish order points, raise alarm level and resolve 
status effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mercs Recon: Gegenschlag
Designer: Brian Shotton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses Spiele

Logic game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Four boards form a square. You roll one color and one number 
die for the starting position of the robot and then again for the 
target position. Each player now, in his mind, looks for a way to 
the target, only orthogonal moves and each new spot entered 
must correspond to the previous one in either color or dice 
value, but need not be immediately adjacent to it. If you find a 
way you name the number of steps and demonstrate it by mov-
ing the robot. If you are correct you earn the chip at the target 
spot. IF not, the chip goes back into stock. If you earn your fifth 
chip or have most of them if all have been handed out, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Micro Robots
Designer: Andreas Kuhnekath
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 12+

Conflict Virus vs Antibody. The board shows four types of cells; 
groups of adjacent cells of the same type are tissue. You alter-
nate to set a piece into a free cell, adjacent to the one previously 
placed by your opponent, or, if that is not possible, into any cell. 
Then you immediately score for each of your pieces adjacent to 
the one just placed. When a Gen marker is in a cell, you take it for 
immediate or later use; it modifies standard rules, e.g. for double 
points or removal an opposing piece before the final scoring, 
etc. When all pieces are placed, you score majorities in tissues 
and win with most points. Additional rules are included.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Microworld
Designer: Martino Chiacchiera
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 12+

Conflict Virus vs Antibody. The board shows four types of cells; 
groups of adjacent cells of the same type are tissue. You alter-
nate to set a piece into a free cell, adjacent to the one previously 
placed by your opponent, or, if that is not possible, into any cell. 
Then you immediately score for each of your pieces adjacent to 
the one just placed. When a Gen marker is in a cell, you take it for 
immediate or later use; it modifies standard rules, e.g. for double 
points or removal an opposing piece before the final scoring, 
etc. When all pieces are placed, you score majorities in tissues 
and win with most points. Additional rules are included.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Microworld
Designer: Martino Chiacchiera
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Crime deduction for 2-4 players, ages 12+

The starting player creates a museum room on a 6x6 grid 
according to specifications for corridors and locations of 
visitors and works of art. He determines starting position and 
a sequence of clues, which he transfers to the Forensic Sheet 
which is visible for all. The other players reconstruct the room 
by interrogating witnesses: You play one police and one witness 
card and are shown the corresponding clue card by the starting 
player. Twice in the game you can demand to see information 
requested by another player. When you know the content of 
all grid spots the culprit results from the sequence of clues. 
Whoever deduces this quickest, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Millionenraub
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Mino and Tauri have to collect lost items in the vertical labyrinth; 
each side of the boards shows six items in all levels of difficulty. 
Mino and Tauri are connected magnetically, if you move one, 
the other is moving automatically in the same way. The active 
player can move a piece only along the paths, but the piece on 
the other side might move through plant obstacles. You turn up 
an item – depending on the version it must be found either by 
the players determined by color markings on the card or named 
for the round by the rules. Players are allowed to confer about 
moves. When the timer has run out, you score for items found.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mino & Tauri
Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Narration and guessing game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Out and about on a secret mission, you cannot talk about it; the 
only clue to the mission is your equipment. Four task cards and 
16 item cards are on display in a grid. You display your guessing 
cards face down and are assigned one for the task you need to 
solve. With a marker you choose one item in each of the col-
umns. The other players use face-down bet cards to guess your 
mission. Then guesses are revealed in turn and each player tells 
how the items could be used for the task he guessed. Correct 
guesses give a chip for active player and guesser.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mission Impractical
Designer: Hilko Drude
Publisher: Vennerod / Lautapelit
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Expansion for Mistfall for 1-4 players, ages 14+

The expansion for Mistfall follows the mechanics of the core 
game. Heroes with their own deck fight their way, in a team, 
across locations full of monsters, on a variable board with 
randomly chosen enemies and encounters and help each 
other in skirmishes and against other events. If only one hero is 
eliminated from the team due to lack of cards, all have lost the 
game together. The expansion can be placed stand-alone or in 
combination with Mistfall and Sand and Snow: 1. Play Heroes, 
Quest Charter and Time Charter with Nightmare difficulty; 2. 
Resolve hero turns simultaneously; 3. Rules for Time Cards; 4. 
Customized Award deck.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Mistfall: Heart of the Mists
Designer: Błazej Kubacki
Publisher: NSKN Games

Cooperative dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Cooperation is necessary to avoid the cat while you collect 
mice food. One player rolls three dice - featuring five types of 
food and one red x - and all decide together where you place 
at least one dice. After each roll you can re-roll unplaced dice or 
take food away and cover the source spot. If you cannot place 
a die after a re-roll the turn ends and the cat advances one step 
towards the pantry. If, in a turn, you cannot cover the last spot 
for a food type, the cat also advances one step. When all food 
spots are covered before the cat reaches the pantry, all players 
have won together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mmm!
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Economics game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Four trading companies in Mombasa, Cape Town, Saint-Louis 
and Cairo will rise in value when spreading their activities; play-
ers acquire shares, stock up n diamonds and do good bookkeep-
ing. Money earned in the game is usually used to pay for actions, 
the majority of money is earned at the end of the game from 
shares, diamonds and bookkeeping. In seven rounds you plan 
actions by placing and revealing of cards and then implement 
one action in turn - buy action cards with commodity cards, 
expansion for new trade posts, bookkeeper and diamonds for 
those tracks or bonus markers and win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mombasa
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Tactile searching game for 2-4 players, ages 3-7

The little pirates want to salvage their treasures before the 
volcano erupts, but they need to find them first. 12 treasures in 
six shapes are inside the island bag; the active player turns over 
a blue and a green tile for a treasure and an island exit; when he 
finds a volcano tile he sets it aside and turns over a new exit tile. 
Then he tries to locate the treasure by groping from the outside 
and to push the treasure out of the indicated exit. If he succeeds 
and it is the correct treasure he keeps treasure and tile. When all 
treasures are found or the fourth volcano tile is turned over, you 
win with most treasures.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Monkey Beach
Designer: Forrest-Pruzan Creative
Publisher: Ravensburger

Property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly digital! 2014 the popular real estate game has been 
given a package relaunch for this special Austrian edition 
in which players pay with electronic cash. Monopoly with a 
bank card! Players buy properties, apartments and hotels with 
electronic cash, using the Visa card reader. On the board modern 
times have arrived, too! Players move around the board, featur-
ing current Austrian roads and locations, using inline-skates 
or racing cards and mobile phones. In this new edition you 
buy again houses or hotels, and can be fined for talking on the 
phone while driving. Yet all is at it was, the last player left in the 
game wins!
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Banking

Publisher: Hasbro

Property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly even more digital! In this version you pay again, as 
in Monopoly Banking, with an electronic reader and banking 
cards; but the Ultimate Banking unit in this version can also scan 
the real estate cards und keeps track of changes in rents. Instead 
of Chance and Community cards there are Event and Location 
cards; you can win or lose money with them, rents can rise and 
fall and Location cards let you pay to move to any slot on the 
board. Playing pieces are helicopter, car, yacht and plane; the 
edition is designed in classy black and the real estate properties 
are again roads and squares in Austria.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Banking Ultra

Publisher: Hasbro

Property game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

This is the standard edition of this classic game, more exactly, 
the Austrian Standard edition featuring Austrian cities, roads and 
special places. Monopoly is the ancestor of all games featuring 
property, money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with 
dice. If you invest your basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky 
when rolling the die, you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough 
and getting out of Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the 
die, move around the board, buy real estate, build houses and 
hotels and collect rent. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game. 
The last player still in the game wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Classic

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The flair of the classic Disney films, reproduced in this edition 
of Monopoly. You visit characters from Dschungelbuch, Alice 
im Wunderland, Peter Pan, Aladdin or 101 Dalmatiner and 
build houses and castles on their real estate lots. Balu and 
The Fairy Godmother give tips on how to advance quickly on 
“Bibbidi Babbidi Bu” and “Probier’s mal mit Gemütlichkeit” cards 
instead of Community and Chance cards. For markers you use 
magical items like the Jinn’s Lamp, Cinderella’s Glass Shoe or 
Snow White’s Apple. You use the standard Monopoly rules, all 
elements in the game have been adapted as closely as possible 
to the topic.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Disney Classics

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Fallout on the Monopoly board in Diamond City, Lexington, 
The Capitol, The Hub and other locations, railway stations have 
been renamed and Water and Electricity works turned into radio 
stations, Galaxy News Radio und Radio Enklave and you build 
Hütten and Vaults. Instead of Chance and Community cards 
you use „Sie sind S.P.E.C.I.A.L“ und „Überlebenshandbuch für 
Vault-Bewohner“. The money shows Kronenkorken and you use 
a 10-mm-Pistol, Vault Boy, Powerrüstungshelm, Vault 111, Mini-
Atombombe or Nuka-Cola-Flasche for playing pieces. Standard 
Monopoly rules apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Fallout

Publisher: Winning Moves
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Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

As is to be expected from the topic, this monopoly version is a 
bit different. Minion Mjam Mjam Tom is put onto the spinner; he 
works as a dice, spins around and thus determines how far your 
minion can move. You buy a free lot that your reach and mark it 
with a cupcake or pay rent to the owner. If you own both lots of 
a color, you mark this with an ice cream cup. All characters in the 
edition are exclusive to the edition and the event lots hold sur-
prises like a spinner duel or the order to steal the moon. When 
one Minion is bankrupt, the minion with most money wins and 
becomes Gru’s favorite minion.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Monopoly Ich einfach … unverbesserlich!

Publisher: Hasbro

Junior edition of Monopoly for 2-4 players, ages 5+

This new junior edition of the classic game takes us back to the 
roots: with one of the markers - dog, cat, car or ship - players go 
on a shopping spree between burger joint and board and buy 
pool, bowling alleys or pet shop. You only buy lots and pay rent, 
houses and hotels are left out and the attractions of the colorful 
town are illustrated in a style suitable to the user group. Prices 
and rents range from one to five monopoly Dollars and thus 
remain within the reference frame of junior real estate brokers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Monopoly Junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Playing with Yo-kai friends and at the same time being 
introduced to numbers and sums of money. Players move the 
favorite Yo-kai Watch characters - Jibanyan, Komajiro, Komasan 
und Whisper – around a board shaped liked a Jibanyan und 
collect medals with which they fill the empty slots on their 
personal Yo-kai Watch board. 24 event cards enliven the game 
and introduce variation to the buying of medals, cashing pocket 
money and receiving rent. The game comes with an exclusive 
collectible medal, which can be scanned into the app.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Junior Yo-kai Watch

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Catch´em all! You can do this in this Pokémon Kanto edition, 
in which you play Monopoly as you know it of old, but not in 
streets of cities, but in all eight arenas, where you find individual 
Pokémons on the slots and where you build Pokémon super 
markets and Pokémon Centers. For playing pieces you use six 
exclusive collector’s figurines: Pikachu, Blasam, Glanda, Schiggy, 
Evoll und Pummeluff. The money was also adapted to the 
Pokémon universe and the usual events come from decks called 
Professor Eich and Trainer-Kampf-Karten instead of Chance and 
Community. All rules of a standard monopoly apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Pokémon

Publisher: Winning Moves

Property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly all over the world - again players worldwide voted 
for this new edition of a global Monopoly. You travel to 22 cities 
and acquire stamps or First-Class stamps for your travel passport. 
If you have collected a stamp for a city, you can earn City Tax, 
when another player travels to this city. If you are first to com-
pletely fill your passport, you win. Four exclusive playing pieces 
invite you to play - Eiffel Tower, Statue of Liberty, Easter Island 
Statue and Sphinx - and you use the result „Clever Swap“ on the 
die to exchange stamps. Additional challenges come from the 
cards in the Here & Now and Event card decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Monopoly World

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The Royal Rumble Edition on the topic of World Wrestling 
Entertainment and one of its most popular WWE events; the 
individual lots are Wrestling Superstars; you buy them and then 
invest in Tribünen and Stadiums. Instead of standard Monopoly 
money you use McMahon Money and instead of Chance and 
Community cards you reveal “Raw” and “SmackDown” cards. 
Playing pieces are again exclusive collector’s pieces, items 
from the Wrestling universe. Game play follows the standard 
Monopoly rules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Word Wrestling Entertainment

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Time for a duel! And for a journey in the universe of Yu-Gi-Oh!, a 
world full of powerful magic and ancient Egyptian legends. You 
buy monster cards instead of real estate lots in streets and then 
build Spieleläden und Duellarenen for income. Playing pieces 
are again collector’s items, representing Millennium artifacts, for 
instance an Ankh Symbol, and on their respective squares you 
reveal „Du bist dran“ cards and „Zeit für ein Duell” cards instead 
of Chance and Community cards. The money in the game was 
also adapted to the topic. To play the game you use standard 
Monopoly rules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Yu-Gi-Oh!

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Time travel across Go! You move around the famous locations 
in Hill Valley featured in the three films, you buy, for instance, 
the McFly’s home from 2015 or the City Hall Clock from 1885. 
Of course, you do not build houses or hotels, but invest in 
Plutonium bars and Plutonium containers and use six very nicely 
made, famous items from the films for playing pieces. Instead 
of Chance and Community cards you reveal “Zukunft” cards and 
“Vergangenheit” cards and pay with “Zurück in die Zukunft” 
money instead of standard monopoly money. The standard 
Monopoly rules apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly Zurück in die Zukunft!

Publisher: Winning Moves

Assembling and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

45 monsters wait for their performance and want to become 
favorites of the jury. Each player holds a set of cards, comprising 
6 colored bodies and 36 see-trough cards for mouth, eyes, arms, 
legs, horns and accessories. You sort them by body parts and 
take them in hand or set them down on the table. One monster 
card is turned up and all assemble this monster with their cards 
as fast as possible. Whoever completes his monster first, calls 
“MonStar” and all stop assembling. If the monster is correct, you 
take the card and win with 10 monster cards. In a variant the 
monster is turned over after 10 seconds and you assemble it 
from memory.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

MonStars
Designer: Jonathan Larkin
Publisher: Piatnik
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Cooperative memory game for 1-5 players, ages 5+

Ben is afraid of the monsters under his bed, but monsters have 
their honor, too, and so each monster is afraid of a certain toy. 
You turn up a toy. If it frightens one of the monsters next to the 
bed, the monster is placed beneath the cupboard. If no monster 
is frightened, you turn up a time card. After the third time card, 
a new monster appears beside the bed and the time cards 
are turned back. When the sun appears because all monsters 
are gone, all players win together. When four monsters are as-
sembled next to the bed, the monsters win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Monster unterm Bett
Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Le Scorpion Masque / Asmodee

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

The King is bored and wishes for fabled creatures, players are 
magicians and set out to hunt them. In Phase I of your turn you 
draw a card; in Phase II you have any two actions – place a card, 
take a monster card, shift the bottom monster card between 
pen and animal market or activate poacher. In Phase III you can 
fulfill a wish with three or more monster cards of corresponding 
habitat or hazard level. Special cards “Göttliche Intervention” 
facilitate fulfilling a wish, „Monsterschutz-Aktivisten“ block fulfill-
ing a wish. When „Tag der Eröffnung“ is drawn, all add up the 
popularity values of their monsters.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Monsterpark
Designers: Jens Schumacher, Maja Šimunić
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

The Royal Mops needs order in its chaos. Players hold identical 
sets of tiles. You lay them out for combinations and decide 
once in a round which you want to score. One player draws a 
face-down tile, the others take the same tile from their stock and 
place it adjacent to another tile in their display, maximum 5x5 
tiles. Then each one may score a combination of 3, 4 or 5 tiles, 
with the same color or the same item and in an arrangement de-
picted on the board. When a crown is present you score bonus 
points. Then you turn over a tile in the combination according to 
markings. When the grid is complete you win with most points.
Version: multi* Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mops Royal
Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Crime & Dine game for 5-8 players, ages 14+

Gmeiner Verlag is well-known for his elegant and challenging 
crime games and now invites us to the first Crime & Dine event. 
The murder in Mafia circles promises schlemmen, spielen & ermit-
teln, that is, eat, play and investigate. Sauce Guru Enrico Fratinelli 
has been murdered. Who is the culprit? Minimum five and up to 
eight players investigate together. The host invites and assigns 
roles, each player has and gives information as stipulated. As 
a special titbit, the game comes with the cookbook ≈ Italien. 
Kochen mit Corleone & Co. ≈.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Mord in der Villa Mafiosa
Designers: Michaela Küpper, Marlies Müller
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Quiz game for 3-12 players, ages 14+

In Mr. Lister’s Saloon, shootouts were resolved with questions. 
Mr. Lister asks a questions; answers get written down in teams. 
One team then calls out an answer; is it correct, it is marked by 
Mr. Lister, then the other team names an answer, and so on. For 
a wrong answer the team is out of the round; the last team in 
the round receives the card with a drink on the back. If it gave 
a “golden answer”, the team needs not answer anymore; when 
several teams manage that, there is a shootout with a tie-break 
question. The team that is nearest to the number answer for 
that question, takes the card. Whoever has three different drinks 
first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mr. Lister’s Quiz Shootout

Publisher: moses. Verlag

Shunting and sliding game for 2-4 players, ages 4/6+

Inmates from planet Cowpiter wanted to teleport to Earth, but 
crazy cow Mucca Pazza pressed the wrong button and mixed up 
the animals. For a game with ten animals you place heads, bod-
ies and legs randomly into one row each, nothing may match. 
In your turn you slide an end tile along the row, thus moving 
all other tiles, until one tile falls out at the other side; this tile is 
placed into the free spot. You can slide three times per turn, the 
same or different rows. For a complete animal to remove its tile 
from the landing site and place another animal there. At the end 
you win with most animals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Mucca Pazza
Designer: Iris Rossbach
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Memo and race game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Muckinos love to sleep long and therefore you should not 
disturb them. Their forest is laid out in a 6x6 grid, player markers 
begin outside the grid on a starting tile. As active player you turn 
over a tile in the row in front of your marker and then a second 
one anywhere in the grid. If you found two identical pictures, 
you move your marker onto the first tile you revealed, the other 
one is turned over again. You have another turn. If you turn up a 
Muckinos, your marker moves back one row and you turn over 
open forest tiles. If you are first to move your marker on a forest 
tile in the last row opposite to your starting tile, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Muckinos
Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Piatnik

Dexterity game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Who takes out the garbage? In your turn you draw three cards 
and then play a card on the garbage can, your own room or the 
room of another player, mischief cards are read and resolved. 
Placement on the garbage can: With one hand only, each card 
individually, holes of card must not be blocked and the name of 
the card must be visible. When cards of value 10 are in a room 
the room must be cleared and cards put on the garbage can. 
When cars fall off the can, they are placed on the surplus stack; 
then the maximum on that stack is exceeded, you must quit the 
game. The last one in play wins. Expansions Stink-Wohnheim 
und Büro & Familie.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Müll-Party
Designer: Shane Willis
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dexterity with a futuristic design! A clear spiral tower is carrying 
a top with holes. Into those holes you place the colored sticks, 
one stick is put through two opposite holes. When all sticks are 
in place they form a grid on which the marbles are placed and 
are held by the sticks at the start of the game, you simply pour 
them onto the grid. Then players in turn very carefully remove 
one stick and try to avoid marbles falling through the grid into 
the spiral tower and rolling into their collecting bays. When all 
marbles have fallen you win with fewest marbles. In a variant 
you try to collect as many marbles as you can.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Murmelmikado

Publisher: Hasbro
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Cooperative, asymmetrical card game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

A secret must be solved cooperatively by using two very dif-
ferent roles in three levels of difficulty. A Ghost gives cards and 
supports the Spiritists who try to interpret the messages of the 
cards. Events divide into reconstruction of events over a maxi-
mum of seven hours - each hour introduces new cards - and into 
the revealing of the culprit, provided spiritists could complete 
their reconstructions. Each spiritist must identify his suspect, 
location and object, in the phases of interpretation of the Vision 
and Appearance of the Ghost; spiritists may discuss and the 
Ghost can never comment.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Mysterium
Designers: Oleksandr Nevskiy, Oleg Sidorenko
Publisher: Asmodee / Libellud

Card building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card Crafting, that is, card building, on the topic of healing dam-
age to the land. You play, similar to deck building games, cards 
on the table and use their effects and symbols to acquire addi-
tional cards for your deck and for victory points. Too many dam-
age point while revealing cards end your turn without result. The 
special feature of the game are the deck cards themselves; they 
are made from clear plastic and only partially printed; to build 
your cards, you add newly acquired cards to one of the starting 
cards in a sleeve until all possible positions are filled. When the 
victory point markers run out, you win with most victory points 
from cards and markers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Mystic Vale
Designer: John D. Clair
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Complex adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

A complex cooperative game with role-playing elements and 
tabletop tactics. Players control the game and tell the story 
with quests. As a hero you cooperate with all others to conquer 
the darkness. You have your own stack of cards to explore the 
world, fight monsters or overcome traps. You complete quests 
and acquire powerful items and abilities. A round comprises a 
cycle phase for heroes and darkness – the heroes play cards for 
actions, reactions and movement, the darkness fights back – as 
well a cards-in-hand and refresh phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Myth
Designers: Brian Shotton, Kenny Sims
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Mice heroes want to get back the golden Holy Cheese that 
was stolen by the Red Dragon. You draw a card from another 
player, display it and can draw more cards or move. You move 
by adding the numbers of all cards you drew and move the hero 
accordingly; a step can cost between 1 and 3 points. If you draw 
an obstacle card, you must stop, the hero does not move. Now 
you take all drawn cards and hand them out at your discretion, 
each player must at least have one card. Whoever owns the 
Sword, Shield or Fairy and shows it, can go to the Dragon after 
the card-drawing phase and has defeated it.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Mythe
Designer: Koji Malta
Publisher: LudiCreations

Crime party game for 8-9 players, ages 16+

Business in the Station district is booming. Salon Rouge lures 
visitors with Burlesque, music and alcohol. One fine evening, 
owner Carl Holzmann is found murdered in the courtyard.... The 
latest KRIMI Total dinner game takes into the night life of a me-
tropolis. The host of the dinner hands out roles with first infor-
mation. During dinner you play your role .in suitable costumes, if 
possible. All must tell the truth and share their information. Only 
the culprit may lie. The game master can supply missing clues. If 
the culprit is named in the final voting, the case has been solved. 
Comes with cocktail recipes by Ulf D. Neuhaus.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Nachts im Salon Rouge
Designer: Marco Thomisch
Publisher: Krimi total

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Heroes in combat! A skirmish comprises maximum three phases, 
you play one, two and three heroes in Phase I, II and III and sum 
in each phase strength from basic strength + special ability 
for the phase. When there is one winner with most strength, 
regardless in which phase, the skirmish ends and the winner 
takes all other heroes for victory points. When there is no winner 
in Phase III, heroes remain on the table for the next skirmish. 
Then all draw up to six cards for the next skirmish. If you cannot 
do so, each hero in your victory point stack scores 1 point, Naova 
scores 10 bonus points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Naova
Designer: Jeremie Kletzkine
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Development game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

In four ages of two rounds each you lead a nation from Ancient 
times to the beginning of the 20th century, following very 
complex rules, striving for balance of needs, long-term growth, 
threats and opportunities, rewarded by victory points for 
achievements. A round comprises Maintenance, Action and 
Resolution Phase -including production, war and two historical 
events that are known from the Maintenance phase, as well as 
Famine and end-of-age scoring. In this you score for nations that 
are behind yours in cultural achievements. At the end you score 
VP markers, colonies, wonders, buildings, military and resources 
and win with the highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Nations
Designers: E. & R. Rosén, N. Håkansson, R. Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

In four rounds representing eras of history you develop your 
nation. You receive new dice from development and military, 
you build monuments and colonies for victory points and 
resources. At the start of each round progress tiles and events of 
the current era are displayed. In your turn you roll dice and then 
do actions: Repeat roll, buy progress tile or build wonder. When 
all have passed you collect and score books, famish and war 
and determine the turn order for next round based on strength 
symbols. After four rounds you score for colonies, developments, 
advisers and completed wonders.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Nations Das Würfelspiel
Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

The Portuguese colonial imperium must be expanded, players 
participate as clever trade dynasties – they discover sea regions, 
found colonies for sugar, gold and spice. They build factories, 
shipyards and churches and buy privileges, all this for victory 
points. The game has three phases; II and III are initiated by the 
discovery of sea regions. These yield new privileges and influ-
ence the sailing range of ships and costs for additional ships and 
workers. You choose yoiúr move in the rondell: Market, Builder, 
Sailing, Workers, Colonies, Privileges or Ships. After PhaseIII the 
game is scored.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Navegador
Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag
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Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Fantasy adventure at its purest. You choose a hero who com-
mands a fixed deck of power and equipment cards. In the course 
of the game you can add abilities from a hero’s reserve. In a team 
heroes fight their way through locations full of monsters; the 
board is created from modular pieces and randomly chosen 
enemies and encounters. Heroes assist each other in combat 
and against other events and need to reach and master a special 
Ques Encounter and then complete the Final Quest before mist 
swallows up another part of Valskyrr. When only one hero is 
eliminated due to lack of cards, all have lost together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it pl * In-game text: yes

Nebel über Valskyrr
Designer: Blazej Kubacki
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Game of moves and acquisition for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Everyone wants to mine for precious stones near Niagara Falls! 
Each player has two boats and some action tiles. In each turn 
you choose a tile and can then move each of your boats accord-
ingly or influence the weather. When all tiles are implemented, 
the river is moved ahead according to the lowest number on 
the tiles played, modified by the weather indicator. Boats that 
fall over the waterfall must be bought back with stones. The first 
one to own four identical precious stones or any seven stones or 
one stone of each color wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Niagara
Designer: Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Placement game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

The mythical Nine Worlds as battleground. In six or nine rounds 
you play on a random or pre-set set-up. Available action points 
are used to move your pieces or avatar – to move opposing 
pieces or avatar – or moving pieces to Helheim. If there are five 
pieces on a world, regardless of whose they are, means skirmish: 
Every player in turn removes one piece, until five are left. If you 
have the majority after that, you control this world and can use 
its power. Now pieces from Walhalla go to their home worlds 
for 2 VP. After rounds 3, 6 and 9 you score pieces in the board, in 
worlds and for contested and controlled worlds.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Nine Worlds
Designer: Richard Denning
Publisher: Medusa Games

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Ninjas vs. Ninjas. You take abilities dice, one player takes four 
house dice and all others take a Threat dice. All dice are rolled ac-
cording to instructions and cannot be moved. Arrows steal coins 
from the roller of the targeted dice; Interceptor dice protect 
against this. Sand timer symbols are set aside. The active ninja 
defeats house dice with sufficient suitable ability dice, receives 
coins and his turn ends. Or else he can flee or keep playing with 
new rolls of ability and threat dice until he has defeated the 
house or stops – he takes coins – or until four sand timers were 
rolled and he gets nothing.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Ninja Dice
Designer: Rocco Privetera
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Rattling and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

The new miracle concoction Nitro Glyxerol must be mixed. In 
seven rounds you shuffle five color cards for a sequence of ingre-
dients and then all shake their Myxxer to achieve this sequence 
in the target area. If you stop - even before the timer runs out 
- takes the lowest available stop card. Then the target areas are 
checked in ascending order of stop cards and you receive Glyx 
cards for correct ingredient positions. If you are checked later, 
you might get nothing. Stop card 1 earns you mouse crap, which 
must always be in front in the target area to allow you to score. 
After seven rounds you win with most points on your Glyx cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Nitro Glyxerol
Designers: Luca Borsa, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

The starting player rolls six dice, chooses one color and one 
number die and marks the result, for instance four yellow boxes 
for a 4 and yellow; all others choose from the remaining dice and 
mark or pass. In the first three rolls of a game all can use all dice 
and several players can use the same combination. The first roll 
must be marked in column H, you can never place more than 
five marks in a round and cannot split marks between several 
blocks. Completed columns and colors as well as remaining jok-
ers score points, unmarked crosses on the sheet cause penalty 
points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Noch mal!
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Placement and collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Players travel from town to town and catch wild animals to sell 
them at the markets; if you have most money to donate when 
the pilgrim reaches Mecca, wins. In a turn you move your No-
mad and - depending on his destination - use Handlers to call or 
catch wild animals, relocate the desert or sell animals in towns. 
One step for the nomad is always free, the second steps costs 
you money for animals and a 3rd Handler. If you want to move 
as a Pilgrim, you discard all Handlers and all but two animals. 
Towns appear when you relocate the desert, but you now that 
Mecca is among the five final towns; when Mecca appears, the 
game ends.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Nomads of Arabia
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Asymmetrical card game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

As one hunted by the Creature you use location and survival 
cards; as the creature a Hunt card and the powers of Artemia. In 
Phase 1 of a round all hunted ones play one card each – discus-
sion as possible – and can get back location cards before that 
with Willpower. Then the Creature places marker on location 
cards. Now the cards of the hunted are revealed and resolved, 
the hunted lose cards or willpower for markers of the creature. 
Loss of all willpower moves the assimilation marker by one step. 
The hunted win if the rescue marker reaches the winning mark 
before the assimilation marker.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr es * In-game text: yes

Not alone
Designer: Ghislain Masson
Publisher: Corax Games

Trick taking card game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

A version of a classic game using 80 cards in four colors. You 
play a trick game over 20 rounds, announcing trick numbers. 
You are dealt 1 card for round 1, 2 in round 2 up to 10 in round 
10, and then one less again. The top card of the stack is turned 
up for trump. You announce how many tricks you will take and 
lead the first one if your bid was highest. A trick without trump is 
won by the highest card, otherwise the highest trump wins. For 
a met announcement you score 10 + number of tricks; all other 
results score a “Hupfer” or “Hupfer”+ number of tricks. A Hupfer 
scores -5. Round 20 is played blindly and then you win with the 
highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Nullern
Designer: Lena Kappler
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
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Standard card deck for 2-6 players, ages 4+

This is the German Edition of Waddingtons No. 1 Playing Cards. 
Each edition features the cards of a French deck – 52 number 
and figure cards from 2 to Ace plus 2 Joker cards. This deck can 
be used to play Poker, Skat and a number of other card games. 
Graphics and design of the cards are adapted to mirror the flair 
of the respective theme. The edition DC Originals features Won-
derwoman, Batman, Superman and other familiar heroes.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Number 1 Spielkarten DC Originals

Publisher: Winning Moves

Standard card deck for 2-6 players, ages 4+

This is the German Edition of Waddingtons No. 1 Playing Cards. 
Each edition features the cards of a French deck – 52 number 
and figure cards from 2 to Ace plus 2 Joker cards. This deck can 
be used to play Poker, Skat and a number of other card games. 
Graphics and design of the cards are adapted to mirror the flair 
of the respective theme. The edition Die Welt von Harry Potter 
features, among others, Draco Malfoy and Harry Potter.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Number 1 Spielkarten Die Welt von Harry Potter

Publisher: Winning Moves

Standard card deck for 2-6 players, ages 4+

This is the German Edition of Waddingtons No. 1 Playing Cards. 
Each edition features the cards of a French deck – 52 number 
and figure cards from 2 to Ace plus 2 Joker cards. This deck can 
be used to play Poker, Skat and a number of other card games. 
Graphics and design of the cards are adapted to mirror the flair 
of the respective theme. The edition Marvel Comics features Iron 
Man, Thor and Spider-Man among others.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Number 1 Spielkarten Marvel Comics

Publisher: Winning Moves

Placement and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

As a submarine captain you explore the ocean in three rounds of 
five turns. Each player receives cards from the captain - as many 
as there are periscopes on the submarine + 1 – and chooses one, 
the rest is given to the captain. All players reveal their cards and 
place them, in one row per round. Then the captain chooses a 
card. Additional actions are: Fuel for an extra card, placing divers 
for treasurers at the end of the game; upgrade submarine with 
crystals on cards in the display. At the end of the round you 
score animals and propeller-level of the submarine and lose 
points if you have most Kraken eyes on your cards. At the end of 
the game you score corals on adjacent cards and treasures.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Oceanos
Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: iello

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

The war is over and Odysseus wants to go home, but needs 
Poseidon’s forgiveness. You want to reach the Sacred Island 
and make sacrifices to the gods. In two separate boards that 
are hidden from each other Poseidon uses special tiles to move 
one or all ships - his board shows the real location for all ships. 
Navigators must guess the location of ships and move them on 
their own board according to their deductions. There are several 
boards for a varied play, with cover pieces you can make boards 
easier or more difficult to play.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Odyssey
Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Ares Games

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Chains of productions yield commodities and victory points, 
Cards are used for resources, buildings or commodities. In four 
phases of a round you draw cards, then lay out cards for “Sunrise” 
and all determine where they want to produce, properly or 
slovenly, depending on the card orientation. For “Sunset” cards 
are laid out again for market and then you produce in the phase 
Production and Building according to the card with worker and 
production type. Necessary resources must be in the market and 
can be completed with resources from hand. Eight buildings 
trigger the end of the game and you sum victory points from 
buildings, assistants, commodities and coins.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Oh, my Goods!
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Unrest in Longsdale, the King needs help! The first expansion for 
Oh, my Goods! introduces new buildings, events and character 
cards. If you want to play the background story, you start with 
chapter I, or else with “All Inclusive”. The set-up card for the chap-
ter names the necessary event cards. Rules changes involve: 
The event card is read before Phase I of a round and resolved 
instantly or in the stated phase. In Phase IV you can hire exactly 
one helper, and you can only relocate a helper on basis of the 
current event card, but free of charge. Character cards in phases 
II or III are discarded.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Oh, my Goods! Longsdale in Aufruhr
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Sliding game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Countess Schnackelstein has buried jewels in the garden, hop-
ing that they will grow into gem trees. Moles and worms must 
get rid of those obstacles for the Worm Burrowing Champion-
ship. At the start of the game you slide a burrowing tile of your 
choice in a tunnel. When this results in a mole reaching a hill, 
you take all gems there - rubies you keep, sapphires are given 
to other players one by one, and diamonds you keep and get all 
gems of a color from the tree trunk, too. Visible beetles cost you 
gems, visible worms earn you an extra turn. A mole at the end 
of a tunnel blocks it. When all tunnels are blocked, you win with 
most gems.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Oh nein! Die Schnackelstein!
Designers: Carmen Kleinert, Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Card game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

Eight mysterious personages compete for the most valuable 
buildings. In each round players choose different roles and 
decide whether to stock up on gold or draw a building card. You 
need buildings in hand and need gold to build them, that is, 
laying them down. The more a building costs to build, the more 
points it scores at the end of the game. In each round, players in 
turn, starting with the king, secretly choose one of eight charac-
ters for their special ability in influencing play - the Magician can 
switch hands, the Builder receives 2 buildings free and may put 
down 3 cards, the Assassin can neutralize a player!
Version: de * Rules: de en and many more * In-game text: yes

Ohne Furcht und Adel
Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Hans im Glück
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City building game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Urban planning – you want to acquire 10 victory points for con-
struction of public buildings. The money is earned with building 
residential, commercial and industrial buildings. In your turn you 
can build, do book-closing to acquire money and technologies 
from Industrial cards and empty your building site, or complete 
a public building, or swap cards or discard cards and draw new 
ones, or pass your turn. A building site can only accept one type 
of card – residential, commercial or industrial, changes are made 
by book-closing. Acquired cards are placed into the acquisition 
zone, and you only always hold one type of building.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Ore City
Designer: Kiroaki Fujiwara
Publisher: Tohoku Wisteria / Japon Brand

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

France in the Middle Ages - in 18 rounds of seven phases you 
want to acquire commodities, coins and points from production, 
trade, development or social services: 1) reveal event 2) receive 
or pay money, in relation to the number of farmers. 3) draw min-
ions for the market 4) place minions from the market on action 
spots, where always several minions are needed for an action 5) 
resolve activated action or pass 6) resolve event from 1) and 7) 
change of starting player. If you cannot pay when you should, 
you discard other items in the necessary amount. At the end you 
score coins, five different commodities, offices and citizen tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Orléans
Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Expansion for Orléans for 1-5 players, ages 12+

This second expansion for Orléans - Handel & Intrige – expands 
the game with: Orders – Mercantile expeditions are new option 
for victory points and new strategies. New Events add a lot of 
variety to the base game, forcing you to adapt to the constant 
streams of challenges, benefits and restrictions. New beneficial 
deeds introduce completely new rewards, offering new paths 
and introducing more dynamics. Intrigue - intensifies interac-
tions and offers way to mess with your opponents. New location 
cards are added to those of the core game, there are Brasserie, 
Merchant House and Sheep Farm.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Orléans Handel & Intrige
Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Expansion for Orléans for 1-5 players, ages 12+

France in medieval times - in 18 rounds of 7 phases each 
you acquire coods, coins and points with production, trade, 
development or social services. Invasion expands Orléans with: 
Blütezeit - Carpenter and buildings for victory points, a 5th 
player. Die Invasion demands joint defense. Der Würdenträger - a 
solitaire player must assemble enough burghers. Die Hauptstadt 
Vierzon - A solitaire player upgrades Vierzon to the capital. Der 
Handelsreisende - a solitaire player travels cross-country as a 
merchant with important commodities. New Location cards can 
also be used in the base game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Orléans Invasion
Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Pacal’s Rocket picks up the myth of the Palenque grave stone; 
we build pyramids with our space ships. The number of players 
determines the size of the board; all space ships begin in the 
Sacred District. One player rolls for all, then all have a turn in turn; 
you lift your space ship, thus leaving energy cubes, and move it. 
Depending on the kind of movement you drop an energy cube 
into your own ship or also into that of another player. When your 
energy cubes form a distinct pattern on the board, you build a 
corresponding pyramid and score points. When the game end 
condition is met and after a final scoring you win with most 
points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Pacal‘s Rocket
Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Piatnik

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Cards in Pairs are numbered from 1 to 10, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, and so 
on. In turn you take a card until someone passes or forms a pair, 
both cases give points. In the version Kampfgetümmel you either 
„Duck“ and draw a card for your shield display or you „Hit“ and 
draw a card for the battle display, pairs formed by a card drawn 
and a card in a display cause wounds. In Medusa all play against 
Medusa, the battle display; the joint shield display must be 
stronger than the battle display; all lose when a player is out of 
play due to too many wounds. Variants Turnier, Fortlaufend  for 
the basic game and Last Man Standing for Kampfgetümmel are 
included.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Pairs Das Schwarze Auge
Designers: J. Ernest, P. Peterson, H. Glumpler
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

You dig for the legendary treasure of Paititi. In your turn you 
choose; Draw excavation cards, place excavation cards for 
pickaxes, excavate or an artefact or mount an exhibition for 
victory points. To excavate an artifact you need as many pickaxes 
as shown on the card + the necessary amount of shovels from 
your hand. Shards are discarded and you draw two excavation 
cards. Artifacts you set aside; if you at least two of them you can 
mount exhibitions according to a chosen card, other players can 
participate. When the end of the game has been triggered by 
the stop card you score remaining artifact cards and win with 
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Paititi
Designer: Walter Schranz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Pandemic version for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Players cooperate as investigators to seal four gates and thereby 
avoid the Waking of Cthulhu and also avoid the regions being 
overrun by Cultists and Shoggots. In the cooperative game each 
player has a special role. Players lose if Cthulhu awakens are if 
there are not enough Cultists or Shoggots available when you 
need them, if there are not enough cards to draw or if all players 
have gone insane. A player has four actions per turn, and then 
draws two cards and deals with summoning. Players can confer 
unlimitedly, exchange ideas and opinions, the active player 
decides.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it jp pl * In-game text: yes

Pandemie: Schreckensherrschaft des Cthulhu
Designer: Chuck d. Yager
Publisher: F2Z / Asmodee

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Pizzaiolo Papa Paolo is unhappy about the growing importance 
of French Fries and is looking for helpers. You choose activity tile, 
place a meeple and then take the tile and adds it or do an action 
that is available in row or column: Look for an investor, buy 
ingredients, do Express delivery or build a Pizzeria. Then bribery 
happens and then you bid for investment and delivery tiles, 
then the investment tile is activated. Now pizzas are delivered, 
in the amount and over the distance stated by the delivery tile, 
and experience is processed. After five delivery phases there 
are victory points for pizzas and experience and penalties for 
undelivered pizzas.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Papa Paolo
Designer: Fabrice Vandenbogaerde
Publisher: Quined Games
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Party game for 3-20 players, ages 14+

Players form teams and draw a peanut card for each team and 
must collect the color combination shown on the card. You roll 
dice and are set a task in the color you rolled, by the opposing 
team. When you master the task you receive a peanut of this 
color. Party Extreme introduces new elements to the game 
- party glasses or color crayons and the tasks also hide some sur-
prises, because Party Extreme introduces action with humming 
songs or drawing using the party glasses or the party brace. In 
this version there are also tasks with time limits and tasks come 
in categories of Quiz & Co, Psycho & Co, Show & Co, Kunst & Co, 
Joker and Anti-Joker.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Party & Co Extreme

Publisher: Jumbo

Expansion for Pax Pamir for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Pax Pamir picks up on the conflicts in Asia in the 19th century. 
At the foot of the Pamir mountains, Russia and England try to 
establish their reign. You are an Afghan tribal leader in alliances 
with England, Russia or Afghanistan, loyalties can change. If one 
of the nations dominates, you win with most influence in this na-
tions. The expansion Pax Pamir Khyber Knives introduces 60 new 
cards and new concepts. You use political diligence for game-
changing abilities, can imprison spies or make use of pirates in 
the Punjab, look for influence on regional administration or try 
to build up your own dynasty.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Pax Pamir Khyber Knives
Designers: Cole Wehrle, Phil Eklund
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games

Political simulation for 2-4 players, ages 12+

A new era and a new theatre for the concept of the Pax games. 
As a banker during the Renaissance you finance Kings and 
republics, sponsor exploration journeys or initiate Inquisition 
or Jihad. You have two turns per round, can buy cards at the 
marked and sell them or put them down. The game features 10 
realms; trade routs from Portugal to the Crimea influence wealth 
and importance of those realms and players decide if Europe 
gets mired in Feudalism or sets out into the new era.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Pax Renaissance
Designers: Phil Eklund, Matt Eklund
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games

Expansion for Pax Renaissance for 2-4 player, ages 12+

A new era and a new theatre for the concept of the Pax games. 
As a banker during the Renaissance you finance Kings and 
republics, sponsor exploration journeys or initiate Inquision or 
Jihad. The game features 10 realms; trade routs from Portugal 
to the Crimea influence wealth and importance of those realms 
and players decide if Europe gets mired in Feudalism or sets out 
into the new era. The expansion offers 59 cards for new abilities, 
the new card type „Renaissance Man“ and two new once-only 
actions: Apostase and Gewinn-Deaktivierung.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Pax Renaissance Erweiterung
Designers: Phil Eklund, Matt Eklund
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Players run latrines in ancient Rome and entice affluent custom-
ers into their own and send tightfisted ones to the competition 
who also get the long-sitters! You also have to comply with 
seating preferences – senators not next to slaves and two 
women might share a latrine. You play the phases of Round 
counter removal for dwelling time, cash money for Romans who 
are done and removing them, filling the latrine from the waiting 
queue and draw action cards; those cards can be played any 
time in your turn. Whoever earns 20-30 Sestertii first, in relation 
to the number of players, wins. New edition includes five expan-
sion modules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Pecunia non olet
Designers: Christian Fiore and Knut Happel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Landscape tile featuring beach, jungle and lagoon are laid 
down, two in a turn and you score the biggest landscape that 
you extended. The two new tiles must each touch two already in 
place with correct, adjacent landscapes and must be placed for 
the same area. When an area is closed, you mark it with a pelican 
and score the closed area plus the biggest open area you ex-
tended either instantly or after a second turn, you choose which. 
There are special rules for joker, end-of game phase, final round 
and final scoring of pelicans. You win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Pelican Bay
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Penki means Five in Lithuanian and aim of the game is a row of 
five pieces of your own, jokers can be included. 28 wooden tiles 
have room for two pieces, one tile is set out. Players draw pairs of 
pieces from the bag of 24 pieces in two colors + 8 jokers. In your 
turn you can either add a new tile to the grid, maximum size 
9x9, next to another tile without a gap or you can place a pair of 
pieces in one tile in the grid. If by doing so you form a row of five 
pieces only including your color and joker pieces, you win. When 
such a row is formed for both players at the same time, the win-
ner is the player who did not place the last pair of pieces.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Penki
Designer: Hartmut Kommerell
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Fantasy adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 14+

In the desecrated ruins of a dwarven city heroes must stop an 
evil cult summoning a Demon. In a round each hero has a turn, 
monsters have a joint turn. You choose one of eight actions 
on the wheel. Spaces on the wheel are limited, so you need to 
discuss the selection prudently. With your deck of cards you can 
support your own actions or those of other players. You can play 
the levels separately or consecutively. Between levels heroes re-
generate, treasures are kept and can be swapped among heroes. 
Heroes win when the Demon has been annihilated and at least 
one hero is alive and leaves the dungeon. Beta Version.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift
Designers: T. Multamäki, K. Wilson, T. Klausner
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

Deduction game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

All suspects for murder have an alibi, represented by a card - at 
least, that’s what they tell! You need to identify the missing alibi 
and thus the culprit, with the help of five assistants and clever in-
terrogation of the other players about alibis they have on hand. 
No problem, but there could be clever liars. You take a question 
chip showing what you can ask, location and time and number 
of alibis for this combination, the answer is a number. You can 
announce a suspicion anytime; if you are correct you win, if not, 
you quit the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr no * In-game text: no

Perfect Alibi
Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit
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Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Perplexus is a clear plastic ball with a futuristic, colorful interior, 
the dexterity game of the computer age! Aim of the game is, on 
the one hand, to master the three difficulty levels in the given 
time frame and, on the other hand, to play each level as fast as 
you can to score most points. The marble must cover a given 
distance; each section of the track has its own obstacles, and all 
demand concentration and spatial thinking,
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Perplexus

Publisher: Spin Master

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

The Rookie version of Perplexus is the easiest version of the 
game, the introductory version to meet surprising challenges. 
The little steel marble inside the clear plastic globe with colored 
obstacles must be moved over 75 barriers to the end of the 
track. To move the marble you tilt, twist or turn the big globe. 
The barriers have interesting and challenging names like „Scary 
Stairs“ or „Terrible Tube“ and „Igloo“ and offer those challenges in 
an attractive and enticing way while training hand-eye coordina-
tion, motor skills and spatial thinking.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Perplexus Rookie

Publisher: Spin Master

Drawing game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Pictures have disappeared, gallery employees produce copies 
for the exhibition. 
Term and Swap cards are set down. You choose a level of diffi-
culty and play rounds of three phases: Each player draws a term 
card, chooses one term and draws the corresponding image, 
across all parts of the board, arrows, letters and numbers are not 
allowed and the Haba logo must be readable. When all are done 
a swap card is revealed and you exchange the corresponding 
parts on your board. Then in turn all players show their drawing; 
whoever guesses the term correctly, scores together with the 
painter. After seven rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Picassimo
Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Haba

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

In each round an Objective card is revealed. You want to be fast-
est to arrange your four double-sided cards – each one depicts 
four different items – in a way that only the items depicted on 
the objective card are visible. The order of the items is irrelevant 
as is their orientation – you can rotate the cards or put them on 
top of each other. If you manage the necessary arrangement, 
you call „Picmix“ and win the Objective card. A new round be-
gins. If you made a mistake you must hand in a previously won 
Objective card. Whoever collects five Objective cards first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de + 17 languages * In-game text: no

PicMix
Designer: Sébastien Decad
Publisher: Gigamic

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is assembled and 
you can load the „hand“ with a wet sponge or some whipped 
cream. Then in turn you use the spinner - the it points to the 
number that tells you how often you have to turn the handles 
on the machine. If you manage to turn them as often as indi-
cated without being “pie-faced” by sponge or whipped cream, 
scores double the turns for points. If you are “pie-faced” you do 
not score. You can also announce that you will turn the handle 
fewer times than indicated; if you do so and are not “pie-faced” 
you score the number of your handle turns. Whoever collects 25 
points first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Pie Face!

Publisher: Hasbro

Action game for 2 players, ages 5+

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is assembled and 
you can load the „hand“ with a wet sponge or some whipped 
cream. This version of the game offers a duel between two 
heads! Each player puts his head into one of the frames and 
then tries to push his button as quickly as possible to activate 
the hand on the sling-arm and then to move the arm as quickly 
and as near to the opponent’s face as possible. When the arm 
gets too near to a face, the spring is triggered and the sponge or 
cream land in the player’s face. Whoever is not hit, wins the duel!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Pie Face Duell!

Publisher: Hasbro

Card game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Everyone receives three cards; the remaining cards form the 
draw stack. You play a card on the discard stack and name the 
new stack value of old stack value + new card. Then you draw a 
card. When the stack value reaches exactly 10, you call “Pig 10”, 
take the stack and set it down before you. When the value is 
higher than 10, your right neighbor gets the stack. The mermaid 
card of value 5 you can add or subtract. A second identical card 
can be added or the value can be taken as new stack value. The 
frog card sets the stack value to 0. When all cards are played, you 
win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Pig 10
Designer: Ayelet Pnueli
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Action and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Pinata is a donkey puppet that hangs on a tree for parties and 
festival days and is filled with fruits and sweets, in this game 
with 36 little prize objects included in the game. The Pinata is 
rotated to determine the starting player; he rotates it again and 
may then press the party button. Depending on the amount 
of pressure the discs moves up the staff differently and causes 
some or lots of prizes to fall. If only a few fall out, the active 
player takes them. If the belly opens and all fall out, all players 
can collect prizes. When the Pinata is empty, you win with most 
prizes in your cup.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Pinata Party

Publisher: Hasbro

Roll & Move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

On their way to the South Pole penguins jump from floe to floe 
and should take care not to land on one already cracked. When 
the Orca is away, they may even swim. If you are first to reach the 
South Pole with your penguin family, you win. You roll and move 
for pips over floes and icebergs. When you overtake penguins 
on cracked floes they go back to the nearest iceberg. If you land 
on a floe with a whale, Orca moves one step. If you roll “blue” you 
jump from iceberg to iceberg, unless the line is blocked by Orca.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Pingi Pongo
Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Noris Spiele
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Card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Penguins want to take over world control, so you need to 
conquer strategic zones - Antarctic, Desert, Jungle, City and 
Moon with 18 cards for each region. All cards are shuffled, you 
are dealt 18 cards, any rest is taken out of play and you draw two 
cards. In a round you play the phases Recruitment, draw two 
cards - Infiltration by Saboteurs, you place one card face-down 
to your left and right neighbor – Troop disembarkation, you put 
down one card face-down, reveal it, implement it and put it into 
your display of this zone. After eight rounds you add the values 
of your zone displays and score for majorities in relation to cards 
in hand.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr pl * In-game text: no

Pingvasion
Designers: Bruno Cathala, Matthieu Lanvin
Publisher: Bombyx Studio

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Players are pirates and pick up treasures with their ships. The tor-
nado is placed and you roll the die in turn and for a number you 
move the ship in the direction of the arrow. Depending on the 
type of island you reached you can pick up treasures or, in case 
of two ships meeting on a neutral island, you can swap treasures 
or you have to do actions for the tornado: Relocate your ship 
and relocate the tornado. When the tornado reaches an island 
with ships, the wind wheel is spun and depending on the result 
treasures are reassigned and ships relocated. If you could deliver 
at least ten treasures to your home port, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Piratissimo
Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Placement game with auction for 2-4 players, ages 8+

A legendary ship with fantastic crew is desired, so you exert 
yourself: A round comprises 1) Treasure supplies, 2) Plunder 
treasures by covering boat and equipment parts in the treasure 
chest with crew markers 3) Money - each pirate receives a 
Doubloon for each crew marker not played in looting; 4) spoils 
distribution; overlapping crew markers or those of identical 
values are ignored and you take parts where you have a major-
ity; 5) Auction - you make one hidden bid and take parts in order 
of bids. 6) Combine tiles and place them. After eight rounds you 
evaluate and win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Piratoons
Designers: Olivier Grégoire, Thibaut Quintens
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Cards show Ships, Persons, Expeditions or Tax Increases, with 
symbols and cost/influence points. You turn up cards one by 
one and decide to stop or to continue. Expeditions are set 
aside separately. If you stop, you, and then all others, can take 
one of the revealed cards, if any are left. Ships bring cards as 
money; persons for advantages and symbols cost you money. If 
you continue and cannot fend off a second identical ship with 
swords on cards in your display, your turn ends. An expedition is 
paid for with symbols from your display. You win with 10 influ-
ence points on cards and at least one expedition. New edition of 
Händler der Karibik.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Port Royal
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Expansion for Port Royal for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Events in the harbor step up: Orders are added to the expedi-
tions, you can meet orders in two versions, either alone or with 
others in a race against time; the time frame is set by a timer 
card stack - with a number of cards in relation to player numbers 
and seals on orders - of which you draw a card per turn. Support 
comes from new characters and ships - Clerk for taking one 
additional card without payment to the active player; Gunner 
for money based on ships in the harbor display, Vice Admiral 
for coins per Vice Admiral based on cards in the harbor and two 
new ships per color.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Port Royal Ein Auftrag geht noch
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Sequel to Port Royal for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Take-along version of Port Royal, featuring Distributors, Sailors, 
Pirates and Passengers as well as 25 ships in five colors, plus 3 
Tax Rises. The sequel game to Port Royal was reduced to the 
essential features and mechanisms; there are no expeditions 
and a lot less characters. If someone has eight influence points, 
you win at the end of the round with most influence points. The 
mechanisms however, have remained the same. You can use 
Port Royal Unterwegs on its own as a fast introductory game, but 
also as an expansion for Port Royal and shuffle five distributors, 
five passengers and 10 ships, all marked, into the core game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Port Royal Unterwegs
Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Trick-taking card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

The game comprises potato cards in four colors plus Evil Potato 
on some high cards and potato man of some low ones. In turn 
you play a card – each color can only be present in a trick once, 
the highest card played wins the trick; in case of a tie the card 
played last wins and in a trick containing Evil Potato and Potato 
Man wins. A trick you won earns you a corresponding sack card. 
If you cannot adhere to the color rule, the round ends instantly, 
otherwise after the last trick was played. You count potato sacks 
on your sack cards and note their total. After four such rounds 
you win with the highest total of potato bags.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Potato Man
Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Wolfgang Lehmann
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Final exam at the Magicians Academy, topic is potions. You take 
ingredients from the dispenser, can cause explosions and use 
potions already brewed. In each round you take an ingredient 
marble from the dispenser and hope to make marbles of the 
same color collide so that they explode and you can take them, 
too. Each potion demands four to seven ingredients according 
to the holes in the ingredient cards. If you brew three potions 
with the same effect or five potions with different effects, you 
earn an ability marker worth four points. Potions that you drink 
influence ingredients. When enough marker have been handed 
out, you win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Potion Explosion
Designers: Stefano Castelli, Andrea Crepi, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Witches brew potions and need ingredients and suitable mixing 
ratios. Each witch has four ingredients, six recipes are on display 
and one card begins – ingredient side up – the discard pile. 
You draw two cards, discard one and take the other one up. 
Then you can place cards for recipe ingredients. The current 
top card in a recipe states the currently valid rule for collecting 
ingredients. You can work on five recipes at the same time and 
can also re-arrange ingredients. When you have collected the 
exact ingredients for a recipe, you brew, discard the ingredients 
and take the recipe card, your amulet charges. If if arrives at 48 
points, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Potions Brew
Designer: Andreas Prior
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum
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Dice and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

As a comic book writer you search for inspiration and try to bal-
ance good and bad characters. In your turn you have three rolls 
and must set aside one die after each roll. Then you take a tile 
according to the result: A hero with at least one blue shield and 
a villain with at least one orange skull; if you rolled at least three 
speech bubbles of the same color you steal a tile from another 
player. When all tiles have been taken, you stack heroes and 
villains, remove surplus heroes, deduct the sum of villain points 
from the sum of hero points and win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Pow
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gigamic

Word game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Quick, quick, find words! You grab one of 63 picture tiles with 
one hand to be first to achieve a row of seven pictures in 
alphabetical term order. You take suitable pictures and put 
back unsuitable ones face-down. You are only allowed to place 
pictures from left to right, cannot relocate pictures and cannot 
insert a picture between pictures already in place. Terms are 
open to interpretation, a book can be a book or a novel or the 
Bible, etc. If you are first to achieve a correct row, you score 7 
points, but 0 points in case of a mistake. All others score as many 
points as there are tiles up to the first incorrect one. Variants are 
included.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Presto! Presto!
Designers: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: Piatnik

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

A modern princess and her unicorn look for tiaras, robes and 
frogs, because you want to have a choice. You take five cards 
from your deck in Hand. Five pairs of rewards are laid out, two 
of them openly. For each pair there are two auction rounds: You 
bid a card: Only unicorns -> highest and second-highest bid 
take rewards. Princess in the bid -> 2nd round, unicorns from 
1st round cannot bid, highest and second-highest sum from 
unicorns + princesses take rewards. There are special rules for 
Fairy Godmother and Ghost Cards. When all rewards have been 
taken, you win with most points from majorities in robes, tiaras 
and frogs, each curse deducts a points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Princesses & Unicorns
Designer: Aaron Lauster
Publisher: Stratamax Games

Party game for 5-10 players, ages 16+

In Privacy Numb3rs you answer some very private and some-
times very delicate questions. The game master of the round 
reads a question and you mark your honest answer on your 
„Ich-Scheibe“ wheel. Then you bet with the „Wir-Scheibe“ wheel 
on the total of all answers of all players – e.g. private hours on 
the internet. The game master shuffles all „Ich-Scheibe“, sums the 
answers and then asks for bets for the correct numbers and bets 
that are lower by 1 than the previous one – players with those 
bets reveal their “Wir-Scheibe”, but need not - until he has three 
bets; those players score. If you are first at the finish, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Privacy Numb3rs
Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

All monsters want to get into the arena; seven of them are 
already there at the start of the game. The active player rolls the 
die and takes the respective monster, or, for a question mark, the 
most frequent monster in stock, and places it on the big slide. 
Then he tries to get the monster into the arena, using both slides 
by pushing, sliding or turning monsters already there. Those 
monsters may also exceed the edge of the arena, which the cur-
rent monster must not do! If a monster drops off, all other play-
ers receive a tile of this monster. When someone rolls a monster 
no longer in stock, you win with the longest row of monsters.  
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Push a Monster
Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

Feather-floating game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

In the jungle the Magic Bird uses his magic feathers to help 
animals find their partners. Animal tiles are laid out with the 
non-enchanted side up. The active player puts his feather on 
his hand and puffs at it so that it floats down on the table. You 
have two tries to make it land on an animal and, depending on 
where it lands, you take either an animal from the middle or take 
the second tile of a pair from the middle or from another player. 
Such a pair is enchanted, is turned over and secure and gives 
you the Magic Bird which then protects one single animal in 
your display. When all pairs are united, you win with most.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Pustezauber
Designer: Stefanie Schütz
Publisher: Haba

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

A board of 37 cases shows one middle case and 12 groups of 
three cases in different colors. You alternate with your opponent 
to place a marker on a free case and try to achieve the winning 
situation: You have marked one of the 12 color groups or a 
square of 2x2 adjacent cases, regardless of color, or a row of 
five adjacent cases, horizontally, vertically or diagonally. In the 
advanced rules the starting player cannot place a marker on a 
group of marked cases – there are three versions, one in which 
the middle case is closed and two in which the middle case is 
available for the first turn of the starting player.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Qango
Designer: Klaus Burmester
Publisher: Qango Spieleverlag

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

As an architect you recommend yourself and your craftsmen to 
the queen by new buildings, repairs and working in the fields. 
Craftsmen are placed at the action star, their current efficiency 
determines approval and coins for buildings. You relocate your 
architect by one to three steps on the star and implement 
the action - day laborer, trip, hiring, inn to motivate workers, 
trust/bonds or building - at the location of the wagon without 
building and with craftsmen according to demand - or repairs 
anyway with three craftsmen. If someone worked at the palace, 
this player wins at the end of the round, or the player with most 
prestige at palace construction.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Queen’s Architect
Designer: Volker Schächtele
Publisher: Queen Games

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

A crazy, funny party game with well-known mechanisms: roll 
the die, move, draw a card, enact the card and reach the finish 
line first. New is that you choose a character! You draw a card 
in the color of the space you have reached and implement it. 
Your character may influence the outcome! If you fail or answer 
incorrectly, you move back the penalty number of spaces stated 
on the card. The “Quelf” effect of your card can be anything – 
surprise, surprise! Card categories are Regelz, Quissels, Stuntz, 
Showbiss und Hirnknots. On the finish line you must answer one 
additional Hirnknots to win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Quelf

Publisher: Spin Master
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Word game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

110 letter cards show a value, a letter and an animal that begins 
with that letter. In rounds 1-6 you are dealt 2, 3, 4, 5 6 and 7 
cards; one card is turned over from the stack. In your turn you 
draw a card from either pile and discard a card. When, after 
drawing a card, you can lay out all letters in your hand but one 
to form suitable words, you do so, and discard the last card. All 
others now have one more turn and may lay down part of their 
cards in hand. Then you score the value of letters in your words, 
the longest word of the round brings a bonus of five points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Quiddler junior
Designer: Marsha J. Falco
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Expansion for Qwirkle for 2-4 players, ages 6+

The expansion introduces six special tiles and four actions tiles 
for each special tile. When a special tile is drawn, all players take 
one of the corresponding action tiles; the special tile is set aside 
and the player draws another tile. At the start of your turn you 
can use an action tile: “?” – you ask another player for a tile and 
receive it or draw a tile; “+” – you draw three tiles. The star lets 
you take a tile out of the display, arrows let you swap 1 to 6 tiles 
and the symbol with three squares allows you to place three tiles 
in different places in the display; the circular arrow gives you 
another turn.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Qwirkle Erweiterung 2
Designer: Susan McKinley Ross
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Dice and placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

This time you occupy cases from left to right in four colored rows 
with discs. You roll dice, add the white dice results and can place 
a disc accordingly. Then you can place a disc for the combination 
of one white and one colored dice. If you none of those options, 
you must place a disc at “Fehlwurf”: If you have five discs in a row 
you can close it and block it for all players. The rightmost disc in 
a row can be eliminated with the same dice result. If you place 
a second disc on one of your own, you can only overtake this 
stack, but not eliminate it. When the fourth Fehlwurf is marked 
or when two rows are locked or when someone places his last 
discs, you add up the values of your rows.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Qwixx Das Duell
Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Creative building game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

Magic Raven Schnabelgrün picks up a color die on his morning 
flight and conjures up a game for it. He loves stars and so he 
whips up stars in six colors, some with five spikes, and some with 
only four spikes. A mistake in the spell has also produced six 
ravens and six colored discs. So Schnabelgrün decides that one 
might as well stack all those items. You can stack as your fancy 
takes you or build raven art by copying a template or only use 
the stars and follow the instructions given by the color die.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Raben stapeln
Designer: Paul Kappler
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Memo game for 2-12 players, ages 8+

As a guest at a banquet you hold wine, poison and antidote 
tokens to poison your victim. You yourself want to stay alive! You 
have a special ability and two actions in turn – check your gob-
let, rotate goblets to the left or to the right, swap goblets, add 
wine, poison or antidote secretly to your goblet. When someone 
calls a toast, all players have one more action and then drink 
from their goblet – when there is more poison than antidote in 
the goblet, you die. If you manage to kill your openly assigned 
victim, you score; if you stay alive, you score; if you do both, you 
score a bonus. After three rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en it jp * In-game text: yes

Raise Your Goblets
Designer: Tim Page
Publisher: Horrible Games

Position game for 2 players, ages 10+

Duel of explorers and a dinosaur for the dinosaur babies; explor-
ers want to catch them or neutralize the mother, the mother 
wants to hide the babies or take them off the board or eat ex-
plorers. The starting positions are given, each player has a set of 
action cards of values 0 to 9 and -faction-related – similar effects 
for the same value. You select a face-down card; then the effect 
of the lower card is resolved, the other player uses the difference 
of card values for action points in special actions not available 
form the cards; the card effect is not used! If you achieve your 
mission goal, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Raptor
Designers: Bruno Cathala, Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

21 hexagon spots are arranged as a pyramid. Entering the top 
spot with a piece gives you a victory point and you win with 
three points. Pieces are introduced in the bottom row, only 
pieces of one color and maximum three on a spot. You can only 
move higher when all spots of the lower level are occupied. In 
a turn you can introduce a piece or move all pieces in a spot up 
one level. Moving on an empty spot costs you one of the pieces; 
moving to join pieces of your own is free; x opposing pieces are 
defeated with x+1 of your own, you take all opposing and as 
many of your own pieces off; from row 5 you move one piece for 
free into the top spot.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Rauf!en
Designers: Gerald Schropp, Patrick Ehnis
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Image guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

40 image cards marked with a blue border are laid out in a grid, 
40 cards with the same images but without border are shuffled 
and stacked face-down. The active player draws a card and 
keeps it secret, the others try to ask questions to identify the 
image. The active player can only answer yes or no. If you believe 
that you know the image you take the corresponding card in the 
grid – is it the correct one you keep one card for a victory point, 
the other is taken out of play. If the card is the wrong one, you 
put it back and the questioning continues. Whoever is first to 
have won three cards, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Read My Mind
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Beleduc

Move, collect and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Headline for the School Newspaper is needed! With research 
tiles you solve three puzzle cards, the solutions provide the title 
story. You hold three puzzle cards and draw movement cards or 
play them to move the journalist to research tiles of the wanted 
color, see puzzle cards. If you have found the tiles for a card, you 
have 30 seconds to look at the picture and are asked a question 
from the back of the card. For a correct answer you discard the 
card and replenish research tiles on the board. An advanced 
version uses track planning, movement in order of completed 
planning and openly displaced puzzle cards for all.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Redaktion Wadenbeißer
Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: moses. Verlag
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Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Rivaling kingdoms want to assemble the most courageous 
heroes. Two heroes for each player out of 77, numbered 1 to 7, 
begin a group of heroes for each player and you draw five cards. 
You turn up the top card from the deck and, according to the 
card, you hand on a face-down card from your hand or from 
the deck or an open one from your hero group. The next player 
recruits the hero by revealing him or hands him on. Recruited 
heroes are added to the hero group or, if the same hero is 
already in the group, both are discarded to the stack of dead 
heroes. You can get hints, can use each hero once in the game 
and win with six of seven heroes.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

Rent a Hero
Designer: Kuro
Publisher: iello

Search and Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

The evil king has burned all story books but one, and the pages 
of the last book are strewn all over the castle garden. You need 
to shift the garden tiles to find corresponding page halves and 
leave the garden before the king returns. In your turn you slide 
tiles: When corresponding halves become visible, you take the 
page from the stack. The story tiles and one garden tile are 
turned over, the player piece goes one step towards the gate. 
When the king reaches the gate before all players have left the 
garden, he wins. When all could leave the garden before his 
arrival, players win together. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rettet den Märchenschatz!
Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Trade and logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Since ancient times the Rhine is one of the most important trade 
routes in Europe; 13 cities along Rhine show harbor, railway 
station and airport and all of them except London can be 
reached via roads. In rounds you have phases for orders, loading, 
reserving stops en route, moving and unloading vehicles, meet 
orders by selling and end of turn. In the phases players act in 
reverse order of their money. After as many rounds as there are 
players penalties for unfilled orders, containers on transport 
sheets and lorries with a mortgage are deducted and you win 
with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Rhein River Trade
Designers: Stefania Niccolini, Marco Canetta
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

Balance and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Captain Bullseye stores his cargo in the yardams to protect it 
against pirates. You hold a set of cards and 8 cargo pieces. All 
choose a card and turn it up simultaneously; the highest card 
determines the new captain. He begins, all others follow by de-
scending card value and place a piece in the ship’s area chosen 
by the card value. If you played a card between 5 and 10 and 
a piece of cargo is already in the area, you can place two parts. 
Sliding cargo which you can catch is discarded; dropped cargo 
must be taken and placed again later. If you are rid of all cargo at 
the end of your turn, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Riff Raff
Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

The original Risk was the predecessor of all conflict simulation 
games and all strategic position games. In this new edition all is 
different. You need not conquer certain territories according to 
your objective card. Instead you must control a certain number 
of territories or the most territories when the “cease fire card” 
appears, both in the introductory game. In the standard game 
you simply need to eliminate all opponents. Territories you 
control earn you bonus troops. To attack you move troops into 
territories, and then such attacks are resolved by rolling and 
comparing dice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Risiko

Publisher: Hasbro

Tactical dice game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Four armies – Ottoman, Burgundian, Viking and Franconian – 
and seven kingdoms with their special strengths and weakness-
es, all on a medieval board. The focus is on planning a strategy to 
control cities; each city provides a crown and you want to be first 
to control seven crowns. Royal order cards, coins for currency, 
fortresses, seals, crowns and pennants expand the basic rules. In 
a turn you play two order cards, battles are resolved with dice. 
One type of card provides tax for weapons, soldiers, castles or 
crowns, the other type moves or enhances troops.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Risiko Europa

Publisher: Hasbro

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 18+

Variant of Risk, intended as introductory game to the classic 
dice game; you command five armies from one of the houses 
on Westeros - Stark, Baratheon, Lannister, Tyrell and Martell. On 
a map of Westeros you find 48 areas and five regions. Areas are 
assigned randomly to players and armies are placed, then you 
put the End-of-Game card into the bottom half of the area cards. 
A turn comprises Verstärkung with new units, Invasion into 
adjacent opposing or neutral regions including attack/defense 
with dice rolls, Manöver with unit movement and Gebietskarte 
ziehen – you draw an area card if you conquered an area.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Risiko Game of Thrones Gefecht-Edition

Publisher: Winning Moves

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Three adventures discover unknown facts in three categories. In 
excavations you collect fame from artifacts; expedition is a race 
for fame, and the camp delivers equipment for easier search 
and bonuses for the expedition. At the start you put all three 
adventurers on camp, excavation and/ or expedition. Then all 
roll dice in turn and check if the acquire an artifact or equipment 
or advance in the expedition; with the clock you can change a 
symbol. At the camp you receive equipment cards, clocks and 
fame, for clocks you do not need adventurers at the camp. At the 
end you score scarabs and completed treasure tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Risky Adventure
Designer: Antony Rubbo
Publisher: Queen Games

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Intrigues around the throne! You play members of the court to 
resolve actions – discard a Conflict Marker, take money, recruit a 
Subject or acquire a Building. All players simultaneously play a 
character card for a court member and then resolve the result-
ing actions in order of rank. Before resolving actions eventual 
conflicts are resolved. The subject card you previously acquired 
gives you an additional action. In each Round you use two out 
of three court member character cards in hand and collect the 
best possible combinations of buildings and subjects and at the 
same time try to avoid conflict markers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Rival Kings
Designer: Adrien Adamescu
Publisher: Huch! & friends
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Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

The game offers dinosaur battles in two levels of difficulty, a fast 
dice game and one with individually equipped dinos. All players 
roll their dice - on a signal - as fast as they can; each die is placed 
on its symbol on the mat, you can re-roll dice at any time. For at-
tacking three dice must be placed suitable; you make the attack 
noise “Roaar” for an attack to the right, “Grrr” for an attack to the 
left and “Kaboom” to attack all players, always resulting in one 
damage. For three crosses you call “Ahh” and heal one damage; 
in the game with evolutions you receive a marker for additional 
abilities. Various winning conditions.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roar-a-Saurus
Designer: Jack Darwid
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Movement and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Game based on the book of the same name. The map shows 
targets and tracks which the Fliewatüüt can swim, fly and drive. 
In your cockpit you create your range for the round by carefully 
shunting marbles into dents - the more you place the farther 
you can move - and mark the distance on your Rasperry Juice 
scales. Three targets are on display, depending on reading abil-
ites you use the text or picture side. For each marble on air, water 
or road you move the Fliewatüüt one leg on a corresponding 
track, in any order. If you reach one of the targets, you take the 
card and place a new one. If you have three cards, you win at the 
end of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Robbi, Tobbi und das Fliewatüüt
Designers: Boy Lornsen, Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

A crazy inventor builds robots, hundreds of robots, but he does 
not have the correct heads for his robots. All players help the 
inventor to find suitable heads. Each player takes the robot 
chips of one color. The active player shakes the “Robomat” which 
will then indicate colors for face, eyes, nose and mouth of the 
currently needed robot head. All now search the game board for 
this robot head. Whoever finds it first, places his chip there. If it is 
really the correct head, you set the chip aside; if not you take the 
chip back and must pass your next turn. Whoever is able to set 
aside all his five chips first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Robot Face Race

Publisher: Game Factory

Connecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

You need to connect one side of the board with the opposite 
board, using parts of pipes. You choose a color, roll and place 
a pipe part. The first one goes next to the starting point of the 
same color. You can also remove a blocker or remove a pipe of 
your own color that is already in place. You cannot connect to 
opposing pipelines but can connect to the Connectors in the 
middle. For a part in the middle of the board you score extra 
points. Pipes may protrude from the board and if you do not 
have the part you rolled you pass your turn.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Rock die Röhre

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Expansion for Rokoko for 2-5 players, ages 12+

As a dressmaker for noblemen you must provide the gowns for 
the big ball, but must also manage the event. You play a worker 
card for one of six main actions; some need a master, some an 
apprentice. Actions result in bonuses and bonuses in prestige 
for the tailor. There is also fixed income. After seven rounds the 
ball with a final scoring is held, you can again get prestige for 
worker bonuses, gowns lent to guests and financed decorations. 
Schmuckkästchen introduces the jeweler with colliers and rings, 
which you can hire out with clothes. Specialized apprentices 
state conditions and workers can take journeyman or master 
exams for new abilities.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Rokoko Schmuckkästchen
Designers: Louis and Stefan Malz
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Worker placement with dice for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Dice variant of Race for the Galaxy. You use dice to create a space 
empire. Dice represent your population and you use them to 
develop new technology, settle planets and ship commodities. 
You roll your dice and choose one worker to select one of five 
possible phases - exploration, development, settle, produce or 
ship - and then reveal your dice. After that you implement the 
phase, relocate workers to your personal spot for citizens, and 
then administrate your empire, to recruit workers or recall set-
tlers, developers and goods.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Roll for the Galaxy
Designers: Wei-Hwa Huang, Tom Lehmann
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Expansion for Roll for the Galaxy for 2-5 players, ages 14+

The first expansion for Roll for the Galaxy introduces new faction 
tiles, home worlds, game tiles and two new types of dice as well 
as the module Tasks, featuring completing tasks for achievement 
markers. New dice are Leader dice and Founder dice, carrying 
two phase symbols; in the assignment phase you select one of 
the phases for your worker with corresponding ability and ef-
fects. An implemented founder die with phase symbol equal to 
the assigned phase is not added to population, but put into the 
cup. Leader dice, when used, always correspond to the color of 
the world, founder dice never do. The word Rebel Fortress gives 
victory points at the end.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Roll for the Galaxy Der große Traum
Designers: Wei-Hwa Huang, Tom Lehmann
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Fairy tale game for 1-5 players, ages 7+

Little Red Riding Hood and the Wolf as a cooperative introduc-
tory game or one player as Wolf versus all other players. You turn 
over path tiles and collect gathering markers, add the card to the 
path and move - maybe - Little Red Riding Hood. When the card 
cannot be added, you must remove the complete path, discard 
markers, move the wolf one step and start a new path. As an 
alternative you reveal the markers collected so far, advance Little 
Red Riding Hood accordingly and the Wolf by one step. In case 
of a ? on the path you turn over the tile - is it Grandma’s cottage, 
all have won or lost, depending on who did reach the square. 
Series Tales & Games
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Rotkäppchen
Designer: Annick Lobet
Publisher: Purple Brain / Asmodee

Movement game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Royal Goblin wedding! Pure chaos! The active player plays two 
movement cards for goblin or princes, each movement is move-
ment is resolved: Goblins on occupied cases are shifted, Princess, 
basket scepter and dog not. When princess and goblin meet, the 
goblin jumps off three squares and resolves a forfeit card. When 
a goblin encounters basket, scepter or dog, he takes Forfeit and 
places the card at three cases distance. For treasures you meet 
the condition or move to the depicted ite,. When someone has 
6 Forfeit or there are no Forfeits or Treasures left, you win with 
most treasure points.
Version: en* Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Royal Wedding
Designer: Walter Obert
Publisher: Giochi Uniti
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Sliding puzzle for 2 players, ages 5+

Rubik’s Race is one of the secondary products inspired by Rubik’s 
Cube. You shake the dice box with the 9 color dice and thus 
produce a color pattern. Now you slide the colored pieces in 
your base around until you have reciprocated the color pattern 
set by the Cube Shaker. You may not use the edge squares to 
form the pattern, you must produce the pattern on the nine 
middle squares of the 5x5 grid. Both players must copy the same 
pattern, a mirror image or juxtaposition is not a valid solution. If 
you are the first to imitate this pattern, you close the lid on the 
pattern and have won the race.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rubik’s Race
Designer: Ernö Rubik
Publisher: Jumbo

Expansion for Rummikub for 5-6 players, ages 7+

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to 
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of 
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with 14 
random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go out. 
The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you 
can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other players. 
Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this number. 
You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your tiles, 
you win. The expansion, only for use with Rummikub Classic, 
comes with two racks and additional pieces for a game with five 
and six players.
Version: multi* Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Rummikub Classic Erweiterung
Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

Rummikub version for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Tile placement game about rows of numbers of the same color 
or groups of identical numbers. You add a tile per round to 14 
randomly drawn tiles until you can go out. The minimum value 
of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you can add tiles to your 
own display or the displays of other players. Jokers replace a 
number and can be exchanged for this number. You can also 
rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your tiles, you win. 
Rummikub Twist introduces a double Joker that replaces two 
numbers, the Farbwechseljoker lets you lay out a row in two 
colors and the Spiegel-Joker lets you lay out a mirror group or 
row, for instance 3-4-J-4-3.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Rummikub Twist

Publisher: Piatnik

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to 
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of 
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with 
14 random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go 
out. The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then 
you can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other 
players. Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this 
number. You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out 
all your tiles, you win. Special edition featuring large pieces and 
large numbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rummikub XXL
Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

New edition of Runebound for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Adventures in the realm or Terrinoth; as a hero you want to have 
adventures, acquire fame, fulfill quests and confront danger. 
Players in their turn enact the following steps: refresh, move-
ment, adventure, market and experience. Movement is 
determined by roll of dice, adventure are challenges, events and 
encounters. At the market one can buy or sell objects, hire allies 
or achieve healing. For experience one exchanges experience 
points acquired with adventure counters for experience coun-
ters. Two scenarios confront you with Morgoth the Dragonlord 
or Vorakesh the Corps King. Whoever defeats them, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Runebound Dritte Edition
Designer: Lukas Litzsinger
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Russia at the end of the 19th century. Tsar Alexander III. orders 
the Trans Siberian Railroad and other routes to be built. In an 
attractive mix of resource management and worker placement 
you try to construct the biggest and most advanced net of 
routes and to use your workers as best as you can. Resources 
are scarce and you must allocate them carefully – will you use 
them for track to Siberia or the important and lucrative route 
to St. Petersburg? But a route to Kiev would yield a good score! 
Furthermore, you could add factories to your tableau which, 
used properly, will give you advantages for track building.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Russian Railroads
Designers: Helmut Ohley, Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Russian Railroads for 1-4 players, ages 12+

German Railroads is the first expansion for Russian Railroads, 
comprising four modules: In Deutschland you use a Germany 
tableau with free slots which can be filled with track upgrades. 
At the junction on the main Munich route you decide on build-
ing to Hamburg or Berlin. You also use track upgrades for the 
minor routes Dresden and Fürth-Nürnberg. Kohle is begun with 
1 Coal unit, further coal comes from accordingly marked actions 
and coal is used for Stoker, Foundry and Coal Works. The Solo-
Variante uses a card deck called „Emil“ for a counterpart. Neues 
Material comprises Engineers, a Coal Works as well as “?”-chips 
and “?”-cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Russian Railroads: German Railroads
Designers: Helmut Ohley, Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Riches of the Caribbean! Who will rule over them? As a merchant 
you collect points from resources, coins and ships at sea. For 
resources and actions, you place chests on islands and pirate 
actions. Completely filled islands can be claimed, you receive 
coins and put chests on ships. Full ships leave harbor, are cleared 
out and discarded, they provide a once-only special action. If 
someone has sent five ships out, you score -at the end of one 
more round - ship cards, coins and bonuses for majorities in 
the general starting resource on ships and for resources of your 
secret starting type.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Sail away!
Designer: Marc André
Publisher: Mattel

Conflict simulation for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Naval battles in the Napoleonic era - Sails of Glory is a system 
based on the Air Combat simulation Wings of Glory, with which 
you can simulate those battles. You sue ship miniatures and 
cards for abilities and maneuvers. You choose your maneuver 
card, align the ship and move it; each card has several options 
for wind and sails used. Movement is followed by combat and 
reloading. The rules take into account details like line of sight, 
collisions or ammunition flight curves and provide an introduc-
tory scenario, standard rules and optional rules. You can invent 
your own scenarios and additional ships are available.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Sails of Glory
Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games
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Expansion for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Mistfall and Heart of the Mists. Four modules can 
be added individually or in any combination of modules to 
Mistfall or Heart of the Mists. Lieutenants introduces Lieutenant 
cards; Lieutenants are powerful enemies that change the rules 
of the game. Events for experienced players bring a series of side 
quests that you deal with on your way to the Special Enemy. 
New Reward Gear are reward cards that are added to the stan-
dard cards. Allies are a new mechanism from Hearts of the Mist. 
You simply add the cards and can do an Allies action in the hero 
turn that can be modified like any other action.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Sand & Snow
Designer: Błazej Kubacki
Publisher: NSKN Games

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

This revised edition contains the core game and a rule for „Das 
neue Sankt Petersburg Der Markt“ as well as some expansion 
modules. In the basic game you want to mirror the develop-
ment of St. Petersburg and acquire craftsmen, buildings and 
noblemen. Those earn money, points or both during the game, 
noblemen also score points at the end. Turns of the game com-
prise one round each for craftsmen, buildings and noblemen as 
well as for exchange cards. A round comprises actions ö buying, 
taking up in hand or displaying as well as scoring and supplying 
new cards. You win if you score most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Sankt Petersburg
Designers: Bernd Brunnhofer, Karl-Heinz Schmiel
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Shape-spotting game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Ten picture cards show nine images plus color dot. A Shadow 
card shows a jumble of silhouettes and combinations of color/
number/letter. The location of the leading marker on the score 
track determines the letter on the Shadow card and the Picture 
card. Now all search the Shadow card for as many images as 
stated under the letter and mark a spotted image on the color 
card behind their screens. If you found all images, you take the 
most valuable, available Shadow stone. When all have been 
taken, you score one point for each correctly identified image 
and the points from your Shadow stone, if you identified all 
images correctly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Schattenmeister
Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Piatnik

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

MeterMorphosen is a synonym for unusual and fascinating 
memo games. After Gemischtes Doppel there is now Schat-
tenmonster. 72 memo tiles show mythical creatures. You play a 
normal memo game and must pair the monsters with their dark 
shadow. The standard memo rules are extended by pairs of so-
called Scheck Monsters: If you do not immediately turn up the 
second such monster, Lummy causes all your pairs to jump to 
you right neighbor, Schlock causes all pairs of all players to jump 
to the left neighbor and for Alarm the face-down monsters are 
frightened and are shuffled. As usual you win with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

SchattenMonster

Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

The old pirate captain will hand his ship over to the pirate who 
will complete his ship first due to best-filled treasure chests. All 
play simultaneously while the timer runs and try to fill their chest 
with treasures in five colors and eight shapes. When you are 
done or the timer runs out you must be able to close your chest 
correctly, otherwise you have to remove treasures. Then each 
player in turn compares his treasures with the current board and 
discards all treasures depicted on this board. Whoever then has 
most treasures left, may take one of four ship parts and wins if 
his ship is complete.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Schatz Rabatz
Designer: Karin Hetling
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Card game with drafting for 2-6 players, ages 8+

In the caves of Frost Mountains, in the jungle and in lava caves 
we hunt for treasures. In each round you draft a hand of nine 
cards with adventurers, watch dogs, coins and action cards. Then 
you place cards for locations and can improve those with action 
cards. The two treasures of a location go to the player with the 
strongest group and to the player with the weakest group. 
Treasures that were handed out must be defended with watch 
dogs against Goblins or you risk loss of coins. Finally, you can 
swap yellow spell scrolls for coins. After five rounds you win with 
the highest total from treasures and coins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

SchatzJäger
Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Queen Games

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

How to use the toilet correctly? Yes, right, you sit down, do what 
you must, clean up, wash your hands – but if you want to get 
rid of all your cards quickly, you might mess up. Cards are dealt 
evenly to all and stacked face-down. Then all turn up the top 
card of their stack and try to play it onto the stack in the middle – 
first a Toilet, then Crap, then Paper, then Washing Hands and on 
that card again a Toilet, and so on. If you play your last card, you 
press the fart cushion. Whoever has now most cards in hand, 
takes a crap marker. If you have most of them after five rounds, 
you lose.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Scheiß drauf!
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Reaction game for 2-7 players, ages 7+

Players are doorkeepers at the pheasant gala evening. If you are 
best at espying breaches of the dress code, you will win with the 
majority of cards. Cards are turned over slowly and all players 
search for umbrellas, hats, scarves, peaks, tail feathers or accom-
panying worms of the same color as well as ladies with 2 worms. 
If you find those you knock. If you find accessories of the same 
color you call out or grab a red or blue color depending on the 
valid rule for this special case. If you interrupt play with the right 
move you receive cards, knocking beats calling or grabbing. 
New edition 2013 in a new design.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Schicki Micki
Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Race game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Five animals - hare, turtle, wolf, lamb and fox - race each other. 
Each player takes a card for his starting bet, then the track is 
laid out. Each player receives seven race cards and places one 
of them next to the starting bet card. In a turn you place one to 
four cards of the same animal and draw cards. When a total of 8 
cards is laid out or four cards of the same animal, the race phase 
begins and animals now move according to type and number 
of cards played so far. When three animals are at the finish, the 
bet cards are revealed and you score victory points accordingly. 
Series: Tales & Games.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Schildkröte & Hase
Designer: Gun-Hee Kim
Publisher: Purple Brain / Asmodee
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Bluff and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Kartoffel-Charly holds a competition to find new gang members. 
You are given three goods to smuggle, sweet, sour and stinky. 
A die roll determines a hole in the fence; all players form a putty 
ball and hide a good inside. If the number is read, you form the 
ball first before determining the hole! When you then get your 
ball along the track through the hole in maximum two tries, 
it goes to the bar and then, depending on its size, to the boss 
or into the box room. In the control that follows, controler and 
controlled and then also non-controlled players lose or win tiles 
or goods in relation to tips and ball content. If you own 7 Sweet 
or 7 Sour or 5 of each, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Schmuggler
Designers: Klaus Teuber, Benjamin Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Math and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

With revealed and displayed cards values you want to meet 
values of target tiles. One target tile and one card per sack type 
are on display. Remaining cards are distributed evenly. You 
reveal a card from your personal stack – if the target number of 
sacks can be formed in the corresponding row by adding the 
card or covering another card with it, you grab Zacki the Bag 
and show how the number is formed. When the number cannot 
be reached and the number of sacks in the row exceeds the 
number on the tile, the highest card in the row is covered with 
the new card. Variants using target tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: no

Schnapp den Sack
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Card placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Scottish clans fight over real estate borders. The game holds six 
clans of nine cards of values 1 to 9. Nine border stone cards are 
laid out in a row. You choose a card from your hand and add it 
openly to a border stone, and draw a card. You can claim border 
stones, when there are three cards at each side of it. You win the 
stone, if you have the strongest combination next to it. If you are 
sure that your opponent can no longer top your combination, 
you can make an earlier claim. If you won three adjacent or any 
five stones, you win. Includes a tactical version, tactic cards have 
special abilities.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Schotten-Totten
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: iello

Miniatures game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

In the world of Mice & Mystics players control land and air 
troops, fighting for dominance over the trees in the forest. You 
choose a scenario and with it a goal for the game as well as alli-
ances and components and can also play campaigns. Movement 
of birds is regulated by a flight system including tilt options. You 
choose – optional – a mission and play the phases of alignment, 
activation - with movement on trees and bird movements, with 
attack and scurrying – and the Final phase with supplies and 
revealing and resolving the mission. This is not an expansion for 
Mouse and Mystics, but an independent game.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Schwungfedern
Designer: Jerry Hawthorne
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

You want to get rid of all your cards – „Ärger“ cards and number 
cards, but can only play cards according to „Schwupps“ cards 
next to number cards on the table or on the Schwupps stack 
– higher or lower, same number or same color. In your turn 
you play one or more number cards, play an Ärger card and do 
„schwupps“, also several times, if you want or do “schwupps” 
once without Ärger card. “Schwupps” + Ärger card means you 
play an Ärger card, replace a “Schwupps” card in the display 
and hand a card from the stack to another player. “Schwupps“ 
without Ärger means you take a card yourself. If you are out of all 
cards from your stack and in hand, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Schwupps
Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Pirate game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

As captain of a flying pirate ship you collect treasures and enter 
other ships. In turn all take booty share I or add a card or a 
doubloon to it and look at share II, and so on. If you want none 
of the shares you take the top card; the backside shows the type 
of booty. Booty you took is placed on your board. Then the ship 
marker moves. If it departs from an island with a symbol, each 
player enters his left and right neighbor and you resolve the 
entering via crew strength; pirate effects are resolved. When the 
ship marker reaches the central island, you score doubloons, 
rum, relics, secrets and objects.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Sea of Clouds
Designer: Théo Rivière
Publisher: iello

Legacy game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

SeaFall is the third Legacy game, that is a game that remembers 
what happens from game to game, board and components 
change due to decisions taken in the game; some components 
come into play only when exactly defined conditions apply. In 
SeaFall you have rediscovered seafaring after a Dark Age. Using 
complex rules, you guide your province into a campaign for 
Fame points, accrued from game and campaign and play years 
comprising one winter and six rounds. A game ends when the 
Fame of a player exceeds the target value. A campaign ends 
when a player discovers the island at the end of the world.
Version: de * Rules: de en pt * In-game text: yes

SeaFall
Designer: Rob Daviau
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Collecting and dexterity game for 3-5 players, ages 7+

Animal coins are collected. In an exactly defined procedure, 
each player draws one animal to collect in Round 1, the Shaman 
draws a flower. While the Shaman looks for his flower among 
his time coins and reveals them, all other players collect suitable 
animals one by one, using one hand, in their ring. When the Sha-
man is done, you score 1 point for one-sided coins, and 2 points 
for double-sided coings. Tukans are scored so that they yield 
maximum points. WHen all were Shaman once, you must collect 
two kinds of animals in Round 2 and three different flowers must 
be turned over. Variant with Spinnenjagd, Ameisenbär-Wette, 
Fledermausflug and Faultierhänger
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Shabono
Designer: Stefan Kiehl
Publisher: Kiehly

Dungeon Crawl for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Dungeon Crawl in the Mistfall universe; as a hero of Mistfall and 
Hearts of the Mist you roam rooms full of monsters, treasures and 
traps. You play on a 5x5 grid of randomly chosen room cards. 
You hold your own action card deck and you use tow of those 
cards in a turn to move, attack enemies, search rooms, heal and 
to draw fate cards. In a turn you can claim one card – equipment, 
new action card or a Whisper card. When the dungeon lord is 
defeated and the Whisper card has been claimed, each player 
has one more turn and then the winner is whoever collected 
most Shadow Shards.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Shadowscape
Designer: Błazej Kubacki
Publisher: NSKN Games
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Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Shelby wants to find the bones he buried. Bones are in the box 
representing the beach; each player has a food bowl. The active 
player spins the arrow on the red disc: For bones you spin the 
hand of the blew disc and puts the resulting number of bones 
into the bowl, using Shelby. For the sea gull the blue disc indi-
cates how bones you must give back. For Shelby as a result you 
take the number of bones indicated by the blue disc from other 
players or you have another turn, when nobody has bones. If the 
result is the playing Shelby, you hand Shelby to the next player 
and pass your turn. When there are no bones left at the beach, 
you win with most bones.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Shelby’s Knochen Mopsen

Publisher: Game Factory

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

A criminal case depicted on two picture cards – contour of the 
victim and many small items for clues. All cards are very similar, 
but differ in varying numbers of small details. Two cards are laid 
out in positions determined by a token, Evidence markers num-
bered 1 to 10 are set down. All players now simultaneously look 
for the differences. Whoever thinks that he has found the correct 
number, grabs the corresponding Evidence marker. When all 
players have taken a marker, you check the backside of the cards 
and you score for a correct result and the best approximation to 
it, higher or lower. Release date Q1 2017.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Sherlook
Designer: Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Abstract shunting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

On a 7x7 board you want to be first to arrange marbles of your 
color in an orthogonal or diagonal row. Winning conditions vary 
in relation to version and number of players, you might have to 
form one or several rows of varying length – in Shiftago Express 
it is a row of four or five marbles. You enter a marble at the edge 
of the board and shunt other marbles along, but never off the 
board. In Shiftago Expert and Shiftago Extreme you win with 
10 points, accrued from rows of 5, 6 or 7 marbles for 2, 5 or 10 
points; only rows of the active player are scored and after you 
score you have another turn. In Shiftago Extreme rows of 3 or 4 
marbles score 0.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Shiftago
Designers: Robert Witter, Frank Warneke
Publisher: WiWa Spiele

Dungeon Crawl for 1-4 players, ages 8+

This is a dungeon crawl to take along when travelling; with only 
one deck of cards and two dice you fight your way across a dun-
geon full of decisions. In cooperative play heroes must stay alive; 
if only one of them dies, all have lost together. Various scenarios 
offer long adventures, short filler games and difficult mission for 
solo play. You have three actions in a turn, then monster activate 
and attack the hero nearest to them. Despite simple rules there 
are complex effect resulting from card abilities. You have special 
goals, for instance finding the key to the next level or eliminate 
a Boss.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Side Quest
Designer: Steve Venezia
Publisher: Corax Games

Crime card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Murder has happened; seven well-known gangsters have been 
arrested. You need to find the real culprit using clues. These 
are gathered from a series of confrontations – a witness always 
names the number of culprits among the suspects. The game 
master is the witness and makes the statements. He takes the 
top card from the stack to represent the solution. Then he takes 
another card and places clue stones on it. Players choose a 
suspect card and the game master places clue stones again. The 
fewer clues you need to solve the crime the better you are!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Sieben unter Verdacht
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Creative association game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Thinking around corners is necessary. All silhouettes are open 
for interpretation. A doe can be deer and together with a pork 
then be a boar and if necessary a light bulb above a ladder is 
taken for a High Light. All tiles are on display, two are turned 
over and if you are first to come up with a term that is accepted 
by all others, you take the pair of cards. When nobody offers a 
suggestion, the tiles are turned back over and the next player 
reveals two new tiles. When all agree that remaining tiles cannot 
be used for new terms you can use tiles already won. You win 
with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Silhouette
Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Creative word finding game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

As in the basic game you need to combine two silhouettes, 
depicted on cards, into a word made up from two parts. For 3-8 
players you deal 6-10 cards to each player, the rest is stacked and 
one card from the stack is turned up. Now all search for a word 
made up from the image on the card and an image on a card 
in hand. If you find one, you discard the card from your hand, 
it is now part of the new word. In case of 2 or 3 players you are 
dealt 8 cards, one card is turned up. If you can form a word, you 
discard the card, if not, you draw a card. In both variants you win, 
if you are first to get rid of all cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Silhouette Das Kartenspiel
Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Creative word forming game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

As in the basic game you need to combine two silhouettes to 
form a word of two parts, e.g. window frame. You either roll all 
dice and whoever finds a word first, moves his marker. Or a die 
is set aside as one part of the word, the other dice are rolled and 
you move if you find a word first. Or players in turn roll all dice 
alone and must find four pairs, and you get a bonus step if you 
use the 9th die in a three-part-word. In variant 4 players together 
form pairs from all dice, an imaginary opponent moves for 
unused dice. Variant 5 is played like variant 4, but you only move 
for three-part-words.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Silhouette Das Würfelspiel
Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Search and memo game for 1 or more players, ages 3+

60 tiles show 30 images, each one twice. You can use them 
to play a standard memo or use each image only once and 
combine two images into a pair, you can spot them by their 
frames of the same color; here you only place half of the tiles 
face-down, the other 15 are placed face-up. In a somewhat 
more difficult version you place all tiles face-down and name the 
word, when you find a pair. Variant 4 is played like variant 3, but 
with all 60 images, so that each pair and each word are present 
twice, In each version you win with most pairs when all pairs 
have been found.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Silhouette Junior
Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele
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Memo and reaction game for 1-2 players, ages 8+

Simon Air is now three-dimensional! Light, sound and a vertical 
design, including touch-free technology, provide a completely 
different game and flair. The color bars are no longer pressed, 
but your hands hover over the light bars. In this version, too, 
you can play alone or in a team of two players against Simon 
and you can also choose to play the classic Simon game variant. 
There are seven different actions with varying movements – for 
instance hold both hands over two lights at the same time or 
move a hand over three consecutive lights – and 16 different 
levels that you are challenged to master.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Simon Air

Publisher: Hasbro

Expansion for Simurgh for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Modular expansion for Simurgh, all modules can be combined 
in any way with the core game. Diversity – new action tiles, six 
dragon tiles and a set of new goals. Wizards – Using the min-
iatures without Forgotten Metropolis Tableau, with new rules 
for the magician as a vassal for the player. Forgotten Metropolis 
introduces a new region, Forgotten Metropolis, with new rules, 
including wizard miniatures and spell book decks. Leadership 
Tiles – Action tiles for more flexible and unforeseeable handling 
of the Vassals. House Ability Cards – one exclusive characteristic 
for each house. There are also Quests, Rogues und Homecoming 
Cards with new interaction.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Simurgh Call of the Dragonlord
Designers: Pierluca Zizzi, Blazej Kubacki, Andrei Novac
Publisher: NSKN Games

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Finally, there is some human interest in our Beaniverse! In this 
stand-alone game, based on Bohnanza, you have seven kinds 
of Beans of usual names, all called Captain Beans, value 4 to 18, 
and also Sissi Beans. Sissi Beans can never be planted separately, 
they must always alternate in fields with Captain Beans. You play 
a normal Bohnanza turn, followed by a Sissi Action phase: you 
check your bean fields for two identical cards in a row. If - when 
planting beans - you had to put a Sissi Bean on a Sissi Bean or 
a Captain Bean on a Captain Bean, you must now harvest this 
field. All other Bohnanza rules apply, also for winning conditions.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Sissi! Die Bohnenkaiserin
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Drawing and guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Image cards in a bag show different things. In turn players draw 
an image card from the bag – the others are not allowed to see 
it. The active player looks at the card, sets it aside face-down 
and tries to draw the image on the board. All others begin 
immediately to guess what the drawing could be. Whoever 
guesses correctly, scores one point and marks it on the board. 
You win if you are first to score four points. Images are graded 
into three different levels of difficulty. In variants you can also 
use pantomime or words to explain the image or only use words 
without a drawing.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Sketchy

Publisher: Beleduc

Card placement game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Erik the Red wants to settle Greenland and demands Vikings. 
As a Viking chief you build ships, equip them and send men on 
board. Incomplete ships and Viking cards are on display. In your 
turn you add to a ship by placing a Viking card from stack or dis-
play there and then load a ship according to the just placed card. 
Or you complete the ship with a stern card – at the latest when 
the maximum number of cards is in a ship - and score it; Chief 
cards are resolved, points for equipment and shields are scored 
and the ship is cleaned up. After the last Viking card and a final 
scoring including incomplete ships, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Skibe
Designer: Arve D. Fühler
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Trick announcing game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Dice game based on the card game, with various number dice, 
plus 2 Mermaid dice, three Pirate dice and one Skull King die. 
You play rounds, draw dice corresponding to the round and set 
them behind your screen; then all announce simultaneously 
how many tricks they will take. A trick is won by the highest 
number die, regardless of its color, or by the winning special die 
according to precedence rules. When all “tricks” of the round 
have been played, you score trick x 20 for tricks announced = 
tricks taken, -10 for each deviation from the announced number 
and no points for tricks taken, and 10 x round number for No 
Tricks announced and none taken.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Skull King Das Würfelspiel
Designer: Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

All players together build a town of skyscrapers on 5x5 slots with 
a park in the middle. Each player wants to see more buildings 
from his point of view than the others. In your turn you build 
once or twice, a floor, a roof or a park, according to the rules. 
Objects thus built belong to all players. Instead of building a sec-
ond time you can also choose planning and put a planning card 
into the container predicting visible objects. If someone is out of 
floors, all score their skyscraper card and their planning cards for 
correlation with actually visible buildings in their lines of sight. 
Antenna are placed on buildings for additional points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Skyliners
Designer: Gabriele Bubola
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Twelve queens on cards sleep in the middle of the table and 
you are dealt five of the remaining cards. You play a card: 1. 
A King – You take the queen for points, or 2. The Jester -   you 
reveal the top card; if it is a special card is you take it for a second 
turn; or 3. One or several number cards as a pair or a sum made 
up of three cards; or 4. A Knight - steal an awake queen; or 5. A 
sleeping draught on an awake queen. At the end of your turn 
you draw up to five cards. Knight and Draught are deflected 
with Dragon or Spell. For the Rose, Poodle and Cat queen there 
are special rules. If you have 4 out of 5 queens or 40 out of 50 
points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Sleeping Queens
Designers: Miranda Evarts & Family
Publisher: Game Factory

Expansion for Small World for 2-5 players, ages 8+

This expansion introduces four maps of Riverworld. There are 
new regions and symbols on the cards – rivers cost 1 race tiles 
to conquer; harbors yield the more coins the more harbors you 
own. With the shipyard you can place the caravel once per turn 
and use a new entry. In the Temple of the Seer you can look at 
the next event tile. New events are Storm, Calms, Rough Winter 
– all rivers regions are frozen, are considered land and need 2 
tiles to be conquered – and pirates; they stay in regions until 
conquered and ignore storm and rough winter.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Small World: River World
Designer: Philippe Keyaerts
Publisher: Days of Wonder
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Expansion for Smash Up for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Aim of the game: Control all of the world, achieved by destroy-
ing opposing bases with your own creatures gleaned from two 
factions. In your turn you activate and use abilities; then you 
play a creature at a base including implementation of card text, 
action or both. Then you check bases for destruction or scoring, 
replenish your hand and use activated end-of-turn abilities. 
Bases are destroyed when the value of all creatures next to it 
equals or surpasses the destruction value of the bases. You score 
point majorities of creatures for victory points and win with 15 
VP. Factions in this pack are Dragons, Sharks, Mythical Greeks, 
Super Heroes and Tornados.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Smash Up Die Unverzichtbaren
Designer: Paul Peterson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Cards show 1 to 4 Smileys in six different kinds, the red Smiley 
as a duffer is only depicted on dice. 15 cards are stacked face-
down, you turn up three of them showing a minimum of five 
Smileys. You roll and place at least one suitable Smiley on a 
card in the display or that of a player and can repeat this. If you 
cannot place a Smiley, your turn ends. When you have covered 
all Smileys on a card, you take it and lay it out open-faced; at 
the start of your next turn you can turn it over and thus secure 
it. When all cards have been taken, you score 1 point for each 
Smiley and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de  fr it * In-game text: no

Smiley Dice Game
Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Game Factory

Asymmetrical card game for 2 players, ages 12+

Game based on the Luther year 1517 – one player wants to 
establish reformation, the other to avoid this. You prepare 
Imperial Circles of the Holy Roman Empire and your deck; then 
you play and draw one card. Card actions: Convert territory 
– Shift power – Move dispute marker – Discard card for effects – 
Catholic military action – Play Protestant conversion card. If you 
control all territories of the dominant side of a Circle – you take 
the circle, resolve the card Foreign Influence and introduce two 
Circles to the game. When all Circles are claimed, you win with 
most SP from circles and reward tokens.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Sola Fide: The Reformation
Designers: Jason Mathews and Christian Leonhard
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Animal spotting game for 2-10 players, ages 6+

27 animal discs and one question mark are laid out. Discs and 
three dice show symbols for the number of legs, the environ-
ment – water, sky, land – and the food – herbivore, carnivore or 
omnivore. You roll all dice and search the corresponding animal. 
If you think you spotted it, you tip your finger at it and turn it 
over – if the backside shows the same symbols as the dice, you 
are correct and keep it. When the animal was previously found, 
you touch the question mark and name the owner. If you are 
correct, you name the animal. When the owner touches the 
question mark faster, he keeps it. With 3, 4 or 5 discs with 4+, 3-4 
or 2 players you win.
Version: multi * Rules: en + 21 languages * In-game text: no

Specific
Designers: J.-C. Pellin, C. Kruchten
Publisher: Gigamic

Dice game with letters for 2-4 players, ages 10+

All roll their eight letter dice simultaneously and then try to form 
a word or a crossword, using seven of their eight dice. Each die 
must touch at least one other die with one side. A Smiley symbol 
is a joker for any letter. If you are done, you throw your eighth 
die into the cup and win the round. If several players do that 
simultaneously, the owner of the bottom die wins. When your 
display is correct, you take the trophy disc, silver side up. If you 
have it already, you turn it over to the golden side. If you have it 
already showing the golden side you win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Speed Dice
Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Word and association game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

60 circular cards show a letter side and a category side, cards 
are stacked category side up. You reveal a card and search for 
words fitting the category and beginning with the letter in the 
category color. The first term named counts, you get the open 
card for the correct term and turn up a new one. If you name a 
wrong term or a term already named, you return a card which is 
placed with the current card under the stack. For A, O and U you 
can also name words with Ä, O and Ü. If only one card remains, 
you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Speedy Words

Publisher: Game Factory

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

To explore the unknown planet Galaxia players travel across 
the solar system to its outer rim by answering questions. 
Those questions in two levels of difficulty come in six different 
categories and there are special questions if you end your turn 
on a planet or a meteor field. For correct answers on planet 
spots you receive knowledge rings, for wrong answers you must 
move backwards. If you are first to collect 6 planet rings and 
reach Galaxia, you win. The new modernized revised edition 
2014, celebrating 30 years Spiel des Wissens, features 2000 new 
questions, a new design and a version for fast play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Spiel des Wissens

Publisher: Jumbo

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Spiders Roberto and Klaus are letting Spinderella down on a 
rope, they want to play and grab ants to take them back to the 
start. You roll all three dice. For a spider on the green die you 
move Roberto or Klaus on top on the spider web board, ac-
cording to the white die. When Spinderella descends on an ant 
it is caught and put back to start. If you catch an opposing ant 
you can move one of your own. For an ant on the green die you 
move one of your ants according to the brown die. For a leaf on 
the green die you move the bark and then move spiders or an 
ant. If you are first to have all ants at the finish, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Spinderella
Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

From 30 building blocks in five shapes and six colors you take 
one block in turn. Then, again in turn, you hand one block to 
your left neighbor, who must extend the tower. The block must 
correspond to the previous block in either shape or color and 
cannot touch any other block than the previously built one. 
If you have no suitable block you take it from another player 
and hand it on. When the tower topples, you as the block giver 
receive a water crystal. The player who toppled the tower, takes 
three fallen pieces and play continues with the highest remain-
ing tower section. Whoever is first to have three crystals or no 
blocks left, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Splash!
Designers: Wilfried and Marie Fort
Publisher: Game Factory
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Race game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

You form four figurines from putty and place them at their start 
case. You draw a card – for a number card 1 to 4 you can move 
to the next case of the same color or the same number, for a 
Farbwahlkarte onto the next case of one of the two colors. For a 
Splatto card you can go to the next case of that color or flatten a 
figurine next to your own in clockwise direction; it stays on the 
case, is out of play and other figurines jump over it. The player 
forms a replacement figurine and puts it onto the start case. On 
the three cases in front of a finish case a figurine is safe. Whoever 
gets two figurines to the finish case of the same color wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Splatto
Designers: Garret J. Donner, Michael S. Steer
Publisher: Piatnik

Spotting and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

When romping in the attic the little ghost children tear their 
shrouds and Mama Ghost needs to darn them with different 
types of cloth. The tiles are laid out face-down, one is revealed. 
In the basic game the topic are shapes only – the active player 
turns over a tile and shows it to all. When another tile with those 
shapes is already visible, you put your hand on it quickly. The 
fastest player takes the tile, the one that was revealed stays on 
the table, even if no match was found. In the advanced game 
you either look for shape and color or for shape and number of 
patches. When all tiles have been revealed, you win with most 
of them.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr it hu pl sk * In-game text: no

Spooky Wooky
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Flora the Flower Fairy flutters from flowerbed to flower bed and 
presents players with flowers and butterflies for their baskets. 
Flora and the flowers are assembled and the flowers are placed 
randomly and well mixed into the beds. In your turn you let 
Flora flutter to a flowerbed in a way that makes the die in her 
hat move. Then you may take up to two flowers of the color you 
rolled or maximum two butterflies; if you rolled the face you 
may choose a flower or butterfly. If you cannot pick up anything, 
you can use your lucky ladybug and take a flower or butterfly 
from anywhere. Whoever fills his basket first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Spring ins Feld
Designers: Anja Dreier-Brückner, Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Your goal is the best spy network – all players start with an iden-
tical set of six spies and sent them to locations to recruit more 
experienced spies. You put a character tile with marker on the 
location board; when all markers are placed you resolve location 
boards in numerical order and in relation to character abilities 
and special rules for a location; the most powerful player wins 
the reward tile. If you then have more than six characters, you 
reduce your hand to six. After four rounds you add points from 
character tiles in hand, completed mission tiles and number of 
set-down tiles
Version: de * Rules: de en pl pt * In-game text: no

Stadt der Spione: Estoril 1942
Designers: Gil d’Orey, Antonio Sousa Lara
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Word finding game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

You use 30 category cards of four levels of difficulty and 30 
double-sided requirement cards with green requirements for 
letters and blue ones for creative solutions. Five categories are 
displayed and you draw a requirement for each round. Then you 
try to find a term for each category according to the require-
ment. Solutions can only be used once and must be different 
for similar categories. If you have completed all categories or 
can’t think of anything anymore, calls „Stop“. All read their words 
and you score 1 points for joint terms and 2 points for those you 
noted alone. Categories filled in by you and not by others, score 
an extra point.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Stadt Land Anders
Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Miniature game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Rebel Alliance versus the Empire using Ship models in relative 
scale; they are used for a training scenario with given fleets and 
then in scenarios with custom-made fleets of your own. In a sce-
nario you play six rounds with the phases of Command - ships 
are assigned command wheels; Ship - you attack with ships 
and move ships; Squadron – attack and move; Status - defense 
markers are activated and the initiative marker is turned. You win 
instantly by destroying all opposing ships or with most points. 
Kampf um Corellia is a campaign expansion for up to six players, 
with 12 new missions and six new Squadron cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Star Wars Armada
Designers: James Kniffen, Christian T. Petersen
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

In a Galaxy far, far away … Carcassonne! Duels over asteroid 
fields or planets in the Star Wars universe. 76 tiles show trade 
routes, asteroid fields or planets. You have a character card plus 
five small and one large, corresponding meeples. As usual, you 
place a tile in your turn and can then place a meeple as a trader, 
explorer or conqueror. When regions merge and result in several 
meeples there, each of those meeples combats with 1 die per 
meeple + 1 die for faction symbols; the higher value wins, the 
loser scores 1 points. Planets can also be attacked directly from 
an adjacent tile. With team version for four players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Star Wars Carcassonne
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Star Wars Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 7+

The duel in the Star Wars Universe is expanded with a few new 
details. 18 New tiles feature planets or asteroid fields to close off 
trade routes or show four separate asteroid fields. All tiles are 
shuffled with those from the core game and placed as usual. You 
begin the game with one each of the new equipment tokens, 
Light Saber or Blaster and can give them to a newly placed 
meeple. If you take back a meeple you take also back his equip-
ment. If you use a blaster in combat you use the yellow special 
die. Double-sided point tokens 50/100 facilitate scoring and six 
blue meeples allow six people to play.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Star Wars Carcassonne Erweiterung 1
Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Collectible dice and card game for 2 players, ages 10+

Battles between heroes and villains, using characters, locations 
and topics from all the Star Wars Sagas. You try to eliminate 
opposing characters and combine dice-driven skirmishes and 
faction-related cards. Characters of each faction and period can 
be present in a deck, so, for instance, Rey, Padmé and Finn can 
fight together. Dice are used to eliminate opponents, cards and 
resources or for your own resources and special abilities. They 
are introduced into the game with cards that you play, then 
put the dice on it and must wait to use the die till the card is 
activated.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Star Wars Destiny
Designers: Corey Konieczka, Lukas Litzsinger
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
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Deduction and placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

You place your four ships on your Space Base grid, in relation to 
their affiliation to either Imperial Fleet or Rebel fleet the ships 
have different shape, but bases of the same size, 5, 4, 3 and 2 
slots. In the classic version the active player names a coordinate, 
the opponent states hit or a miss; both results are marked on the 
vertical target grid. A destroyed ship is announced and named. 
In the Volley version you have as many shots as you have ships 
on the Base. If you lose a ship, you have one shot less per turn.  If 
you are first to sink the opposing fleet you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Star Wars Flottenmanöver

Publisher: Hasbro

Conflict simulation for 2-5 players, ages 12+

The Empire attacks! One player controls the forces of the Empire, 
all others work as a team and each one leads a hero of the Reb-
els. You travel across the galaxy and deal with high-risk missions 
which always include tactical ground combat between Rebels 
and Empire. Missions are enacted on modular boards, you can 
play campaigns or with two players as a melee. Each round of a 
mission comprises the phases of Activation - with two actions 
for one of the rebels and activating of all miniatures on a deploy-
ment card for the Empire - and Status with clean-up steps. 
Latest expansions are „Riskantes Spiel auf Bespin“ und „Im Schat-
ten der Zwillingssonnen“.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Star Wars Imperial Assault
Designers: J. Kemppainen, C. Konieczka, J. Ying
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Action game for 2-3 players, ages 4+

The fun action hit in Star Wars Design. Wookie Chewbacca flies 
the Millenium Falcon and descends on the Storm Troopers. 
Each player has three Storm Troopers in his base, represented 
by circular chips, and must hinter Chewie to shoot them out 
of their slot. When Chewie is approaching in a steep dive, you 
must hit the seesaw at the right moment to fend Chewie off and 
catapult him back high up into the air. The fun is even bigger 
when you manage to direct him to the Storm Troopers of your 
fellow player who has now chance to defend them. If you are 
the last player to have Storm Troopers in your slot, you win. Two 
levels of difficulty.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Star Wars Looping Chewie

Publisher: Hasbro

Property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Based on the seventh film of the series there is a new edition of 
Monopoly Star Wars. The board and the rest of the components 
have been adapted accordingly. The playing pieces are repre-
senting four characters - Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Finn und 
Kylo Rem - and have been designed to be collectible pieces. You 
decide on one side of the Force, can form alliances with other 
players and use Force cards. On planets that you conquered, that 
is, acquired, you set up outposts to rule over as many planets as 
possible. And in the Star Wars Universe there are unforeseeable 
events, too, introduced by the respective card decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Star Wars Monopoly

Publisher: Hasbro

SciFi conflict game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Empire vs, Rebels. Both factions use different strategies: Rebels 
are numerically outgunned and need to rely on ruses, guerilla 
tactics and diplomacy; the win when they acquire enough 
support. The Empire with the weaponry supremacy of the Death 
Star wins when is locates the Rebel Base and conquers it. Phases 
of a round are Assignment – leaders are assigned to missions; 
Command – move units and maybe begin combat, reveal 
missions, or use leader to move unit; Refresh – Clean up actions; 
new leaders, units, mission cards, and so on.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Star Wars Rebellion
Designers: Steven Kimball, Corey Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Tactical dice game for 2 or 4 players, ages 10+

Imperium versus Rebels, in three battles: Attack on Death 
Star, Attack on the Shield Generator and Duel between Luke 
Skywalker and Darth Vader. You have a set of command cards for 
your faction and draw six cards. In a round you use three cards 
from your hand; orders are implemented consecutively, Rebels 
begin and you always choose one order from the card. Combat 
success gives you bonus orders. You move your own ships and 
then attack an adjacent sector or you attack without previous 
movement. Combat is resolved as usually by rolling and compar-
ing dice; whoever completes his mission, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Star Wars Risiko

Publisher: Hasbro

Miniatures game for 2 players, ages 14+

X-Wing simulates Star Wars space battles. Phases of a round: 
Planning with secret choice of maneuver on the wheel - Activa-
tion with ship movement and one action with pilot abilities, 
enhancement and damage cards and also missions - Combat 
with one attack per ship, resolved in descending order of pilot 
value; you attack ships in reach and within the line of fire, using 
attack and defense dice - End phase with removal of unused 
action markers and resolving end phase cards. Winning condi-
tion: Destroy all opposing ships or complete the mission goal. 
Numerous expansion packs with models, new „Veteranen des 
Imperiums“ and „Shuttle der Y-Klasse“.
Version: de * Rules: de en es pl * In-game text: yes

Star Wars X-Wing Miniaturen Spiel
Designers: J. Little, A. Sadler, B. Sadler, C. Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Expansion for Steam for 2-6 players, ages 13+

Map Expansion #5 for Steam again offers two game boards, one 
for India, intended for 3-5 players, and one for the Southeastern 
US, intended for 2-6 players. This is supplemented with a series 
of mini expansions - Demanding Suppliers, City Growth Special 
Contracts and Five Way Town – as well as new Action tiles – The 
Surveyor, The Midnight Express, The Local Payoff and Corporate 
Charity. The Gray Market Goods expansion introduces mystery 
to the supply of goods and creates dual goods. All this comes in 
a box that will store all expansions published so far and comes 
with an omnibus of all their rules.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Steam Map Expansion #5

Publisher: Mayfair Games

Expansion for Steam Park for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Steam Park Play Dirty is a modular expansion for Steam Park; you 
can use the modules individually or use all them at the same 
time or combine them in any way you want, always together 
with the core game. There are new stands with more strategy 
options to get rich; six new characters help to expand the park; 
spy dice enable you to copy actions of other players, albeit at 
a cost! New rides expand the ones already available and make 
them more profitable, but you must be able to afford the 
upgrade! Then there is also material for a fifth player.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Steam Park Play Dirty
Designers: Frederico Latini, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games
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Expansion for Steam Park for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Another expansion for Steam Park, featuring plastic figurines 
instead of wooden ones, and two new types of visitors, so-called 
„wild“ visitors -V.I.R. and Stingy. Stingy Visitors are also featured 
in the Play Dirty expansion. New visitors are put in stock, but not 
into the bag when the game is set up. When you spend a charac-
ter symbol, you can put a regular and a V.I.R. Visitor into the bag 
and then draw two visitors. Stingy visitors go into the bag, when 
a color is finished in stock. If you draw a wild visitor, you can put 
him anywhere, they remain till the end of the game. V.I.R. yield 3 
Danari and one Dirt, Stingys only danari but now garbage.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Steam Park Robots
Designers: Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

Roll & move game with resources for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Players search for the world’s biggest diamond, “Stern von 
Afrika”, and must take it safely to Cairo or Tangier, travelling over 
land, sea or by plane. You start in Cairo or Tangier, roll the die 
and move as many steps over land, free of charge. Over sea you 
pay 100 $ for a track section between red dots and move the 
number of steps you rolled. For travelling by plane you only use 
red dots and pay 300 $ for each step. Markers on red dots can be 
bought for 100 $ and are immediately implemented. If you are 
first to reach Cairo or Tangier with the diamond or with a horse 
shoe, you win. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk + en et fi se * In-game text: no

Stern von Afrika
Designer: Kari Mannerla
Publisher: Piatnik

Dice and reaction game for 3 or more players, ages 6+

Stinky Pig farts and of course you don’t want to hold it if it does 
that. The starting player takes Stinky into one hand and presses 
its belly to activate it. Then he rolls the die with his other hand – 
a red arrow pointing to the left means that Stinky Pig is handed 
to the left neighbor, a green arrow to the right indicates handing 
over to the right neighbor. If you roll the pig symbol you must 
roll again. All this needs to happen fast, because if you hold 
Stinky Pig when it farts you take a chip and reactivate Stinky. 
If someone has three chips, the game ends and you win with 
fewest chips, there can be several winners.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Stinky Pig
Designers: R. Wilcox, G. J. Donner, M. S. Steer
Publisher: Game Factory

Dice and reaction game for 3 or more players, ages 6+

Stinky Pig farts and of course you don’t want to hold it if it does 
that. The starting player takes Stinky into one hand and presses 
its belly to activate it. Then he rolls the die with his other hand – 
a red arrow pointing to the left means that Stinky Pig is handed 
to the left neighbor, a green arrow to the right indicates handing 
over to the right neighbor. If you roll the pig symbol you must 
roll again. All this needs to happen fast, because if you hold 
Stinky Pig when it farts you take a chip and reactivate Stinky. 
If someone has three chips, the game ends and you win with 
fewest chips, there can be several winners.
Version: multi * Rules: de hu sl * In-game text: no

Stinky Pig
Designers: R. Wilcox, G. J. Donner, M. S. Steer
Publisher: Piatnik

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Players act in a Stone Age setting, cut down wood, get stones 
from a quarry and wash gold in the river; they barter goods, 
expand their village and acquire new levels of civilization. Each 
round comprises introducing persons to the board, use the 
persons for actions and feed the persons. In turn you place work-
ers at location to implement actions, usually in limited numbers. 
Different locations can hold different amounts of persons. Pos-
sible actions for persons are either producing resources, increase 
food, receive tools, acquire civilization cards or acquire buildings. 
At the end you score for civilization cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Stone Age
Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Thematically based on Stone Age, players in the guise of 
children experience daily life in the Stone Age. Three huts are 
turned up, commodities are displayed on commodity cases and 
the exchange case, markers start at the building case. You turn 
up a wood tile and implement the related action, either move 
as many steps or go directly to the indicated case and do its ac-
tion – take a commodity, swap commodities with those on the 
exchange case, take a dog tile – they are jokers for commodities 
– or turn back all open wood tiles and, if possible, build a hut 
and discard the necessary commodities. If you build your third 
hut, you win instantly.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Stone Age Junior
Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Expansion for Stone Age for 2-5 players, ages 10+

You have labored to build the village; you have acquired 
resources, have children and have food in stock. Finally, you 
prosper and can think of other things! Jewelry has been discov-
ered. From simple teeth combs, rings and bracelets have been 
manufactured. Soon traders arrive, offer their goods and set up 
trading posts. You can now play with five players, use jewelry 
to acquire buildings and cards and can swap it. Jewelry can be 
bought from the trader or collected when hunting, jewelry is 
neither food nor resource. Lots of rule changes due to jewelry 
and 5th player.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Stone Age Mit Stil zum Ziel
Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Position game for 2 players, ages 8+

Each player has 30 pieces with different strength and effects. 
There are one of each Flag, Bomb, Marshal, General and Spy 
as well as two Miners and two Scouts. At the start of the game 
you arrange the pieces to your liking on ten of the forty squares 
in the first four rows of the board facing you. Placement of the 
pieces influences their use and effect, the opponent only sees 
the neutral back of the pieces. A standard move is one square 
orthogonally in any direction, no jumping over pieces and no 
move on occupied squares. Landscape characteristics influence 
movement of the pieces. The player who conquers the oppo-
nent’s flag wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Stratego Original

Publisher: Jumbo

Placement and action game for 2 players, ages 5+

Action cards are on display; each player secretly places flags 
for Monkey, Flag and Powder Keg, pirates are behind the ships. 
You turn over an action card -> put a pirate into the opposing 
ship; shoot through the hole in the sail, in case of success your 
opponent takes a pirate out of play; shoot out an opposing 
pirate from underneath the scull; place your own pirate into your 
ship; a pirate is put on the plank by the opponent; you can save 
him by flipping a coin. If you are alone on the opposing desk or 
shoot successfully when the opponent’s ship deck is empty, you 
can turn over a flag; if it is the Flag, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: no

Stratego Pirates

Publisher: Jumbo
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Dice and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Garlic cloves are fed to the Knobe. You roll for a garlic clove and 
then slide your vampire along the planks to the intended clove. 
Then you can roll again and collect again or go the the tower. 
If you are completely on the spot before “Sunrise” is called, you 
feed all cloves that you collected into the tower and can go on 
collecting. Meanwhile, the other players roll six sun dice: Always 
one die, re-roll an empty side, and place the die on the Sun 
Board when the result is a sun. When the Sun Board is full, you 
call “sunrise” and the vampire’s turn ends. When the last cloves 
has been fed to the Knobe, you win with most of them in your 
tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Super-Vampire
Designers: Julien Gupta, Johannes Berger
Publisher: Queen Games

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

All 108 sushi cards are shuffled and you are dealt 7, 8 or 9 cards. 
In each turn of a round you choose one card that you want to 
keep and lay it down. Then all cards are revealed and you hand 
your remaining cards in hand to your left neighbor. Wasabi is 
covered with Nigiri, Salmon Nigiri or Tuna Nigiri, Chopsticks 
allow you to keep and display two cards in a turn. When all 
cards are laid out, you score Maki for majorities, Tempura and 
Sashimi for sets, Mussels for numbers and Nigiri for numbers and 
combinations with Wasabi. After thee such rounds you score 
Pudding (those cards remain always on the table) and win with 
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Sushi go!
Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Sheep and textiles are transported across America. The active 
player first fills empty cities, can throw switches and then moves 
the train, according to the dice status on the engine - from city 
to city. If your train has room you must pick up a commodity in a 
town you reach and must, if possible, also deliver a commodity if 
you have a suitable one and take this commodity and, if present, 
also the demand marker, behind your screen. With commodities 
taken you can upgrade your train - range, number of cards - or 
complete one of the contracts or buy offices for special abilities 
of the train or Switchmen.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Switching Tracks
Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Narrative game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Board game, role game and narrative game - as Time Agents 
we travel into other eras and try to complete our mission there, 
using a host body. If we do not succeed we are hauled back 
automatically and can try again. A first cooperative scenario is 
included. Its deck must be handled exactly as stated, because as 
usual the topic is a mystery and therefore all that you hear, read 
and see is important. A mission begins at headquarters, one run 
commands X Time Units; placing/exploring locations and chang-
ing locations alternate until time has run out; basic mechanism 
is reaching cards, reading and evaluating them. Additional 
modules available.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

T.I.M.E Stories
Designer: Manuel Rozoy
Publisher: Space Cowboys

Dexterity game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Curling at the table, independent from ice and weather. The 
playing area measures 120 x 40 cm, is foldable and easily and 
quickly spread. In a round both teams alternate to shoot heir 
eight discs. Then the team that is nearer to the target circle 
scores one point for each of its own pieces that is nearer to the 
target than the nearest opposing piece.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Table Curling

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Creative vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

This is the 6th edition of Tabu with yet another 1000 new terms, 
without a board and a completely new feature, the Taboo Die. 
One player of a team describes a term, the other members of 
his team must guess. The opposing team checks adherence to 
the rules. Each player starts his turn with a roll of the taboo die 
for a special rule: Only one player guesses, or both teams guess 
or you have double the time or you must not move at all while 
explaining or you play standard Taboo. Each term that is cor-
rectly guessed yields a point. Rules violations and cards that are 
set aside earn points for the opposing team.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many others * In-game text: yes

Tabu

Publisher: Hasbro

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 8-12

Tabu Junior is aimed at children between ages 8 and 12, featur-
ing the same game mechanisms, but simpler rules. Cards in four 
categories name 2 taboo words each. Categories are “At home”, 
“At school”, “Animal Creation” or “Garments & co”. You draw a 
card corresponding to the location of your mover and describe 
the term to your teammates without using taboo words or 
abbreviations. You can set aside cards that seem too difficult and 
draw a new card. When time runs out, your mover advances the 
number of correctly described terms. The team that reaches the 
finish square first wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Tabu Junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Another version of Tabu, featuring a track showing squares for 
different tasks. You must get your team to name the correct 
term by using the means appropriate to the location of the team 
mover: In “classic Taboo” you must avoid forbidden terms. “15 
words” allows you only that many words to get the description 
across, “Draw” demands drawing of the term, and for “Knoten-
Knut” you use the purple doll to enact a pantomime to explain 
the term. “Memory” gives you 2 hints to remember terms already 
guessed. For each accomplished card the mover advances one 
step. The first team to reach the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Tabu XXL

Publisher: Hasbro

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Tallinn is the second game of the Baltic Sea series. You want 
influence with Merchants, Teutonic Knights and Monks. You 
choose a card from your hand, choose one side as the active one 
and place the card so that only the active half is visible. If a coin 
symbol on the card triggers a competition. The effected faction 
is compared to that of all other players and you score for majori-
ties and can then set down a card from hand or your display to 
form a part of the city wall. Then you draw a card. When all cards 
have been played, you score towers, in competitions for the 
majority faction on the towers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tallinn
Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele
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Building game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Build and climb and move your marker upwards. In a turn you 
choose one or two blocks with a total length equal to the dice 
result. You place them horizontally or vertically, within the grid 
spaces and up to height 10. From level 2 on the blocks can ex-
ceed the area. When the construction tumbles and you cannot 
reconstruct it exactly you have lost. You may move your marker 
before or after placing blocks or between placing two blocks. 
You move it any distance, but only one level up in each step, 
even passing underneath blocks. It must stop always within an 
exact grid square. Whoever is first to reach level 10, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Talo
Designers: U. Krüger, B. Poloczek, J.-P. Schliemann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Expansion for Tank Hunter 2e for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Stand-alone expansion for the game Tank Hunter 2e. This expan-
sion again features tanks from WWII in a fictional future, where 
models of tanks are sent into battle against each other. This ex-
pansion is called Monster, does not carry Commander cards, but 
confronts you with tanks “that never were” – that, is, tanks that 
never got beyond drawing board stage, huge tanks, impossible 
tanks, monstrous tanks. You can use this Monster expansion as 
a stand-alone game or can combine it with the core game Tank 
Hunter 2e and/or the other expansion Tank Hunter 2e CMDR, 
it carries replacement cards for those games when using them 
with the Monster expansion.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Tank Hunter 2e Monster
Designer: Atsuo Yoshizawa
Publisher: Arclight Games / Japon Brand

Placement and resources management game for 2 players, ages 12+

As leaders of Tuareg tribe you trade dates, salt and pepper for 
gold and privileges and to enlarge the tribe. Goods cards get 
you tribe cards with advantages and victory points. First, you 
move the robber to block a position. Then you place your three 
Targi pieces and place markers on their cross roads; the cards so 
chosen yield actions which you implement in any order. Cards 
underneath tribe markers are replaces, those under Targi pieces 
stay. You can only transfer restricted amounts of gold and goods 
into the next round. After the 4th ambush or if a player has laid 
out the 12th tribe card, you win with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it jp nl * In-game text: yes

Targi
Designer: Andreas Steiger
Publisher: Kosmos

Expansion for Targi for 2 players, ages 12+

New tribal cards carry symbols for instant or permanent effects 
ore are marked for later use. Some of the cards are effective 
at the end of game, others yield victory points if you pay the 
additional cost. The Targia marker moves one spot towards the 
robber after he was moved and does not block a case; she gives 
you a commodity or you give one back, turn up a commodity 
card and receive the depicted commodity. If you place a man on 
Shfting Sand instead of a edge case, you have an instant advan-
tage, but one less crossroads. Water is a cost alternative and can 
be exchanged for gold, commodities or victory points. Can be 
combined with components from the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it jp nl * In-game text: yes

Targi Die Erweiterung
Designer: Andreas Steiger
Publisher: Kosmos

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

You have nine dragons in green, blue and red and put three 
green ones into the inner ring of the arena. You roll dice and 
move dragons accordingly around the inner ring, one player 
clockwise, the other one counter-clockwise; if necessary with 
a switch to the outer ring. With a roll of 1, 2 or 3 you can enter 
a dragon from the mat into the arena. If your dragon moves 
into a segment with an opposing dragon, a vine dragon blocks 
this dragon, a water dragon ousts it from the board and a fire 
dragon destroys it. You win when your opponent has no dragon 
in the arena or on the mat or if you have eliminated all opposing 
dragons of one color.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tatsu
Designer: Yohn Yianni
Publisher: Gen FourTwo / Huch! & friends

Deduction game for 3-10 players, ages 8+

The gold treasure in the temple must be gotten out of the trea-
sure chambers within four rounds; temple guards among the 
adventures want to prohibit this. You are secretly assigned guard 
or adventurer, look at your chamber cards, shuffle them and put 
them down face-down. You tell your supposed role and the sup-
posed contend of your chamber. Discussion is welcome. The key 
player as many treasure chambers as there are players. The rest is 
shuffled and re-dealt, and so on. When the last gold chamber is 
found, the adventurers win. Or else the guards, then all fire traps 
are revealed or when not all of the gold was found.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Tempel des Schreckens
Designer: Yusuke Sato
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Quiz and assessment game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Sequel game to Terra and Fauna, again on regions or specifica-
tion data. A challenger chooses a question from a card, the as-
sessor can accept it and answer or give it back for the challenger 
to answer. For an answer, a marker is placed on an area of the 
map or a value on a scale – year, length/distance or amount. 
All other players then bet if the answer is correct or not. If it is 
correct, the assessor and all yes-voters score. If not, one of the 
no-voters becomes the new assessor and places a marker, and 
so on. You can also bet that nobody will know the answer. The 
cards can also be used as an expansion for Terra.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Terra on Tour
Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Development game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Your corporation is involved in terraforming Mars. You play 
generations of 1. Turn order, 2. Research, including acquisi-
tion of one of four cards. 3. Action: play a card; use standard 
project - patents, power station, asteroid, water, greenery, city; 
Claim a milestone; fund an award; convert plants to greenery 
to enhance oxygen; convert heat into rise of temperature. 4. 
Production – Energy turns into heat and you receive resources. 
When the goal levels for water, temperature and oxygen have 
been achieved, you add your terraforming Rating to victory 
points from awards, milestones, status of the board and cards.
Version: en * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Terraforming Mars
Designer: Jacob Fryxelius
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Card placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Four gods play with the Tesseract and the balance of the 
universe. Each part of the Tesseract is defined by one of the 
three cosmic colors. In turn you choose an option: Take an 
Equilibrium card and display it, and then repeat this for a second 
card in correct alignment; or draw a Divine Interference card for 
your hand, maximum five. Play such a card on the Tesseract and 
implement it, but not the same color. When then the demands 
of an Equilibrium Card are met, you place this card underneath 
your God card. When the game-end condition is met you win at 
the end of the turn with most power points.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Tesseract
Designers: Giuliano Acquati, Lorenzo Tucci Sorentino
Publisher: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti
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Area control gme for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Conflicts for Erin at the dawn of time! As a clan chief you must 
push back Fomori and also hinder rivaling clan chiefs to expand. 
You acquire fame and corruption points without knowing 
which ones will give you victory. You draw revenue cards, block 
sections on them and this determine revenues for all. In the 
action phase all use their revenues for enlarging the tribe and 
influencing the Fomori. When all have passed and someone 
tops the corruption limit, the game ends. When the Fomori hold 
the same number of location as the clans, you win with fewest 
Corruption, or else with most Fame.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Arrival
Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Game’s Up

Set collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Only the best legion for Caesar. You draw two cards, keep one 
of them in hand and give the other one to another player. Then 
you lay down a card to begin a cohort of that kind or add to it. 
You want three complete cohorts, can start any number, but 
only one of each kind. While a cohort is incomplete, the effect 
of its card type is effective. When a cohort is complete you turn 
it over and the effect stops. Effects can be playing with open 
cards or you cannot be given cards by other players or your limit 
for cards in hand is two or you must place a card for a joker and 
distribute the rest of your hand to other players.
Version: en * Rules:  en * In-game text: yes

The Cohort
Designer: Jeremie Kletzkine
Publisher: Mage Company

Card game on a 3D board, for 2-8 players, ages 10+

A tavern, famous world-wide for its drink named THE DRAGON! 
Unfortunately, only one bottle is left and the brawl for it begins. 
The 3D tavern is set up and characters plan their actions with 
cards and perform them according to the alignment of their 
figurine – for some you have to be on the table, you can never 
be beneath the table, can pull out the carpet under someone’s 
feet and can chuck furniture or jugs about, behavior as usual in a 
tavern fight. When the city watch arrives, you add the reputation 
for all characters that you control and win with the highest total! 
Several game modes.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

The Dragon & Flagon
Designers: Brian, Geoff & Sydney Engelstein
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Memo and collecting game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

The Eyez are discs with black and white markings that remind 
one of eyes. Those Eyez discs are spread out face-down; all 
players try to collect pairs of Eyez without mistakes. All play 
simultaneously and only with one hand: You pick up an Eyez, 
look at it and then either put it back face down or put it down 
on a face-down Eyez and set aside the pair without looking 
at it. Take care! Not all of the Eyez come in pairs! When all Eyez 
have been taken, you score two points for each correct pair, one 
bonus point if you found two identical pairs and one penalty 
point for each wrong pair.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl pl pt * In-game text: no

The Eyez

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Conflict simulatiion with cards for 2 players, ages 10+

Theme is WWII from 1940 to 1944, Axis versus Allies. You do not 
have units on a board, but busy yourself with planning and 
military espionage aspects. You defend a region with laying 
out cards; attacks are planned with the Operation Wheel, target 
and attack card are face-down, the opponent does not know 
your target. Strengths are compared and you win with double 
the strength of the defender and lose if you have less than his 
strength, for all other ratios the attack continues. Intel markers 
control the flow of information.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

The Fog of War
Designer: Geoff Engelstein
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Card placement game for 1-5 players, ages 8+

You play The Game according to the basic rules; 28 cards are 
added in this version, seven types of orders, with four cards of 
each order. When a card with an order is played, the order must 
be followed exactly or the game is lost. Communication on 
orders is allowed. Flash orders relate to the active player: A stop 
card ends the turn instantly, a skull must be covered in the same 
turn and for 3! you must play exactly three cards. Infinite orders 
are effective as long as they are visible: They forbid communica-
tion or the backwards trick or you must play all cards on a stack 
or you can only draw one card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Game Extreme
Designers: Steffen Benndorf, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Cooperative memo game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Jonas enters a fantasy world through a magical painting and 
crosses the mysterious forest. In Phase 1 you look at the path 
and memorize the necessary equipment. In Phase 2 players in 
turn roll four dice, choose two and put them on the backpack 
board; Loki the assistant must always be selected. When the 
backpack is filled, Phase 3 begins. The first path tile is turned 
over, you place Jonas on it and add the necessary equipment. If 
you do not have it, Loki can help. If you reach the last path card 
and are able to fight the Queen of Drakonia with the necessary 
equipment, all players with together.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

The Mysterious Forest
Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: iello

Strategic race game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

A race to save the fright-immobilized earth, you must find all 
nine secret codes to unlock the Heavenly gate and defrost the 
planet. En route you find energy on the platform and from 
decoding codes, you can look for the codes cooperatively as a 
group or competitively on your own. In the race a player turn 
comprises planning - by comparing mission cards with the 
platform on Quorton cards - as well as race with two action 
depending on the character and action and strategy when a 
player tries a mission during the race. Decoding at first try earns 
you battle cards, flags and energy.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

The Peides Curse: Earth
Designer: Vence Chong
Publisher: Game Design House

Reaction game for 1 player, ages 7+

Color cases are switched on and moved without touching them, 
you only use hand movements. If you move your hand quickly 
up and down over a case, the case is activated. This movement 
is used in the modes Modi Fang mich for catching color when it 
lits up, Verfolgen for correct color sequences and Musizieren for 
sound sequences from activated color cases; each case offers 
two sounds. The second way to use a case is to hold your hand 
over it and then move it in the direction in which you want to 
move the color case. This move is used in the versions Verbinden 
to connect two color cases and Erinnern for forming color 
patterns.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Wave

Publisher: Spin Master
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Card game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

BoardGameTravel.com is a new idea for a combination of two 
passions, a passion for travel and a passion for games. Travels for 
gamers, so to say - summer events are called Cardboard & Sun 
and usually take place on Greek islands. As a gift for participants 
there was a card game, specially designed, called Thermopyles. 
In this cooperative card game all players together guide the 
Spartans in their desperate struggle to fight of the overwhelm-
ing invasion army of the Persians. The decision when to deploy 
your strongest units decides the outcome of the game. A Persian 
unit is defeated when cards played by all surpass the strength of 
the active Persian unit.
Version: multi * Rules: en gr * In-game text: no

Thermopyles
Designer: Touko Tahkokallio
Publisher: BoardGameTravel.com

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Gods in the Pantheon want to collect fame from their followers. 
Each player serves two gods and influences their fame or infamy. 
Game modes are Titanomachy for individual winning or Pan-
theon in team play with two players in a team. Action of players, 
using cards, represent the stories told by a travelling minstrel 
and appeals to the gods to influence the story. In Titanomachy 
the left-hand god of a player always cooperates with the right-
hand god of the left neighbor. You play one of three action cards 
and then renews the card hand and the deck. For Pantheon each 
player has two gods on his own and can show his cards in hand 
to his partner.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

They Who Were 8
Designer: Todd Sanders
Publisher: LudiCreations

Connection-building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Each player develops a stage coach line and tries, by means of 
clever building of lines, to get as many stages = houses onto the 
board as possible. These efforts result in valuable coaches and 
bonus tiles, there is also help available from officials. In his move 
a player must take up a city card, lay out a city card and can if he 
wants score a line. In addition he can use the support of Stage 
Coach Man, Postmaster, Bailiff and Wainwright for one action 
in his turn. If a player has placed all his houses or has received a 
coach No. 7, you win, at the end of the current round, with the 
highest score.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fi pl ru sk * In-game text: no

Thurn und Taxis
Designers: Karen and Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Vocabulary and association game for 3 or more players, ages 12+

This is another version of the word and association game in 
combination with action elements. The categories have been 
changed in this edition. „Movers“ asks for persons whose name 
starts with the current letter; „Mixers“ describes a scenario, 
„Makers“ demands word combinations, „Shakers“ offers a jumble 
of letters that need to be make into a word, and „Original“ asks 
for words that contain a given combination of letters. For this 
category the original die is used to determine the place in the 
word for the letter combination. If you hold the bomb when it 
explodes, you take the card.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Tick Tack Bumm Party Edition
Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Card drafting and collecting game for 2 players, ages 8+

You guide kingdoms through rise and fall of their civilizations. 
You begin with five of 18 cards and place one to start a kingdom; 
the other cards are handed to other players, you choose a card, 
etc. until all cards are played. Then the cards are scored in rela-
tion to their abilities and effects on other cards. Then you take 
all cards for the realm in your hand, choose two, discard one 
and keep the other; draw two cards and play round Two, score 6 
cards, and so un until you score seven cards at the end of round 
Three and win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Tides of Time
Designer: Kristian Čurla
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Bluff and voting game for 4-8 players, ages 12+

As a corrupt politician, you want to bolster your pockets. One 
player is president and hands out money to himself and the 
other players. Afterwards, players vote on the distribution. If if 
is accepted, the president remains in office and a new round 
begins. When the distribution is voted down, the president is 
out of play for the round, another player is named president and 
suggests another distribution, a vote is taken, and so un, until 
a distribution has been accepted or till all but one player have 
resigned. The sum that is distributes is revealed with cards. With 
bribe markers and the Snooper you can influence voting with 
money or blackmail.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tiefe Taschen
Designer: Fabian Zimmermann
Publisher: Fobs Games / Spieltrieb

Collecting and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

For one of his pranks, Till Eulenspiegel collected shoes from the 
spectators and then threw them down from the rope. Players 
as spectators need to recombine pairs of shoes. Rope cards are 
laid out between house cards, with four shoes beneath them in 
each column. You roll the die and move Till: For a color you go 
to the next rope card of this color and take the shoe lowest in 
the column. If you roll Till, you move Till to a rope card of your 
choice and take any show from the column. If you collect four 
different pairs of shoes you win. In versions you can steal shoes 
from other players or play a memo game with face-down shoes 
in the grid.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Till Eulenspiegel
Designers: Reinhard and Erwin Pichler
Publisher: Piatnik

Deduction game for 4-6 players, ages 10+

The SWAT team has defused the bomb and received information 
on a hideout that must be busted. There are 7 Building cards 
– 3x Dummy, 3x Hideout, 1 Boom, 24 Troop Cards – 16 SWAT, 
4x SWAT Veteran, 2x each Terrorist Bomb x1 and x2, and a Trans-
ceiver Card. The active player selects a troop card and puts it 
next to a building; the building is stormed with the fourth troop 
card and the bomb value is determined, resulting in revealing 
the building or removing troop cards or both. A revealed build-
ing is checked for hideout. If Boom is revealed, the terrorists win, 
otherwise the SWAT team when all buildings are revealed.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

TimeBomb 2
Designer: Yusuke Sato
Publisher: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand

Set collecting game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Collect card sets for points, the more cards the more valuable. 
Sets of five different commodities - bread, fish, cloth, wine and 
jewels - earn you a bonus. The role defines the actions for the 
round. The starting player draws number of players plus 2 cards, 
then all draft their role, the rhyme is read out and when the role 
of a player is mentioned this player reveals the role card, reads 
the action and puts it into effect. Then you can buy cards. After 
rounds in relation to the number of players you score sets of the 
same commodities and sets of different commodities, a card can 
be scored for both sets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tinker Tailor
Designer: Richard Denning
Publisher: Medusa Games
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Assembling game for 2 players, ages 8+

49 pieces in seven colors are randomly distributed in the 49 slots 
of the board; you win if you have collected all seven pieces of a 
color or at least four pieces of four different colors. The starting 
player puts the marker on any slot and takes the piece there. 
Then the currently active player moves the marker in one of 
six directions straight ahead until he encounters an occupied 
slot and takes the piece there. If you can continue the move 
to take another piece of the same color, you may do so. When 
the marker stands isolated, you jump it to any slot and take the 
piece there and end the move.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tintas
Designer: Dieter Stein
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Game of treasure acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Players search and find treasures on a variable board, different 
for each game. They play clues for paths to the treasures and 
thus narrow down the number of possible treasure locations. If 
a location is definitely found, the first player to reach the loca-
tion with his car seizes the treasure. The treasure is distributed 
among all players who gave hints for its location. A move com-
prises placement of a treasure card, marking, and movement of 
the car. You can collect amulets which protect you from cured 
treasures and offer other advantages. When all treasures are 
distributed, you win with most gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu nl * In-game text: no

Tobago
Designer: Bruce Allen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Guessing game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Just Dance! On 60 cards in two sets dance formations from the 
video game of the same name are depicted. One set is spread 
out on the table, the other one is stacked face down. You draw 
a card and imitate the dance choreography on the card to the 
rhythms of your favorite music. Players try to identify the style 
and to find it in the display. If you find the style in the display, 
you put your finger on the card; you have only one shot at 
guessing correctly and you cannot change your choice. If you 
found the correct card, dancer and guesser get one card each. 
When all cards have been found, you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Top Dance!
Designer: Wladimir Watine
Publisher: Game Factory

Guessing game for 3-8 players, ages 6+

In two sets of 62 cards the same faces are depicted. All cards 
with a purple edge are spread out, the cards with a white edge 
are shuffled and stacked face-down. You draw a card and imitate 
the face; the other players search for this face in the display – in 
an easier version you can name the background color of the 
face. If you find the face, you put your finger on it. You have only 
one try to guess correctly and you cannot change your decision. 
If you guessed correctly, you get the card from the table for 2 
points, the active player gets the white one for 1 point. A variant 
Grimassen ablegen with shedding faces is mentioned.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Top Face!
Designer: Wladimir Watine
Publisher: Game Factory

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your 
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round – 
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active 
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the 
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players 
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with 
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie 
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives 
those too. Theme set: Die 30 tödlichsten Tiere – Categories 
Größe, Giftigkeit, Schmerz, Gefahr, Top Trumps Faktor.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Die 30 tödlichsten Tiere

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your 
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round – 
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active 
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the 
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players 
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with 
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie 
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives 
those too. Theme set: Disney Die Eiskönigin 30 Momente – 
Categories Witz, Spannung, Traurig, Stimmung.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Disney Die Eiskönigin 30 Momente

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your 
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round – 
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active 
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the 
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players 
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with 
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie cards 
go on the table and the winner of the next round receives those 
too. Theme set: Dragons Die 30 besten Momente – Categories 
Action, Emotionen, Freundschaft, Humor, Top Trumps-Faktor.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Dragons Die 30 besten Momente

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your 
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round – 
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active 
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the 
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players 
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with 
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie 
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives 
those too. Theme set: Minions 30 Moments, packed in a tin 
shaped like Minion Stuart, plus a poster.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Minions Tin

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your 
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round – 
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active 
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the 
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players 
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with 
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie 
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives 
those too. Theme set: Star Wars Episode 7.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Star Wars Episode 7

Publisher: Winning Moves
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Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, trumping your opponent’s 
card, and winning the cards played in the round – already a 
Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active player 
chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the deck!) 
and calls out the corresponding value – all other players check 
their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with the 
highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie cards 
go on the table and the winner of the next round receives those 
too. Theme set: Sports World Wrestling Entertainment - Catego-
ries WWE-Debüt, Härte, Fairness, Kraft und Top-Trumps-Faktor.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Stars World Wrestling Entertainment

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, trumping your opponent’s 
card, and winning the cards played in the round – already a 
Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active player 
chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the deck!) 
and calls out the corresponding value – all other players check 
their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with the 
highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie cards 
go on the table and the winner of the next round receives those 
too. Theme set: Yakari - Categories Mut, Freundschaft, Aben-
teuer, List and Top Trumps-Faktor.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Yakari

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, trumping your opponent’s 
card, and winning the cards played in the round – already a 
Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active player 
chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the deck!) 
and calls out the corresponding value – all other players check 
their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with the 
highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie cards 
go on the table and the winner of the next round receives those 
too. Theme set: Yu-Gi-Oh - Categories Höchstes Level, Kartenan-
zahl, höchster Angriffswert, höchster Veteidigungswert, Anzahl 
der Duelle.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Yu-Gi-Oh

Publisher: Winning Moves

Card/Quiz Game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, trumping your opponent’s 
card, and winning the cards played in the round – already a 
Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. If you can name 
the highest value for the category that was chosen in a round, 
you win all cards of the round. In case of a tie cards go on the 
table and the winner of the next round receives those too. In 
this metal case you not only find the second theme set for 
the Dragon License – Dragons 30 Momente – with categories 
Action, Emotionen, Freundschaft, Humor and Top Trumps-
Faktor, featuring the best moments from the films, but also an 
Ohnezahn figurine.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Kidsbox Dragons

Publisher: Winning Moves

Row-forming game for 2 players, ages 4+

In a game unit that also works as storage box, you randomly 
place 25 cubes featuring 15 Disney Princess characters; at the 
start there can be no more than two identical characters in a 
row, column or diagonal. You are dealt two face-down character 
cards. Player One pushes his top left cube to the other side of the 
grid. Player Two uses this cube to replace any other cube, and so 
on, until one player achieves five identical characters in a row, 
column or diagonal. If you do so, you announce this with “match” 
and show the character to the other player. If the character is 
depicted on one of the cards dealt to your opponent, you lose.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Top Trumps Match Disney Princess

Publisher: Winning Moves

Row-forming game for 2 players, ages 4+

In a game unit that also works as storage box, you randomly 
place 25 cubes featuring 15 Marvel Avengers characters; at the 
start there can be no more than two identical characters in a 
row, column or diagonal. You are dealt two face-down character 
cards. Player One pushes his top left cube to the other side of the 
grid. Player Two uses this cube to replace any other cube, and so 
on, until one player achieves five identical characters in a row, 
column or diagonal. If you do so, you announce this with “match” 
and show the character to the other player. If the character is 
depicted on one of the cards dealt to your opponent, you lose.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Top Trumps Match Marvel Avengers

Publisher: Winning Moves

Trivia Quiz on Star Wars for 2 or more players, ages 8+

100 cards feature 500 questions and answers about Star Wars 
Episodes 1 to 7, but no number values at all. Cards are packed 
into two separate slots which can be folded out of the box. 
You are dealt five cards and take turns to ask each other the 
questions 1 to 5 on each card. If you give a wrong answer, you 
lose your card to your opponent, in analogy to the smaller value 
in Top Trumps itself. If you win three cards, you win the round. 
When both players answer all five questions correctly, the cards 
remain on the table for the next round. At the end of the round 
the cards are shuffled and re-dealt and questions are asked 
again.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Top Trumps Quiz Star Wars

Publisher: Winning Moves

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Spouses wanted for Royals in the Land of the Dancing Towers! 
You choose the action facing you on one of the four towers, 
rotate the chosen tower by 90 degrees, move the heroes to 
your chosen location – you must be able to reach it – and when 
there resolve the action of the character you visited. If you find 
gemstones on the way, you must pick them up; elixirs and 
purple gems provide special actions. When you have collected 
seven hearts, seven gold coins and no black gem, you move to 
the castle and look for the royals behind the doors; a wrong door 
costs you an item or gem depending on the resident; if you pay, 
you can open another door.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Touria
Designers: Inka & Markus Brand, Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Track building game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Set in the universe of Small City, Town Center and CliniC; you 
lead a team of engineers building a network of tracks. In six 
rounds you resolve auction, actions and administration. For 
auction you receive a new card and determine turn order at the 
same time. In the action phase you do an action or take 2$ in 
Round 1; in round 2 you do two actions or do one action + 2$ or 
only 2$. Actions are laying track or expand your network, build 
a building or expand it or transport passengers. All this causes 
stress, too much stress costs you points. In administration you 
can use left-over cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tramways
Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: AVStudios
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Conquest game with cards for 2 players, ages 12+

Demons vs. Humans, but their leaders want peace. For each 
season, regions are laid out and you draw four cards from your 
Henchman/Soldier stack. The attacker names a region and can 
play soldiers and a Henchman for an instant effect. The Defender 
can counter with soldiers of other values than those played by 
the attacker – results are resolved by strength comparison – or 
implement secret plans for a draw or suggest a cease-fire. After 
three seasons you sum your victory points; when both players 
have at least 30 and the difference is maximum 2, True Peace 
was achieved; or else you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: yes

Transient World
Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Four magicians have been selected by Dahlgaard the greatest 
magician alive to compete for his succession, the mighty 
Trickerion Stone. Dice determine available tricks and characters 
as well as money given by the bank. You learn Magic Tricks, 
acquire their Components and expand your crew so that you 
can take more actions during a turn, and have special abilities. 
Tricks are prepared and stored in the workshops of Magicians. 
Performances are planned in the Theater, then at the end of 
a turn each Magician can perform and win Fame, riches and 
shards of the Trickerion Stone. Whoever has acquired the most 
Fame at the end of the 5th round wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Trickerion
Designers: Richard Amann, Viktor Peter
Publisher: Corax Games

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Nine of 64 cards are laid out in a 3x3 grid, the rest is dealt evenly 
to all players. You take four cards in hand and try to discard cards 
quickly by completing Tripolos. For each placed card you draw 
one from your own stack. A Tripolo is made up of three cards in a 
row, orthogonally or diagonally and shows three times the same 
characteristics – color, pattern or letter. You form a Tripolo with 
the third card, it must always be formed anew and you name the 
characteristics. If you are out of cards, you win. Or else you win 
with most cards, if nobody can place a card anymore.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Tripolo

Publisher: Game Factory

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

A new edition of Trivial Pursuit on the years of 2000 to 2016, 
featuring the categories of Places, The Arts, Entertainment, Sci-
ence and Technologies, Events and as well as Sports & Hobbies. 
The cards for those categories are placed in six slots that are 
combined into a star, in between there are triangles with move-
ment cases. You roll and move and, on a color spot, decide if you 
want to answer yourself or if you want to challenge the other 
players, who then must decide together on one answer. When 
they answer wrong, you get the category wedge for your mover 
and win with a completely filled mover.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Trivial Pursuit 2000er Edition

Publisher: Hasbro

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

This edition features a complete game, with movers and board. 
Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment, 
yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green for Science 
and Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure. The question 
cards are separated into blue cards, for players aged 14 and up, 
and yellow cards for younger players, featuring 1200 questions 
and answers each. General Rules and mechanisms correspond 
to those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, for movement you 
use a die and can jump to any corner spot if you roll the joker 
symbol. New edition with a new package design.
Version: de * Rules: de and many others * In-game text: yes

Trivial Pursuit Familien Edition

Publisher: Hasbro

Trivia Quiz for 2-6 players, ages 12+

A special edition for all fans of World of Warcraft, featuring 
600 questions based on the Core game and expansions The 
Burning Crusade, Wrath of the Lich King, Cataclysm and Mists of 
Pandaria. You can also combine the questions with a standard 
Trivial Pursuit board game. 100 questions each come from six 
categories: Geografie, on Zones, Cities and Locations; Spieler-
Charaktere, on Classes, Peoples & Professions; Hintergrund-
wissen, on Heroes, History and Events; Booty, on Equipment, 
Domestic Animals and Mounts; Villains, on Bosses, Monsters and 
Minions; Skirmishes, on Dungeons, Battlefields and Arenas. You 
use standard TP rules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Trivial Pursuit World of Warcraft

Publisher: Winning Moves

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Ausgeflippt! with the license topic Trolls. You want to get your 
four trolls as fast as you can around the board and onto your 
own finish step, albeit without the usual rolling of dice. You hit 
the Pop-o-matic instead – a transparent ball in the middle of 
the board, in which two dice roll around because of the hit. For 
numbers 1 to 6 you move one of your trolls, but Bergens can 
pop up any time on the second die and force trolls to pass their 
turn. Guy Diamond can deflect such biting attack. Rope slides 
and cuddling time or swap positions are additional dice results.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Trolls Ausgeflippt!

Publisher: Hasbro

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Doctor Bibber, or more the mechanisms from Doctor Bibber is 
up and about in the land of license topics and has arrived at the 
Trolls. Poppy and her friends have lots of little charms stuck in 
their hair and need the help of players to get them out of their 
hair. As in the original game you must not touch the sides of 
the openings where the charms are sitting or the alarm will be 
triggered and you will have to hand on the pincers to the next 
player. When all charms have been collected, you win with most 
of them.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Trolls Doktor Bibber!

Publisher: Hasbro

Dice and construction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Little pirates on the hunt for treasures need to build a bridge 
to the island before they can salvage the treasure. Treasure is 
hidden beneath the palm, each pirate begins on the island of 
his color in one of the corners. You roll the die, take bridge parts 
and place them next to your island. Top parts may not extrude 
over lower parts, there may not be gaps and when there is not 
enough room for the part indicated by the die you must pass. 
The Wave swaps off parts of the bridge: You roll again to deter-
mine the parts and then reconstruct your bridge. Whoever is first 
to complete a bridge of five levels, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl  * In-game text: no

Tropicano

Publisher: Beleduc
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Acquisition game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

As a nobleman you build statues and pay with goods stolen 
from your people. At the start you place a statue in a meadow 
on landscape tiles. All then search simultaneously for suitable 
goods among the stock of face-down goods. When afterwards 
there are not enough goods left to meet people’s demand, up-
roar happens and players with majorities in types of goods lose 
goods and followers. Remaining goods are used to build statues. 
If you currently have most followers, you are crowned king, 
return five followers and place a statue into the chronicle. When 
the game-end-condition is met, you win with most built statues.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Tumult Royal
Designers: Klaus and Benjamin Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Agility game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

The well-known agility game does not need much: A plastic 
sheet with big colored dots, arranged in four rows, and a spinner. 
The spinner determines which hand or foot must touch which 
colored dot. The rules have stayed the same – only hand and 
feet may touch the mat, if you touch the mat with any other part 
of your body you must leave the game. If the spinner gives you 
a position that you already hold you must move all the same – a 
foot on blue must either go on another blue dot or the other 
foot must touch a blue dot. All in all, Twister is good training for 
balance and coordinated movement.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Twister

Publisher: Hasbro

Fantasy adventure for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Dungeons & Dragons on a game board; on the background of 
the Forgotten Realms deck building and area control have been 
combined. In a round you have a turn of any number of actions 
in any order of your choice, selected from the options play a card 
or use resources for basic actions – murder or use a unit, recruit 
a card or send a spy back, etc. Then cards are administrated and 
you receive victory points for controlled locations. When some-
one places the last unit or the market stack is empty, you score at 
the end of the round for controlled locations, units in the trophy 
hall, cards in the deck and in the inner circle and for markers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Tyrannen des Unterreichs
Designers: Peter Lee, Rodney Thompson, Andrew Veen
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 13+

Game #2 in the Gipf project, featuring 30 pieces of three kinds 
per player: Tzaars - Tzarras – Totts, there must always be one 
piece of each kind on the board. You have two actions per turn: 
1) You must capture a piece by moving a piece or a stack on an 
opposing piece or stack, adjacent or reachable over a straight 
line of free cases. Stacks are captured with stacks of the same 
height or higher. 2) Capture again or strengthen a piece or a 
stack by putting another piece on top or pass. Type of a stack = 
type of the top piece. You win if your opponent cannot capture 
or if you capture the last opposing piece of a kind.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Tzaar
Designer: Kris Burm
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Abstract placement game with App for 1-4 players, ages 8+

You use tiles made up from squares and a board to place them. 
The die determines the tiles you will use, according to the 
symbol. You take the tiles that are listed for the die symbol on 
your board and place the tiles - within the time frame - as fast 
as possible on the board area, without gaps or protruding tile 
parts. The App Ubongo play it smart replaces the die from the 
core game and the timer replaces the sand timer. You can also 
activate a second timer for children, they can go on playing until 
the second timer runs down. Further App features are a tutorial, 
solution assistance and a solo game timer for to solo version.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Ubongo play it smart
Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

You are actively participating in city life in Ulm and collect 
victory points with three actions per round. The active player 
draws an action marker, slides it into the 3x3 grids at the spot 
of his choice, resolves the actions of the chosen row and can 
choose to play a card for bonuses during the game or at the 
end of the game. Action options are take a coin, collect ejected 
action markers, buy a card or play a second one, move your 
barge on the Danube or pay two coins and place seal in relation 
to your barge position to acquire a privilege. After ten rounds 
you score Ulmer Spatzen, the position of your barge and cards 
in your display.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Ulm
Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Memo and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Agents in the Cold War. You want to collect the most valuable 
points tiles for information. Each secret service has two identical 
agents of his color, but they also work undercover for another 
secret agency. The front side of an agent has always clue icons 
for the possible back side. You activate an agent by picking him 
up, can turn him over and add your instruction folder. Then you 
put him into the display, corresponding to one of the colors. 
Then the employees responsible for the agent move on the 
information board and you receive point tiles that they reach, 
you add them up in the end.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Undercover
Designers: Doris and Daniel Danzer
Publisher: Frosted Games

Cooperative card game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

A defeated princess and her forces against a superior army of 
conquerors. You collect soldiers and resources for her, fight and 
clear her way to the capital; but she moves automatically and 
needs tactical assistance. A round begins with starting effects for 
the round, followed by an event and then player turns – Recruit, 
Collect, Hand on soldiers, Destiny and Petition = move princess. 
Then comes the princess turn – 3x collect or move – and then 
enemy turns, followed by End of Round. Conflicts are resolved 
with dice. Players win if the princess reaches the capital within 
10 rounds, in all other cases they lose.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Unicornus Knights
Designers: Seiji Kanai, Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cards show a value and a middle number and are dealt evenly 
to all players. To discard a card you add the value of the top card 
to its middle number or subtract the middle number from the 
value. On a card of value 5 with +/-3 you can thus place a 2 or 
a 8. The value of the card you place must be named, you can 
discard several cards in a row, but never two identical cards at 
the same time. When the sum is higher than 10, 11 turns into 1, 
12 turns into 2 and 13 turns into 3; in case of negative results a 
0 turns into 10, -1 turns into 9 and -2 into 8. If you have only one 
card left, you place it face-down and win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Unter Spannung
Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Amigo Spiele
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Card game for 3-12 players, ages 8+

As a Vampire Prince you assemble your clan in the tomb. The 
starting player of a turn determines with the card he plays the 
number of cards all others must play, too, but always of higher 
value than the previous player, or pass. If you lead a Vampire 
Hunter, you cause a special turn in which nobody can pass 
and nobody must raise card values, but all must play exactly 
one vampire. If you play the highest value, you take all cards of 
the turn. If someone is out of cards, remaining cards in hand 
are penalty points, Vampire Queen as Joker for each value and 
Vampire Hunters are especially expensive. After five such rounds 
you win with fewest points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Vampire Queen
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Resources management game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Tropical islands – if you want to earn money you can fish, 
salvage antiquities from the wrecks, make sand paintings, build 
market huts, sell goods or look after tourists. In turn all players 
apply the phases of a round – first preparation, then choice of a 
new character, then choice of action from nine possible ones by 
placement of five action markers – you must be able to imple-
ment a chosen action – followed by implementing one action 
per round and using recreation tiles. Ten units of money are 
automatically changed to 5 prosperity points. After eight rounds 
and a final scoring you win with most prosperity points. Includes 
the Rising Waters expansion.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Vanuatu
Designer: Alain Epron
Publisher: Quined Games

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

After a dark era, the mist regions must be explored, developed 
and newly urbanized. You use two out of six action options in 
a turn: Place craftsmen, place building site, explore a fog area, 
explore the Petrified forest, Transport of resources to a building 
site and Erecting a building. When you have erected your last 
building, all other players have one more turn. Then you collect 
all your resources and put them in storage, then scoring is done: 
Development markers plus completed contracts plus revealed 
explorers plus end-of-game card minus remaining resources.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: yes

Via Nebula
Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Asmodee / Space Cowboys

Placement and collecting game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Power play in the kingdom of Laar! In 12 rounds you first auction 
character cards and then play three cards in three rounds from 
your hand into your own pyramid display with a maximum of 
five levels. Jewels govern the game, you pay with them for costs, 
receive them as rewards for cards you played and can - in the 
end - re-color multi-colored circles in connecting card corners 
to monochromatic ones. Jewels can become permanent which 
means that you can use them without spending them. At the 
end you score for monochromatic circles, permanent jewels, law 
cards and markers from rewards for played cards minus penal-
ties for attack markers.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it ru * In-game text: yes

Viceroy
Designer: Yuri Zhuravlev
Publisher: Mayday Games

Placement game with cards for 3-4 players, ages 12+

As the Chief of a Viking you fight for control over the North and 
the Konung Crown. You draw cards from a common deck and 
move ships with wind cards in order to plunder a village, attack 
an enemy ship or throw a feast in your own harbor. You can 
also use the cards to enhance your attack chances, re-roll dice, 
enhance your range or steal opposing cards. You can play any 
number of cards and do one action. A ship has slots for three 
heroes, but captured chief daughters count for heroes. If you 
capture three opposing daughters and take them to your own 
harbor, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Vikings: Warriors of the North
Designers: Tomasz Kaźmierski, Tomasz Kaznocha
Publisher: REBEL.pl / Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Players compete to place their own pillars on the highest level 
of Villa Paletti. In your turn you take one of your own pillars, 
be it still loose or already built into a level, and place it one 
level higher. If you cannot do so, you ask for a new level. In 
case of a veto the opponent must remove a pillar of the player 
demanding the level. In case of success this pillar goes out of the 
game, otherwise a pillar of the opponent. From the green level 
upwards you score points for pillars on the top level and receive 
the seal for most points. When the villa tumbles, the owner of 
the seal wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it pt * In-game text: no

Villa Paletti
Designer: Bill Payne
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Worker Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Village Life and careers as churchmen, administrators or travel-
ers! Family members in the village chronicle earn family fame. 
Plague and action cubes on action spots are taken for one 
action for influence on different areas, sometimes at cost of time. 
Plague pieces reduce life expectancy. After a mass at the end of 
the round rises in the church hierarchy and fame are resolved. 
When the time marker passes the bridge, one of the eldest 
characters dies and is placed in the chronicle or an anonymous 
grave; when one of these locations is full you score travels, coun-
cil chamber, church, chronicle, customer tiles and coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Village
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Card placement game for 1-4 players, ages 6+

Villages are unified and mayors want to prove that their own 
village is the best. Resources plus bonuses from profession 
cards determine the value of a village; building cards change 
resource values. You choose four of six village cards (Building 
or Profession) and show them; then you choose two of those 
four cards, choose production cases and place production cards 
underneath. Then you score resources and card effects and win 
with most points. You can play two such rounds and there are 
optional rules, for instance for drafting cards or a solitaire game. 
2nd edition with expansions Military Power, Economic Power 
and Special Products.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Villannex
Designer: Takahiro Amioka
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

Fantasy adventure with App for 1-5 players, ages 13+

One player is the Keeper, the others are Investigators. Investiga-
tors go to a location to solve a puzzle. They win or lose as a team 
and need to find artifacts, weapons and clues. The keeper has 
an individual goal, ranging from madness for the investiga-
tors to the end of the world. One turn per investigator with 
two encounters and one action is followed by one turn for the 
keeper with exchange for the investigators; determine threat, 
keeper action, monster attack and event. The investigators win 
when they find all cards, the keeper wins if he achieves his aim.  
Cooperative, app-driven new edition, including a conversion set 
for the first edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl  * In-game text: yes

Villen des Wahnsinns Zweite Edition
Designer: Corey Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Worker placement game for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Winemaking in Tuscany, you want to successfully lead your 
vinery. You allocate workers throughout the year, they have 
different tasks depending on the current season; there is 
competition for those tasks and if you can do them first, you 
have an advantage. Tourists can be used for assistance, but 
must be supervised by a worker. You set up buildings, plant 
vines and cope with orders. The rules of this edition have been 
revised as regards to Viticulture, the material from Viticulture is 
supplemented with a few components from the game Tuscany 
and there is a solo versions called Automa.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Viticulture Essential Edition
Designers: M. M. Pedersen, J. Stegmaier, A. Stone
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Expansion for Viticulture for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Winemaking in Tuscany, you want to successfully lead your 
vinery. You allocate workers throughout the year, they have 
different tasks depending on the current season; there is 
competition for those tasks and if you can do them first, you 
have an advantage. Tourists can be used for assistance, but must 
be supervised by a worker. You set up buildings, plant vines and 
cope with orders. 
This expansion introduces 40 new visitors for the vineyards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Viticulture In Vino Veritas
Designers: U. Rosenberg, J. Stegmaier, A. Stone
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Tactical placement game for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Controllers move from arena to arena and fight with their 
individually customized robots in the robot league. You want to 
win five victory points and must have your robot at the currently 
active control point at the end of the round or destroy opposing 
robots. A round comprises placement of action dice, revealing 
actions and implementing them, earn victory points and 
renew robots. This edition comes with variable boards, revised 
movement mechanisms and the robots command their own 
miniature and individual abilities. A beginner’s version facilitates 
access to the game, accompanied by basic version and variants. 
Q1/2017.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Volt
Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Agricultural development game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

The ascension of Loyang to the capital of the Han dynasty 
demands better supplies of staple foods from farmers in the 
surrounding countryside. You plant wheat, pumpkins, turnips, 
Chinese celery, beans and leeks. After harvest you trade your 
products and deliver to regular customers and walk-in custom-
ers. Food can also be swapped or used for seeds and planted 
again. Other commodities can be acquired in the village store 
and farmers have 20 helpers with individual abilities at their 
disposal. In nine rounds you play the phases harvest, Cards and 
Action, credits are possible. Whoever is furthest ahead on the 
affluence track wins. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Vor den Toren von Loyang
Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Hall Games

Dice game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Powerful curses, nasty ingredients, obscure magic! You start with 
a Curse card; in your turn you roll dice for ingredients, as often as 
you want, but must always set aside one die. The result is used 
for actions, you can do actions repeatedly - draw Curse card or 
artifact - use artifact - cast curse with ingredient dice; the victim 
must resolve the effects. Then you hand on Vuduʻ. If you reach 
the skull on the scoring track you draw a permanent curse and 
must adhere to it or score penalty points. When you break a 
curse and the player who cast it becomes aware of this he scores 
the value of the curse. 11 points earn you victory.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Vudu`
Designers: Francesco Giovo, Marco Valtriani
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Placement and development game for 6 players, ages 8+

Waldgärten are plantations which take heights into account; you 
use plants and shrubs and consider room for the plants as well 
as the times for blooming and ripening, and of course also the 
fact if partner plants are necessary for pollination. First of all, you 
check if the season in the year and the flowering and harvest 
phases of plant varieties on display do correspond. Open cards 
on region cards receive a cultivation chip which increases the 
yield. Then you choose a region and receive a card. If you then 
have more than one, you use if for selling plants or planting 
new ones. When the year has been resolved twice, you add up 
harvest yields.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Waldgärtner
Designer: Claas Fischer
Publisher: Edition Essentia

Speedy spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Hens are waiting to be served by cockerels with their favorite 
worms. But worms are similar and so are the hens. From the 
stack of hen cards, you display eight hens; worms and broken 
hearts are heaped on the table. You have a secret Hen task. 
Then all players do hen noises and search for maximum two 
worms that correspond to the hens on display. If you manage 
this, you take the Hen card(s). At the end of the round suitable 
combinations are scored, if you have conquered your secret hen, 
you receive a bonus. Wrong worms and broken hearts give you 
penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Wär` ich doch der Hahn im Korb
Designer: Lionel Borg
Publisher: Blue Orange / Asmodee

Epic strategy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

You command one of the armies of factions confronting each 
other in this epic struggle: The united armies of the Free People 
against the Dark Hosts of the Shadows. In this new edition ele-
ments from the limited Collector’s edition have been included; 
character abilities, event cards, army deployment of the dwarves, 
use of combat cards as well as “The Hunt” and the entering into 
Mordor have been modified. In this game with highly complex 
rules you can either win with military achievements or with 
ring-related events: The Ring is destroyed or Sauron corrupts the 
Ringbearer.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

War of the Ring
Designers: R. die Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

SciFi conflict for 2 players, ages 8+

Conflict in space. In your turn you can move one of your eight 
ships – unused movement points enhance the defense shield 
– or only enhance the defense shield. When opposing space 
ships meet in orbit, the resulting conflict is resolved by rolling 
dice. If you have the better position in orbit, you can attack 
preventively or do a pincer attack with two ships. If you defeated 
an opposing ship, you can set up a base for more attack power 
or a shipyard for repairs. You win, if you have established five 
bases or shipyards on opposing planets, or one of those on the 
opposing mother planet.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Warbit: Dicejar vs Psycholon
Designer: Akio Nomura
Publisher: Route 11 / Japon Brand
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Dice game using cards for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Wazabi is a dice game in which you try to get rid of your dice 
as fast as you can, with the help of cards. You begin with four 
dice and three cards. In turn you roll your dice. Then you draw 
as many cards as you have card symbols on your dice. If you 
did roll dice symbols, you hand those dice to another player 
of your choice and may then play a card that shows as many 
“W” symbols as you did roll. Furthermore, the card must be 
implemented instantly. Cards influence the number of dice or 
cards owned by a player. When you have managed to get rid of 
all your dice, you win. 
New edition in new design, 2016.
Version: multi * Rules: de + 20 languages * In-game text: no

Wazabi
Designer: Ghuilhem Debricon
Publisher: Gigamic

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Sequel to Welcome to the Dungeon. Again you fight for the right 
to send your adventurer into the dungeon. One adventure for 
all is laid out. In the preparation phase you draw one card in turn 
from monster deck or quit the game. Cards you draw are placed 
in the dungeon or with adventurer equipment on the table. 
The last one in play must send the adventurer into the dungeon 
with the remaining equipment. His life points are added. Then 
monster cards are implemented one by one and either defeated 
with still available equipment or cost life points. When the hero 
survives he take success card and you win instantly with two 
success cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Welcome back to the Dungeon
Designers: Masato Uesugi, Antoine Bauza
Publisher: iello

Quiz game with a special topic for 2-5 players, ages 14+

In this quiz for fans of the 80ties there are four answers per 
questions and there can be up to three correct answers for a 
question. The question and all answers are read, then you bet 
on answers by placing a betting token next to the number of 
the answer that you believe to be correct. When all have bet, the 
correct answers are named and if even only one of your bets was 
wrong, you take back all your tokens. If all your bets were cor-
rect, you move your marker forward accordingly. If you overtake 
the marker in last place, you win instantly, otherwise you win, if 
you are in the lead when the pre-selected number of cards has 
been played.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Welt der 80er

Publisher: Huch! & friends

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

As the organizer of the World Exhibition you look for favors from 
influential people and for show pieces for the exhibition. Three 
rounds are completed with a scoring phase. In a turn you send 
supporters to a section of the exhibition, can play supporters in 
any number and order and implement their action; or you can 
discard them and take a card for each supporter in the area. In 
the scoring phase yuu cash Midway tickets, score areas for med-
als and call back supporters and have show pieces approved. 
After three rounds you add the points on Midway coins, leading 
medals and sets of approved show pieces.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Weltausstellung 1893
Designer: J. Alex Kevern
Publisher: dlp Games

Logic and question game for 2 players, ages 6+

Each player sits in front of a portrait gallery, some show a beard, 
some sport a hat! Each player chooses a portrait and must find 
out his opponent’s choice. Alternately, players ask a question 
and close the shutter in front of portraits that do not fit the 
answer. Who is quick enough to find the correct portrait first? 
In this edition the portraits are printed on an exchangeable 
sheet, the box comes with a second sheet featuring animals. 
Additional sheets can be downloaded from the web. The folding 
mechanism of the game makes it easy to transport this ideal 
travel companion.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Wer ist es?

Publisher: Hasbro

Party game for 5-20 players, ages 8+

As usual, the Human faction confronts the Werewolf faction, 
both want to unmask the opponents and eliminate them. 
Besides the basic version with village residents, werewolves and 
Seer a few other versions are offered, for instance one where you 
only announce a death without any details. This edition explains 
the game in great detail and gives copious tips to the moderator 
and offers scenarios: Die Inquisition, Gebrüder Grimm, Das 
Blinde Dorf und Kampf der Anführer. You can also find charac-
ters from modern legends, Wolfsmensch, Bigfoot, Leprechaun, 
Chupacabra, Nostradamus and Bloody Mary.
Version: en * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

Werwölfe Unterwegs
Designer: Ted Alspach
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Werewolf variant for 3-10 players, ages 9+

This game picks up the topic of all other Werewolf games, but 
it is ideally suited for smaller groups and it also plays much 
faster. Aim of the game for the human team is to identify and 
eliminate a werewolf; the werewolves must survive. There is one 
day and one night phase, with varying numbers of humans and 
werewolves in relation to the number of players. The night has 
actions for several characters and the werewolves, with a time 
limit. The day phase only comprises discussion and voting on hu-
man/werewolf and elimination of the suspected wolf or wolves. 
Depending on the number and kind of eliminated characters the 
human or werewolf team wins or the “Gerber” or nobody.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr jp nl * In-game text: no

Werwölfe Vollmondnacht
Designers: Ted Alspach, Akihisa Okui
Publisher: Ravensburger

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

The Spanish rule brought economic growth to the Canary 
Islands. From your own deck you select 1-5 cards per round. The 
choice of cards determines turn order. Then you perform actions 
– plant goods, sell goods, found a settlement, move your ship – 
in any order, can relinquish actions and use island cards twice; 
negative cards are given to your neighbor, others are taken back 
in hand. At the end of the round there are victory points for most 
gold; you harvest goods, choose Alcaldes for victory points and 
replenish settlements. When 20 houses are built or if someone 
has 25 victory points, you win at the end of the round with most 
points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

West of Africa
Designer: Martin Schlegel
Publisher: ADC Blackfire Entertainment

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Bird cards are on display; one side shows one to three birds in 
Red, Green, Yellow or Purple. On the other side of the cards you 
either find the same number of birds as on the front side, but in 
another color, or a different number of birds in the color of the 
front side. In turn you turn over one card. If it fits your current 
collection, you take it. Unsuitable cards can be put back to the 
same spot or elsewhere, depending on players’ agreement. A 
collection holds maximum one row per color and you must take 
cards in order of number of birds. If you have 2/3/4 complete 
rows of birds in a game of 4/3/2 players, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

What’s Up
Designers: Dennis Kirps, Jean-Claude Pellin
Publisher: Strawberry Studio
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Guessing game on identities for 5-8 players, ages 13+

Corresponding to the topic, this is a game on hidden identities. 
Dirty Devils know each other due to a werewolf mechanism. A 
round is either regular or an action round. In a regular round a 
number of player goes to the toilet secretly in an order desig-
nated by the leader, then the toilet card is revealed – depending 
on the side now visible the Dirty Devils or the Clean Freaks win. 
In an action round each player throws a poo-poo chip on the 
box; when two chips stay on top of the box, the Clean Freaks 
win. After five rounds the Dirty Devils win with three won 
rounds, otherwise the Clean Freaks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Who soiled the Toilet?
Designer: Katsuya Kitano
Publisher: New Board Game Party

Roll & Move with history topic for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The board shows colored spots along a path, attractions and 
a time line with events and dates. Cards carry information on 
Vienna’s history; seven site markers are on the board. You choose 
one of seven dice and then one of two possibilities: 1) move 
according to die to reach a site marker quickly and get cards or 
2) play 1 to 3 cards to advance on the time line or implement 
the special action of a red card. The next player chooses a die 
and moves or plays cards, etc. Advancement on the timeline 
depends on the kind of card played and on the location of your 
marker at the start of the move. Whoever reaches the end of the 
timeline first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Wien! Das Spiel
Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Piatnik

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Ball guests want to dance with high-ranked guests and eat well 
at the buffet. You stack 12 guest tiles, neutral guests are on the 
board, the remaining squares are filled with open-faced buffet 
tiles. You hold one guest in hand, put him on any square, take 
the buffet tile from this square and draw another guest from 
your stack. When a guest is surrounded by other guests or the 
edge of the board, he dances with the highest-ranked adjacent 
guest of the other sex. Values of both dancers are summed up 
and scored by both players, the dancers are then turned over. 
When all guests have been played, you score complete sets of 
five buffet dishes.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Wiener Walzer
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Quiz game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

In turn a player is reader for a card with three games, he himself 
can only score in game #3. Game #1 - Quiz: Both questions are 
read, all note two answers, correct ones earn you one chip. 
Game #2 - Schätz mal!: The answer is a number, if you get nearest 
to the correct one or name the correct one, you take a chip. In 
Game #3 - Wer weiß mehr? – the requirement is announced and 
all write down up to five answers. Each answer that is identical 
with the answers of the reader scores a chip; the reader gets a 
chip for each of his answers that was chosen by another player. 
When all chips are given out, you win with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Wikipedia

Publisher: Spin Master

Action and balance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

The dancing centipede, a green wiggling caterpillar, is still on the 
move, in this new edition by the name of Willi Wackel! He shakes 
and moves his green arms on his own when switched on. Players 
have marbles of their own color in the bowls at the foot of the 
game unit and use one hand only to pick up one marble and 
put it into the little bowl at the end of one of Willi’s arms. When 
a marble falls off you pick it up before placing another marble. 
Sometimes Willy turns around, based on a random mechanism, 
and you have to wait till he turns back. If you are first to place all 
your marbles you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Willi Wackel

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Spotting and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Windy flies kits in different colors, which one fits his clothes? 
You place one, two or three string tiles between Woody and the 
kites. Depending on the chosen version you consider kite color, 
missing kite color or kite bows. The color die is rolled and you 
grab the card for a piece of Woody’s clothes in the rolled kite’s 
color or in the rolled kite color that is missing or in the rolled 
color of the bows on the kite. If you cannot find a corresponding 
Woody, you grab for the card on which all types of clothes are 
crossed out. If you grabbed the correct card, you earn a bow 
card and may change the board.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

Windy Woody
Designers: Peter Ratschiller, Markus Hagenauer
Publisher: Piatnik

Cooperative tabletop for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Crossroads is a new series of games testing survival and 
cooperation abilities of teams of players, who must survive and 
master crises coming from outside and also from inside. Dead 
of Winter sends us into a colony of survivors in the middle of 
Zombie hordes; each player leads a faction of survivors. In addi-
tion to a victory condition for all, each player must complete his 
own secret mission - a harmless quirk, a dangerous obsession, 
maybe even sabotage or revenge on the colony! You use action 
points, variable powers, cards, voting etc., and can play in several 
versions, for instance without secret goals.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Winter der Toten
Designer: Jonathan Gilmour
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Cooperative tabletop for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Crossroads is a new series of games testing survival and 
cooperation abilities of teams of players, who must survive 
and master crises. Winter der Toten Lange Nacht is a stand-alone 
expansion for Winter der Toten. This time we find ourselves in the 
company center of Raxxon, the theatre for horrible experiments; 
the colony demands improvements of infrastructure and bandit 
camps are nearby. Long Night introduces a cemetery, new survi-
vors, zombie figures, location boards, new objects, general and 
secret goals, new fate cards and scenarios. You use action points, 
variable powers, cards, voting etc.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Winter der Toten Die Lange Nacht
Designer: Jonathan Gilmour
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Each player in each round must predict the exact number of 
tricks he will take. The Mage cards are always trump card and 
take any 13, the 4 Jester cards are never trump and lower than 
any 1, the trick is taken by the highest card in the color played 
first, the highest trump card or the first magic card in a trick. In 
the first round each player has one card, in each round one card 
is added, the trump color is determined by turning up the top 
card from the draw pile. Jubilee edition 2016 with 6 special new 
cards – Dragon, Fairy, Bomb, Werewolf, Juggler and Cloud.
Version: en * Rules: de + 12 languages * In-game text: no

Wizard Jubiläumsausgabe 20 Jahre
Designer: Ken Fisher
Publisher: Amigo Spiele
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Word guessing game for 3 or more players, ages 12+

Words are explained using other words from a defined supply. 
You play in teams, explanation cards featuring subject, verb, 
adjective and other kinds of words are available. You draw a 
card – level beginner, easy, experienced or expert – both teams’ 
explainers look at it and choose word cards from their supply 
to describe the word on the drawn card. Sound and mime are 
forbidden, as well as covering parts of the cards for word frag-
ments. Cards can be re-sorted or discarded. The first to guess the 
right word receives the card. Game ends after a predetermined 
number of cards, most cards win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Word Slam
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

Word finding game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Name words that correspond to topic and letter! A topic card 
is turned up – for a blue one you then turn up a letter card. The 
first player to name a suitable word gets the topic card, the letter 
card is put underneath the letter stack. “M” is always also “W”! A 
yellow topic card names an additional condition for the word – 
more than 10 letters, exactly 6 letters, double appearance of the 
letter, word without the letter, word with the letter at the end 
or word with two letters (you draw an additional letter card). If 
such a card is drawn you draw a blue topic card too and then the 
letter card. You win with seven cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Words Up
Designer: Nikolay Pegasov
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Word finding game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

In turn one black and ten white letter dice are rolled and placed 
on the board, the black one in the middle, the white ones at the 
edge of the board, in clockwise direction. If two vowels are next 
to each other, you can switch one with a consonant. You then 
have 60 seconds to form words with the letters. Letters must 
be connected by lines, you can use a die twice, but not directly 
consecutive. Words that more than one player has noted are 
annulled and do not score. A three-letter word scores one point, 
an eight-letter word scores 10 points. After a previously agreed 
number of rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Wordz
Designer: Tom Werneck
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Set collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 9+

As an elf you produce gifts for children but need to be faster 
than other elves to score. You have five material cards, choose 
one, put it on the workbench and either produce a gift or 
acquire another card. If you have two or more cards in hand, you 
draft cards. In the variant “Deliberation” you point at the material 
card or gift card that you want to take, in the variant “Speedy” 
you play a material card and put your hand immediately onto a 
material card or a gift card in the general display. In both cases 
you can then produce the gift. If all have only one card left, the 
round ends. When all gifts are produced, you score for gifts and 
their destinations.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Workshop Tonttu
Designers: Sayaka, Takahiro
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

Assessment game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Assessment game on specifications for countries, cities and 
business companies; the game features 30 cards for each of 
those card types, and there are four category cards for each type 
of card. You choose a type, roll a die for a category and set the 
card down. Then, in turn, you play one of your three cards into 
the display and sort it into the row where you believe it belongs, 
for instance area of a country in ascending order. For evaluation 
the cards are turned over and you have to remember which card 
you placed, because for a wrong guess and placement you lose 
chips. You can also use several types of jokers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

World Facts
Designer: Simon Haas
Publisher: Haas Games

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

In three rounds you erect monuments stone by stone. One 
monument is selected. Then you add stones to the bag, as stated 
on the material plan, draw them one by one and set them into 
the quarry, according to template. Then players in turn move the 
worker according to the rules and take one stone for each case 
he enters, at least one per turn. Then, in turn, each player adds 
one stone to the monument according to the building template 
and you score points immediately; for placement of stones in 
upper levels the lower levels must be built correctly. Passing 
does cost you points. When the monument is complete, you 
score jewels and win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

World Monuments
Designer: Piero Cioni
Publisher: Queen Games

Word game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Words are supposed to assist Alien Teo to get more familiar with 
Earth. A category dice is placed into the game unit - letter tor-
nado. It is shuffled by rolling in in your hand and then placed on 
the table. The red die shows the category, the blue ones letters 
and all now try to find six words corresponding to the category 
and beginning with one of the six letters. If you want to do so, 
you call Stop even if you do not have all words, and you score for 
each word that you have on your own. For multiple words with 
the same letter you score 1 point per word, e.g. Donald Duck. 
After four rounds you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Wortblitz

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

In X nimmt! you use 100 number cards and 7 row cards and each 
row takes different numbers of cards. At the start you place row 
cards 3, 4 and 5 together with one number card in each row and 
you hold one X-card and 8 number cards. You choose and place 
a card as usual – ascending and with the lowest difference – and 
take the row when it is full according to the row card. From cards 
taken you place one into your personal X row, the others you 
take in hand to play. When none of the cards taken fits your X 
row, you set the row aside as X stack and begin a new one. When 
someone is out of cards, each ox in hand scores -1, each ox in 
the X stack -2.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

X nimmt!
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

SciFi resources management game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

In an alternate universe the remainders of Earth’s civilization 
fight against an ancient alien race. As mercenary captain you 
gather resources to expand your base with buildings, civilians 
and soldiers, acquire events, gain control over the ark, attack 
enemies and loot the alien’s resource Paragon to win. Gameplay 
mechanics are based on dice rolling with special dice, and card 
effects can be used after cards have been bought. Playing time 
for a game is regulated by the amount of Paragon required to 
win. One round consists of effect phase, dice phase and action 
phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Xibalba
Designers: André Schillo, Martin Müller
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

GABIS explanation on page 3Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
For families

With friends 
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Tactics

Strategy
Creativity

Knowledge
Memory

Memo and description game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Monty the Cat is fleeing the dog and goes into hiding around 
the bed, and has even thrown cushions and blanket off the 
bed. Photo cards show Monty’s hide-outs, on the bed, next to 
it, behind the bed or under it. You draw a photo card, look at it 
to memorize it, set it aside face-down and set up the depicted 
hide-out using bed, cushion and blanket and/or describe it as 
exactly as possible. If you succeed, you take the photo card; if 
you are first to own four photo cards, you win. In variants a die 
determines if you set up the hide-out yourself or describe it to 
another player, with or without using gestures, so that he can set 
it up correctly. XXL edition.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

XXL Find Monty
Designer: Karin Hetling
Publisher: Beleduc

Dice and threading game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

A game for recognizing forms and colors, to improve motor and 
reaction skills. The game features 42 wooden beads of different 
shapes, a color die and a symbol die and four caterpillars who 
need to be dressed. As they cannot decide what they want to 
wear they decide to roll for the garments. The dice determine a 
color and a shape and you may add the corresponding bead to 
your caterpillar if the bead is still available. You win if you are first 
to have six shapes on your caterpillar. Variants are listed. New 
edition in a XXL Edition.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

XXL Rondo Vario
Designer:  Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Beleduc

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

There are yaks, ibexes, vultures, groundhogs and yetis of values 
1-3, joker, special and stop cards. In turn you play a card face-
down and make an assertion or doubt the assertion of your 
predecessor. You say maybe “4 yaks”, which can be true or false. 
For a first card you must assert “1” and then always a higher 
number plus any species or the same number plus a bigger spe-
cies than asserted by the previous player. If you doubt, the player 
in the wrong takes the stack of cards. Special cards influence the 
numbers. When the draw pile is empty and someone doubts, 
you win afterwards with fewest cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Yak
Designer: Bono Light
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Trade game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

As a merchant family in China’s Qing dynasty period you invest 
in commodities and trade posts or sell goods. The active player 
sells a commodities bundle – commodities of one category, 
luxury or daily needs, with identical commodities, the same 
color or the same symbol – or buys a commodity from the river 
and adds a new one. If a sovereign appears, he is set down and 
his instructions are resolved for each player – tax or changes in 
commodities or money. Trade posts are auctioned and you col-
lect as regards to different ones and to majorities. Special cards 
can be used once. After the 12th monarch you score trade posts 
and unused liquidity cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Yangtze
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Yay is a dice game of a different kind - you throw three dice into 
a wooden frame with a grid at the bottom. You sum the values 
of the dice and enter the sum into one of the spots in the grid 
that is touched by one of the dice. But you can never enter a 
smaller sum next to bigger one that is already there. When the 
new sum is bigger than an adjacent sum, you can erase the 
smaller one. Aim of the game is to fill one row and one column 
with numbers in your color. If you do so, the game ends and you 
add numbers in your color and win with the highest total.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Yay!
Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Dice and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Courageous mountaineers look for footprints of Yeti in the Hima-
laya and hope for a picture. You can camp on the mountain and 
then climb higher to raise your chances, can hire Sherpas and 
upgrade your equipment. In your turn you roll dice, set aside 
Snow and/or all dice of a kind, roll the remaining ones again, and 
can later add more symbols to those already set aside. Then you 
evaluate the result – Yeti moves in a snow storm, you score for 
footprints, can camp with a tent and spend money for equip-
ment. When you reach or overtake the Yeti on the scoring track, 
you win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Yeti
Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 13+

Yinsh is the sixth game in the Gipf project. At the start you place 
your five rings on any spot of your choice on the board. In your 
turn you mark a ring with a marker piece of the same color, 
move the ring straight over any number of free spots and put it 
down on a free spot. Or you move the ring over free spots and 
then over adjacent marker pieces, without gap, and put it down 
on a free spot immediately behind the last marker. Crossed 
marker pieces are turned over to the other color. If you managed 
to arrange five marker pieces in your color in a row without 
rings, you may take a ring off the board and win, if you removed 
the third one.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Yinsh
Designer: Kris Burm
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

On the snow-covered mountain the legendary Yetis are sup-
posed to roam; players are famous photographers and set out to 
track the Yetis. The vertical mountain, 50 cm high, is set up and 
avalanche tracks are inserted. A team comprises two mountain-
eers, connected by a string, and are put into the mountain with 
their ice picks. Photo cards are on display, players try to reach 
the depicted scenes on the mountain; dice rolls let you move 
the mountaineers, relocate Yetis or trigger an avalanche to push 
other teams off the mountain. If you collect five points with 
pictures taken and then reach the summit, you win.
Version: de* Rules: de * In-game text: no

Yippie Yippie Yeti
Designer: Frank Bebenroth
Publisher: Hasbro

Economics game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

At the beginning of the Meji Era Yokohama becomes interna-
tional harbor and important merchant town. As a merchant 
you construct buildings, extend trade channels, learn foreign 
technologies and meet orders from abroad. A player turn starts 
and ends with Additional Actions, in-between you do the Main 
Action of Placement, Movement, Area Action, 5-Power Bonus, 
Shop House and Trading House Construction and Recovery, 
steps 4 and 5 are optional. Additional actions are Foreign 
Mercenaries (once) or Fulfilling an Achievement or an Order card 
(more than once). Church, Customs, Technology, Countries and 
Remainders provide bonuses at the end of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Yokohama
Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand
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Icon explanation

Solo Play Two Players Large Groups Recommended Minimum Age

GABIS explanation on page 3

Fighting game with cards for 1-4 players, ages 10+

You start with 7 cards, all players play a fight card, they are 
simultaneously revealed. Then the fight is evaluated: blocked an 
attack -> draw a card; attacked -> combine several cards from 
your hand; evade -> counterattack. After the fight, but before 
combos are played, each player targeted by a combo can play a 
hidden joker or a bluff card. If a combo is completed, the cards 
are revealed, jokers nullify combos. If one player loses all lives or 
draws the last card, the player with the most lives wins. Various 
game modes, 1 vs. 1, 2 vs. 2, solo training game, also 3 vs. 3.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Yomi
Designer: David Sirlin
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Memo and race game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Wizardry students of have to return from the midnight market 
back to school, before the warden ghost Willi catches them and 
the players collectively lose the game. You roll dice and try to 
uncover the corresponding glowing Lumies. You turn up tree 
tiles until you uncover a wrong Lumie and move one space 
towards school for each correct Lumie. Teammates can give 
hints. If you uncover Willi, he moves a step. Special symbols on 
the dice let you move without potion or move the ghost another 
step. Potions and dice magic can be played anytime. At the end 
of the round Willi moves. The stairs to school must be overcome 
without hints.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Zauberei hoch drei
Designers: Lukas Zach, Michael Palm
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 13+

Zèrtz is game #3 in the Gipf project. You use 36 rings as well 
as five white, seven grey and nine black marbles. The rings are 
arranged as a hexagon “board” and you must conquer two 
marbles each of every color or three white or four grew or five 
black marbles. In your turn you either put any marble onto a ring 
and then remove an empty ring at the edge of the display. Or 
you conquer one or several marbles by jumping over them with 
another marble onto an adjacent free ring, you must conquer 
if possible. If you isolate a marble by removing a ring you have 
conquered it. Contains three black and three white Zèrtz Poten-
tial with jump abilities for Gipf.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Zèrtz
Designer: Kris Burm
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Animals are hiding and need to be found. You place hiding cards 
next to the barn and next to each player’s dung heap, the stack 
of seek cards and the slapping cards for each player and the 
barn are placed in the middle. The top seek card is turned up. If 
you spot the animal next to dung heap or barn you slap the cor-
responding slapping card and receive the animal. If you make a 
mistake you place one of your animals next to the barn. If a poop 
card is turned up the same animal as before must be spotted 
again. When all cards have been turned up, you win with most 
animals next to your dung heap.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Zicke Zacke
Designer: Marek Zoschl
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Game of moves and memory for 2-4 players, ages 4+

In the chicken coop the hens try to steal feathers from each 
other when overtaking in a race. The hen collecting all feathers 
wins. The track is laid out. You draw one of the face-down tiles 
and compare it to the tile in front of your hen. If the motive on 
the track tile is the same as on the tile you drew, you can move 
your hen forward to this track tile. This you may repeat as long 
as you turn up a corresponding tile. If you turn up a wrong tile 
your move ends. Overtaking other hens is a must as you should 
steal their feathers. 10 Year Jubilee Edition. There is now an app 
for iOS.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: no

Zicke Zacke Hühnerkacke
Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Dice game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Variant of Kniffel, with laps of three rounds each. In Round 
One you throw your two dice into your bottomless cup and 
can look at the result without lifting the cup. Then the starting 
player rolls three white dice for all; You use those and the results 
of your own dice to find the best possible combination and 
then you decide if you quit or continue. Your board is marked 
accordingly. In Round Two and Round Three another white die 
is added. If someone marks the sixth case in a row, the game 
continues to the end of Round Three of the current lap and then 
you win with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Zock ‚n‘ Roll
Designer: Jörg von Rüden
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Expansion for Zombicide Black Plague for 1-6 players, ages 13+

Humans in cooperative efforts to complete mission goals and 
survive against zombies controlled by the game. Turns are split 
into player phase and zombie phase. Players activate their Sur-
vivors for three actions each, according to copious and detailed 
rules. Zombies use one action each to attack a Survivor or to 
move. When all mission goals have been achieved, humans win; 
zombies win by eliminating all Survivors. 
Wulfsburg is an expansion for Black Plague, set in medieval 
times, and introduces new components, a partly infected Pack of 
Wolves and a new Abomination, Wolfbomination.
Version: multi * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Zombicide Wulfsburg
Designers: R. Guiton, J.-B. Lullien, N. Raoult
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Placement and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

On this journey around the world you use tracks and sails. This 
edition contains two modules, Weltreise and Die Großen Seen. In 
your turn you take wagon and ship cards, play suitable cards to 
occupy routes, draw new goal cards or build a harbor. Exchang-
ing ship for wagon cards costs one point each. In the module 
Weltreise there are is impassable terrains, costing 2 correspond-
ing cards per route section, and goal cards with 3-5 cities 
featuring varying points depending on the course of the track 
and sequence in which cities are connected. Scoring is identical 
to the base game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Zug um Zug Weltreise
Designer: Alan R. Moon
Publisher: Days of Wonder

Nest building game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

All nests are full and Kiki Cuckoo wants to lay eggs; players help 
to build a nest. You pull a stick from the nesting site – if it has 
two colors, you need to draw a stick next that has the same color 
on top as the first stick at the bottom. If you manage to draw a 
stick with the same color on both ends, in your third draw the 
latest, you can place all sticks you drew horizontally on top of the 
nesting site and place one of your eggs. If not, you only place the 
sticks. When eggs fall out of the nest or into the site, you take an 
egg. If you are out of eggs, you place Kiki into the nest: If neither 
egg nor stick fall, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Zum Kuckuck
Designers: Josep Maria Allué, Viktor Bautista i Roca
Publisher: Haba
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PUBLISHER CONTAC T INFORMATION
2D6.ee, http://2d6.ee
2F Spiele, http://www.2f-spiele.de
Abacus, http://www.abacusspiele.de
ADC Blackfire, http://www.blackfire.cz
Alban Viard Studio Games, ageofsteam2012@gmail.com
Alea, http://www.aleaspiele.de
Amigo, http://www.amigo-spiele.de
Ares Games, http://www.aresgames.eu
Artic Union,  http:// arcticunion.net
Asmodee, http://de.asmodee.com
ASS, http://www.ass-spiele.de
Arclight, http://www.arclight.co.jp/ag
Bankiiiz, http://bankiiiz.com
Beleduc, http://www.beleduc.de
Béziergames, http://beziergames.com
Bioblo, http://bioblo.com
Blackrock Editions, http://blackrockgames.fr
Blue Orange, http:blueorangegames.com
Boardgametravel, http://www.boardgametravel.com
Bombyx, http://www.studiobombyx.com
Borzag Games, http://borzag.com
Brain Games, http://publishing.brain-games.com
Buzzy Games, http://buzzygames.net
Clicker Spiele, http://www.clickerspiele.de
Conception, http://japonbrand.com
Cool mini or not, http://www.coolminiornot.com
Corax Games, http://corax-games.com
Cranio Creations, http://www.craniocreations.com
Czech Games Edition, http://www.czechgames.com
Days of Wonder, http://www.daysofwonder.com
Desyllas Games, www.desyllasgames.gr
Devil Pig, http://devil-pig-games.com
dlp Games, http://www.dlp-games.de
Doorway Games, http://www.doorwaygames.fi
Dragon Dawn, http://www.arcticunion.org
Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne, http://hasehasehase.de
Drei Magier, http://www.dreimagier.de
dV Giochi, http://www.dvgiochi.com
Edition Essentia, http://edition-essentia.de
Eggertspiele, http://www.eggertspiele.de
F2Z, http:// f2zdigitalmedia.com
Fantasy Flight Games, http://fantasyflightgames.com
Feuerland Spiele, http://www.feuerland-spiele.de
Flatlined Games, http://www.flatlinedgames.com
Fobs Games, http://fobs.de
Foxmind, http://www.foxmind.com
Franjos, http://www.franjos.de
Frosted Games, http://frostedgames.de
Gale Force Nine, http://www.gf9.com
Gallery Ouchi, http://ouchi-2001.stores.jp
Game flow, www.game-flow.fr
Gamefactory, http://www.gamefactory.ch
Game`s Up, http://games-up.de
Gamesorbit, http://gamesorbit.de
Gen42, http://gen42.com
Gerhards, http://www.spiel-und-design.eu
Gift10Industry, www.gift10.net
Gigamic, http://www.gigamic.com
Giochi Uniti, http://www.giochiuniti.it
Gmeiner, http://www.gmeiner-verlag.de
GoccoGames, http://goccogames.com
Golden Egg, http://www.goldenegggames.com
Goliath, http://www.goliathgames.nl
Haas Games, http://haas-games.com
Haba, http://www.haba.de
H@ll Games, http://www.hallgames.de

Half Blast Games, http://halfblast-games.com
Hans im Glück, http://www.hans-im-glueck.de
Hasbro, http://www.hasbro.com
HCM Kinzel, https://shop.hcm-kinzel.eu
Heidelberger, http://www.hds-fantasy.de
Hobby World, http://hobbyworld.ru
Horrible Games, http://www.horrible-games.com
Huch, http://www.huchandfriends.de
Hutter, http://www.hutter-trade.com
Iello, http://www.iello.fr
Indie Boards and Cards, http://www.indieboardsandcards.com
Japon Brand, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Kaleidos Games, http://www.kaleidosgames.com
Kapla, http://kapla.com
Kakinotane Firm, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Kiehly, http://kiehly.de
Knightwork Games, http://www.knightworksgames.com
KogeKogeDo, http://koge2do.hateblo.jp
Kosmos, http://www.kosmos.de
Krimi total, http://www.krimitotal.de
Kua, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com 
Lautapelit, http://www.lautapelit.fi
Libellud, http://www.libellud.com
Lookout Spiele, http://www.lookout-spiele.de
Loquai, http://www.loquai-holzkunst.de
LudiCreations, http://ludicreations.com
Ludonaute, http://www.ludonaute.fr
Mage Company, http://magecompanygames.com
Manifest Destiny, http://ash.jp
Mantic, http://www.manticgames.com
Mattel, http://www.mattel.com
Mayfair Games, http://www.mayfairgames.com
Medusa, http://medusagames.co.uk/
Mesaboardgames, http://www.mesaboardgames.pt/en
Metermorphosen, http://www.metermorphosen.de
Moses, http://www.moses-verlag.de/de
Mücke Spiele, http://www.muecke-spiele.de
Müller-Mätzig Spiele, www.mueller-maetzig-spiele.de
Nazca Games, http://www.nazcagames.com
New Board Game Party, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Noris, http://www.noris-spiele.de
NSKN Games, http://www.nskn.net/en2
nsv Nürnberger Spiele Verlag, http://www.nsv.de
Okazu Brand, http://okazubrand.seesaa.net
Österreichisches Spiele Museum, http://www.spielemuseum.at
Ostia Spiele, http://www.ostia-spiele.de
Pandasaurus Games, http://pandasaurusgames.com
PD Verlag, http://www.pd-verlag.de/spiele
Pearl, http://www.pearlgames.be
Pegasus, http://www.pegasus.de
Piatnik, http://www.piatnik.com
Plato, http://megalopole.com
Plaid Hat Games, http://plaidhatgames.com
Plenluno, http://plenluno.theshop.jp
Portal Publishing, http://portalgames.pl
Pretzel Games, http://pretzelgames.com
Purple Brain, https://www.facebook.com/PurpleBrainCreations
Qango, http://qango.de
Queen Games, http://www.queen-games.de
Quined, http:// quined.nl
R & D Games, www.facebook.com/richard.breese.9
Ravensburger, http://www.ravensburger.com
Rebel, http://www.rebelgames.eu
Red Glove, http://redglove.eu
Repos Production, http://www.rprod.com
Rio Grande Games, www.riograndegames.com
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Route 11, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Rudy Games, http://rudy-games.com
Schmidt, http://www.schmidtspiele.de
Scorpion Masque, http:// scorpionmasque.com
Shinojo, http://shinojo.web.fc2.com
Sierra Madre, http://sierra-madre-games.de
Sit Down, http://www.sitdown-games.com
Space Cowboys, http://www.spacecowboys.fr
Sphinx, http://sphinx-spieleverlag.de
Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg, www.spielkarten.com
Spieltrieb, http://spiele-entwickler-spieltrieb.de
Spinmaster, http://spinmastergames.com
Spring Games Club.temp, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Square Enix, http://eu.square-enix.com
Stratamax, http://stratamaxgames.com
Stratelibri, http://www.stratelibri.it
Strawberry Studio, http://strawberry.studio

Stronghold Games, http://strongholdgames.com
Table Cross, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Teuber Games, http://teubergames.de
Thinkfun, http://www.thinkfun.com
Tohoku Wisteria, http://japonbrand.myshopify.com
Treefrog, http://treefroggames.com/de/
Truant Spiele, http://www.truant.de
University Games, http://www.universitygames.de
Ulisses, http://www.ulisses-spiele.de
Vennerot, http:// facebook.com/spillforlaget
VooDoo Games, http://voodoo-games.com
Wattsalpoag, http://wattsalpoaggames.com
Winning Moves, http://winningmoves.de
WiWa Spiele, http://www.wiwa-spiele.de
Z-Man, http://www.zmangames.com
Zoch, http://www.zoch-verlag.com

The Games Club Osttirol meets monthly  
at the Games and Book hotel “Spiele- 
und Buchhotel” at Nikolsdorf
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More new HABA family games:

10 - 99 years
Following the call of the gods, the players strike out to settle at the foot of 
Mount Meduris: build huts, make offerings to the druid, collect valuable rune stones, 
and construct monumental temples. Who will earn the gods favor?

More information:

haba.de/familygames
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Abenteuerland
Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+, by Wolfgang Kramer 
and Michael Kiesling with graphics by Franz Vohwinkel, at Haba 
2015, ca. 45 min

Burg Flatterstein
Race and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+, 
by Guido Hoffmann with graphics by Rolf Vogt at 
Drei Magier Spiele 2016, ca. 25 min

A U S T R I A N  G A M E S  AW A R D  2016

All information about the Austrian Game Award: www.spielepreis.at

Kerala
You begin with two elephants on a starting tile of one color. In a round tiles = number of players are drawn. You choose one of them and put it into your 
display, next to or on top of another tile, always adjacent to the location of one of the elephands, which is then moved to the new tile. You try to get only one 
area of each color, can have two of your own color and should also achieve one area for each color. When all tiles have been placed, you score penalty points 
for surplus areas and score points for elephant images on tiles as well as bonuses for correctly placed color segments on tiles and elephant figures still stan-
ding. Tile placement for area formation for 2-5 players, ages 8+, by Kirsten Hiese with graphics by Antje and Claus Stephan at Kosmos Verlag 2016, ca. 30 min

Mombasa 
Economics game for 2-4 players, ages 12+, by Alexander Pfister 
and with graphics by Klemens Franz and Andreas Resch at 
eggertspiele / Pegasus 2015, ca. 150 min

Isle of Skye 
Placement and auction game on area control, for 2-5 players, ages 
8+, by Alexander Pfister and Andreas Pelikan with graphics by 
Klemens Franz at Lookout Games 2015, ca. 60 min



Magic: The Gathering Arena of the Planeswalkers 
Fantasy adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 8+, by James 
D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer and Craig Van Ness at Hasbro 2015, 
ca. 60 min

Dynasties
Development game for 3-5 players, ages 12+, with graphics bei 
Claus Stephan at Hans im Glück Spiele 2016, ca. 90 min

Codenames
Word association game for 2-8 players, ages 14+, by Vlaada 
Chvátil and with graphics by Tomáš Kučerovský at Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag/CGE 2015, ca. 15 min

Gum Gum Machine
Puzzle and collecting game with a machine topic, for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+, by Stefan Dorra and Ralf zur Linde with graphics by 
Michael Menzel at HUCH! & friends 2015, ca. 30 min

A U S T R I A N  G A M E S  AW A R D  2016

La Granja 
Economics game with worker placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+, 
by Michael Keller and Andreas Odenthal with graphics by Harald 
Lieske and Lin Lütke-Glanemann at PD Verlag 2015, ca. 120 min

Signorie
Worker placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+, by 
Andrea Chiarvesio with graphics bei Mariano Iannelli, at What’s 
your Game / Asmodee 2015, ca. 150 min

All information about the Austrian Game Award: www.spielepreis.at

OUR WINNING GAMES
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Raben schubsen 
Vexation game with deduction for 2 players, ages 5+, by Marco 
Teubner with graphics by Antje Flad and Volker Maas at moses. 
Verlag 2015, ca. 10 min

Tropicano
Dice and building game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, at Beleduc 2016, 
ca. 10 min
 

Ausgefuchst!
Memo and dexterity game for 2-4 players by Thilo Hutzler with 
graphics bei Johann Rüttinger at Noris Spiele 2016, ca. 15 min

Leo muss zum Friseur
Cooperative movement and memo game for 2-5 players, 
ages 6+, by Leo Colovini with graphics bei Michael Menzel, at 
Abacusspiele 2016, ca. 30 min

OUR WINNING GAMES

Epic PvP 
Card duel for 2-4 players, ages 12+, by Ryan Miller and Luke 
Peterschmidt with graphics by Jay Hernishin, Javier Bolado, 
Riccardo Rullo and Nate Lovett at Pegasus Spiele 2016, ca. 20 min

Nebel über Valskyrr
Cooperative fantasy adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 14+, 
by Blazej Kubacki with graphics by Enggar Adirasa and Agnieszka 
Kopera at Heidelberger Spieleverlag / NSKN 2015, ca. 120 min

All information about the society „spielen.at“: www.spielen.at



Nitro Glyxerol
Shaking, collecting and shunting game for 2-4 players, ages7+, by 
Luca Borsa and Andrea Mainini with graphics by Alexander Jung 
at Zoch Verlag 2015, ca. 20 min

Die Omama im Apfelbaum
Cooperative narrative game for 2-5 players, ages 8+, by Andrea 
Kattnig and Klemens Franz with graphics by Susi Weigel at Piatnik 
2016, ca. 25 min

Memory  Das Brettspiel
Memo, collecting and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+, 
by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael Kiesling with graphics by Anne 
Wertheim and Andreas Adamek at Ravensburger Spieleverlag 
2016, ca. 30 min

OUR WINNING GAMES

Our 4 target groups
We sort our award winners into 4 target groups:

For Children: Games for children and educational games. Adults may 
play, but need not play. Against adults children can not win.
For Families: Parents and children play on equal footing, all have the 
same chances to win.
With Friends: Yound adults and adults play on equal footing, all players 
are older than 12 years.
For Experts: Games with complex rules, a high accessability threshold 
and lots of interesting games play, especially suitable for experienced 
players. 

Please be aware that boundaries between groups are blurred. Children 
who play often and gladly can be ahead of their age group when playing. 
„For Families“ is not equal to the classic „Family Game“! 

Your taste and fun while playing decides what is a game for you. When 
choosing the right game for you, we always recommend to play the 
game!

WIENER SPIELE AKADEMIE
Awarded for the 16th time on June 25th 2016 the Viennese Games 
Academy has announed the award winners. The Austrian Games 
Award is presented annually. Spiel der Spiele is awarded to the 
game which is considered by the Games Committee to be especially 
up-to-date and entertaining, every interested player should have 
played. All our award winners are available from games stores in 
Austria. One is always to be found near you.  

The Games Committee chaired by 
Dipl.Ing.Dagmar de Cassan 
comprises: Dr. Gerhard Bergauer, 
Dipl.Ing. Bernhard Czermak, 
Prof. Samy Molcho, 
Dr. Christoph Proksch 
and Gert Stöckl. 

More information can be found at: 
www.spielepreis.at

All information about the society „spielen.at“: www.spielen.at

Skull King Das Würfelspiel 
Trick announcing game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+, by 
Manfred Reindl and grafics by Eckhard Freytag at Schmidt Spiele 
2016, ca. 30 min
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NEW

facebook.com/PiatnikSpiele

Exciting trade along Asia´s largest river

� e Yangtze River is the longest river in Asia and was a very important trading route 
throughout China‘s rich history. In this game you slip into the role of a rich trading 
family during the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) and your mission is to in uence and 
participate in the continuous and bustling  ow of goods on the Yangtze River. 
� ose with a good sense of the right moment to carefully invest 
money or sell their goods at a pro� t will have a clear advantage!

We   make
  good       games
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Late entries

Party game for 2-14 players, ages 7+

Players try to present emotions with sounds, facial expressions 
or both. Emotions are provided on cards, the mode of presen-
tation on the case on the board where the marker stands. You 
need to collect cards equal to the number of player -1, before 
the game itself does so. The actor of the round mimics the emo-
tion, the others give a guess out of seven emotions on display, 
including the emotion in question; for wrong answers the mar-
ker of the game moves, for correct answers the player marker(s). 
When the start/finish line is crossed, game or players receive a 
card. You can play cooperatively, in teams or individually.  
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr gr * In-game text: no

Emojito
Designer: Urtis Sulinskas 
Publisher: Desyllas

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Carpet riders race other across a cloud labyrinth. Twelve cloud 
tiles on the board.  show five cloud and four useable cases. In 
a turn you select two of your wind markers, this selection also 
determines turn order. Then you perform both actions – wind 
markers show possible range and direction for movement, 
always orthogonally and only across free cases; or you may 
switch or rotate cloud tiles or call the Djinn or move only two 
cases, but across occupied ones. Encounters with the Djinn give 
you additional actions. When you have moved all carpets into 
the opposing starting area, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Sultans of Wind!
Designer: Jan Meyberg
Publisher: Desyllas

Word definition game for 4-12 players, ages 12+

Tribes have been unified after a long separation, communica-
tion is a problem. Spinner determines the challenge – letter or 
challenge cards. For a letter you must describe the wanted term 
only with words beginning with that letter, may switch the first 
letter for this letter or add this letter to the end of a word. Chal-
lenge cards demand putting your tongue out when talking or a 
foreign accent or using only adjectives, and so on. You can never 
mention the category of the term, never use parts or variations 
of it, and also not other words from the category: For Rose in the 
Category Flower you cannot use Carnation for a clue.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Abla Ubla
Designer: Mary Magkou
Publisher: Desyllas

Deck building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

As a monarch you expand your realm using your deck of action, 
treasure and victory point cards, curse cards, reaction cards 
and attack cards. It holds resources, victory points and possible 
actions. All start with identical cards, 7x Copper and 3x Property. 
Ten sets of cards of 25 are selected for a game. In your turn you 
play an action, can buy a card, discard cards and draw 5 new 
cards. Actions you played can result in additional actions and 
buys. When 3 sets are finished you win with most victory points 
in the deck including hand cards and discard pile. New edition 
with new designs for cover and basis cards. 
Version: de * Rules: de en + 14 languages * In-game text: yes

Dominion
Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino 
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 8+

The expansion Blütezeit / Prosperity introduces 25 new King-
dom cards and two new basic cards: The treasure card Platin 
of value 5 and the Dwelling/Victory points card Colony. Colony 
also introduces a new end-of-game condition: When the Colony 
stack has been used up, the game ends. Corresponding to the 
central topic of Wealth i this edition most of the new kingdom 
cards relate to money for income or costs or the options to use 
a Treasure card. If you use the Kingdom card “Handelsroute”, 
you use the corresponding board, and for the cards “Bischof, 
Denkmal or Halsabschneider” the player boards are used.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Dominion Blütezeit
Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino 
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 13+

The Empires expansion for Dominion features new Kingdom 
cards. Some of those cards come in fewer than 10 copies and 
you make up mixed stacks for them, e.g. for all Schloss cards and 
for the cards Katapult/Felsen, Feldlager/Diebesgut, Gladiator 
(Reichtum, Patrizier/Handelsplatz and Siedler/Emsiges Dorf. 
Theexpansion also features victory point markers and debt 
markers, because there are cards who need not be paid for 
immediately, albeit before you buy another card or event. New 
events and the new card type Landmarken are also introduced. 
When Landmarken cards are in play, they apply for the the rest 
of the game and to all players.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dominion Empires
Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino 
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Card game with App for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Shuffle is the title of a series of card games, usually based on a 
game by Hasbro, and always accompanied by an app for addi-
tional information or game variant. The games are packed in a 
sturdy plastic box and ideally suited to be taken along on travels 
or to span waiting periods. A selection of current titles in the ran-
ge are Disney Die Eiskönigin, Monopoly Deal, Monopoly junior, 
Star Wars Kämpf mit um Lothal, Twister, Wer ist es? Minions, Das 
Spiel des Lebens, Trivial Pursuit und Disney Pixar Cars. 
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Shuffle 

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

First place in the Austrian Game Designer Competition 2016


